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THE LIFE OF FRANKLIN.

CHAPTER I.

The Election to the New Parliament—The Wilkes Riots—Franklin's Temp-
tations—Named President of the American Philosophical Society

—
Early

Marriages—Sensitiveness of Old Age—The Culture of Political Science—
Peter Collinson—Paper Money—Smoky Chimneys—Food a Measure of

Value—Advice to the Colonists—The Shop-Keeping State—Non-Impor-
tation Pledge—The Craven Street Gazette.

1768-1770.

To Joseph The old Parliament is gone, and its enemies

ted °Londonj
^°^^ ^'^^ thcmselvcs at liberty to abuse it. I

13 March, enclose you a pamphlet, published the very
1768.

hour of its prorogation. All the members are

now in their counties and boroughs among their drunken

electors
;
much confusion and disorder in many places, and

such profusion of money as never was known before on any
similar occasion. The first instance of bribery to be chosen a

member, taken notice ofon the journals, is no longer ago than

Queen Elizabeth's time, when the being sent to Parliament

was looked upon as a troublesome service, and therefore not

sought after. It is said that such a one, "being a simple

man, and conceiving it might be of some advantage to him,
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had ^w^n four pounds to the mayor and corporation, that

they might choose him to serve them in Parliament."

The price is monstrously risen since that time, for it is

now no less \}ci^Xifour thousandpounds! It is thought, that

near two millions will be spent this election
; but those, who

understand figures and act by computation, say the crown

has two millions a year in places and pensions to dispose of,

and it is well worth while to engage in such a seven years'

lottery, though all that have tickets should not get prizes.

To AViiHam Since my last, a long one, of March 13th,

te'd" London' "othing has been talked or thought of here

16 April, 1768. but elections. There have been amazing con-

tests all over the kingdom, twenty or thirty thousandpounds
of a side spent in several places, and inconceivable mischief

done by debauching the people and making them idle, be-

sides the immediate actual mischief done by drunken mad
mobs to houses, windows, &c. The scenes have been horri-

ble. London was illuminated two nights running, at the

command of the mob, for the success of Wilkes, in the

Middlesex election. The second night exceeded any thing

of the kind ever seen here on the greatest occasions of re-

joicing, as even the small cross-streets, lanes, courts, and

other out-of-the-way places were all in a blaze with lights,

and the principal streets all night long, as the mobs went

round again after two o'clock, and obliged people who had

extinguished their candles to light them again. Those who

refused had all their windows destroyed. The damage

done, and expense of candles, have been computed at fifty

thousand pounds. It must have been great, though proba-

bly not so much.

The ferment is not yet over, for he has promised to sur-
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render himself to the court next Wednesday, and another

tumult is then expected ; and what the upshot will be no one

can yet foresee. It is really an extraordinary event, to see

an outlaw and an exile, of bad personal character, not worth

a farthing, come over from France, set himself up as candi-

date for the capital of the kingdom, miss his election only

by being too late in his application, and immediately carry-

ing it for the principal county ;
the mob (spirited up by

numbers of different ballads sung or roared in every street)

requiring gentlemen and ladies of all ranks, as they passed

in their carriages, to shout for Wilkes and liberty, marking

the same words on all their coaches with chalk, and No.

45* on every door
;
which extends a vast way along the

roads into the country. I went last week to Winchester,

and observed, that for fifteen miles out of town there was

scarce a door or window shutter next the road unmarked
;

and this continued, here and there, quite to Winchester,

which is sixty-four miles.

ToJohn Ross, J received your favor of March 13th, and
dated Lon-

don, 14 May, am extremely concerned at the disorders on
*^** our frontiers, and at the debility or wicked

connivance of our government and magistrates, which must

make property and even life more and more insecure among

us, if some effectual remedy is not speedily applied. I

have laid all the ^counts before the ministry here. I wisli

I could procure more attention to them. I have urged over

and over the necessity of the change we desire; but this

* Wilkes was prosecuted for publishing a libel against the government in

a paper, called the Noi-th Briton. Parliament ordered " Ko. 45" of tha»

paper, in which the libel was contained, to be burnt by the hands of the com-

ifaon hangman. Hence the partiality of the populace for that number.—ED.

A*
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country itself being at present in a situation very little

better, weakens our argument that a royal government

would be better managed, and safer to live under, than that

of a proprietary. Even this capital, the residence of the

King, is now a daily scene of lawless riot and confusion.

Mobs patrolling the streets at noonday, some knocking all

down that will not roar for Wilkes and liberty; courts of

justice afraid to give judgment against him ; coal-heavers

and porters pulling down the houses of coal merchants,

that refuse to give them more wages; sawyers destroying

sawmills; sailors unrigging all the outward bound ships,

and suffering none to sail till merchants agree to raise their

pay; watermen destroying private boats and threatening

bridges; soldiers firing among the mobs and killing men,

women, and children, which seems only to have produced

a universal sullenness, that looks like a great black cloud

coming on, ready to burst in a general tempest.

What the event will be, God only knows. But some

punishment seems preparing for a people, who are ungrate-

fully abusing the best constitution, and the best King, any

nation was ever blessed with, intent on nothing but luxury,

licentiousness, power, places, pensions, and plunder; while

the ministry, divided in their counsels, with little regard

for each other, worried by perpetual oppositions, in con-

tinual apprehension of changes, intent on securing popu-

larity in case they should lose favor, have for some years

past had little time or inclination to attend to our small

affairs, whose remoteness makes them appear still smaller.

The bishops here are very desirous of securing the Church

of England in America, and promoting its interest and

enlargement by sending one of their order thither; but,

though they have long solicited this point with government
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here, they have not as yet been able to obtain it; so appre-

hensive are ministers of engaging in any novel measure.

To Joseph I received your favor of March 31st. It h
Galloway da-

j j ^ messages, in the hands of the
ted London, ' o '

14 May, 1768. minister, so that I cannot be more particular

at present in answering it than to say, I should have a

melancholy prospect in going home to such public confu-

sion, if I did not leave greater confusion behind me. The

newspapers, and my letter of this day to Mr. Ross, will

inform you of the miserable situation this country is in.

While I am writing, a great mob of coal porters fills the

street, carrying a wretch of their business upon poles to be

ducked, and otherwise punished at their pleasure, for work-

ing at the old wages. All respect to law and government

seems to be lost among the common people, who are more-

over continually inflamed by seditious scribblers, to trample

on authority and every thing that used to keep them in

order.

The Parliament is now sitting, but will not continue long

together, nor undertake any material business. The court

of King's Bench postponed giving sentence against Wilkes

on his outlawry till the next term, intimidated, as some

say, by his popularity, and willing to get rid of the affair

for a time, till it should be seen what the Parliament would

conclude as to his membership. The Commons, at least

some of them, resent that conduct, which has thrown a

burthen on them it might have eased them of, by pillorying

or punishing him in some infamous manner, that would

have given better ground for expelling him the House.

His friends complain of it as a delay of justice, say the

court knew the outlawry to be defective, and that they
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must finally pronounce it void, but would punish him by

long confinement. Great mobs of his adherents have

assembled before the prison, the guards have fired on them;

it is said five or six are killed, and sixteen or seventeen

wounded; and some circumstances have attended this

military execution, such as its being done by the Scotch

regiment, the pursuing a lad, and killing him at his father's

house, &c. &c., that exasperate people exceedingly, and

more mischief seems brewing. Several of the soldiers arc

imprisoned. If they are not hanged, it is feared there will

be more and greater mobs; and, if they are, that no soldier

will assist in suppressing any mob hereafter. The prospect

either way is gloomy. It is said the English soldiers cannot

be confided in, to act against these mobs, being suspected

as rather inclined to favor and join them.

I am preparing f^^r my return, and hope for the pleasure

of finding you well, when I shall have an opportunity of

communicating to you more particularly the state of things

here relating to our American affairs, which I cannot so

well do by letter.

To William Since my last, I have received yours of May

teT" London" loth, dated at Amboy, which I shall answer

2 July, 1768. particularly by next week's packet. I purpose

now to take notice of that part, wherein you say it was

reported at Philadelphia I was to be appointed to a certain

office here, which my friends all wished, but you did not

believe it for the reason I had mentioned. Instead of my

being appointed to a new office, there has been a motion

made to deprive me of that I now hold,* and, I believe,

Deputy PostTiaster-General in America.
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for the same reason, though that was not the reason given

out, viz. my being too much of an American; but, as it

came from Lord Sandwich, our new postmaster-general,

\yho is of the Bedford party, and a friend of Mr. Grenville,

I have no doubt that the reason he gave out, viz. my non-

residence, was only the pretence, and that the other was

the true reason
; especially as it is the practice in many

other instances to allow the non-residence of American

officers, who spend their salaries here, provided care is taken

that the business be done by deputy or otherwise.

The first notice I had of this was from my fast friend Mr.

Cooper, secretary of the treasury. He desired me, by a

little note, to call upon him there, which I did; when he

told me, that the Duke of Grafton had mentioned to him

some discourse of Lord Sandwich's, as if the office suffered

by my absence, and that it would be fit to appoint another,

as I seemed constantly to reside in England ;
that Mr.

Todd, secretary of the postoffice, had also been with the

Duke, talking to the same purpose, &c.; that the Duke had

wished him (Mr. Cooper) to mention this to me, and to

say to me, at the same time, that, though my going to my
post might remove the objection, yet, if I choose rather to

reside in England, my merit was such in his opinion, as to

entitle me to something better here, and it should not be

his fault if I was not well provided for. I told Mr. Cooper,

that, without having heard any exception had been taken to

my residence here, I was really preparing to return home,

and expected to be gone in a few weeks
; that, however, I

was extremely sensible of the Duke's goodness, in giving me
this intimation, and very thankful for his favorable dispo-

sition towards me
; that, having lived long in England, and

contracted a friendship and affection for many persons here,
Vol. II.—2
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it could not but be agreeable to me to remain among them

some time longer, if not for the rest of my life
;
and that

there was no nobleman, to whom I could, from sincere

respect for his great abilities and amiable qualities, so cor-

dially attach myself, or to whom I should so willingly be

obliged for the provision he mentioned, as to the Duke of

Grafton, if his Grace should think I could, in any station

where he might place me, be serviceable to him and to the

public.

Mr. Cooper said, he was very glad to hear I was still

willing to remain in England, as it agreed so perfectly with

his inclinations to keep me here
; wished me to leave my

name at the Duke of Grafton's as soon as possible, and to

be at the treasury again the next board day. I accordingly

called at the Duke's, and left my card; and when I went

next to the treasury, his Grace not being there, Mr. Cooper
carried me to Lord North, chancellor of the exchequer, who

said very obligingly, after talking of some American affairs,

"I am told by Air. Cooper, that you are not unwilling to

stay with us. I hope we shall find some way of making it

worth your while." I thanked his Lordship, and said i

should stay with pleasure, if I could any ways be useful

to government. He made me a compliment and I took my
leave, Mr. Cooper carrying me away with him to his

country-house at Richmond to dine and stay all night.

He then told me, that Mr. Todd had been again at the

Duke of Grafton's, and that, upon his (Mr. Cooper's)

speaking in my behalf, Mr. Todd had changed his style,

and said I had, to be sure, a great deal of merit with the

office, having by my good management regulated the posts

in America, so as greatly to increase the revenue; that he

had had great satisfaction in corresponding with me while I
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was there, and he believed they never had a better officer,

iS:c. The Thursday following, being the birthday, I met

with Mr. Todd at court. He was very civil, took me with

him in his coach to the King's Arms in the city, where 1

had been invited to dine by Mr. Trevor, with the gentle-

men of the postoffice ;
we had a good deal of chat after

dinner between us two, in which he told me, Lord Sand-

wich (who was very sharp) had taken notice of my stay in

England, and said. If one could do the business, why should

there be two ? On my telling Mr. Todd that I was going

home, (which I still say to everybody, not knowing but

that what is intimated above may fail of taking effect,) he

looked blank, and seemed disconcerted a little, which makes

me think some friend of his was to have been vested with my
place ; but this is surmise only. We parted very good friends.

That day I received another note from Mr. Cooper,

directing me to be at the Duke of Grafton's next morning,
whose porter had orders to let me in. I went accordingly,

and was immediately admitted. But his Grace being then

engaged in some unexpected business, with much conde-

scension and politeness made that apology for his not dis-

coursing with me then, but wished me to be at the treasury

at twelve the next Tuesday. I went accordingly, when Mr.

Cooper told me something had called the Duke into the

country, and the board was put off, which was not known

till it was too late to send me word
;
but was glad I was

come, as he might then fix another day for me to go again

with him into the country. The day fixed was Thursday.

I returned yesterday ;
should have stayed till Monday, but

foi writing by these vessels. He assures me the Duke has

it at heart to do something handsome for me. Sir John

Pringle, who is anxious for my stay, says Mr. Cooper is the
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honestest man of a courtier that he ever knew, and he is

persuaded they are in earnest to keep me.

The piece I wrote against smuggling, in the Chronicle of

November last, and one in April, on the Laboring Poor,

which you will find in the Gejitlemaji' s Magazine for that

month, have been lately shown by Mr. Cooper to the

chancellor of the exchequer, and to the Duke, who have

expressed themselves much pleased with them. I am to be

again at the treasury on Tuesday next, by appointment of

Mr. Cooper. Thus particular I have been, that you may

judge of this affair.

For my own thoughts, I must tell you, that, though I did

not think fit to decline any favor so great a man expressed

an inclination to do me, because at court, if one shows an

unwillingness to be obliged, it is often construed as a mark

of mental hostility, and one makes an enemy; yet, so great

is my inclination to be at home and at rest, that I shall not

be sorry, if this business falls through, and I am suffered to

retire with my old post ; nor indeed very sorry, if they take

that from me too on account of my zeal for America, in

which some of my friends have hinted to me that I have

been too open. I shall soon be able, I hope, by the next

packet, to give you farther light. In the mean time, as no

one but Sir John knows of the treaty, I talk daily of going

in the August packet at farthest. And when the late

Georgia appointment of me to be their agent is mentioned,

as what may detain me, I say, I have yet received no letters^

from that Assembly, acquainting me what their business

may be
;

that I shall probably hear from them before that

packet sails; that, if it is extraordinary and of such a nature

as to make my stay another winter necessary, I may possibly

slay, because there would not be time for them to choose
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another ; but, if it is common business, I shall leave it with

Mr. Jackson and proceed.

I do not, by the way, know how that appointment came

about, having no acquaintance that I can recollect in that

country. It has been mentioned in the papers some time,

but I have only just now received a letter from Governoi

Wright, informing me that he had that day given his assent

to it, and expressing his desire to correspond with me on

all occasions, saying the Committee, as soon as they could

get their papers ready, would write to me and acquaint me
with their business.*

We have lost Lord Clare from the Board of Trade. He
took me home from court the Sunday before his removal,

tliat I might dine with him as he said alone, and talk over

American affairs. He seemed as attentive to them, as if he

was to continue ever so long. He gave me a great deal of

flummery; saying, that, though at my Examination I an-

swered some of his questions a little pertly, yet he liked

me, from that day, for the spirit I showed in defence of my
country; and at parting, after we had drunk a bottle and a

half of claret each, he hugged and kissed me, protesting he

never in his life met with a man he was so much in love

with. This I write for your amusement. You see by the

nature of this whole letter, that it is to yourself only. It may
serve to prepare your mind for any event that shall happen.

If Mr. Grenville comes into power again, in any depart-

ment respecting America, I must refuse to accept of any

thing that may seem to put me in his power, because I ap-

* Dr. Franklin was appointed Agent for Georgia, with a salary of one hun-

dred pounds a year, by an ordinance of the Assembly, dated April iilh, 1768.

The appointment was annually renewed while he remained in England. The

salary was subsequently enlarged to two hundred pounds a year.
—ED.

2*
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prehend a breach between the two countries ; and that

refusal might give offence. So that, you see, a turn of a

die may make a great difference in our affairs. We may be

either promoted, or discarded ; one or the other seems

likely soon to be the case, but it is hard to divine which. I

am myself grown so old as to feel much less than formerly

the spur of ambition ; and, if it were not for the flattering

expectation, that by being fixed here I might more effectu-

ally serve my country, I should certainly determine for

retirement, without a moment's hesitation.

To Joseph Since my last, nothing material has occurred
Galloway,da-
ted London, 2 here relating to American affairs, except the

July, 1768. removal of Lord Clare from the head of the

Board of Trade to the treasury of Ireland, and the return

of Lord Hillsborough to the Board of Trade as first com-

missioner, retaining the title and powers of secretary of

state for the colonies. This change was very sudden and

unexpected. My Lord Clare took me home from court to

dine with him but two days before, saying he should be

without other company, and wanted to talk with me on

sundry American businesses. We had accordingly a good

deal of conversation on our affairs, in which he seemed to

interest himself with all the attention, that could be

supposed in a minister, who expected to continue in the

management of them. This was on Sunday, and on the

Tuesday following he was removed. Whether my Lord

Hillsborough's administration will be more stable, than

others have been for a long time, is quite uncertain ; but,

as his inclinations are rather favorable towards us (so far as

he thinks consistent with what he supposes the unquestion-

able rights of Britain), I cannot but wish it may continue,
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especially as these perpetual mutations prevent the progress

of all business.

But another change is now talked of, that gives me great

uneasiness. Several of the Bedford party being now got

in, it has been for some time apprehended, that they would

sooner or later draw their friend Mr. Grenville in after

them. It is now said, he is to be secretary of state, in the

room of Lord Shelburne. If this should take place, or if

in any other shape he comes again into power, I fear his

sentiments of the Americans, and theirs of him, will occa-

sion such clashings as may be attended with fatal con-

sequences. The last accounts from your part of the world,

of the combinations relating to commerce with this country,

and resolutions concerning the duties here laid upon it,

occasion much serious reflection; and it is thought the

points in dispute between the two countries will not fail to

come under the consideration of Parliament early in next

session. Our friends wonder, that I persist in my intention

of returning this summer, alleging that I might be of much

more service to my country here, than I can be there, and

wishing me by all means to stay the ensuing winter, as the

presence of persons well acquainted with America, and of

ability to represent these affairs in a proper light, will then

be highly necessary. My private concerns, however, so

much require my presence at home, that I have not yet

suffered myself to be persuaded by their partial opinion of

me.

The tumults and disorders, that prevailed here lately,

have now pretty well subsided. Wilkes's outlawry is re-

versed, but he is sentenced to twenty-two months imprison-

ment, and ojie thousandpounds fine, which his friends, who

feared he would be pilloried, seem rather satisfied with. The
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importation of corn, a pretty good hay harvest, now near

over, and the prospect of plenty from a fine crop of wheat,

make the poor more patient, in hopes of an abatement in

the price of provisions ; so that, unless want of employment

by the failure of American orders should distress them, they

are like to be tolerably quiet.

To John Ai- You desire, you say, my impartial thoughts

Cr^'vxn St ^q
^^ ^^ subjcct of an early marriage, by way of

August, 1768. answer to the numberless objections that have

been made by numerous persons to your own. You may

remember, when you consulted me on the occasion, that

I thought youth on both sides to be no objection. In-

deed, from the marriages that have fallen under my obser-

vation, I am rather inclined to think, that early ones stand

the best chance of happiness. The temper and habits

of the young are not become so stiff and uncomplying,

as when more advanced in life
; they form more easily to

each other, and hence many occasions of disgust are re-

moved. And, if youth has less of that prudence, which is

necessary to manage a family, yet the parents and elder

friends of young married persons are generally at hand to

afford their advice, which amply supplies that defect ; and,

by early marriage, youth is sooner formed to regular and

useful life
;
and possibly some of those accidents or con-

nexions, that might have injured the constitution, or reputa-

tion, or both, are thereby happily prevented.

Particular circumstances of particular persons may possibly

sometimes make it prudent to delay entering into that state j

but in general, when nature has rendered our bodies fit for

it, the presumption is in nature's favor, that she has not

judged amiss in making us desire it. Late marriages are
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often attended, too, with this further inconvenience, that

there is not the same chance that the parents will live to see

their offspring educated. ^^ Late children,^^ says the Spanish

proverb,
" are early orphans.'''' A melancholy reflection to

those, whose case it may be ! With us in America, marriages

are generally in the morning of life
;
our children are there-

fore educated and settled in the world by noon
;
and thus,

our business being done, we have an afternoon and evening

of cheerful leisure to ourselves \
such as our friend at present

enjoys. By these early marriages we are blessed with more

children
; and from the mode among us, founded by nature,

every mother suckling and nursing her own child, more of

them are raised. Thence the swift progress of population

among us, unparalleled in Europe.

In fine, I am glad you are married, and congratulate you
most cordially upon it. You are now in the way of be-

coming a useful citizen ;
and you have escaped the unnatu-

ral state of celibacy for life, the fate of many here, who

never intended it, but who, having too long postponed the

change of their condition, find at length, that it is too late

to think of it, and so live all their lives in a situation that

greatly lessens a man's value. An odd volume of a set of

books bears not the value of its proportion to the set.

What think you of the odd half of a pair of scissors ? It can-

not well cut any thing ; it may possibly serve to scrape a

trencher.

Pray make my compliments and best wishes acceptable

to your bride. I am old and heavy, or I should ere this

have presented them in person. I shall make but small use

of the old man's privilege, that of giving advice to younger
friends. Treat your wife always with respect ; it will pro-

cure respect to you;, not only from her, but from all that
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observe it. Never use a slighting expression to her, even

in jest, for slights in jest, after frequent bandyings, are apt

to end in angry earnest. Be studious in your profession,

and you will be learned. Be industrious and frugal, and you

will be rich. Be sober and temperate, and you will be

healthy. Be in general virtuous, and you will be happy.

At least, you will, by such conduct, stand the best chance

for such consequences. I pray God to bless you both ;

being ever your affectionate friend.

To Miss Mary I sec Very clearly the unhappiness of your
tevenson,

situation, and that it does not arise from any•datea Lon- ' -'

don, Oct. 1768. fault in you. I pity you most sincerely. I

should not, however, have thought of giving you advice on

this occasion, if you had not requested it, believing, as I

do, that your own good sense is more than sufficient to

direct you in every point of duty to others and yourself.

If, then, I should advise you to any thing, that may be

contrary to your own opinion, do not imagine, that I shall

condemn you if you do not follow such advice. I shall only

think, that, from a better acquaintance with circumstances,

you form a better judgment of what is fit for you to do.

Now, I conceive with you, that ;
both from her

affection to you, and from the long habit of having you

with her, would really be miserable without you. Her

temper, perhaps, was never of the best; and, when that is

the case, age seldom mends it. Much of her unhappiness

must arise from thence
; and, since wrong turns of mind,

when confirmed by time, are almost as little in our power

to cure, as those of the body, I think with you, that her

case is a compassionable one.

If she had, through her own imprudence, brought on
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herself any grievous sickness, I know you would think it

your duty to attend and nurse her with filial tenderness,

even were your own health to be endangered by it. Your

apprehension, therefore, is right, that it may be your duty

to live with her, though inconsistent with your happiness

and your interest
;
but this can only mean present interest

and present happiness; for I think your future, greater,

and more lasting interest and happiness will arise from the

reflection, that you have done your duty, and from the high

rank you will ever hold in the esteem of all that know you,

for having persevered in doing that duty under so many and

great discouragements.

My advice, then, must be, that you return to her as soon

as the time proposed for your visit is expired ;
and that you

continue, by every means in your power, to make the

remainder of her days as comfortable to her as possible.

Invent amusements for her
;
be pleased when she accepts

of them, and patient when she perhaps peevishly rejects

them. I know this is hard, but I think you are equal to it;

not from any servility of temper, but from abundant good-

ness. In the mean time, all your friends, sensible of your

present uncomfortable situation, should endeavour to ease

your burden, by acting in concert with you, and to give

her as many opportunities as possible of enjoying the

pleasures of society, for your sake.

Nothing is more apt to sour the temper of aged people,

than the apprehension that they are neglected ;
and they

are extremely apt to entertain such suspicions. It was

therefore that I proposed asking her to be of our late party ;

but, your mother disliking it, the motion was dropped, as

some others have been, by my too great easiness, contrary

to my judgment. Not but that I was sensible her being
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with us might have lessened our pleasure, but I hoped it

might have prevented you some pain.

In fine, nothing can contribute to true happiness, that is

inconsistent with duty; nor can a course of action, con^

formable to it, be finally without an ample reward. For

God governs; and he is good. I pray him to direct you;

and, indeed, you will never be without his direction, if you

humbly ask it, and show yourself always ready to obey it.

Farewell, my dear friend, and believe me ever sincerely and

affectionately yours.

To a friend, Your sentiments of the importance of the

don^*28 No°v

'

P^'^sent dispute between Great Britain and the

1768. colonies appear to me extremely just. There

is nothing I wish for more, than to see it amicably and

equitably settled.

But Providence will bring about its own ends by its own

means; and if it intends the downfall of a nation, that

nation will be so blinded by its pride and other passions,

as not to see its danger, or how its fall may be prevented.

Being born and bred in one of the countries, and having

lived long and made many agreeable connexions of friend-

ship in the other, I wish all prosperity to both ;
but I have

talked and written so much and so long on the subject, that

my acquaintance are weary of hearing, and the public of

reading any more of it, which begins to make me weary cif

talking and writing; especially as I do not find that I have

gained any point, in either country, except that of render-

ing myself suspected by my impartiality; in England, of

being too much an American, and in America, of being too

much an Englishman. Your opinion, however, weighs with

me, and encourages me to try one effort more, in a full,
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though concise statement of. facts, accompanied with argu-
ments drawn from those facts

; to be published about the

meeting of Parliament, after the holidays. If any good

may be done I shall rejoice ; but at present I almost despair.

Have you ever seen the barometer so low as of late ?

The 22d instant, mine was at 28.41, and yet the weather fine

and fair.

To his wife. Captain Falconer has been arrived at Ply-
dated Lon-

, . , , . , , .

don, 21 Dec,
^^^o^th some time, but, the winds bemg con-

*7^^
ti-ary, could get no farther; so I have not yet

received the apples, meal, &c., and fear they will be spoiled.

I send with this some of the new kind of oats much ad-

mired here to make oatmeal of, and for other uses, as being
free from husks

\
and some Swiss barley, six rows to an ear.

Perhaps our friends may like to try them, and you may
distribute the seed among them. Give some to Mr. Roberts,
Mr. Rhoads, Mr. Thomson, Mr. Bartram, our son, and others.

I hope the cold you complain of, in two of your letters,

went off without any ill consequences. We are, as you
observe, blest with a great share of health, considering our

years, now sixty-three. For my own part, I think of late

that my constitution rather mends. I have had but one

touch of the gout, and that a light one, since I left you.
It was just after my arrival here, so that this is the fourth

winter I have been free. Walking a great deal tires me
less than it used to do. I feel stronger and more active.

Yet I would not have you think, that I fancy I shall grow
young again. I know that men of my bulk often fail sud-

denly. I know that, according to the course of nature, I

cannot at most continue much longer, and that the living
even of another day is uncertain. I therefore now form no

Vol. II.—3 b

X
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schemes, but such as are of immediate execution, indulging

myself in no future prospect except one, that of returning

to Philadelphia, there to spend the evening of life with my
friends and family.

To Michael
Understanding that an account of our dear

CoUinson.

[Date uncer- departed friend, Mr. Peter Collinson,* is m-
**'"'^ tended to be given to the public, I cannot omit

expressing my approbation of the design. The characters

of good men are exemplary, and often stimulate the well

disposed to an imitation, beneficial to mankind, and honor-

able to themselves. And as you may be unacquainted

with the following instances of his zeal and usefulness in

promoting knowledge, which fell within my observation, I

take the liberty of informing you, that in 1 730, a subscrip-

tion library being set on foot at Philadelphia, he encouraged

the design by making several very valuable presents to it,

and procuring others from his friends; and, as the library

company had a considerable sum arising annually to be laid

out in books, and needed a judicious friend in London to

* Peter Collinson, a celebrated botanist, was descended from a family ol

ancient standing in the county of Westmoreland, but bom himself, in 1693,

in Clement's Lane, Lombard Street. His parents realized a handsome

fortune by trade in Gracechurch Street, the bulk of which coming to Peter,

who was the eldest son, he was enabled to follow his favorite pursuit of

natural history. He had one of the finest gardens in England, at Peckham,

in Surrey, whence he removed in 1749 to Mill Hill, in the parish of Hen-

don in Middlesex, where he died, August nth, 1768. Mr. Collinson kept

up a correspondence with men of science in all parts of the world, and he

sent the first electrical machine that was ever seen in America, as a present

to the Library Company at Philadelphia. He was also a liberal contributor

to the public library of that city ;
and an intimate friend of Dr. Franklin,

who received from him many hints and papers on the subject of electricity.

—W. T. F.
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transact the business for them, he voluntarily and cheerfully

undertook that service, and executed it for more than thirty

years successively, assisting in the choice of books, and

taking the whole care of collecting and shipping them,

without ever charging or accepting any consideration for

his trouble. The success of this library (greatly owing to

his kind countenance and good advice) encouraged the

erecting others in different places on the same plan; and it

is supposed there are now upwards of thirty subsisting in

the several colonies, which have contributed greatly to the

spreading of useful knowledge in that part of the world ;

the books he recommended being all of that kind, and the

catalogue of this first library being much respected and

followed by those libraries that succeeded.

During the same time he transmitted to the directors of

the library the earliest accounts of every new European

improvement in agriculture and the arts, and every philo-

sophical discovery; among which, in 1745, he sent over an

account of the new German experiments in electricity,

together with a glass tube, and some directions for using it,

so as to repeat those experiments. This was the first notice

I had of that curious subject, which I afterwards prosecuted

with some diligence, being encouraged by the friendly re-

ception he gave to the letters I wrote to him upon it.

Please to accept this small testimony of mine to his memory,
for which I shall ever have the utmost respect.

To Lord I am glad to find you are turning your

London
'^^^^'^

thoughts to political subjects, and particularly

January, 1769. to thosc of money, taxes, manufactures, and

commerce. The world is yet much in the dark on these

important points ;
and many mischievous mistakes are con-
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tinually made in the management of them. Most of our

acts of Parliament for regulating them are, in my opinion,

little better than political blunders, owing to ignorance of

the science, or to the designs of crafty men, who mislead

the legislature, proposing something under the specious

appearance of public good, while the real aim is, to sacrifice

that to their own private interest. I hope a good deal of

light may be thrown on these subjects by your sagacity and

acuteness. I only wish I could first have engaged you in

discussing the weighty points in dispute between Britain

and the colonies. But the long letter I wrote you for that

purpose, in February or March, 1767, perhaps never reached

your hand, for I have not yet had a word from you in

answer to it.*

The act you inquire about had its rise thus. During the

war, Virginia issued great sums of paper money for the pay-

ment of their troops, to be sunk in a number of years by
taxes. The British merchants trading thither received these

bills in payment for their goods, purchasing tobacco with

them to send home. The crop of tobacco one or two years

falling short, the factors, who were desirous of making a

speedy remittance, sought to pay, with the paper monc}-,

bills of exchange. The number of bidders for these bills .

raised the price of them thirty per cent above par. This

was deemed so much loss to the purchasers, and supposed

to arise from a depreciation of the paper money. The

merchants, on this supposition, founded a complaint against

that currency to the Board of Trade. Lord Hillsborough,

* This letter miscarried at the time, or rather it was supposed to have

been intercepted and sent to the ministry. A copy of it was afterwards

transmitted to Lord Kames. It was dated April nth, 1767, and may be

found in vol. i. p. 514.
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then at the head of that Board, took up the matter strongly,

and drew a report, which was presented to the King in

Council, against all paper currency in the colonies. And,

though there was no complaint against it from any merchants,

but those trading to Virginia, all those trading to the other

colonies being satisfied with its operation, yet the ministry

proposed, and the Parliament came into the making a gen-

eral act, forbidding all future emissions of paper money,
that should be a legal tender in any colony whatever.

The Virginia merchants have since had the mortification

to find, that, if they had kept the paper money a year or

two, the abovementioned loss would have been avoided ;

for, as soon as tobacco became more plenty, and of course

bills of exchange also, the exchange fell as much as it before

had risen. I was in America when the act passed. On my
return to England, I got the merchants trading to New

York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, &c., to meet, to

consider and join in an application to have the restraining

act repealed. To prevent this application, a copy was put

into the merchants' hands of Lord Hillsborough's report,

by which it was supposed they might be convinced, that

such an application would be wrong. They desired my
sentiments on it, which I gave in the paper I send you en-

closed. I have no copy by me of the report itself; but in

my answer you will see a faithful abridgment of all the argu-

ments or reasons it contained. Lord Hillsborough has read

my answer, but says he is not convinced by it, and adheres

to his former opinion. We know nothing can be done in

Parliament, that the minister is absolutely against, and there-

fore we let that point rest for the present. And, as I think

a scarcity of money will work with our other present mo-

tives for lessening our fond extravagance in the use of the

3*
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superfluous manufactures of this country, which unkindly

grudges us the enjoyment of common rights, and will tend

to lead us naturally into industry and frugality, I am grown
more indifferent about the repeal of the act, and, if my
countrymen will be advised by me, we shall never ask it

again.

There is not, as I conceive, any new principle wanting,

to account for the operations of air, and all the affections of

smoke in rooms and chimneys; but it is difficult to advise

in particular cases at a distance, where one cannot have all

the circumstances under view. If two rooms and chimneys
are "perfectly similar" in situation, dimension, and all

other circumstances, it seems not possible, that,
" in summer,

when no fire had been in either of them for some months,

and in a calm day, a current of air should at the same time

go up the chimney of the one, and down the chimney of the

other." But such difference may and often does take place,,

from circumstances in which they are dissimilar, and which

dissimilarity is not very obvious to those who have little

studied the subject. As to your particular case, which you

describe to be, that, "after a whole day's fire, which must

greatly heat the vent, yet, when the fire becomes low, so as

not to emit any smoke, neighbour smoke immediately begins

to descend and fill the room;" this, if not owing to partic-

ular winds, may be occasioned by a stronger fire in another

room, communicating with yours by a door, the outer air

being excluded by the outward door's being shut, whereby
the stronger fire finds it easier to be supplied with air down

through the vent, in which the weak fire is, and thence

through the communicating door, than through the crevices.

If this is the circumstance, you will find that a supply of air

is only wanting, that may be sufficient in- both vents. If
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this is not the circumstance, send me, if you please, a com-

plete description of your room, its situation, and connexion,

and possibly I may form a better judgment. Though I im-

agine your Professor of Natural Philosophy, Mr. Russel, or

Mr. George Clark, may give you as good advice on the sub-

ject as I can. But I shall take the liberty of sending you,

by the first convenient opportunity, a collection of my
philosophical papers lately published, in which you will find

something more relating to the motions of air in chimneys.*
To commence a conversation with you on your new pro-

ject, I have thrown some of my present sentiments into the

concise form of aphorisms, to be examined between us, if

you please, and rejected or corrected and confirmed, as we
shall find most proper. I send them enclosed. f

To the same, I received your excellent paper on the pref-

don, 21 Feb.,
arable use of oxen in agriculture, and have

^769- put it in the way of being communicated to

the public here, I have observed in America, that the

farmers are more thriving in those parts of the country
where horned cattle are used, than in those where the labor

'^^ The fourth edition of the author's Philosophical Papers, in a quarto
volume of more than five hundred pages, was published in London, dated

1769.—Ed.

t These were probably
"
Positions to be examined concerning National

Wealth."

In his reply to the above letter, Lord Kames said,
" The letter you mention,

about American affairs, never came to hand. I have an essay on the sub-

ject of your Queries, and you shall hear from me soon about our agreeing
or differing. I have a great fund of political knowledge reduced into writing,
far from being ripe, but fit for your perusal. If you will come to my aid, I

know not but that we shall make a very good thing of it. If not, it may be
lost to the world, and what a loss will that be !"—Edinburgh, January 21 s(,

1769.—S.
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is done by horses. The latter are said to require twice the

quantity of land to niaintain them ; and after all are not

good to eat, at least we do not think them so. Here is a

waste of land that might afford subsistence for so many of

the human species. Perhaps it was for this reason, that the

Hebrew lawgiver, having promised that the children of

Israel should be as numerotK as the sands of the sea, not

only took care to secure the health of individuals by regu-

lating their diet, that they might be fitter for producing

children, but also forbade their using horses, as those

animals would lessen the quantity of subsistence for men.

Thus we find, when they took any horses from their enemies,

they destroyed them; and in the commandments, where

the labor of the ox and ass is mentioned, and forbidden on

the Sabbath, there is no mention of the horse, probably

because they were to have none. And, by the great armies

suddenly raised in that small territory they inhabited, it

appears to have been very full of people.*

Food is always necessar)' to all, and much the greatest

part of the labor of mankind is employed in raising provi-

sions for the mouth. Is not this kind of labor, then, the

fittest to be the ^.tandard by which to measure the values

of all other labor, and consequently of all other things

whose value depends on the labor of making or procuring

* There is not in the Jewish law any express prohibition against the use

of horses
;

it is only enjoined, that the kings should not multiply the breed,

or carry on trade with Egypt for the purchase of horses : Deuteronomy
xvii. 16. Solomon was the first of the kings of Judah who disregarded this

ordinance. He had forty thousand stalls of horses, which he brought out

of Egypt: I Kings iv. 26; and ibid. x. 28. From this time downwards
horses were in constant use in the Jewish armies. It is true that the coun-

try, from its rocky surface and unfertile soil, was extremely unftt for the

maintenance of those animals.—A. F. Tytler.
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them ? May not even gold and silver be thus valued ? If

the labor of the farmer, in producing a bushel of wheat, be

equal to the labor of the miner in producing an ounce of

silver, will not the bushel of wheat just measure the value

of the ounce of silver ? The miner must eat ; the farmer

indeed can live without the ounce of silver, and so perhaps

will have some advantage iiT settling the price. But these

discussions I leave to you, as being more able to manage
them

; only, I will send you a little scrap I wrote some time

since on the laws prohibiting foreign commodities.

I congratulate you on your election as president of your

Edinburgh Society. I think I formerly took notice to you

in conversation, that I thought there had been some simi-

larity in our fortunes, and the circumstances of our lives.

This is a fresh instance, for, by letters just received, I find

that I was about the same time chosen president of our

American Philosophical Society, established at Philadelphia.

I have sent by sea, to the care of Mr. Alexander, a little

box, containing a few copies of the late edition of my
books, for my friends in Scotland. One is directed for

you, and one for your Society, which I beg that you and

they would accept as a small mark of my respect.

To Samuel The Parliament remain fixed in their reso-

ted°^^L'ondon'
^^ition not to repeal the duty acts this session,

27 April, 1769. and will rise next Tuesday. I hope my coun-

try folks will remain as fixed in their resolutions of industry

and frugality, till these acts are repealed. And, if I could

be sure of that, I should almost wish them never to be

repealed ; being persuaded, that we shall reap more solid

and extensive advantages from the steady practice of those

two great virtues, than we can possibly suffer damage from
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all the duties the Parliament of this kingdom can levy on

us. They flatter themselves you cannot long subsist with-

out their manufactures. They believe you have not virtue

enough to persist in such agreements. They imagine the

colonies will differ among themselves, deceive and desert

one another, and quietly one after the other submit to the

yoke, and return to the use of British fineries. They think,

that, though the men may be contented with homespun

stuffs, the women will never get the better of their vanity

and fondness for English modes and gewgaws. The minis-

terial people all talk in this strain, and many even of the

merchants. I have ventured to assert, that they will all

find themselves mistaken
;
and I rely so much on the spirit

of my country, as to be confident I shall not be found a

false prophet, though at present not believed.

I hope nothing that has happened, or may happen, will

diminish in the least our loyalty to our Sovereign, or affec-

tion for this nation in general. I can scarcely conceive a

King of better dispositions, of more exemplary virtues, or

more truly desirous of promoting the welfare of all his sub-

jects. The experience we have had of the family in the

two preceding mild reigns, and the good temper of our

young princes, so far as can yet be discovered, promise us

a continuance of this felicity.* The body of this people.

* The original of this letter, with several others belonging to Dr. Cooper,
was seized by a British officer in Boston, soon after the battle of Lexington,

when many of the inhabitants, and Dr. Cooper among them, had left the

town. The parcel was sent to the King, and the letters themselves, in

their original form, are now preserved in the British Museum, having
been contained in the library presented by George IV. to that institution.

Copies of the letters in that col'ection have been procured for this work,

and the above letter is one of the number. Hence the complimentary para-

graph, intended only for a private friend, was seen by the King five years
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too, is of a noble and generous nature, loving and hon-

oring the spirit of liberty, and hating arbitrary power

of all sorts. We have many, very many, friends among
them.

But, as to the Parliament, though I might excuse that

which made the acts, as being surprised and misled into the

measure, I know not how to excuse this, which, under the

fullest conviction of its being a wrong one, resolves to con-

tinue it. It is decent, indeed, in your public papers to

speak as you do of the ^^ wisdom and the justice of Parlia-

ment;'''' but now that the subject is more thoroughly under-

stood, if this new Parliament had been really wise, it would

not have refused even to receive a petition against the acts;

and, if it had been just, it would have repealed them, and

refunded the money. Perhaps it may be wise}- and juster

another year, but that is not to be depended on.

If, under all the insults and oppressions you are now

exposed to, you can prudently, as you have lately done,

continue quiet, avoiding tumults, but still resolutely keep-

ing up your claims and asserting your rights, you will finally

establish them, and this military cloud that now blusters

over you will pass away, and do no more harm than a sum-

mer thunder shower. But the advantages of your persever-

ance in industry and frugality will be great and permanent.

Your debts will be paid, your farms will be better improved,

and yield a greater produce ; your real wealth will increase

in a plenty of every useful home production, and all the

after it was written, when Franklin was a member of the Continental Con-

gress, and when, from subsequent experience, his sentiments had changed
in regard to the King's good dispositions towards at least one part of his

subjects.
—S.
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true enjoyments of life, even though no foreign trade should

be allowed you ;* and this handicraft, shop-keeping state,

will, for its own sake, learn to behave more civilly to its

customers, f

* The following extract from a letter addressed by Samuel Cooper to Dr.

Franklin in August following is an interesting commentary upon these

statements :

"
Britain is not sensible what she has already lost by the late impolitic

and severe measures. Those, that take only a superficial view of things,

imagine the country is safe, because they do not see large quantities of

American manufactures stand for sale. They do not consider how greatly

the demand for British goods is diminished, through the industry of families

privately supplying themselves, from what this demand would have been

from our increasing numbers, had mild and prudent methods been pursued.
I can however give a striking instance, that may be depended on, of a man-

ufacture, that was almost wholly imported, and now furnishes no inconsider-

able article of our exportation. The single town of Lynn makes yearly not

less than eighty thousand pairs of women's shoes, better and cheaper than

any that we can import, and not only supplies the maritime towns around it

with this article, but sends large quantities of it to the southern colonies and

the West Indies. I could not believe this, till, upon particular inquiry, I

found it to be undoubtedly true."

f The associations, as they were called, or resolutions not to import goods
from Great Britain, had been unequally observed in the different colonies,

as will appear by the following statement, taken from the custom-house

entries, of the value of all the goods exported from England to the several

colonies enumerated, from Christmas 1767 to Christmas 1769 :

1767 to 1768. 1768 to 1769.

New England ^419,000 ^207,000
New York 482,000 74,000

Pennsylvania 432,000 119,000

Maryland and Virginia . . . 475,000 488,000

Carolina 209,000 306,000

This summary shows a large decrease in the amount of goods exported

to the eastern and middle colonies, particularly New York and Pennsylvania,

but an increase at the south. This is in part explained.by the fact, that the

necessities of the southern colonies for foreign goods were much greater

than at the east, where domestic manufactures had to some extent become

established. The statement is transcribed from a letter written by Mr. \V. S.

Johnson, in London, March 6th, 1770.
—S.
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Your late governor, Mr. Pownall, appears a hearty friend

to America. He moved last week for a repeal of the acts,

and was seconded by General Conway, Sir George Saville,

Mr. Jackson, Mr. Trecothick, and others, but did not

succeed. A friend has favored me with a copy of the notes

taken of Mr. Pownall's speech, which I send you, believing

it will be agreeable to you and some other of our friends to

see them. You will observe in some parts of it the language

a member of Parliament is obliged to hold, on American

topics, if he would at all be heard in the House. He has

given notice, that he will renew the motion at the next and

every session. All Ireland is strongly in favor of the

American, cause. They have reason to sympathize with us.

I send you four pamphlets written in Ireland, or by Irish

gentlemen here, in which you will find some excellent well-

said things.

To Mrs. Jane Mrs. Stevenson has executed your order,
Mecom,dated ^^^ ^tTi^^ the things in a bandbox directed to
London, 27

°

April, 1769. you. A new-fashioned something, that was

not ready when the box was packed up, is enclosed in her

letter.

I am now grown too old to be ambitious of such a

station, as that which you say has been mentioned to you.

Repose is more fit for me, and much more suitable to my
wishes. There is no danger of such a thing being offered

to me, and I am sure I shall never ask it. But even if it

were offered, I certainly could not accept it, to act under

such instructions, as I know must be given with it. So you

may be quite easy on that head.*

* Dr. Franklin's enemies reported that he was disposed to accept a place

under the British government, and that the ministerial hook was baited with

Vol. II.—4
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To Mrs. Jane ^g to the reports you mention, that are
Mecom, da- .

ted London, Spread to my disadvantage, I give myself as

March 1, 1766. ijtjjg concern about them as possible. I have

often met with such treatment from people, that I was all

the while endeavouring to serve. At other times I have

been extolled extravagantly, where I had little or no merit.

These are the operations of nature. It sometimes is cloudy,

it rains, it hails ; again it is clear and pleasant, and the sun

shines on us. Take one thing with another, and the world

is a pretty good sort of a world, and it is our duty to mal:e

the best of it, and be thankful. One's true happiness

depends more upon one's own judgment of one's self, or a

consciousness of rectitude in action and intentioi), and the

approbation of those few, who judge impartially, than upon

the applause of the unthinking, undiscerning multitude, who

are apt to cry Hosanna to-day, and to-morrow, Crucify

him.

ToMissMary Agreeably to your orders, delivered to me
Stevenson, ,, , rr^ , x
dated Tues- vcry punctually by lemple, I return you
day morning, encloscd Voltaire' s verses. The translation I
27 June, 1769.

think full as good as the original. Remember

that I am to have them again.

I take this opportunity to send you, also, a late paper,

containing a melancholy account of the distresses of some

seamen. You will observe in it the advantages they re-

ceived from wearing their clothes constantly wet with salt

water, under the total want of fresh water to drink. You

may remember I recommended this practice many years

the office of Under Secretary of State. It is to this report that allusion is

here made.—ED.
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ago. Do you know Dr. Len, and did you communicate it

to him ? I fancy his name is wrong spelt in this paper, and

that it should be Lind, having seen in the Review some

extracts from a book on sea-diseases, published within these

two or three years, by one Dr. Lind
;
but I have not seen

the book, and know not whether such a passage be in it.

I need not point out to you an observation in favor of

our doctrine, that you will make on reading this paper,

that, having little to eat, these poor people in wet clothes

day and night caught no cold.

My respects to your aunt, and love to all that love you.

To John Bar- It is with great pleasure I understand by

LoITdon'^^*^'* your favor of April loth, that you continue

July, 1769. to enjoy so good a share of health. I hope

it will long continue. And, although it may not now

be suitable for you to make such wide excursions as here-

tofore, you may yet be very useful to your country and

to mankind, if you sit down quietly at home, digest the

knowledge you have acquired, and compile and publish

the many observations you have made, and point out

the advantages that may be drawn from the whole, in

public undertakings or particular private practice. It is

true, many people are fond of accounts of old buildings,

and monuments; but there is a number, who would be

much better pleased with such accounts as you could afford

them. And, for one, I confess, that if I could find in any

Italian travels a receipt for making Parmesan cheese, it

would give me more satisfaction than a transcript of any

inscription from any old stone whatever.

I suppose Mr. Michael Collinson, or Dr. Fothergill, has

written to you what may be necessary for your information
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relating to your affairs here. I imagine there is no doubt

but the King's bounty to you will be continued; and that

it will be proper for you to continue sending now and then

a few such curious seeds, as you can procure, to keep up

your claim. And now I mention seeds, I wish you would

send me a few of such as are least common, to the value of a

guinea, which Mr. Foxcroft will pay you for me. They are

for a particular friend, who is very curious. If in any thing

I can serve you here, command freely.

To Miss Mary Just come home from a venison feast, where

dated" Sat'ur-
^ have drunk more than a philosopher ought,

day evening, \ flnd my dear Polly's cheerful, chatty letter,
1 Sept., 1769. ^

that exhihrates me more than all the wnie.'*^

•• The letter referred to in the text will be found to contain the first inti'

mation of an attachment to Dr. Hewson, which matured into matrimony the

following year. It ran as follows :

From Miss Welcome to England ! my dear, my honored friend.

Mary Steven- Just as I began a letter to my mother, I received the news

son to B. of your arrival.® I have the same confidence in my parent,
Franklin, da-

,j^^j jj^g Esquimaux woman had in hers
; for, if my mother

arga e,
^.^ ^^^ know "

I always speak truth," I could not venture
I Sept., 1769.

J f

to say what she might be apt to doubt. I confess she has

some reason to complain of me
;

I must not complain of her; I have written

to her but once since I came hither, and she . A blank will conclude

that sentence. I have had the satisfaction to hear of her by several of my
correspondents. I hope you will intercede for me, that I may not be

severely rebuked. Indeed, my expedition has afforded me so little enter-

tainment, that I could not have given her any by my letters, and I know

she is not so well affected to the government, as to wish to increase the

revenue without some advantage to herself. She is a very good subject,

notwithstanding; and a faithful disciple of yours in all points, but that of

tribute. There her daughter exceeds her
; for, convinced by your argu-

ments, I turn a deaf ear to all the invitations to smuggling, and in such a

place as this, it is well to have one's honesty guarded.

* A. reference to the doctor's recent tour on the continent.
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Your good mother says there is no occasion for any inter-

cession of mine in your behalf. She is sensible that she is

more in fault than her daughter. She received an affec-

tionate, tender letter from you, and she has not answered

it, though she intended to do it ; but her head, not her

heart, has been bad, and unfitted her for writing. She

owns, that she is not so good a subject as you are, and that

she is more unwilling to pay tribute to Caesar, and has less

objection to smuggling ;
but it is not, she says, mere selfish-

ness or avarice ; it is rather an honest resentment at the

waste of those taxes in pensions, salaries, perquisites, con-

tracts, and other emoluments for the benefit of people

As I have cast a censure upon the inhabitants of this place, I must, for

the honor of my landlord and his family, tell you, that they condemn and

avoid those illicit practices, which are too common here. Indeed the ex-

emplary conduct of these good people would make me join their sect, if

reason would qualify me for it
; but they are happily got into the flights of

enthusiasm, which I cannot reach. They are certainly the happiest people,

and I should be glad to be like them
; but my reason will not suifer me,

and my heart prevents my playing the hypocrite ;
so your Polly must remain

as she is, neither in the world, nor out of it. How strangely I let my pen
run on to a philosopher I But that philosopher is my friend, and I may
write what I please to him.

I met with a very sensible physician yesterday, who prescribes abstinence

foi the cure of consumptions. He must be clever, because he thinks as we

do. I would not have you or my mother surprised, if I should i"un off with

this young man. To be sure it would be an imprudent step, at the discreet

age of thirty ; but there is no saying what one should do, if solicited by a

man ot an insinuating address and good person, though he may be too

young for one, and not yet established in his profession. He engaged me
so deeply in conversation, and I was so much pleased with him, that I

thought it necessary to give you warning, though I assure you he has made

no proposal.

How I rattle ! This flight must be owing to this new acquaintance, or to

the joy of hearing my old one is returned to this country. I know which 1

attribute it to, for I can tell when my spirits were enlivened ; but you may
think as you please, if you will believe me to be, dear Sir, your truly affec-

tionate humble servant, MARY STEVENSON.

4*
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she does not love, and who do not deserve such advantages,

because—I suppose
—because they are not of her party.

Present my respects to your good landlord and his family.

I honor them for their conscientious aversion to illicit tra-

ding. There are those in the world, who would not wrong
a neighbour, but make no scruple of cheating the King.

The reverse, however, does not hold
; for whoever scruples

cheating the King, will certainly not wrong his neighbour.

You ought not to wish yourself an enthusiast. They have,

indeed, their imaginary satisfactions and pleasures, but these

are often balanced by imaginary pains and mortification.

You can continue to be a good girl, and thereby lay a solid

foundation for expected future happiness, without the en-

thusiasm that may perhaps be necessary to some others. As

those beings, who have a good sensible instinct, have no need

of reason, so those, who have reason to regulate their actions,

have no occasion for enthusiasm. However, there are cer-

tain circumstances in life, sometimes, where it is perhaps

best not to hearken to reason. For instance
; possibly, if

the truth were known, I have reason to be jealous of this

same insinuating, handsome young physician ; but, as it

flatters more my vanity, and therefore gives me more

pleasure, to suppose you were in spirits on account of my
safe return, I shall turn a deaf- ear to reason in this case, as

I have done with success in twenty others. But I am sure

you will always give me reason enough to continue ever

your affectionate friend.

To cadwaiia- By a ship just Sailed from hence, (the cap-

dated ^on- ^^^'^ ^ Stranger, whose name I have forgotten,)

don, 7 Sept., I send you a late French treatise on the man-

agement of silkworms. It is said to be the
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best hitherto published, being written in the silk country

by a gentleman well acquainted with the whole affair. It

seems to me to be, like many other French writings, rather

too much drawn out in words ;
but some extracts from it,

of the principal directions, might be of use, if you would

translate and publish them. I think the bounty is offered

for silk from all the colonies in general. I will send you

the act. But I believe it must be wound from the cocoons,

and sent over in skeins. The cocoons would spoil on the

passage, by the dead worm corrupting and staining the silk.

A public filature should be set up for winding them there ;

or every family should learn to wind their own. In Italy

they are all brought to market, from the neighbouring

country, and bought up by those that keep the filatures. In

Sicily each family winds its own silk, for the sake of having

the remains to card and spin for family use. If some pro-

vision were made by the Assembly for promoting the growth

of mulberry trees in all parts of the province, the culture

of silk might afterwards follow easily. For the great dis-

couragement to breeding worms at first is the difficulty of

getting leaves and the being obliged to go far for them.

There is no doubt with me but that it might succeed in

our country. It is the happiest of all inventions for clothing.

Wool uses a good deal of land to produce it, which, if em-

ployed in raising corn, would afford much more subsistence

for man, than the mutton amounts to. Flax and hemp re-

quire good land, impoverish it, and at the same time permit

it to produce no food at all. But mulberry trees may be

planted in hedgerows on walks or avenues, or for shade near

a house, where nothing else is wanted to grow. The food

for the worms, which produce the silk, is in the air, and the

ground under the trees may still produce grass, or some
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other vegetable good for man or beast. Then the wear of

silken garments continues so much longer, from the strength

of the materials, as to give it greatly the preference. Hence

it is that the most populous of all countries, China, clothes

its inhabitants with silk, while it feeds them plentifully, and

has besides a vast quantity both raw and manufactured to

spare for exportation. Raw silk here, in skeins well wound,

sells from twenty to twenty-five shillings per pound ; but, if

badly wound, is not worth five shillings. Well wound is,

when the threads are made to cross each other every way in

the skein, and only touch where they cross. Badly wound

is, when they are laid parallel to each other ;
for so they

are glued together, break in unwinding them, and take

a vast deal of time more than the other, by losing the end

every time the thread breaks. When once you can raise

plenty of silk, you may have manufactures enough from

hence.

To Miss Mary Your good mother has complained more of

Stevenson,
j ^ ^ j^ ^^^^ ^^ ^j^^^^ ^^^^ before,

dated Craven •'

St., 22 Jan., If she Stoops, or looks, or bends her neck
^^'°'

downwards, on any occasion, it is with great

pain and difficulty, that she gets her head up again. She

has, therefore, borrowed a breast and neck collar of Mrs.

Wilkes, such as misses wear, and now uses it to keep her

head up. Mr. Strahan has invited us all to dine there to-

morrow, but she has excused herself. Will you come, and

go with me ? If you cannot well do that, you will at least

be with us on Friday.

As to my own head, which you so kindly inquire after,

its swimming has gradually worn off, and to-day for the first

time I felt nothing of it on getting out of bed. But, as this
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speedy recovery is, as I am fully persuaded, owing to the

extreme abstemiousness I have observed for some days past

at home, I am not without apprehensions, that, being to dine

abroad this day, to-morrow, and next day, I may inadvert-

ently bring it on again, if I do not think of my little moni-

tor and guardian angel, and make use of the proper and

very pertinent clause she proposes, in my grace. Here

comes a morning visitor. Adieu.

To a friend in Your Very judicious letter of November
America, da.

26th, being commuuicated by me to some
ted London,

' ° '

18 March, member of Parliament, was handed about
^'^'^°'

among them, so that it was some time before

I got it again into my hands. It had due weight with

several, and was of considerable use. You will see that

I printed it at length in the London Chronicle, with the

merchants' letter. When the American affairs came to be

debated in the House of Commons, the majority, notwith-

standing all the weight of ministerial influence, was only

sixty-two for continuing the whole last act
;
and would not

have been so large, nay, I think the repeal would have been

carried, but that the ministry were persuaded by Governor

Bernard, and some lying letters said to be from Boston, that

the associations not to import were all breaking to pieces,

that America was in the greatest distress for want of the

goods, that we could not possibly subsist any longer with-

out them, and must of course submit to any terms Par-

liament should think fit to impose upon us. This, with

the idle notion of the dignity and sovereignty of Par-

liament, which they are so fond of, and imagine will be

endangered by any further concessions, prevailed, I know,

with many, to vote with the ministry, who, otherwise, on
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account of the commerce, wish to see the difference accom-

modated.*

* The following extract is from a letter written by Mr. Johnson, agent

from Connecticut, to Governor Trumbull, dated London, March 6th, 1770:

"At length the American revenue act has been debated in the House of

Commons. Lord North moved, yesterday, for leave to bring in a bill to re-

peal the duty upon the three articles only, which he grounded upon the

promise made by the administration in their circular letter to propose it to

Parliament, and upon the anti-commercial nature of these duties. Tlie

conduct of America, he said, had been such as, in his opinion, to prevent

their going farther, by their refusing to be content with this, by their entering

into and continuing their combinations against the trade of this country,

which he called insolent, unwarrantable, and illegal, and such as Parliament

must not yield to, nor could, without giving up all authority over the colo-

nies. He insisted, that the preamble to the act, and the duty on tea, must

be retained, as a mark of the supremacy of Parliament, and an efficient

declaration of their right to govern the colonies. He said it was also an

operative duty, and fairly within our old distinction between internal and ex-

ternal taxes, the latter of which we had admitted they might impose. This

was a port duty, not an internal tax."—S.

In the same letter Mr. Johnson adds, that Lord Chatham had said in de-

bate three nights before :

"
I have been thought to be, perhaps, too much the

friend of America. I own I am a friend to that country. I love the Ameri-

cans because they love liberty, and I love them for the noble efforts they

made in the last war. But I must own I find fault with them in many
things ;

I think they carry matters too far
; they have been wrong in many

respects. I think the idea of drawing money from them by taxes was ill

judged. Trade is your object with them, and they should be encouraged.

But, (I wish every sensible American, both here and in that country, heard

what I say,) if they carry their notions of liberty too far, as I fear they do,

if they will not be subject to the laws of this country, especially, if they would

disengage themselves from the laws of trade and navigation, of which I see

too many symptoms, as much of an .'Vmerican as I am, they have not a more

determined opposer than they will find in me. They must be subordinate.

In all laws relating to trade and navigation especially, this is the mother

country, they are the children
; they must obey, and we prescribe. It is

necessary ; for in these cases between two countries so circumstanced as

these two are, there must be something more than connexion, there must be

subordination, there must be obedience, there must be dependence. And,
if you do not make laws for them, let me tell you, my Lords, they do, they

WiU, they must make laws for you."—S.
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But, though both the Duke of Grafton and Lord North

were and are, in my opinion, rather inclined to satisfy us,

yet the Bedford party are so violent against us, and so

prevalent in the council, that more moderate measures could

not take place. This party never speak of us but with

evident malice; "rebels" and "traitors" are the best

names they can afford us, and I believe they only wish for

a colorable pretence and occasion of ordering the soldiers

to make a massacre among us.

On the other hand, the Rockingham and Shelburne

people, with Lord Chatham's friends, are disposed to favor

us, if they were again in power, which at present they are

not like to be; though they, too, would be for keeping

up the claim of Parliamentary sovereignty, but without ex-

ercising it in any mode of taxation. Besides these, we

have for sincere friends and well-wishers the body of Dis-

senters generally throughout England, with many others,

not to mention Ireland and all the rest of Europe, who,

from various motives, join in applauding the spirit of liberty,

with which we have claimed and insisted on our privileges,

and wish us success, but whose suffrage cannot have much

weight in our affairs.

The merchants here were at length prevailed on to pre-

sent a petition, but they moved slowly, and some of them,

I thought, reluctantly; perhaps from a despair of success,

the city not being much in favor with the court at present.

The manufacturing towns absolutely refused to move at all ;

some pretending to be offended with our attempting to

manufacture for ourselves; others saying, that they had

employment enough, and that our trade was of little im-

portance to them, whether we continued or refused it.

Those, who began a little to feel the effects of our forbear-
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ing to purchase, were persuaded to be quiet by the minis-

terial people, who gave out, that certain advices were

received of our beginning to break our agreements \
of our

attempts to manufacture proving all abortive and ruining the

undertakers
;
of our distress for want of goods, and dissen-

sions among ourselves, which promised the total defeat of all

such kind of combinations, and the prevention of them for

the future, if the government were not urged imprudently

to repeal the duties. But now that it appears from late and

authentic accounts, that agreements continue in' full force,

that a ship is actually returned from Boston to Bristol with

nails and glass (articles that were thought of the utmost

necessity), and that the ships, which were waiting here for

the determination of Parliament, are actually returning to

North America in their ballast, the tone of the manufac-

turers begins to change, and there is no doubt, that, if we

are steady, and persevere in our resolutions, these people

will soon begin a clamor, that much pains has hitherto been

used to stifle.

In short, it appears to me, that if we do not now persist

in this measure till it has had its full effect, it can never

again be used on any future occasion with the least prospect

of success, and that, if we do persist another year, we shall

never afterwards have occasion to use it.

To Miss Mary I received your letter early this morning,
evenson,

^-^A ^g J 2im. SO engasTcd, that I cannot seeaated X ues- ' 00'
day, 31 May, you when you comc to-day, I write this line

just to say, that I am sure you are a much

better judge in this affair ofyour own, than I can possibly be.*

Alluding to a proposal from Dr. Hewson. See ante, p. 41.
—Ed.
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In that confidence it was, that I forbore giving my ad-

vice when you mentioned it to me, and not from any

disapprobation. My concern (equal to any father's) for

your happiness makes me write this, lest, having more re-

gard for my opinion than you ought, and imagining it

against the proposal because I did not immediately advise

accepting it, you should let that weigh any thing in your
deliberations.

I assure you, that no objection has occurred to me. His

person you see; his temper and understanding you can

judge of; his character, for any thing I have ever heard, is

unblemished ; his profession, with the skill in it he is sup-

posed to have, will be sufficient to support a family ; and,

therefore, considering the fortune you have in your hands

(though any future expectation from your parent should be

disappointed), I do not see but that the agreement may be

a rational one on both sides.

I see your delicacy, and your humility too
; for you fancy

that if you do not prove a great fortune, you will not be

loved; but I am sure, were I in his situation in every re-

spect, knowing you so well as I do, and esteeming you so

highly, I should think you a fortune sufficient for me with-

out a shillins:.

Having thus, more explicitly than before, given my
opinion, I leave the rest to your sound judgment, of which
no one has a greater share ; and I shall not be too inquisi-

tive after your particular reasons, your doubts, your fears,

and the like. For I shall be confident, whether you accept or

refuse, that you do right. I only wish you may do what will

most contribute to your happiness, and of course to mine.

P. S. Do not be angry with me for supposing your de-

termination not quite so fixed as you fancy it.

Vol. IL—5 c
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To Samuel With this I send you two speeches in Parlia-

London
^

^8
"^^^^ on our aifairs by a member that you

June, 1770- know. The repeal of the whole late act would

undoubtedly have been a prudent measure, and I have

reason to believe that Lord North was for it, but some of

the other ministers could not be brought to agree to it ; so

the duty on tea, with that obnoxious preamble, remains to

continue the dispute. But I think the next session will

hardly pass over without repealing them ; for the Parlia-

ment must finally comply with the sense of the nation.

As to the standing army kept up among us in time of

peace, without the consent of our Assemblies, I am clearly

of opinion that it is not agreeable to the constitution.

Should the King, by the aid of his Parliaments in Ireland

and the colonies, raise an army, and bring it into England,

quartering it here in time of peace without the consent of

the Parliament of Great Britain, I am persuaded he would

soon be told, that he had no right so to do, and the nation

would ring with clamors against it. I own, that I see no

difference in the cases; and, while we continue so many
distinct and separate states, our having the same head, or

sovereign, the King, will not justify such an invasion of the

separate right of each state to be consulted on the establish-

ment of whatever force is proposed to be kept up within its

limits, and to give or refuse its consent, as shall appear most

for the public good of that state.

That the colonies originally were constituted distinct

states, and intended to be continued such, is clear to me
from a thorough consideration of their original charters,

and the whole conduct of the crown and nation towards

them until the restoration. Since that period, the Parlia-

ment here has usurped an authority of making laws for them,
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which before it had not. We have for some time submitted

to that usurpation, partly through ignorance and inattention,

and partly from our weakness and inability to contend. I

hope, when our rights are better understood here, we shall,

by prudent and proper conduct, be able to obtain from the

equity of this nation a restoration of them. And, in the

mean time, I could wish, that such expressions as the

Supreme authority of Parliament, the subordinacy of our

Assemblies to the Parliament, and the like, which in reality

mean nothing, if our Assemblies, with the King, have a true

legislative authority ;
I say, I could wish that such expres-

sions were no more seen in our public pieces. They are

too strong for compliment, and tend to confirm a claim of

subjects in one part of the King's dominions to be sove-

reigns over their fellow subjects in another part of his

dominions, when in truth they have no such right, and their

claim is founded only in usurpation, the several states having

equal rights and liberties, and being only connected, as

England and Scotland were before the union, by having one

common sovereign, the King.

This kind of doctrine the Lords and Commons here

would deem little less than treason against what they think

their share of the sovereignty over the colonies. To me

those bodies seem to have been long encroaching on the

rights of their and our sovereign, assuming too much of his

authority, and betraying his interests. By our constitutions

he is, with his plantation Parliaments, the sole legislator of

his American subjects, and in that capacity is, and ought to

be, free to exercise his own judgment, unrestrained and un-

limited by his Parliament here. And oyr Parliaments have

a right to grant him aids without the consent of this Parlia-

ment, a circumstance, which, by the way, begins to give it
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some jealousy. Let us, therefore, hold fast our loyalty to

our King, who has the best disposition towards us, and has a

family interest in our prosperity; as that steady loyalty is the

most probable means of securing us from the arbitrary power

of a corrupt Parliament, that does not like us, and conceives

itself to have an interest in keeping us down and fleecing us.

If they should urge the inconvenience oi an empire's being

divided into so many separate states, and from thence con-

clude, that we are not so divided, I would answer, that an

inconvenience proves nothing but itself. England and

Scotland were once separate states, under the same King.

The inconvenience found in their being separate states did

not prove, that the Parliament of England had a right to

govern Scotland. A formal union was thought necessary,

and England was a hundred years soliciting it, before she

could bring it about. If Great Britain now thinks such a

union necessary with us, let her propose her terms, and we

may consider them. Were the general sentiments of this

nation to be consulted in the case, I should hope the terms,

whether practicable or not, would at least be equitable ; for

I think, that, except among those with whom the spirit of

Toryism prevails, the popular inclination here is, to wish us

well, and that we may preserve our liberties.

I unbosom myself thus to you, in confidence of your pru-

dence, and wishing to have your sentiments on the subject

in return.

Mr. Pownall, I suppose, will acquaint you with the event ot

his motions, and therefore I say nothing more of them, than

that he appears very sincere in his endeavours to serve us; on

which account, I some time since republished with pleasure the

parting addresses tohim of your Assembly, withsome previous

remarks to his honor, as well as in justification of our people.
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I hope, that before this time those detestable murderers

have quitted your province, and that the spirit of industry

and frugality continues and increases.

To his wife, By Captain Falconer I answered Sally's

don, 10 June*
^^^tcr about her son's being inoculated, and

'770. told her Sir John Pringle's opinion, as to the

probability of his not having the smallpox hereafter. I

think he advised, as no eruption appeared, to make sure of

the thing by inoculating him again. I rejoice much in the

pleasure you appear to take in him. It must be of use to

your health, the having such an amusement. My love to

him, and to his father and mother.

Captain Ourry is going abroad as a travelling tutor to

Lord Galvvay's son
;
Mrs. Strahan is at Bath; Mr. Strahan

and children, Mr. and Mrs. West and their son, are all

well at present ; though Mr. West himself has had a long
illness. They always inquire after you, and I present your

compliments. Poor Nanny was drawn in to marry a worthless

fellow, who got all her money, and then ran away and left her.

So she is returned to her old service with Mrs. Stevenson,

poorer than ever, but seems pretty patient, only looks de-

jected, sighs sometimes, and wishes she had never left Phila-

delphia. Mr. Montgomery died at sea, as we have lately heard.

As to myself, I had, from Christmas till Easter, a dis-

agreeable giddiness hanging about me, which however did

not hinder me from being about and doing business. In

the Easter holidays, being at a friend's house in the coun-

try, I was taken with a sore throat, and came home half

strangled. From Monday till Friday, I could swallow

nothing but barley water and the like. On Friday came on

a fit of the gout, from which I had been free five years. Im-
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mediately the inflammation and swelling in my throat dis-

appeared ; my foot swelled greatly, and I was confined about

three weeks ; since which I am perfectly well, the giddiness

and every other disagreeable symptom having quite left me. I

hope your health is likewise by this time quite reestablished ;

being as ever, my dear child, your affectionate husband.

To Mrs. Mary Your friends are all much pleased with your

ted^ London" account of the agreeable family, their kind re-

24 July. 1770. ception and entertainment of you, and the

respect shown you ; only Dolly and I, though we rejoice

and shall do so in every thing that contributes to your hap-

piness, are now and then in low spirits, supposing we have

lost each a friend. Harwell says she conceives nothing of

this; and that we must be two simpletons to entertain such

imaginations. I showed her your letter to your mother,

wherein you say,
"
Dolly is a naughty girl, and, if she does

not mend, I shall turn her off; for I have got another Dolly

now, and a very good Dolly too." She begged me not to

communicate this to Dolly, for though said in jest, yet, in

her present state of mind, it would hurt her. I suppose

that it was for the same good-natured reason, that she re-

fused to show me a paragraph of your letter to Dolly, that

had been communicated by Dolly to her.

July 2^th. The above was written yesterday, but, being

interrupted, I could not finish my letter in time for the

post ; though I find I had little to add. Your mother de-

sires me to express abundance of affection for you, and for

Mr. Hewson ;
and to say all the proper things for her, with

respect to the rest of your friends there. But you can im-

agine better than I can write. Sally and little Temple

join in best wishes of prosperity to you both. Make my
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sincerest respects acceptable to Mr. Hewson, whom, exclu-

sive of his other merits, I shall always esteem in proportion
to the regard he manifests for you. Barwell tells me, that

your aunt had received his letter, and was highly pleased

with it and him
; so I hope all will go well there ;

and I

shall take every opportunity of cultivating her good dispo-

sition, in which I think you used to be sometimes a little

backward, but you always had your reasons.

I am apt to love everybody that loves you, and therefore

I suppose I shall in time love your new mother, and new

sister, and new Dolly. I find I begin to like them already,

and, if you think proper, you may tell them so. But your
old Dolly and I have agreed to love each other better than

ever we did, to make up as much as we can our supposed loss

of you. We like your assurance of continued friendship,

unimpaired by your change of condition, and we believe

you think as you write
; but we fancy we know better than

you. You know I once knew your heart better than you
did yourself. As a proof that I am right, take notice,—
that you now think this the silliest letter I ever wrote to

you, and that Mr. Hewson confirms you in that opinion.

However, I am still what I have been so many years, my
deargood girl, your sincerely affectionate friend and servant.

The Craven Street Gazette.'^

To Mrs. Mar- This morning Queen Margaret, accompu-
garet Steven- -ji, -- .,^. ,,. „
son, dated ^^^^ ^y her first maid of honor, Miss Frank-

Saturday, 32
iyn, set out for Rochester. Immediately on

Sept., 1770. 1 • J
their departure, the whole street was in tears—

« This newspaper burlesque, written during the temporary absence of

Mrs. Stevenson at Rochester, and exclusively for the enteriainment of his
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from a heavy shower of rain. It is whispered, that the

nev/ family administration which took place on her majesty's

departure, promises like all other new administrations, to

govern much better than the old one.

We hear that the great person (so called from his enor-

mous size) of a certain family in a certain district, is griev-

ously affected at the late changes, and could hardly be

comforted this morning, though the new ministry promised

him a roasted shoulder of mutton and potatoes for his

dinner. It is said that the same great person intended

to pay his respects to another great personage this day, at

St. James, it being coronation-day ; hoping thereby a little

to amuse his grief; but was prevented by an accident.

Queen Margaret, or her maid of honor, having carried off

the key of the drawers, so that the lady of the bed-chamber

could not come at a lace shirt for his highness. Great

clamors were made on this occasion against her majesty.

Other accounts say, that the shirts were afterwards found,

though too late, in another place. And some suspect, that

the wanting of a shirt from those drawers was only a minis-

terial pretense to picking the locks, that the new adminis-

tration might have everything at command.

We hear that the lady chamberlain of the household went

to market this morning, by her own self, gave the butcher

whatever he asked for the mutton, and had no dispute with

the potato woman, to their great amazement at the change
of times. It is confidently asserted, that this afternoon,

the weather being wet, the great person a little chilly, and

domestic circle, is overrunning with a most genial humor, and belongs to an

order of Jetix cTesprit in the production of which Frankhn had few, if any,

superiors.
—Ei>.
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nobody at home to find fault with the expense of fuel, he

was indulged with a fire in his chamber. It seems the

design is, to make him contented by degrees with the ab-

sence of the queen.

A project has been under consideration of government,

to take the opportunity of her majesty's absence for doing

a thing she was always averse to, namely, fixing a new lock

on the street door, or getting a key made to the old one ;

it being found extremely inconvenient, that one or other

of the great officers of state should, whenever the maid goes

out for a ha'penny worth of sand, or a pint of porter, be

obliged to attend the door to let her in again. But opin-

ions being divided, which of the two expedients to adopt,

the project is for the present, laid aside.

We have good authority to assure our readers, that a

cabinet council was held this afternoon at tea, the subject

of which was a proposal for the reformation of manners,

and a more strict observation of the Lord's day. The

result was a unanimous resolution, that no meat should be

dressed to-morrow
; whereby the cook and the first minister

will both be at liberty to go to church, the one having

nothing to do, and the other no roast to rule. It seems the

cold shoulder of mutton, and the apple-pie, were thought

sufficient for Sunday's dinner. All pious people applaud

this measure, and it is thought the new ministry will soon

become popular.

We hear that Mr. Wilkes was at a certain house in Craven

Street this day, and inquired after the absent queen. His

good lady and children are well.

The report, that Mr. Wilkes, the patriot, made the above

visit, is without foundation, it being his brother, the courtier.

Sunday, September 23.
—It is now found by sad experience,
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that good resolutions are easier made than executed. Not-

withstanding yesterday's solemn order of Council, nobody
went to church to-day

—it seems the great person's broad-

built bulk lay so long abed, that the breakfast was not over

until it was too late to dress. At least this is the excuse.

In fine, it seems a vain thing to hope reformation from the

example of our great folks.

The cook and the minister, however, both took advan-

tage of the order so far, as to save themselves all trouble,

and the clause of cold dinner was enforced, though the

going to church was dispensed with ; just as common work-

ing folks observe the commandment. The seventh day thou

shalt rest, they think a sacred injunction ;
but the other six

days shalt thou labor is deemed a mere piece of advice,

which they may practice when they want bread, and are out

of credit at the ale house, and may neglect whenever they

have money in their pockets. It must, nevertheless be said

in justice to our court that, whatever inclination they had

to gaming, no cards were brought out to-day.

Lord and Lady Hewson walked after dinner to Kensmg-

ton, to pay their duty to the Dowager, and Dr. Fatsides

made four hundred and sixty-nine turns to his dining-room

as the exact distance of a visit to the lovely Lady Barwell,

whom he did not find at home
; so there was no struggle

for and against a kiss, and he sat down to dream in the

easy chair, that he had it without any trouble.

Monday, September 24.
—We are credibly informed, that

the great person dined this day with the club at the Cat and

Bagpipes in the City, on cold round of boiled beef. This,

it seems, he was under some necessity of doing (though he

rather dislikes beef), because truly the ministers were to be

all abroad somewhere to dine on hot roast venison. It is
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thought, that, if the queen had been at home, he would not

have been so slighted. And though he shows outwardly no

signs of dissatisfaction, it is suspected that he begins to wish

for her majesty's return.

It is currently reported, that poor Nanny had nothing

for dinner in the kitchen, for herself and puss, but the

scraping of the bones of Saturday's dinner.

This evening there was high play at Craven Street House.

The great person lost money. It is supposed the ministers,

as is usually supposed of all ministers, shared the emolu-

ments among them,

Tuesday, September 25.
—This morning the good Lord

Hutton called at Craven Street House, and inquired very

respectfully and affectionately concerning the welfare of the

queen. He then imparted to the big man a piece of intel-

ligence important to them both, which he had just received

from Lady Hawkesworth, namely, that their amiable and

excellent companion, Miss Dorothea Blount, had made a

vow to marry absolutely him of the two, whose wife should

first depart this life. It is impossible to express with words

the various agitations of mind appearing in both their faces

on this occasion
; vanity, at the preference given them over

the rest of mankind
; affection for their present wives

; fear
of losing them

; hope (if they must lose them) to obtain the

proposed comfort
; jealousy of each other, in case both wives

should die together
—all working at the same time, jumbled

their features into inexplicable confusion. They parted, at

length, with professions and outward appearancfes of ever-

during friendship ;
but it was shrewdly suspected, that each

of them wished health and long life to the other's wife
;

and that however long either of these friends might like to live

himself, the other would be very well pleased to survive him.
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It is remarked that the skies have wept every day in

Craven Street since the absence of the queen.

The pubhc may be assured, that this morning a certain

great person was asked very complaisantly by the mistress

of the household, if he would choose to have the blade bone

of Saturday's mutton, that had been kept for his dinner,

broiled or cold. He answered gravely. If there is any flesh

on it, it may be broiled; if not, it may as well be cold.

Orders were accordingly given for broiling it. But when

it came to table, there was indeed so very little flesh, or

rather none at all, puss having dined on it yesterday after

Nanny, that, if our new administration had been as good
economists as they would be thought, the expense of broil-

ing might well have been saved to the public, and carried

to the sinking fund. It is assured the great person bears

all with infinite patience. But the nation is astonished at

the insolent presumption, that dares treat so much mildness

in so cruel a manner. A terrible accident had liked to have

happened, this afternoon at tea. The boiler was set too

near the end of the little square table. The first ministress

was sitting at one end of the table to administer the tea ;

the great person was about to sit down at the other end,

where the boiler stood. By a sudden motion, the lady gave

the table a tilt. Had it gone over, the great person must

have been scalded
; perhaps to death. Various are the

surmises and observations on this occasion. The godly

say, it would have been a just judgment on him on prevent-

ing by his laziness, the family's going to church last Sun-

day. The opposition do not stick to insinuate, that there

was a design to scald him, prevented only by his quick

catching the table. The friends of the ministry give out,

that he carelessly jogged the table himself, and would have
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been inevitably scalded had not the ministress saved him.

It is hard for the public to come at the truth of these cases.

At six o'clock this afternoon, news came by the post,

that her Majesty arrived safely at Rochester Saturday night.

The bells immediately rang—for candles to illuminate the

parlor ; the court went into cribbage ;
and the evening con-

cluded with every demonstration of joy.

It is reported that all the principal officers of state have

received an invitation from the Duchess Dowager of

Rochester, to go down thither on Saturday next. But it is

not yet known whether the great affairs they have on their

hands will permit them to make this excursion.

We hear, that, from the time of her Majesty's leaving

Craven Street House to this day, no care is taken to file the

newspapers ;
but they lie about in every room, in every

window, and on every chair, just where the Doctor lays

them when he has read them. It is impossible government

can long go on in such hands.

Vol. II.-



CHAPTER 11.

No Taxation without Representation
—Franklin Appointed Agent for

Massachusetts Bay—False Rumorsof his Resigning the Post-Office—Bad

Political Surgery
—Conference and Scene with Lord Hillsborough.

177O-I77I.

To M. Du- I SEE with pleasure, that we think pretty

LonJol'^Oct^
much alike on the subject of English America.

2, 1770. We of the colonies have never insisted, that

we ought to be exempt from contributing to the common

expenses necessary to support the prosperity of the empire.

We only assert, that, having Parliaments of our own, and

not having representatives in that of Great Britain, our

Parliaments are the only judges of what we can and what

we ought to contribute in this case ;
and that the English

Parliament has no right to take our money vuthout our con-

» A friend of BufFon's, under whose auspices he had, some twenty years

previous to the writing of this letter, translated Collinson's collection of

Franklin's letters on electricity, into French. He was a warm and useful

friend to Franklin and to the colonies. Silas Deane was ordered to consult

with him when he came to France; and he presented Deane to the French

minister of foreign affairs. He subsequently translated an edition of the

American constitutions, state and federal, into French. In John Adams's

opinion, he kept one of the most agreeable houses in Paris.—Ed.

62
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sent. In fact, the British empire is not a single state; it

comprehends many ; and, though the Parliament of Great

Britain has arrogated to itself the power of taxing the col-

onies, it has no more right to do so, than it has to tax

Hanover. We have the same King, but not the same legis-

latures.

The dispute between the two countries has already lost

England many millions sterling, which it has lost in its

commerce, and America has in this respect been a propor-

tionable gainer. This commerce consisted principally of

superfluities ; objects of luxury and fashion, which we can

well do without
j
and the resolution we have formed of im-

porting no more, till our grievances are redressed, has en-

abled many of our infant manufactures to take root
;
and it

will not be easy to make our people abandon them in future,

even should a connexion more cordial than ever succeed the

present troubles. I have, indeed, no doubt that the Parlia-

ment of England will finally abandon its present preten-

sions, and leave us to the peaceable enjoyment of our rights

and privileges.

To his wife, I am glad your little grandson recovered so
dated Lon- r i

• -ii t -^ •

don Oct
soon of his illness, as I see you are quite in

1770- love with him, and that your happiness is

wrapped up in his
;
since your whole long letter is made up

of the history of his pretty actions. It was very prudently

done of you not to interfere, when his mother thought fit to

correct him
;
which pleased me the more, as I feared, from

your fondness of him, that he would be too much humored,

and perhaps spoiled. There is a story of two little boys in

the street
; one was crying bitterly ; the other came to him

to ask what was the matter; "I have been," says he, "for
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a pennyworth of vinegar, and I have broke the glass, and

spilled the vinegar, and my mother will whip me." "No
she won't whip you," says the other. "

Indeed, she will,"

says he. "What," says the other, "have you then got

ne'er a grandmother?"

To Thomas Your favor of October 31st came to hand a

teT London" ^"^^^ ^^X^ sincc, with the vote of the House of

24 Dec, 1770. Representatives, appointing me their agent

here, which as it was unsolicited on my part, I esteem the

greater honor ; and shall be very happy, if I can, in that

capacity, render my country any acceptable service,
j"

* * *

® Speaker of the Massachusetts Assembly, and as such, the Doctor's cor-

respondent on behalf of the colony during his agency in England.—Ed.

f
" In the spring of 1768, while the Duke of Grafton was luring him

(Franklin) with the prospect of a place, and while he was preparing for the

third time to return to America, came news that the young colony of Georgia
had appointed him its London agent. He had not an acquaintance in that

colony. It is not improbable that he owed this unexpected honor to his

early friendship with Whitefield, who had great influence in Georgia, and

would naturally have spoken much there of his Pennsylvanian friend and

publisher.
* * *

" Next year New Jersey selected him for her agent, and the year following,

his native province of Massachusetts. These appointments, together with

the threatening aspect of colonial affairs, and the urgent entreaties of liberal

men in England and patriotic men in America, detained him still at his post

in London. For ten years he was always on the point of returning; for ten

years events were continually frustrating his design. His new appointments
had the effect of placing him at ease in his circumstances. Pennsylvania

paid her agent ;^Soo a year, Massachusetts, ;^400 ; Georgia, ^^200 ;
New

Jersey, ;^ioo. His election for the important province of Massachusetts was

not unanimous. •'•' ® *
"
After considerable debate, Franklin received the vote of two-thirds of the

House, and Arthur Lee, of Virginia, the candidate of the opposition, was
elected his substitute, to take the place of agent in case of Dr. Franklin's

return to America or absence from London."—Pario?i s Life of FrankUn,
vol. i. p. 499.
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I have the pleasure to acquaint you, from good authority,

that the project formed by the enemies of the province, for

bringing into Parliament a bill to abridge our charter rights,

though at first it received some countenance, and great

pains were taken to recommend it, is now laid aside. I do

not presume to suppose, that the opposition I gave to it,

^by showing the imprudence of the measure, and declaring

•jpenly my opinion on all occasions, that, the charter being

a compact between the King and the people of the colony

who were out of the realm of Great Britain, there existed

nowhere on earth a power to alter it, while its terms were

complied with, without the consent of both the contracting

parties,') had any weight on the occasion. I rather think,

that a disposition prevails of late to be on good terms with

the colonies, especially as we seem to be on the eve of a

war with Spain ;
and that, in consequence of that disposi-

tion, which I hope we shall cultivate, more attention has

been paid to the sober advice of our friends, and less to the

virulent instigations of our enemies. * * *

To Mrs. Jane As to the rumor you mention, (which was,
Mecom, da-

^^ josiah tclls Hie, that I had been deprivedted London, j ' >

30 Dec, 1770. of my place in the postofifice on account of a

letter I wrote to Philadelphia,) it might have this foun-

dation, that some of the ministry had been displeased on

my writing such letters, and there were really some thoughts

among them of showing that displeasure in that manner.

But I had some friends, too, who, unrequested by me,

advised the contrary. And my enemies were forced to

content themselves with abusing me plentifully in the news-

papers, and endeavouring to provoke me to resign. In this

they are not likely to succeed, I being deficient in that

6*
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Christian virtue of resignation. If they would have my
office, they must take it.

I have heard of some great man, whose rule it was, with

regard to offices, never to ask for them, and never to refuse

them; to which I have always added, in my own practice,

never to resign them. As I told my friends, I rose to that

office through a long course of service in the inferior

degrees of it. Before my time, through bad management,
it never produced the salary annexed to it ; and, when I

received it, no salary was to be allowed, if the office did

not produce it. During the first four years it was so far

from defraying itself, that it became nine hundred and fifty

pounds sterling in debt to me and my colleague. I had

been chiefly instrumental in bringing it to its present flour-

ishing state, and therefore thought I had some kind of

right to it. I had hitherto executed the duties of it faith-

fully, and to the perfect satisfaction of my superiors, which

I thought was all that should be expected of me on that ac-

count. As to the letters complained of, it was true I did

write them, and they were written in compliance with

another duty, that to my country ;
a duty quite distinct

from that of postmaster.

My conduct in this respect was exactly similar to that 1

held on a similar occasion but a few years ago, when the then

ministry were ready to hug me for the assistance I afforded

them in repealing a former revenue act. My sentiments

were still the same, that no such acts should be made here

for America
; or, if made, should as soon as possible be

repealed ;
and I thought it should not be expected of me

to change my political opinions every time his Majesty

thought fit to change his ministers. This was my language

on the occasion ;
and I have lately heard, that, though I
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was thought much to blame, it being understood that every

man who holds an office should act with the ministry, whether

agreeable or not to his own judgment, yet, in consideration

of the goodness of my private character (as they were pleased

to compliment me), the office was not to be taken from me.

Possibly they may still change their minds, and remove

me ;
but no apprehension of that sort will, I trust, make

the least alteration in my political conduct. My rule, in

which I have always found satisfaction, is, never t& turn

aside in public affairs through views of private interest ;

but to go straight forward in doing what appears to me right

at the time, leaving the consequences with Providence.

What in my younger days enabled me more easily to walk

upright, was, that I had a trade, and that I knew I could

live upon little; and thence (never having had views of

making a fortune) I was free from avarice, and contented

with the plentiful supplies my business afforded me. And

now it is still more easy for me to preserve my freedom and

integrity, when I consider that I am almost at the end of

my journey, and therefore need less to complete the expense

of it
;
and that what I now possess, through the blessing of

God, may, with tolerable economy, be sufficient for me

(great misfortunes excepted), though I should add nothing

more to it by any office or employment whatsoever.

I send you by this opportunity the two books you wrote

for. They cost three shillings apiece. When I was first in

London, about forty-five years since, I knew a person, who

had an opinion something like your author's. Her name

was Hive, a printer's widow. She died soon after I left

England, and by her will ohWged her son to deliver publicly,

in Salters' Hall, a solemn discourse, the purport of which

was to prove, that this world is the true Hell, or place of
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punishment for the spirits, who had transgressed in a better

state, and were sent here to suffer for their sins in animals

of all sorts. It is long since I saw the discourse, which was

printed. I think a good deal of Scripture was cited in it,

and that the supposition was, that, though we now remem

bered nothing of such a preexistent state, yet after death

we might recollect it, and remember the punishments we

had suffered, so as to be the better for them
;
and others,

who had not yet .offended, might now behold and be

warned by our sufferings.

In fact, we see here, that every lower animal has its

enemy, with proper inclinations, faculties, and weapons, to

terrify, wound, and destroy it
;

and that men, who are

uppermost, are devils to one another
;

so that, on the

established doctrine of the goodness and justice of the great

Creator, this apparent state of general and systematical mis-

chief seemed to demand some such supposition as Mrs.

Hive's, to account for it consistently with the honor of the

Deity. But our reasoning powers, when employed abont

what may have been before our existence here, or shall be

after it, cannot go far, for want of history and facts. Revela-

tion only can give us the necessary information, and that,

in the first of these points especially, has been very sparingly

afforded us.

I hope you continue to correspond with your friends at

Philadelphia. My love to your children.

To Thomas * * * ^\\Q doctrinc of the right of Par-

ted^ London" hamcnt to lay taxes on America is now almost

5 Feb., 1771. generally given up here, and one seldom meets

in conversation with any, who continue to assert it. But

there are still many, who think that the dignity and honor
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of Parliament, and of the nation, are so much engaged, as

that no formal renunciation of the claim is ever to be

expected. We ought to be contented, they say, with a for-

bearance of any attempt hereafter to exercise such right ;

and this they would have us rely on as a certainty. Hints

are also given, that the duties now subsisting may be gradu-

ally withdrawn, as soon as a regard to that dignity will

permit it to be decently done, without subjecting govern-

ment to the contempt of all Europe, as being compelled

into measures by the refractoriness of the colonies. How
far this may be depended on, no one can say. The pre-

sumption rather is, that if, by time, we become so accus-

tomed to these, as to pay them without discontent, no

minister will afterwards think of taking them off, but rather

be encouraged to add others.

Perhaps there was never an instance of a colony so much

and so long persecuted with vehement and malicious abuse,

as ours has been, for near two years past, by its enemies

here and those who reside in it. The design apparently

was, by rendering us odious, as well as contemptible, to

prevent all concern for us in the friends of liberty here,

when the projects of oppressing us further, and depriving

us of our rights by various violent measures, should be

carried into execution. Of late, this abuse has abated
;
the

sentiments of a majority of the ministers are, I think,

become more favorable tow^ards us ;
and I have reason to

believe, that all those projects are now laid aside. The

projectors themselves, too, are, I believe, somewhat dimin-

ished in their credit
;
and it appears not likely that any

new schemes of the kind will be listened to, if fresh occa-

sion is not administered from our side the water. It seems,

however, too eaily yet to expect such an attention to our
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complaints, as would be necessary to obtain an immediate

redress of our grievances. A little time is requisite; but

no opportunity will be lost by your agents, of stating them

where it may be of use, and inculcating the necessity of

removing them, for the strength and safety of the empire.

And I hope the colony Assemblies will show, by frequently

repeated resolves, that they know their rights, and do not

lose sight of them. Our growing importance will ere long

compel an acknowledgment of them, and establish and

secure them to our posterity.

In case of my leaving this country, which I may possibly

do in the ensuing summer, I shall put into the hands of

Dr. Lee* all the papers relating to your affairs, which I

have received from you, or from the son of your late agent,

Mr. De Berdt. The present American secretary. Lord

Hillsborough, has indeed objected to the Assembly's ap-

pointment, and insists that no agent ought to be received

or attended to, by government here, who is not appointed

by an act of the General Court, to which the governor has

given his assent. This doctrine, if he could establish it,

would in a manner give to his Lordship the power of appoint-

ing, or at least negativing any choice of the House of Repre-

sentatives and Council, since it would be easy for him to

instruct the governor not to assent to the appointment of

such and such men, who are obnoxious to him ; so that, if

the appointment is annual, every agent that valued his post

must consider himself as holding it by the favor of his Lord-

ship, and of course too much obliged to him to oppose his

measures, however contrary to the interest of the province.

* Arthur Lee, who, having taken the degree of doctor in medicine before

he commenced the study of the law, was sometimes called Dr. Lee.—S.
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Of what use such agents would be, it is easy to judge ;

and, although I am assured, that, notwithstanding this fancy

of his Lordship, any memorial, petition, or other address

from, or in behalf of, the House of Representatives to the

King in Council, or to either House of Parliament, would

be received from your agent as usual, yet, on this occasion,

I cannot but wish, that the public character of a colony

agent was better understood and settled, as well as the

political relation between the colonists and the mother

country.

When they come to be considered in the light of distinct

states, as I conceive they really are, possibly their agents

may be treated with more respect, and considered more as

public ministers. Under the present American administra-

tion, they are rather looked on with an evil eye, as ob-

structers of ministerial measures ; and the Secretary would,

I imagine, be well pleased to get rid of them, being, as he

has sometimes intimated, of opinion that agents are unneces-

sary, for that, whatever is to be transacted between the

assemblies of colonies and the government here, may be

done through and by the governor's letters, and more

properly than by any agent whatever. In truth, your late

nominations, particularly of Dr. Lee and myself, have not

been at all agreeable to his Lordship.

I purpose, however, to draw up a memorial, stating our

rights and grievances, and, in the name and behalf of the

province, protesting particularly against the late innovations

in respect to the military power obtruded on the civil, as

well as the other infringements of the charter
\
and at a

proper time, if Mr. Bollan on due consideration approves

of it and will join me in it, to present it to his Majesty in

Council. Whether speedy redress is or is not the conse-
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quence, I imagine it may be of good use to keep alive our

claims, and show, that we have not given up the contested

points, though we take no violent measures to obtain them.

A notion has been much inculcated here by our enemies,

that any farther concession on the part of Great Britain

would only serve to increase our demands. I have con-

stantly given it as my opinion, that, if the colonies were re-

stored to the state they were in before the Stamp Act, they

would be satisfied, and contend no further. As in this I

have been supposed not to know, or not to speak the senti-

ments of the Americans, I am glad to find the same so fully

expressed in the Committee's letter. It was certainly, as I

have often urged, bad policy, when they attempted to heal

our differences by repealing part of the duties only ;
as it is

bad surgery to leave splinters in a wound, which must pre-

vent its healing, or in time occasion it to open afresh.

There is no doubt of the intention to make governors

and some other officers independent of the people for their

support, and that this purpose will be persisted in, if the

American revenue is found sufficient to defray the salaries.

Many think this so necessary a measure, that, even if there

were no such revenue, the money should issue out of the

treasury here. But this, I apprehend, would hardly be the

case, there being so many demands at home
;

and the

salaries of so many officers in so many colonies would

amount to such an immense sum, that probably the burden

would be found too great, and the providing for the expense

of their own governments be left to the colonies themselves.

I shall watch every thing that may be moved to the detri-

ment of the province, and use my best endeavours for its

service.

No public notice has yet been taken of the inflammatory
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paper mentioned by the Committee, as stuck up in Boston ;

and I think the indiscretion of individuals is not now so

likely, as it has been of late, to make general impressions

to our disadvantage.

To Samuel I wrot€ to you somc wccks since in answer

ted°^ London" ^*^ yours of July and November, expressing my
5 Feb , 1771. sentiments without the least reserve on points

that require free discussion, as I know I can confide in your

prudence not to hurt my usefulness here, by making me more

obnoxious than I must necessarily be from that known at-

tachment to the American interest, which my duty as well

as inclination demands of me.

In the same confidence I send you the enclosed extract

from my Journal, containing a late conference between the

Secretary* and your friend, in which you will see a little of

his temper. It is one of the many instances of his behaviour

and conduct, that have given me the very mean opinion I

entertain of his abilities and fitness for his station. His

character is conceit, wrongheadedness, obstinacy, and pas-

sion. Those, who would speak most favorably of him, allow

all this; they only add, that he is an honest man, and

means well. If that be true, as perhaps it may, I wish him

a better place, where only honesty and well-meaning are

required, and where his other qualities can do no harm.

Had the war taken place, I have reason to believe he would

have been removed. He had, I think, some apprehensions

of it himself at the time I was with him. I hope, however,

that our affairs will not much longer be perplexed and em-

barrassed by his perverse and senseless management. I have

* Lord Hillsborough.—Ed.

Vol. II.—7 • d
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since heard, that his Lordship took great offence at some of

my last words, which he calls extremely rude and abusive.

He assured a friend of mine, that they were equivalent to

telling him to his face, that the colonies could expect neither

favor nor justice during his administration. I find he did

not mistake me.

It is true, as you have heard, that some of my letters to

America have been echoed back hither; but that has not

been the case with any that were written to you. Great

umbrage was taken, but chiefly by Lord Hillsborough, who

was disposed before to be angry with me, and therefore the

inconvenience was the less
; and, whatever the consequences

are of his displeasure, putting all my offences together, 1

must bear them as well as I can. Not but that, if there is

to be war between us, I shall do my best to defend myself

and annoy my adversary, little regarding the story of the

Earthen Pot and Brazen Pitcher. One encouragement I

have, the knowledge, that he is not a whit better liked by
his colleagues in the ministry, than he is by me, that he

cannot probably continue where he is much longer, and that

he can scarce be succeeded by anybody, who will not like

me the better for his having been at variance with me.

Minufes of the Conference mentioned above.

Wednesday, id January, 1771.—I went this morning to

wait on Lord Hillsborough. The porter at first denied his

Lordship, on which I left my name and drove off. But,

before the coach got out of the square, the coachman heard

a call, turned, and went back to the door, when the porter

came and said, "His Lordship will see you. Sir." I was

shown into the levee room, where I found Governor Ber-

nard, who, I understand, attends there constantly. Several
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Other gentlemen were there attending, with whom I sat

down a few minutes, when Secretary Pownall* came out to

us, and said his Lordship desired I would come in.

I was pleased with this ready admission and preference,

having sometimes waited three or four hours for my turn ;

and, being pleased, I could more easily put on the open,

cheerful countenance, that my friends advised me to wear.

His Lordship came towards me and said,
"

I was dressing
in order to go to court

; but, hearing that you were at the

door, who are a man of business, I determined to see you

immediately." I thanked his Lordship, and said that my
business at present was not much

; it was only to pay my
respects to his Lordship, and to acquaint him with my ap-

pointment by the House of Representatives of Massachu-

setts Bay to be their agent here, in which station if I

could be of any service—(I was going on to say
—" to the

public, I should be very happy;" but his Lordship, whose

countenance changed at my naming that province, cut

me short by saying, with something between a smile and

a sneer,)

L. H. I must set you right there, Mr. Franklin, you
are not agent.

B. F. Why, my Lord?

L. H. You are not appointed.

B. F. I do not understand your Lordship ; I have the

appointment in my pocket.

L. H. You are mistaken
;

I have later and better ad-

vices. I have a letter from Governor Hutchinson
; he

would not give his assent to the bill.

* John Pownall, Secretary to the Board of Trade, and brother to Governor
Pownall.—ED.
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B. F. There was no bill, my Lord
; it was a vote of the

House.

L. H. There was a bill presented to the governor for

the purpose of appointing you and another, one Dr. Lee, I

think he is called, to which the governor refused his assent.

B. F. I cannot understand this, my Lord
;

I think

there must be some mistake in it. Is your Lordship quite

sure that you have such a letter?

L. H. I will convince you of it directly. {Rings the

bell.) Mr. Pownall will come in and satisfy you._

B. F. It is not necessary, that I should now detain your

Lordship from dressing. You are going to court. I will

wait on your Lordship another time.

Z. H. No, stay; he will come immediately. {To the

servant.') Tell Mr. Pownall I want him.

{Mr. Pownall conies in.)

L. H. Have not you at hand Governor Hutchinson's

letter, mentioning his refusing his assent to the bill for

appointing Dr. Franklin agent?

Sec. P. My Lord ?

L. H. Is there not such a letter ?

Sec. P. No, my Lord
; there is a letter relating to some

bill for the payment of a salary to Mr. De Berdt, and I think

to some other agent, to which the governor had refused his

assent.

L. H. And is there nothing in the letter to the purpose

I mention ?

Sec. P. No, my Lord.

B. F. I thought it could not well be, my Lord
;

as my
letters are by the last ships, and they mention no such

thing. Here is the authentic copy of the vote of the

House appointing me, in which there is no mention of
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any act intended. Will your Lordship please to look at

it ? ( With seeming unwillingness he takes it, but does not

look into it.')

L. H. An information of this kind is not properly

brought to me as Secretary of State. The Board of Trade

is the proper place,

B. F. I will leave the paper then with Mr, Pownall to

be

L. H. (Hastily.') To what end would you leave it with

him?

B. F. To be entered on the minutes of that Board, as

usual.

L. H. (yAngrily.) It shall not be entered there. No

such paper shall be entered there, while I have any thing to

do with the business of that Board. The House of Repre-

sentatives has no right to appoint an agent. We shall take

no notice of any agents, but such as are appointed by acts

of Assembly, to which the governor gives his assent. We
have had confusion enough already. Here is one agent

appointed by the Council, another by the House of Repre-

sentatives. Which of these is agent for the province ?

Who are we to hear in provincial affairs ? An agent ap-

pointed by act of Assembly we can understand. No other

will be attended to for the future, I can assure you,

B. F. I cannot conceive, my Lord, why the consent of

the governor should be thought necessary to the appoint-

ment of an agent for the people. It seems to me that

L. H. {^With a mixed look of anger and contempt.) I

shall not enter into a dispute with you, Sir, upon this

subject,

B. F. I beg your Lordship's pardon ;
I do not presume

to dispute with your Lordship ; I would only say, that it

7*
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seems to me, that every body of men, who cannot appear

in person, where business relating to them may be trans-

acted, should have a right to appear by an agent. The

concurrence of the governor does not seem to me necessary.

It is the business of the people, that is to be done ; he is

not one of them ;
he is himself an agent.

L. H. {Hastily.') Whose agent is he?

B. F. The King's, my Lord.

L. H. No such matter. He is one of the corporation

by the province charter. No agent can be appointed but

by an act, nor any act pass without his assent. Besides,

this proceeding is directly contrary to express instructions.

B. F. I did not know there had been such instructions.

I am not concerned in any offence against them, and

L. H. Yes, your offering such a paper to be entered is

an offence against them. {Folding it up again without hav-

ing read a word of it.) No such appointment shall be

entered. When I came into the administration of American

affairs, I found them in great disorder. By my firmness

they are now something mended ; and, while I have the

honor to hold the seals, I shall continue the same conduct,

the same fi?'mness. I think my duty to the master I serve,

and to the government of this nation, requires it of me.

If that conduct is not approved, they may take my office

from me when they please. I shall make them a bow, and

thank them ;
I shall resign with pleasure. That gentleman

knows it, {pointing to Mr. Pownall,) but, while I continue

in it, I shall resolutely persevere in the same firmness.

{Spoken with great warmth, and turningpale in his discourse,

as if he was angry at sotnething or somebody besides the agent,

- and of more consequence to hifnself)

B. F. {Beaching out his hand for the paper, which his
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Lordship returned to him.') I beg your Lordship's pardon

for taking up so much of your time. It is, I believe, of no

great importance whether the appointment is acknowledged

or not, for I have not the least conception that an agent

can atpresent be of any use to any of the colonies. I shall

therefore give your Lordship no further trouble. {With-

drew.)
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Silkworms—A Model Young American—Sowing the Wind—How to Make
Children Handsome—The New World contrasted with the Old—Lord

Hillsborough replaced by Lord Dartmouth.

I77I-I772,

To Cadwaiia- I HAVE not now before me your letter, which

dated Lon- Came with the sample of silk, having put it

don, 10 Feb., into the hauds of Mr. Walpole with the sam-

ple, who has promised me full and particular

answers to all your queries after the silk has been thoroughly

examined. In the mean time he tells me, the best sort

appears to him to be worth in itself twenty-seven or twenty-

eight shillings a pound, and will fetch that price when some

imperfections in the reeling it are remedied. He tells me

farther, that the best eggs are to be had from Valencia in

Spain, whence he will procure some for you against the next

year ; the worms from those eggs being the strongest,

healthiest, and producing the finest silk of any others; and

he thinks you should get some reelers from Italy, which

he would likewise undertake to do for you if desired. He
is one of the most opulent and noble-spirited merchants

)f this kingdom.
80
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To Jonathan I supposc Jonathan has told you, that the
Williams, da- -,

. ,

ted London, 5 ^ot^ery IS drawn, and your two new tickets had

March, 1771. the same success as the former, namely, one

twenty-pound prize, and one blrnk. Would you go on any
further ?

Josiah is very happy in being under the tuition of Mr.

Stanley, who very kindly undertook him at my reauest,

though he had left off teaching. Josiah goes constantly,

too, to several concerts, besides operas and oratorios, so that

his thirst for music is in a way of being thoroughly satiated.

This is the principal expense ; for, in all other respects, I

never saw two young men from America more prudent and

frugal, than he and his brother are.

Jonathan seems to have an excellent turn for business,

and to be a perfect master of accounts. In the latter he

has been of great use to me, having put all mine in order

for me. There is a proposal from his uncle of his going to

East India, as a writer in the Company's service, which 1

wish may take place, as I think, if he lives, he cannot fail

bringing home a fortune. He had ordered a cargo of goods
to be sent you for cousin Wood's shop, and had given ex-

pectations of paying ready money. But, one of your bills

being protested, there seemed a necessity of asking some

credit of the merchant. I advised him to take what was

wanting of me, rather than fail in punctuality to his word,
which is sacred here among all that would maintain a char-

acter in trade. He did so
; and thereby also saved the

discount without putting me to the least inconvenience,

provided the money is replaced in six months; and I was

glad I 1 ad it in my power to accommodate him.

I hope you have before this time got another tenant for

your house, and at the former rent. However, I would have

D*-
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you go on advancing to my sister the amount of it, as I am

persuaded she cannot well do without it. She has, indeed,

been very unfortunate in her children.* I am glad to hear,

that, as soon as the weather permits, the tomb will receive

a thorough repair. Your kind care in this matter will

greatly oblige your affectionate uncle.

To Mrs. wii- I received your kind letter by your sons.

Hams, dated rr-.! t t 1 ,

London s
^ ^^Y ^^^' ^ assurc you, exceedmg welcome to

March, 1771. xnc J and they behave with so much prudence,

that no two young men could possibly less need the advice

you would have me give them. Josiah is very happily em-

ployed in his musical pursuits. And as you hinted to me,

that it would be agreeable to you, if I employed Jonathan

in writing, I requested him to put my accounts in order,

which had been much neglected. He undertook it with

the utmost cheerfulness and readiness, and executed it with

the greatest diligence, making me a complete new set of

books, fairly written out and settled in a mercantile manner,

which is a great satisfaction to me, and a very considerable

service. I mention this, that you may not be in the least

uneasy from an apprehension of their visit being burden-

some to me ; it being, I assure you, quite the contrary.

It has been wonderful to me to see a young man from

America, in a place so full of various amusements as Lon-

don is, as attentive to business, as diligent in it, and keep-

* Mrs. Jane Mecom, the youngest and favorite sister of Dr. Franklin,

was married at fifteen to Edward Mecom, by whom she had twelve chil-

dren, but was early left a widow and in destitute circumstances. Her

wants were generously provided for by her brother, whom she survived

about four years. The youngest of seventeen children, she was the last

that died.—Ed.
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ing as close at home till it was finished, as if it had been for

his own profit ;
and as if he had been at the public diver-

sions so often, as to be tired of them.

I pray God to keep and preserve you, and give you again,

in due time, a happy sight of these valuable sons.

To William It is loHg sincc I have heard from you. The

fe?
"

Sdon' ^^s* packet brought me no letter, and there are

20 April, 1771, two packets now due. It is supposed that the

long easterly winds have kept them back. We have had a

severe and tedious winter. There is not yet the smallest

appearance of spring. Not a bud lias pushed out, nor a

blade of grass. The turnips, that used to feed the cattle,

have been destroyed by the frost. The hay in most parts

of the country is gone, and the cattle perishing for want,

the lambs dying by thousands through cold and scanty

nourishment. On Tuesday last I went to dine at our friend

Sir Matthew Featherstone's through a heavy storm of snow.

His windows, you know, look into the park. Towards

evening, I observed the snow still lying over all the park,

for the ground was before too cold to thaw, it being itself

frozen, and ice in the canal. You cannot imagine a more

winterlike prospect. Sir Matthew and Lady Featherstone

always inquire kindly of your welfare, as do Mr. and Mrs.

Sargent.

Sir John Pringle has heard from Mr. Bowman of your

kindness to that gentleman, and desires I would present his

particular acknowledgments for the attention you have paid

to his recommendation. The Ohio affair seems now near a

conclusion, and, if the present ministry stand a little longer,

I think it will be completed to our satisfaction. Mr. Whar-

ton has been indefatigable, and I think scarce any one I
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know besides would have been equal to the task, so difficult

it is to get business forward here, in which some party-

purpose is not to be served. But he is always among them,

and leaves no stone unturned.

I have attended several times this winter upon your acts of

Assembly. The Board are not favorably disposed towards

your insolvent acts, pretending to doubt whether distant

creditors, particularly such as reside in England, may not

sometimes be injured by them. I have had a good deal of

conversation with Mr. Jackson about them, who remarks,

that, whatever care the Assembly may, according to my

representation of their practice, take in examining into the

cases to prevent injustice, yet upon the face of the acts

nothing of that care appears. The preambles only say, that

such and such persons have petitioned and set forth the

hardship of their imprisonment, but not a word of the

Assembly's having inquired into the allegations contained

in such petitions and found them true; not a word of the

general consent of the principal creditors, or of any public

notice given of the debtor's intention to apply for such an

act
;

all which, he thinks, should appear in the preambles.

And then those acts would be subject to less objection and

difficulty in getting them through the offices here. I would

have you communicate this to the Speaker of the Assembly,

with my best respects. I doubt some of those acts will be

repealed. Nothing has been done, or is now likely to be

done, by the Parliament, in American affairs. The House

of Commons and the city of London are got into a violent

controversy, that seems at present to engross the public

attention, and the session cannot continue much longer.

By this ship I send the picture, that you left with Meyer.

He has never yet finished the miniatures. The other pic-
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tures I send with it are for my own house, but this you may

take to yours.

To the Com- I think One may clearly see, in the system
mitteeo or-

^^ customs to be cxactcd in America by act of
responaence -^

in Massachu- Parliament, the seeds sown of a total disunion
setts,* dated . , i 1 1

London, 15
of the two countrics, though, as yet, that event

May, 1771.
j^-j^y i^g ^^ a considerable distance. The course

and natural progress seems to be, first, the appointment of

needy men as officers, for others do not care to leave Eng-

land ; then, their necessities make them rapacious, their

office makes them proud and insolent, their insolence and

rapacity make them odious, and, being conscious that they

are hated, they become malicious ; their malice urges them

to a continual abuse of the inhabitants in their letters to

administration, representing them as disaffected and rebel-

lious, and (to encourage the use of severity) as weak, divided,

timid, and cowardly. Government believes all
;
thinks it

necessary to support and countenance its officers
;

their

quarreling with the people is deemed a mark and conse-

quence of their fidelity; they are therefore more highly

rewarded, and this makes their conduct still more insolent

and provoking.

The resentment of the people will, at times and on par-

ticular incidents, burst into outrages and violence upon such

officers, and this naturally draws down severity and acts of

further oppression from hence. The more the people are

dissatisfied, the more rigor will be thought necessary ;
severe

punishments will be inflicted to terrify ; rights and privi-

* The members of this committee were Thomas Gushing, James Otis, and

Samuel Adams.—S.

Vol. II.—8
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leges will be abolished
; greater force will then be required

to secure execution and submission
; the expense will be-

come enormous; it will then be thought proper, by fresh

exactions, to make the people defray it; thence, the British

nation and government will become odious, the subjection
to it will be deemed no longer tolerable

; war ensues, and
the bloody struggle will end in absolute slavery to America,
or ruin to Britain by the loss of her colonies; the latter most

probable, from America's growing strength and magnitude.

But, as the whole empire must, in either case, be greatly

weakened, I cannot but wish to see much patience and the

utmost discretion in our general conduct, that the fatal

period may be postponed, and that, whenever this catas-

trophe shall happen, it may appear to all mankind, that the

fault has not been ours. And, since the collection of these

duties has already cost Britain infinitely more, in the loss

of commerce, than they amount to, and that loss is likely
to continue and increase by the encouragement given to

our manufactures through resentment
;
and since the best

pretence for establishing and enforcing the duties is the

regulation of trade for the general advantage, it seems to

me, that it would be much better for Britain to give them

up, on condition of the colonies undertaking to enforce and

collect such, as are thought fit to be continued, by laws of

their own, and officers of their own appointment, for the

public uses of their respective governments. This would
alone destroy those seeds of disunion, and both countries

might thence much longer continue to grow great together,

more secure by their united strength, and more formidable

to their common enemies. But the power of appointing
friends and dependents to profitable offices is too pleasing
to most administrations, to be easily parted with or lessened ;
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and therefore such a proposition, if it were made, is not

very likely to meet with attention.

I do not pretend to the gift of prophecy. History shows,

that, by these steps, great empires have crumbled hereto-

fore
;
and the late transactions we have so much cause to

complain of show, that we are in the same train, and that,

without a greater share of prudence and wisdom, than we

have seen both sides to be possessed of, we shall probably
come to the same conclusion.

The Parliament, however, is prorogued, without having
taken any of the steps we had been threatened with, relating

to our charter. Their attention has been engrossed by
other affairs, and we have therefore longer time to operate

in making such impressions, as may prevent a renewal of

this particular attempt by our adversaries.

To Jonathan I got home in good time and well
; but, on

Shipley, Bi- . , , ,

shop of St. perusmg the letters that were sent to me from

Asaph,* da- America during my absence, and considering
ted London,
24june, 1771. the business they require of me, I find it not

convenient to return so soon as I intended.

I regret my having been obliged to leave that most agreeable

retirement, which good Mrs. Shipley put me so kindly in

possession of. I now breathe with reluctance the smoky
air of London, when I think of the sweet air of Twyford ;

and, by the time your races are over, or about tlie middle

of next month, if it should not then be unsuitable to your

engagements or other purposes, I promise myself the happi-

ness of spending a week or two where I so pleasantly spent

the last.

* See infra, note to p. 123.
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I have taken the liberty of sending by the Southampton

stage, which goes to-morrow, a parcel directed to your

Lordship, to be left at the turnpike next beyond Win-

chester, containing one of my books for Miss Georgiana,

which I hope she will be good enough to accept as a small

mark of my regard for her philosophic genius ;
and also a

specimen of the American dried apples for Mrs. Shipley,

that she may judge whether it will be worth while to try the

practice. I doubt some dust may have got among them )

therefore it will not perhaps be amiss to rinse them a minute

or two in warm water, and dry them quick in a napkin ;

but this is submitted to her better judgment.

To John Bar- As to your pcusion, there is not, I believe,
tram dated

^ j rcason for you to apprehend its being
London, 17 j i i <j

July, 1771. stopped. I know not who receives it for you

here, or I should quicken them in writing to you. But there

is no instance in this King's reign of taking away a pension

once granted, unless for some great offence. Young is in

no esteem here as far as I can learn.

I wish your daughter success with her silkworms. I am

persuaded nothing is wanting in our country for the produce

of silk, but skill ;
which will be obtained by persevering

till we are instructed by experience.

You take notice of the failing of your eyesight. Perhaps

you have not spectacles that suit you, and it is not easy

there to provide one's self. People too, when they go to a

shop for glasses, seldom give themselves time to choose with

care; and, if their eyes are not rightly suited, they are in-

jured. Therefore I send you a complete set, from number

one to thirteen, that you may try them at your ease
; and,

having pitched on such as suit you best at present, reserve
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those of higher numbers for future use, as your eyes grow

still older; and with the lower numbers, which are for

younger people, you may oblige some other friends. My
love to good Mrs. Bartram and your children. I am, as

ever, your faithful friend and servant.

P. S. On inquiry, I find your pension continues, and will

be regularly paid, as it becomes due, to the person you em-

jiower to receive it for you.

To cadwaiia- I wrote to you OH the 4th instant, and sent

dated ^on- y°" ^ paper of observations on your specimens

don, 18 July, of silk, drawn up by Mr. Patterson, who is

^^^''
noted here in that trade, with a specimen of

Italian silk as a copy for our people to imitate. But they

must not be discouraged if they should not come up to the

lustre of it, that being the very finest, and from a particular

district in Italy, none other being equal to it from any other

district or any other country.

The European silk I understand is all yellow, and most

of the India silk. What comes from China is white. In

Ogilby's account of that country, I find that, in the prov-

ince of Chekiang,
"
they pinme their mulberry trees once a

year, as we do our vines in Europe, and suffer them not to

grow up to high trees, because through long experience they

have learned, that the leaves of the smallest and youngest

trees make the best silk, and know thereby how to distin-

guish the first spinning of the threads from the second, viz.

the first is that which comes from the young leaves, that are

gathered in March, with which they feed their silkworms;

and the second is of the old summer leaves. And it is only

the change of food, as to the young and old leaves, which

makes the difference in the silk. The prices of the first

8*
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and second spinning differ among the Chineses. The best

silk is that of March, the coarsest of June, yet both in one

year." I have copied this passage to show, that in Cheki-

ang they keep the mulberry trees low j but I suppose the

reason to be, the greater facility of gathering the leaves.

It appears too by this passage, that they raise two crops a

year in that province, which may account for the great

plenty of silk there. But perhaps this would not answer

with us, since it is not practised in Italy, though it might

be tried. Chekiang is from twenty-seven to thirty-one

degrees of north latitude. Duhalde has a good deal on the

Chinese management of the silk business.

To his wife, I am glad to hear of all your welfares, and

don^ 14 Aug
"

*^^^^ *-^^ pictures were safe arrived. You do

»77i. not tell me who mounted the great one, nor

where you have hung it up. Let me know whether Dr.

Bond likes the new one better than the old one ;
if so, the

old one is to be returned hither to Mr. Wilson, the painter.

You may keep the frame, as it may be wanted for some

other picture there. I spent three weeks in Hampshire, at

my friend the Bishop of St. Asaph's. The Bishop's lady

knows what children and grandchildren I have and their

ages; so, when I was to come away on Monday the 12th,

in the morning, she insisted on my staying that one day

longer, that we might together keep my grandson's birth-

day. At dinner, among other nice things, we had a float-

ing island, which they always particularly have on the

birthdays of any of their own six children, who were all

but one at table, where there was also a clergyman's widow,

now above one hundred years old. The chief toast of the

day was. Master Benjamin Bache, which the venerable old
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lady began in a bumper of mountain. The Bishop's lady

politely added, "and that he maybe as good a man as his

grandfather." I said I hoped he would be much better.

The Bishop, still more complaisant than his lady, said,

"We will compound the matter, and be contented if he

should not prove quite so good.^' This chitchat is to your-

self only, in return for some of yours about your grandson,

and must only be read to Sally, and not spoken of to anybody

else ; for you know how people add and alter silly stories

that they hear, and make them appear ten times more silly.

Just while I am writing, the post brings me the enclosed

from the good Bishop, with some letters of recommendation

for Ireland, to see which country I am to set out next week

with my old friend and fellow traveller. Counsellor Jackson.

We expect to be absent a month or six weeks. The

Bishop's youngest daughter, mentioned in his letter, is

about thirteen years of age, and came up with me . in the

postchaise to go to school.*

To Mrs. Mary I came to tliis placc on Saturday night,

ted^^Pre'ston' ^"^g^t wcll, and uutircd with a seventy miles'

25 Nov., 1771. journey. That day I met with your and my
Dolly's joint letter, which would have refreshed me with its

kindness, if I had been ever so weary.

The account you give of a certain lady's having enter-

tained a new gallant, in my absence, did not surprise me ;

for I have been used to rivals, and scarce ever had a friend

or a mistress in my whole life, that other people did not

like as well as myself. And, therefore, I did not wonder,

* It was during this visit at Twyford that Dr. Franklin commenced writ-

ing the memoirs of his Ufe. See vol. i. p. 81.—Ed.
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when I read in the newspapers some weeks since, that " the

Duke of C." (that general lover) "had made many visits

of late to an old lady not many miles from Craven Street."

I only wondered, considering the dislike she used to have

for the family, that she would receive his visits. But as I

saw, soon after, that Prince Charles had left Rome, and

was gone a long journey, nobody knew whither, I made no

doubt but the newswriters had mistaken the person, and

that it was he, who had taken the opportunity of my ab-

sence to solace himself with his old friend.

I thank you for your intelligence about my godson. I

believe you are sincere, when you say you think him as fine

a child as you wish to see. He had cut two teeth, and

three, in another letter, make five ; for I know you never

write tautologies. If I have over-reckoned, the number will

be right by this time. His being like me in so many par-

ticulars pleases me prodigiously ; and I am persuaded there

is another, which you have omitted, though it must have

occurred to you while you were putting them down. Pray
let him have evej-y thing he likes. I think it of great conse-

quence while the features of the countenance are forming ;

it gives them a pleasant air, and, that being once become

natural and fixed by habit, the face is ever after the hand-

somer for it, and on that much of a person's good for-

tune and success in life may depend. Had I been crossed

as much in my infant likings and inclinations as you know
I have been of late years, I should have been, I was going
to say, not near so handsome

; but as the vanity of that

expression would offend other folks' vanity, I change it, out

of regard to them, and say, a great deal more homely.
I rejoice that your good mother's new regimen succeeds

so well with her. We are to set out, my son and I, to-
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morrow for London, where I hope to be by the end of the

week, and to find her, and you, and all yours well and

happy. My love to them all.

To Mrs. Jane I have now been some weeks returned from

ted'^°London' "^^ journey through Wales, Ireland, Scotland,

13 Jan., 1772. and the North of England, which, besides be-

ing an agreeable tour with a pleasant companion, has con-

tributed to the establishment of my health ;
and this is the

first ship I have heard of, by which I could write to you.

I thank you for the receipts ; they are as full and particu-

lar as one could wish
;
but they can easily be practised only

in America, no bayberry wax, nor any Brasiletto, being

here to be had, at least to my knowledge. I am glad, how-

ever, that those useful arts, which have so long been in our

family, are now put down in writing. Some future branch

may be the better for it.

It gives me pleasure, that those little things sent by

Jonathan proved agreeable to you. I write now to cousiia

Williams to press the payment of the bond. There has

been forbearance enough on my part ;
seven years or more,

without receiving any principal or interest. It seems as if

the debtor was like a whimsical man in Pennsylvania, of

whom it was said that, it being against his principle to pay

interest, and against his interest to pay the principal, he

paid neither one nor the other.

I doubt you have taken too old a pair of glasses, being

tempted by their magnifying greatly. But people in choos-

ing should only aim at remedying the defect. The glasses

that enable them to see as well, at the same distance they

used to hold their book or work, while their eyes were good,

are those they should choose ;
not such as make them see
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better, for such contribute to hasten the time when still

older glasses will become necessary.

All, who have seen my grandson, agree with you in their

accounts of his being an uncommonly fine boy, which

brings often afresh to my mind the idea of my son Franky,*

though now dead thirty-six years, whom I have seldom

since seen equalled in every thing, and whom to this day I

cannot think of without a sigh. Mr. Bache is here ; I

found him at Preston, in Lancashire, with his mother and

sisters, very agreeable people, and I brought him to London

with me. I very much like his behaviour. He returns in

the next ship to Philadelphia.

P. S, No arms of the Folgers are to be found in the

Herald's Office. I am persuaded it was originally a Flemish

family, which came over with many others from that country

in Queen Elizabeth's time, flying from the persecution then

raging there.

To the Com- * * *
jj^ yours of July 9th it is men-

respondence

'

tioucd, that the Housc dcsirc I would annually
in Massachu- send an account of the expense I am at, in
setts d3.tcd

London, 13 Carrying on the affairs of the i^rovince. Hav-
jan., 1772.

jj^g business to do for several colonies, almost

every time I go to the public offices, and to the ministers,

I have found it troublesome to keep an account of small

expenses, such as coach and chair hire, stationery, &c., and

difficult to divide them justly. Therefore I have some time

since omitted keeping any account, or making any charge

of them, but content myself with such salaries, grants, and

allowances, as have been made me. Where considerable

* Francis Folger, who died in his fourth year.
—Fn.
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sums have been disbursed, as in fees to counsel, payment

of solicitors' bills, and the like, those I charge. But as

yet I have made no such disbursements on the account of

your province.

To Samuel As to thc agency, whether I am re-chosen

Cooper, dated
^^^ whether the General Assembly is

London, 13
'

Jan., 1772. ever permitted to pay me or not, I shall never-

theless continue to exert myself in behalf of my country as

long as I see a probability of my being able to do it any ser-

vice. I have nothing to ask or expect of ministers. I

have, thanks to God, a competency for the little time I may

expect to live, and am grown too old for ambition of any

kind, but that of leaving a good name behind me.

Your story of the clergyman and proclamation is a pleasant

one. I can only match it with one I had from my father.

I know not if it was ever printed. Charles the First ordered

his proclamation, authorizing sport on a Sunday, to be read

in all churches. Many clergymen complied, some refused,

and others hurried it through as indistinctly as possible.

But one, whose congregation expected no such thing from

him, did, nevertheless, to their great surprise read it dis-

tinctly. He followed it, however, with the fourth com-

mandment. Remember to keep holy the Sabbath day, and then

said, "Brethren, I have laid before you the commandment

of your King, and the commandment of your God. I leave

it to yourselves to judge which of the two ought rather to

be observed."

To James I should Very readily have recommended

fer London^ Y^ur son to the care of my friend. Dr. Priest-

i3jan., 1772. ley, if he had continued to superintend the
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academy at Warrington ; but he has left that charge some

time since, and is now pastor of a congregation at Leeds in

Yorkshire.

The governing of colonies by instruction has long been a

favorite point with ministers here. About thirty years

since, in a bill brought into Parliament relating to America,

they inserted a clause to make the King's instructions laws

in the colonies, which, being opposed by the then agents,

was thrown out. And I well remember a conversation with

Lord Granville,* soon after my arrival here, in which he

expressed himself on that subject in the following terms.

"Your American Assemblies slight the King's instructions,

pretending that they are not laws. The instructions sent

over to your governors are not like the pocket instructions

given to ambassadors, to be observed at their discretion, as

circumstances may require. They are drawn up by grave

men, learned in the laws and constitutions of the realm
; they

are brought into Council, thoroughly weighed, well consid-

ered, and amended if necessary, by the wisdom of that body;

and, when received by the governors, they are the laws of

the land
;

for the King is the legislator of the colonies.''^

I remember this the better, because, being a new doctrine

to me, I put it down as soon as I returned to my lodgings.

To be sure, if a governor thinks himself obliged to obey all

instructions, whether consistent or inconsistent with the

constitution, laws, and rights of the country he governs,

and can proceed to govern in that train, there is an end of

the constitution, and those rights are abolished. But 1

wonder, that any honest gentleman can think there is honor

in being a governor on such terms. And I think the prac-

* See vol. i. p. 365.
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tice cannot possibly continue, especially if opposed with

spirit by our Assemblies. At present no attention is paid

by the American ministers to any agent here, whose ap-

pointment is not ratified by the governor's assent; and, if

this is persisted in, you can have none to serve you in a

public character, that do not render themselves agreeable to

these ministers, and those otherwise appointed can only

promote your interests by conversation, as private gentle-

men or by writing.

Virginia had, as you observe, two agents, one for the

Council, the other for the Assembly ; but I think the latter

only was considered as agent for the province. He was

appointed by an act, which expired in the time of Lord

Botetourt, and was not revived. The other, I apprehend,

continues
;
but I am not well acquainted with the nature

of his appointment. I only understand, that he does

not concern himself much with the general affairs of the

colony.
* * *

To Joshua It was with great pleasure I learnt, by Mr.

ted "^London" Marchant, that you and Mrs. Babcock and all

13 Jan., 1772. your good family continue well and happy. I

hope I shall find you all in the same state, when I next

come your way, and take shelter, as often heretofore, under

your hospitable roof. The Colonel, I am told, continues

an active and able farmer, the most honorable of all em-

ployments, in my opinion, as being the most useful in

itself, and rendering the man most independent. My
namesake, his son, will soon, I hope, be able to drive the

plough for him.

I have lately made a tour through Ireland and Scotland.

In those countries, a small part of the society are landlords.

Vol. II.—9 k
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great noblemen, and gentlemen, extremely opulent, living

in the highest affluence and magnificence. The bulk of the

people are tenants, extremely poor, living in the most sordid

wretchedness, in dirty hovels of mud and straw, and clothed

only in rags.

I thought often of the happiness of New England, where

every man is a freeholder, has a vote in public affairs, lives

in a tidy, warm house, has plenty of good food and fuel,

with whole clothes from head to foot, the manufacture, per-

haps, of his own family. Long may they continue in this

situation ! But, if they should ever envy the trade of these

countries, I can put them in a way to obtain a share of it.

Let them, with three fourths of the people of Ireland, live

the year round on potatoes and buttermilk, without shirts,

then may their merchants export beef, butter, and linen.

Let them, with the generality of the common people of

Scotland, go barefoot, then may they make large exports in

shoes and stockings ; and, if they will be content to wear

rags, like the spinners and weavers of England, they may
make cloths and stuffs for all parts of the world.

Farther, if my countrymen should ever wish for the honor

of having among them a gentry enormously wealthy, let

them sell their farms and pay racked rents ; the scale of the

landlords will rise, as that of the tenants is depressed, who

will soon become poor, tattered, dirty, and abject in spirit.

Had I never been in the American colonies, but were to

form my judgment of civil society by what I have lately

seen, I should never advise a nation of savages to admit of

civilization
;

for I assure you, that, in the possession and

enjoyment of the various comforts of life, compared to these

people, every Indian is a gentleman, and the effect of this

kind of civil society seems to be, the depressing multitudes
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below the savage state, that a few may be raised above it.

My best wishes attend you and yours, being ever, with

great esteem, &c.

To Thomas SiR,
—I am HOW returned again to London

ted^ London^
^^om a joumey of some months in Ireland and

13 Jan., 1772. Scotland. Though my constitution, and too

great confinement to business during the winter, seem to

require the air and exercise of a long journey once a year,

which I have now practised for more than twenty years

past, yet I should not have been out so long this time, but

that I was well assured the Parliament would not meet till

towards the end of January, before which meeting few of

the principal people would be in town, and no business

of importance likely to be agitated relating to America.

I have now before me your esteemed favors. In the first

you mention, that the General Assembly was still held out

of its ancient and only convenient seat, the Townhouse in

Boston, and by the latest papers from thence I see, that it

was prorogued again to meet in Cambridge, which I a little

wonder at, when I recollect a question asked me by Lord

Hillsborough in Ireland, viz. Whether I had heard from

New England lately, since the General Court was returned

to Boston ? From this I concluded, that orders had been

transmitted by his Lordship for its removal. Perhaps such

may have been sent, to be used discretionally. I think I

have before mentioned to you one of the articles of impeach-
ment brought against a bad minister of a former King ;

'' That to work his ends he had caused the Parliament to

sit in villibiis et remoik pa7-tibus regni, where few people,

propter defectum hospitii et victualium, could attend, thereby
to force illos paucos, qui remanebunt de commimitate regni,
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concedere regi quavtvis pessima.^'' Lord Clarendon, too,

was impeached for endeavouring to introduce arbitrary

government into the colonies.

Lord Hillsborough seems, by the late instructions, to

have been treading in the paths, that lead to the same un-

happy situation, if the Parliament here should ever again

feel for the colonies. Being in Dublin, at the same time

with his Lordship, I met with him accidentally at the Lord

Lieutenant's, who had happened to invite us to dine with

a large company on the same day. As there was something

curious in our interview, I must give you an account of it.

He was surprisingly civil, and urged my fellow travellers

and me to call at his house in our intended journey north-

ward, where we might be sure of better accommodations

than the inns would afford us. He pressed us so politely,

that it was not easy to refuse without apparent rudeness, as

we must pass through his town, Hillsborough, and by his

door ; and therefore, as it might afford an opportunity

of saying something on American affairs, I concluded to

comply with his invitation.

His Lordship went home some time before we left Dublin.

We called upon him, and were detained at his house four

days, during which time he entertained us with great

civility, and a particular attention to me, that appeared the

more extraordinary, as I knew that just before we left Lon-

don he had expressed himself concerning me in very angry

terms, calling me a republican, a factious, mischievous

fellow, and the like.

In our conversations he first showed himself a good Irish-

man, blaming England for its narrowness towards that coun-

try in restraining its commerce, and discouraging its woollen

manufacture. When I applied his observations to America,
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he said he had always been of opinion, that America ought

not to be restrained in manufacturing any thing she could

manufacture to advantage ;
that he supposed, that, at pres-

ent, she found more profit in agriculture ; but, whenever

she found that less profitable, or any particular manufacture

more so, he had no objection to her pursuing it ; and that

the subjects in every part of the King's dominion had a

natural right to make the best use they could of the produc-

tions of their country. He censured Lord Chatham for

affecting in his speech, that the Parliament had a right or

ought to restrain manufactures in the colonies
; adding,

that, as he knew the English were apt to be jealous on that

head, he avoided every thing that might inflame that jeal-

ousy ; and, therefore, though the Commons had requested

the crown to order the governor to send over annually

accounts of such manufactures, as were undertaken in the

colonies, yet, as they had not ordered such accounts to be

annually laid before them, he should never produce them

till they were called for.

Then he gave me to understand, that the bounty on silk

raised in America was a child of his, and he hoped it would

prove of great advantage to that country; and that he

wished to know in what manner a bounty on raising wine

there might be contrived, so as to operate effectually for

that purpose, desiring me to turn it in my thoughts, as he

should be glad of my opinion and advice. Then he in-

formed me, that Newfoundland was grown too populous to

be left any longer without a regular government, but there

were great difficulties in the forming such a kind of govern-

ment as would be suitable to the particular circumstances

of that country, which he wished me likewise to consider,

and that I would favor him with my sentiments.

9*
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He seemed attentive to every thing, that might make my
stay in his house agreeable to me, and put his eldest son

Lord Killwarling into his phaeton with me, to drive me a

round of forty miles, that I might see the country, the seats,

and manufactures, covering me with his own greatcoat, lest

I should take cold. In short, he seemed extremely solicit-

ous to impress me, and the colonies through me, with a

good opinion of him. All which I could not but wonder

at, knowing that he likes neither them nor me
;
and I

thought it inexplicable but on the supposition, that he ap-

prehended an approaching storm, and was desirous of

lessening beforehand the number of enemies he had so

imprudently created. But, if he takes no steps towards with-

drawing the troops, repealing the duties, restoring the Castle,

or recalling the offensive instructions, I shall think all the

plausible behaviour I have described is meant only, by patting

and stroking the horse, to make him more patient, while the

reins are drawn tighter, and the spurs set deeper into his sides.

Before leaving Ireland I must mention, that, being desir-

ous of seeing the principal patriots there, I stayed till the

opening of their Parliament. I found them disposed to be

friends of America, in which I endeavoured to confirm

them, with the expectation that our growing weight might

in time be thrown into their scale, and, by joining our

interests with theirs, a more equitable treatment from this

nation might be obtained for them as well as for us. There

are many brave spirits among them. The gentry are a

very sensible, polite, and friendly people. Their Par-

liament makes a most respectable figure, with a number

of very good speakers in both parties, and able men of

business. And I must not omit acquainting you, that, it

being a standing rule to admit members of the English Par-
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liament to sit (though they do not vote) in the House

among the members, while others are only admitted into

the gallery, my fellow traveller, being an English member,
was accordingly admitted as such. But I supposed I must

go to the gallery, when the Speaker stood up, and ac-

quainted the House, that he understood there was in town

an American gentleman of (as he was pleased to say) dis-

tinguished character and merit, a member or delegate of

some of the Parliaments of that country, who was desirous

of being present at the debates of the House ; that there

was a rule of the House for admitting members of English

Parliaments, and that he supposed the House would con-

sider the American Assemblies as English Parliaments
; but,

as this was the first instance, he had chosen not to give any
order in it without receiving their directions. On the ques-

tion, the House gave a loud unanimous ay.

To Samuel I received your kind letter of November 8th,

ted London^
^^^ rcjoicc to hear of the continued welfare

13 Jan., 1772. of you and your good wife and four daughters.

I hope they will all get good husbands. I dare say they
will be educated so as to deserve them.

I knew a wise old man, who used to advise his young
friends to choose wives out of a bunch; for where there

were many daughters, he said, they improved each other,

and from emulation acquired more accomplishments, knew

more, could do more, and were not spoiled by parental

fondness, as single children often are. Yours have my best

wishes, and blessing, if that can be of any value.

To Ezra There is lately published in Paris a work,

London, ^13
entitled ''Z^;?//-^z;(?i-/a, Ouvrage de Zoroastre,

Ian., 1772. contetiant les Idees Theologiques, Physiques et
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Morales de ce L/gislateur ; les Ceremonies d'u Culfe Reli-

gieux qii^il a etabli, et plusieurs Traits importatis relatifs a

rAnciejine Histoire des Perses. Traduit en Frangois siir

r Original Zend, %vec des Remarqiees : et accompagiie de

plusieurs Traites propres a eclaircir les Mati/res, qui en sont

r Objet ; par M. Anquetil du Perron, de VAcademie Royale

des Inscriptions et Belles-Letires, et Interprete du Roypour
les Langues Orientates^ It is in two volumes quarto.

Near half the work is an account of the author's travels in

India, and his residence among the Parses during se'-eral

years to learn their languages.

I have cast my eye over the religious part ;
it seems to

contain a nice morality, mixed with abundance of prayers,

ceremonies, and observances. If you desire to have it, I

will procure it for you. There is no doubt of its being a

genuine translation of the books at present deemed sacred,

as the writings of Zoroaster, by his followers ; but perhaps

some of them are of later date, though ascribed to him ; for

to me there seems too great a quantity and variety of cere-

monies and prayers, to be directed at once by one man.

In the Romish church they have increased gradually in the

course of ages to their present bulk. Those, who added

new ones from time to time, found it necessary to give

them authority by pretences of their antiquity. The books

of Moses, indeed, if all written by him, which some doubt,

are an exception to this observation.

To his wife, I take noticc of the considerable sums you

don^ 28 Ian' ^'S-vc paid. I would not have you send me
*772- any receipts. I am satisfied with the accounts

you give.

I am much pleased with your little histories of our grand-
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son, and happy in thinking how much amusement he must

afford you. I pray that God may continue him to us and

to his parents. Mr. Bache is about returning. His be-

haviour here has been very agreeable to me. I have advised

him to settle down to business in Philadelphia, where, I

hope, he will meet with success. I mentioned to you before,

that I saw his mother and sisters at Preston, who are very

genteel and agreeable people.

I received your young neighbour Haddock's silk, and

carried it to her relations, who live very well, keeping a

linen-draper's shop in Bishop's-gate Street. They have a

relation in Spitalfields, that is a manufacturer, who I believe

will do it well. I shall honor much every young lady, that

I find on my return dressed in silk of her own raising. I

thank you for the sauceboats, and am pleased to find so

good a progress made in the china manufactory. I wish it

success most heartily.

Mrs. Stevenson, too, loves to hear about your little boy.

Her own grandson and my godson is a fine child, now nine

months old. He has an attentive, observing, sagacious

look, as if he had a great deal of sense
; but as yet he is not

enough acquainted with our language to express it intelligi-

bly. His mother nurses him herself, for which I much esteem

her
;

as it is rather unfashionable here
;
where numbers of

little innocents suffer and perish. His name is William.

The squirrels came safe and well. You will see by the

enclosed how welcome they were. A hundred thanks are

sent you for them, and I thank you for the readiness with

which you executed the commission. The buckwheat and

Indian meal are come safe and good. They will be a great

refreshment to me this winter
; for, since I cannot be in

America, everything that comes from thence comforts me
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a little, as being something like home. The dried peaches,

too, are excellent ; those dried without their skins. The

parcel in their skins are not so good. The apples are the best

I ever had, and came with tlie least damage. The sturgeon

you mention, did not come; but that is not so material.

I hope our cousin Fisher will do well among us. He seems

a sober, well inclined man
; and, when I saw him at Bir-

mingham, he appeared to be well respected by his relations

and friends. An active, lively, industrious wife would be a

good thing for him. I sent you from Ireland a fine piece

of the holland of that country. Captain All, whom I met

with there, found a captain whom he knew, who promised

to take care of it and deliver it safe. You mention nothing

of it in your letter of December 2d, when, in the common

course, you ought to have had it before that time, which

makes me fear it is lost. I wrote to you from Dublin and

from Glasgow in Scotland. I was in Ireland about seven

weeks ; in Scotland about four weeks; absent from I^ondon,

in all, more than three months. My tour was a very

pleasant one. I received abundance of civilities from the

gentry of both kingdoms, and my health is improved by the

air and exercise.

I have advised Mr. Bache to deal only in the ready money

way, though he should sell less. It is the safest and the

most easy manner of carrying on business. I have given

him two hundred pounds sterling to add something to his

cargo. My love to our dear Sally.

To Mrs. Sa- I met with Mr. Bache at Preston, where I

dated ^on- Stayed two or three days, being very kindly
don, 29 Jan., entertained by his mother and sisters, whom I
1772.

liked much. He came to town with me, and
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is now going home to you. I have advised him to settle

down to business in Philadelphia, where he will always be

with you. I am of opinion, that almost any profession a

man has been educated in is preferable to an office held at

pleasure, as rendering him more independent, more a free

man, and less subject to the caprices of superiors ; and I

think, that, in keeping a store, if it be where you dwell,

you can be serviceable to him, as your mother was to me
;

for you are not deficient in capacity, and I hope you are

not too prond.

You might easily learn accounts, and you can copy letters,

or write them very well upon occasion. By industry and'

frugality you may get forward in the world, being both of

you yet young ;
and then what we may leave you at our

death will be a pretty addition, though of itself far from

sufficient to maintain and bring up a family. It is of more

importance for you to think seriously of this, as you may
have a number of children to educate. Till my return you

need be at no expense for rent, as you are all welcome to

continue with your mother
;
and indeed it seems to be your

duty to attend her, as she grows infirm, and takes much

delight in your company and the child's. This saving will

be a help in your progress ;
and for your encouragement I

can assure you, that there is scarce a merchant of opulence

in your town, whom I do not remember a young beginner

with as little to go on with, and no better prospects than

Mr. Bache.

I hope you will attend to what is recommended to you in

this letter, it proceeding from sincere affection, after duo

consideration, with the knowledge I have of the world and

my own circumstances. I am much pleased with the

account I receive from all hands of your dear little boy. I
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hope he will be continued a blessing to us all. It is a

pleasure to me, that the little things I sent you proved agree-

able. I am ever, my dear Sally, your affectionate father.

To William In your last you mention some complais-

te^d

"

LcTndon' ^^^'^^ °^ Lord Hillsborough towards you, that

3ojan., J772. showcd a disposition to be on better terms.

His behaviour to me in Ireland corresponds exactly. We
met first at the Lord Lieutenant's. Mr. Jackson and

I were invited to dine there, and when we came, we

were shown into a room where Lord Hillsborough was

alone. He was extremely civil, wonderfully so to me,

whom he had not long before abused to Mr. Strahan, as a

factious, turbulent fellow, always in mischief, a republican,

enemy to the King's service, and what not. He entered

very frankly into conversation with us both, and invited us

both to stop at his house in Hillsborough, as we should

travel northward, and urged it in so polite a manner, that

we could not avoid saying that we would wait on him if we

went that way. In my own mind I was determined not to

go that way ;
but Mr. Jackson thought himself obliged to

call on his Lordship, considering the connexion his office

forms between them. His Lordship dined with us at the

Lord Lieutenant's. There were at table the Lord Chan-

cellor, the Speaker, and all the great officers of state. He

drank my health, and was otherwise particularly civil. He

went from Dublin some days before us.

At Dublin we saw and were entertained by both parties,

the courtiers and the patriots. The latter treated me with

particular respect. We were admitted to sit among the

members of the Commons' House ;
Mr. Jackson as member

of the British Parliament, and I as member of some British
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Parliament in America. The Speaker proposed it in my
behalf, with some very obliging expressions of respect for

my character, and was answered by the House with a unani-

mous ay of consent, when two members came out to me, led

me in between them, and placed me honorably and com-

modiously. 1 hope our Assemblies will not fall short of

them in this politeness, if any Irish member should happen

to be in our country.

In Scotland I spent five days with Lord Kames at his seat,

Blair Drummond, near Stirling, two or three days at Glas

gow, two days at Carron Iron Works, and the rest of the

month in and about Edinburgh, lodging at David Hume's,

who entertained me with the greatest kindness and hospi-

tality, as did Lord Kames and his lady. All our old

acquaintances there. Sir Alexander Dick and lady, Mr.

McGowan, Drs. Robertson, Cullen, Black, Ferguson, Russel,

and others, inquired affectionately of your welfare. I was

out three months, and the journey was evidently of great

service to my health.

Mr. Bache had some views of obtaining an office in

Amer:':'a ; i^'it I dissuaded him from the application, as I

could not appeal ,^1 it, and rather wish to see all I am con-

nected with in an independent situation, supported by their

own industry. I therefore advised him to lay out the money
he brought with him in goods, return and sit down to busi-

ness in Philadelphia, selling for ready money only, in which

way I think he might, by quick returns, get forward in the

world. It would have been wrong for Sally to leave her

mother, besides incurring the expense of such a voyage.

I cast my eye over Goddard's piece against our friend

Mr. Galloway, and then lit my fire with it. I think such

feeble, malicious attacks cannot hurt him.

Vol.. TI.—10
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The resolution of the Board of Trade to admit, for the

future, no agents to appear before them, but such as are

appointed by "concurrent act of the whole Legislature,"

will, I think, put an end to agencies, as, I apprehend, the

Assemblies will think agents under the ministerial influence,

that must arise from such appointments, cannot be of much

use in their colony affairs. In truth, I think the agents, as

now appointed, of as much use to the government here, as

to the colonies that send them, having often prevented its

going into mistaken measures through misinformation, that

must have been very inconvenient to itself, and would have

prevented more of the same kind if they had been attended

to
;
witness the stamp and duty acts. I believe, therefore,

we shall conclude to leave this omniscient, infallible minister

to his own devices, and be no longer at the expense of

sending any agent, whom he can displace by a repeal of the

appointing act. I am sure I should not like to be an agent

in such a suspicious situation, and shall therefore decline

serving under every such appointment.

Your Assembly may avoid the dispute you seem appre-

hensive of, by leaving the appointment of an agent out of

the support bill, or rather I should say, the sum for his

salary. The money in my hands will pay him, whoever he

is, for two or three years, in which the measure and the

minister may be changed. In the mean time, by working
with a friend, who has great influence at the Board, he can

serve the province as effectually as by an open reception

and appearance.

Our friend Sir John Pringle put into my hands the other

day a letter from Mr. Bowman, seeming, I thought, a good

deal pleased with the notice you had taken of his recom-

mendation. I send you a copy of it, that you may see the
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man has a grateful disposition. Temple has been at home

with us during the Christmas vacation from school. He

improves continually, and more and more engages the

regard of all that are acquainted with him, by his pleasing,

sensible, manly behaviour.

I have of late great debates with myself whether or not

I shall continue here any longer. I grow homesick, and,

being now in my sixty-seventh year, I begin to apprehend

some infirmity of age may attack me, and make my return

impracticable. I have, also, some important affairs to

settle before my death, a period I ought now to think can-

not be far distant. I see here no disposition in Parliament

to meddle farther in colony affairs for the present, either to

lay more duties or to repeal any; and I think, though I

were to return again, I may be absent from here a year

without any prejudice to the business I am engaged in,

though it is not probable, that, being once at home, I

should ever again see England. I have indeed so many

good kind friends here, that I could spend the remainder

of my life among them with great pleasure, if it were not

for my American connexions, and the indelible affection

I retain for that dear country, from which I have so long

been in a state of exile. My love to Betsey.

Tojchn Fox- You take notice, that "Mr. Wharton's
croft dated

^j-jgj^^^^ ^^-^ ^^^ allow me a7iy merit in this
London, 4

-^

Feb., 1772. transaction,* but insist the ivliole is owing to

"•• His agency in procuring the grant of a tract of land on the Ohio rivet

to a company, of which Mr. Thomas Walpole, a London banker, was presi-

dent, and to which reference has already been made on pages 537 and 547

of vol. i. As there intimated, Sir William Johnson and Governor Franklin

were the most active of the grantees ;
and one of the ablest papers the
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his superior abilities." It is a common error in friends,

when they would extol their friend, to make comparisons,

and to depreciate the merits of others. It was not neces-

sary for his friends to do so in this case. Mr. Wharton

will in truth have a good deal of merit in the affair if it

succeeds, he having been exceedingly active and industrious

in soliciting it, and in drawing up memorials and papers

to support the application and remove objections. But,

though I have not been equally active, it not being thought

proper, that I should appear much in the solicitation, since

I became a little obnoxious to the ministry, on account of

my letters to America, yet I suppose my advice may have

been thought of some use, since it has been asked on every

step, and I believe, that, being longer and better known

here than Mr. Wharton, I may have lent some weight to his

negotiations by joining in the affair, from the greater con-

fidence men are apt to place in one they know, than in a

doctor ever wrote was his reply to Lord Hillsborough's report against the

petition of the company. As a specimen of British statesmanship one

hundred years ago, the following extract from that report against this grant

does not give a very favorable impression :

"
If a vast territory be granted to any set of gentlemen who really mean

to people it, and actually do so, it must draw and carry out a great number
of people from Great Britain, and I apprehend they will soon become a kind
of separate and independent people and who will set up for themselves

;

and they will soon have manufactures of their own
;
that they will neither

take supplies from the mother country nor from the provinces at the back
of which they are settled

;
that being at a distance fjom the seat of govern-

ment, courts, and magistrates, they will be out of the reach and control of
1 uv and government ;

that it will become a receptacle and kind of asylum
for offenders who will flee from justice to such new country or colony."

Franklin showed his sagacity in declining a contest with Mr. Wharton for

any share of honor that he thought belonged to him for his agency in solicit-

ing this grant, for the formalities requisite for giving it validity were never

complied with, and events were hurrying on the time when British charters

were not needed to perfect the title to land in the American colonies.
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stranger. However, as I neither ask nor expect any par-

ticular consideration for any service I may have done, and

only think I ought to escape censure, I shall not enlarge on

this invidious topic.

Let us all do our endeavours, in our several capacities,

for the common service ; and, if one has the ability or

opportunity of doing more for his friends than another, let

him think that a happiness, and be satisfied. The business

is not yet quite completed ; and, as many things may happen

between the cup and the lip, perhaps there may be nothing

of this kind for friends to dispute about. For, if nobody

should receive any benefit, there would be no scrambling

for the honor.

In yours from New York, of July 3d, you mentioned

your intention of purchasing a bill to send hither, as soon

as you returned home from your journey. I have not since

received any from you, which I only take notice of, that,

if you have sent any, you may not blame me for not

acknowledging the receipt of it.

In mine of April 20th, I explained to you what I had

before mentioned, that, in settling our private accounts, I

had paid you the sum of three hundred and eighty-nine

pounds, or thereabouts, in my own wrong, having before

paid it for you to the general postofifice. I hope that since

you have received your books, and looked over the ac-

counts, you are satisfied of this. I am anxious for your

answer upon it, the sum being too large to be left long

without an adjustment.

To William At length we have got rid of Lord Hills-

teT" London' borough, and Lord Dartmouth takes his place,

«7 Aug., 1772. to the great satisfaction of all the friends of

10*
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America. You will hear it said among you, I suppose, thai

the interest of the Ohio planters has ousted him
; but the

truth is, what I wrote you long since, that all his brother

ministers disliked him extremely, and wished for a fair

occasion of tripping up his heels
; so, seeing that he made a

point of defeating our scheme, they made another of sup-

porting it, on purpose to mortify him, which they knew his

pride could not bear. I do not mean they would have done

this, if they had thought our proposal bad in itself, or his

opposition well founded
; but I believe, if he had been on

good terms with them, they would not have differed with

him for so small a matter. The King, too, was tired of him

and of his administration, which had weakened the affec-

tion and respect of the colonies for a royal government, of

which (I may say it to you) I used proper means from time

to time that his Majesty should have due information and

convincing proofs. More of this when I see you.

The King's dislike made the others more firmly united in

the resolution of disgracing Hillsborough, by setting at

nought his famous report. But, now that business is done,

perhaps our affair may be less regarded in the cabinet and

suffered to linger, and possibly may yet miscarry. There-

fore let us beware of every word and action, that may betray

a confidence in its success, lest we render ourselves ridicu-

lous in case of disappointment. We are now pushing for a

completion of the business
;
but the time is unfavorable,

everybody gone or going into the country, which gives

room for accidents.

The regard Lord Dartmouth has always done me the

honor to express for me, gives me room to hope being able

to obtain more in favor of our colonies upon occasion, than

I could for some time past.
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To William 111 yours of May 14th, you acquaint me with

fed^" Lo"ndon" ^^^"^ indispositiou, which gave me great con-

19 Aug., 1772. cern. The resohition you have taken to use

more exercise is extremely proper; and I hope you will

steadily perform it. It is of the greatest importance to pre-

vent diseases, since the cure of them by physic is so very

precarious.

In considering the different kinds of exercise, I have

thought, that the quantiun of each is to be judged of, not by

time or by distance, but by the degree of warmth it pro-

duces in the body. Thus, when I observe, if I am cold

when I get into a carriage in a morning, I may ride all day

without being warmed by it; that, if on horseback my feet

are cold, I may ride some hours before they become warm ;

but, if I am ever so cold on foot, I cannot walk an hour

briskly, without glowing from head to foot by the quickened

circulation ;
I have been ready to say, (using round num-

bers without regard to exactness, but merely to make a

great difference,) that there is more exercise in tf«^ mile's

riding on horseback, \h.2.VL five in a coach
;
and more in 07ie

mile's walking on foot, than '\\i five on horseback; to which

I may add, that there is more in walking one mile up and

down stairs, than in five on a level floor. The two latter

exercises may be had within doors, when the weather dis-

courages going abroad
;
and the last may be had when one

is pinched for time, as containing a great quantity of exer-

cise in a handful of minutes. The dumb bell is another

exercise of the latter compendious kind. By the use of

it I have in forty swings quickened my pulse from sixty to

one hundred beats in a minute, counted by a second watch
;

and I suppose the warmth generally increases with quickness

of pulse.
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To William /^^ Lord Hillsborough in fact got nothing

te?"lo^ndon^ out of me, I should rather suppose he threw

19 August, j^g ^^g^y ag g^jj QraDge that would yield no
1772. ,

juice, and therefore not worth more squeezing.

When I had been a little while returned to London, I

waited on him to thank him for his civilities in Ireland,

and to discourse with him on a Georgia affair. The porter

told me he was not at home. I left my card, went another

time, and received the same answer, though I knew he was

at home, a friend of mine being with him. After inter-

missions of a week each, I made two more visits, and

received the same answer. The last time was on a levee

day, when a number of carriages were at his door. My
coachman driving up, alighted, and was opening the coach

door, when the porter, seeing me, came out, and surlily

chid the coachman for opening the door before he had

inquired whether my Lord was at home ;
and then turning

to me, said, ''My Lord is not at home." I have never

since been nigh him, and we have only abused one another

at a distance.

The contrast, as you observe, is very striking between his

conversation with the chief justice, and his letter to you

concerning your province. I know him to be as double and

deceitful as any man I ever met with. But we have done

with him, I hope, for ever. His removal has, I believe,

been meditated ever since the death of the Princess Dowa-

ger. For I recollect, that on my complaining of him about

that time to a friend at court, whom you may guess, he told

me, we Americans were represented by Hillsborough as an

unquiet people, not easily satisfied with any ministry ; that,

however, it was thought too much occasion had been given

us to dislike the present \
and asked me, whether, if he
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should be removed, I could name another likely to be more

acceptable to us. I said, "Yes, there is Lord Dartmouth;

we liked him ver} well when he was at the head of the Board

formerly, and probably should like him again." This I

heard no more of, but I am pretty sure it was reported where

I could wish it, though I know not that it had any effect.

As to my situation here, nothing can be more agreeable,

especially as I hope for less embarrassment from the new

minister
;

a general respect paid me by the learned, a

number of friends and acquaintance among them, with

whom I have a pleasing intercourse ;
a character of so much

weight, that it has protected me when some in power would

have done me injury, and continued me in an office they

would have deprived me of; my company so much desired,

that I seldom dine at home in winter, and could spend the

whole summer in the country-houses of inviting friends, if

I chose it. Learned and ingenious foreigners, that come

to England, almost all make a point of visiting me ; for

my reputation is still higher abroad than here. Several of

the foreign ambassadors have assiduously cultivated my
acquaintance, treating me as one of their corps, partly I

believe from the desire they have, from time to time, of

hearing something of American affairs, an object become

of importance in foreign courts, who begin to hope Britain's

alarming power will be diminished by the defection of her

colonies
;
and partly that they may have an opportunity of

introducing me to the gentlemen of their country who

desire it. The King, too, has lately been heard to speak

of me with great regard.

These are flattering circumstances ;
but a violent longing

for home sometimes seizes me, which I can no otherwise

subdue but by promising myself a return next spring or
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next fall, and so forth. As to returning hither, if I once

go back, I have no thoughts of it. I am too far advanced

in life to propose three voyages more. I have some important

affairs to settle at home, and, considering my double expenses

here and there, I hardly think my salaries fully compensate

the disadvantages. The late change, however, being thrown

into the balance, determines me to stay another winter.

August 22d.—I find I omitted congratulating you on the

honor of your election into the Society for propagating the

Gospel. There you match indeed my Dutch honor. But

you are again behind, for last night I received a letter

from Paris, of which the enclosed is an extract, acquainting

me that I am chosen Associe Etranger (foreign member) of

the Royal Academy there. There are but eight of these

Associes Etratigers in all Europe, and those of the most

distinguished names for science. The vacancy I have the

honor of filling was made by the death of the late celebrated

Van Swieten of Vienna. This mark of respect from the

first academy in the world, which Abbe Nollet, one of its

members, took so much pains to prejudice against my doc-

trines, I consider as a kind of victory without ink-shed,

since I never answered him. I am told he has but one of

his sect now remaining in the Academy. All the rest, who

have in any degree acquainted themselves with electricity,

are as he calls them Franklinists.

To Anthony \ made a little extract from yours of April
Benezet,* da-

ted London, 27th, of the number of slaves imported and
22 August,

perishing, with some close remarks on the

hypocrisy of this country, which encourages

* A distinguished philanthropist, who was a prominent member of the

Society of Friends, of French origin ; but he spent most of a Ufe conse-
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such a detestable commerce by laws for promoting the

Guinea trade
; while it piqued itself on its virtue, love of

liberty, and the equity of its courts, in setting free a single

negro. This was inserted in the London Chronicle, of the

2oth of June last.

I thank you for the Virginia address, which I shall also

publish with some remarks. I am glad to hear that the

disposition against keeping negroes grows more general in

North America. Several pieces have been lately printed

here against the practice, and I hope in time it will be

taken into consideration and suppressed by the legislature.

Your labors have already been attended with great effects.

I hope, therefore, you and your friends will be encouraged
to proceed. My hearty wishes of success attend you, being

ever, my dear friend, yours affectionately.

To Joseph LQj-d Hillsborough, mortified by the Com-
GaUoway, da-

ted London, mittce of Council's approbation of our grant,
22 August,

jjjj opposition to his report, has resigned. I

believe, when he offered to do so, he had such

an opinion of his importance, that he did not think it

would be accepted ; and that it would be thought prudent

rather to set our grant aside than part with him. His

colleagues in the ministry were all glad to get rid of him,

and perhaps for this reason joined more readily in giving

hioi that mortification. Lord Dartmouth succeeds him,

who has much more favorable dispositions towards the

crated with singular devotion to acts of the most disinterested philanthropy
and benevolence, in the city of Philadelphia. His chief concern in life was
the abolition of the slave trade, the repression of intemperance and of war.

He died at Philadelphia in 1784, at the age of seventy-one.
—Ed.
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colonies. He has heretofore exjDressed some personal regard

for me, and I hope now to find our business with the Board

more easy to transact.

To Thomas Lord Dartmouth, now our American minis-
Cushing, da-

. .

ted London, 3 ter, IS at present m the country, and will

September, probably not be in town till the season of
1772.

-^ •'

business comes on. I shall then immediately

put the petition into his hands, to be presented to his

Majesty. I may be mistaken, but I imagine we shall not

meet the same difficulty in transacting business with him, as

with his predecessor, on whose removal I congratulate you

and the Assembly most heartily.

To the Duke jf ^y^s with the greatest pleasure I received
de Vrilliere,*

dated Lon- the information your Grace has condescended

don, Septem-
j.^ -^ j^^^ ^^ nomination by the King to

ber 4th, 1772.
& ' ^ y o

fill a vacancy in the Academy of Sciences, as

Associe Etranger. I have a high sense of the great honor

thereby conferred on me, and beg that my grateful ac-

knowledgments may be presented to his Majesty.

To Joseph In the affair of so much importance to you,
Priestley, da-

.

ted London, whcrein you ask my advice, 1 cannot, for want

19 September, ^f sufficient premises, counsel you what to
1772.

determine ; but, if you please, I will tell you

how. When those difficult cases occur, they are difficult,

chiefly because, while we have them under consideration,

all the reasons pro and con are not present to the mind at

* Who had informed him of his having been chosen a member of the

Royal Academy at Pari?.—Ed.
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the same time
J but sometimes one set present themselves,

and at other times another, the first being out of sight.

Hence the various purposes or inclinations that alternately

prevail, and the uncertainty that perplexes us.

To get over this, my way is, to divide half a sheet of

paper by a line into two columns ; writing over the ont pro,

and over the other con ; then during three or four days'

consideration, I put down under the different heads short

hints of the different motives, that at different times occur

to me, for or against the measure. When I have thus got

them all together in one view, I endeavour to estimate their

respective weights \ and, where I find two (one on each

side) that seem equal, I strike them both out. If I find a

reason /r.? equal to some /ze^^" reasons <:<?;«, I strike out the

three. If I judge some two reasons con, equal to some three

reasons pro, I strike out the five; and thus proceeding I

find at length where the balajice lies
;
and if, after a day or

two of farther consideration, nothing new that is of impor-

tance occurs on either side, I come to a determination

accordingly. And, though the weight of reasons cannot

be taken with the precision of algebraic quantities, yet,

when each is thus considered separately and comparatively,

and the whole lies before me, I think I can judge better,

and am less liable to make a rash step ;
and in fact I have

found great advantage from this kind of equation, in what

may be called vwral ox prudential algebra.

To Miss I lament with you most sincerely the unfor-
Georgiana
Shipley, da- tunatc end of poor MuNGO. Few squirrels
ted London, ^^^^^ better accomplished : for he had had a
26 September,

'

X772- good education, had travelled far, and seen

much of the world. As he had the honor of being, for

Vol. IL—11 p
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his virtues, your favorite, he should not go, like common

skuggs, without an elegy or an epitaph. Let us give

him one in the monumental style and measure, which,

being neither prose nor verse, is perhaps the properest for

grief; since to use common language would look as if we

were not affected, and to make rhymes would seem trifling

in sorrow.

EPITAPH,

ON THE LOSS OF AN AMERICAN SQUIRREL, WHO, ESCAPING FROM
HIS CAGE, WAS KILLED BY A SHEPHERD'S DOG.

Alas! poor MUNGO!

Happy wert thou, hadst thou known

Thy own felicity.

Remote from the fierce bald eagle,

Tyrant of thy native woods,

Thou hadst nought to fear from his piercing talons.

Nor from the murdering gun
Of the thoughtless sportsman.

Safe in thy wired castle,

Grimalkin never could annoy thee.

Daily wert thou fed with the choicest viands.

By the fair hand of an indulgent mistress ;

But, discontented,

Thou wouldst have more freedom.

Too soon, alas ! didst thou obtain it ;

And wandering.

Thou art fallen by the fangs of wanton, cruel Ranger !

Learn hence,

Ye who blindly seek more liberty,

Whether subjects, sons, squirrels, or daughters,

That apparent restraint may be real protection.

Yielding peace and plenty

With security.

You see, my dear Miss, how much more decent and

proper this broken style is, than if we were to say, by way

of epitaph,
—
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Here Skugg
Lies snug,

As a bug
In a rug.

And yet, perhaps, there are people in the world of so little

feeling as to think that this would be a good-enough epitaph
for poor Mungo.

If you wish it, I shall procure another to succeed him j

but perhaps you will now choose some other amusement.

Remember me affectionately to all the good family, and

believe me ever your affectionate friend.*

* Franklin had a remarkable affinity for superior people; for people
whose friendship was both valuable and enduring, the surest test of supe-

riority. Not to speak of those celebrities who might have yielded to the

attraction of his fame, it is pleasant to follow the growth and loyalty of his

friendship for Miss Ray, afterwards Mrs. Green, for Mrs. and Miss Steven-

son, with whom he lived during the whole of his eighteen years' residence

in London, and in whose fortunes through life he took a parental interest
;

for De Chaumont, one of whose houses he occupied during his entire

sojourn of eight years in France
; for Mr. Le Veillard, the mayor of Passy,

and Mr. Benjamin Vaughan, at whose joint solicitation he wrote his autobi-

ography ; for D. Collinson, for Mr. Strahan, for Lord Kames, and, />rimus
inter pares, the Bishop of St. Asaph, and his gifted family.
The village of Twyford lies about two miles from Winchester. Beside

the old church, and close behind it, stands Twyford House, a substantial

red brick dwelling of the last century, three stories in height. Below the

house and the churchyard, a green bank studded with elm-trees slopes
down to the river Itchen, which is here crossed by a wooden bridge. The
high road passes close to the house, and a little beyond the road is a fine

avenue of chestnuts, called the "Grove." In the early part of the last

century Twyford House was inhabited by a family of the name of Davies,
whose heiress married Jonathan Shipley, a London merchant. Their only
son. Jonathan, was educated for the church

;
in 1749 ^^ was made canon of

Christ Church, and in 1760 Dean of Winchester. He was afterwards pro-
moted to the bishopric of Llandaff, and thence, in 1769, to the see of St.

Asaph. It was at Twyford House, and while the guest of the "
good

bishop," as Franklin habitually styled him, that he commenced his autobi-

ography, and it was in the "Grove" that they used to walk for hours
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To Thomas Lord Dartmouth, our American minister,
Gushing, da- ,, ,. , ,,•,-,,,•
ted London camc to town last week, and held his first

4 Nov., 1772. levee on Wednesday, when I paid my respects

to him, acquainting him at the same time, that I should in

a few days wait upon him, on business from Boston ;
which

together, discussing the crazy policy which was gradually alienating from

England her choicest colonies.

Bishop Shipley married Anna Maria, daughter of the Honorable George

Mordaunt, and niece of the famous Earl of Peterborough. In her youth
she was celebrated for her beauty, and was maid of honor to Qu?en Caro-

line. They had five children, of whom four were daughters. Of these,

the eldest, Anna Maria, lived principally with her cousin, Lady Spenc;'r, at

Althorpe, where she attracted the attention of, and finally married, their

handsome young tutor, afterwards the celebrated Sir William Jones. Her
sister Georgiana rivalled in beauty her distinguished namesake, Georgiana,

"the beautiful Duchess of Devonshire;" but surpassed her, and perhaps all

the women of her time, in her mental accomplishments. Not only was she

thoroughly versed in all the modern European languages, but she was

specially familiar with the literature of ancient Greece and Rome, which she

studied with" her father. She married Francis Hare Naylor, a young man
of no fortune, and they spent most of their married life at Bologna, in Italy,

where they reared their three sons, Augustus, Francis, and Julius Charles,

whom premature death even did not deprive of a position among the most

eminent of English scholars. Mrs. Naylor was painted with her children

and her dog Smut in a family group, by Flaxman ;
it was for her that Flax-

man made his famous illustrations of Homer; and it was in deference to

her somewhat eccentric passion for pet animals that Franklin wrote this

caricature epitaph upon an American squirrel, called Mungo, which he had

given her.

Amelia Shipley, the youngest daughter of the bishop, married Regina'd

Heber, afterwards the celebrated bishop of Calcutta ;
it was for another

member of the Hare family, Maria Leycester, that he wrote those popular
verses which commence with,

"
I see them on their winding way." It was

within the hallowed precincts of a family circle so pure, so refined, so gifted,

and so harmonious that Franklin had the distinguished privilege of being
received upon terms of exceptional intimacy soon after his arrival in Lon-

don, in 1759, and occupying the place of honor in it to the close of his life.

When he returned from France, in 1785, his ship touched at Southampton,
and the bishop and two of his daughters came down to the coast to visit

and take leave of him.—Ed.
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I have accordingly since done, and have put your petition

to the King into his Lordship's hands, that being the

regular course.

He received me very obligingly, made no objection to

my acting as agent without an appointment assented to by
the governor, as his predecessor had done, so that I hope
business is getting into a better train. I shall use my best

endeavours in supporting the petition, and write you more

fully by the next ship to Boston.

11*
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To Joseph Two circumstanccs have diverted me lately,

ted °London' ^"^ ^^^^' ^^^'' ^eing at the court of exchequer
2 Dec, 1772. on some business of my own, I there met with

one of the commissioners of the stamp office, who told me
he attended with a memorial from that board, to be allowed

in their accounts the difference between their expense in

endeavouring to establish those offices in America, and the

amount of what they received, which from Canada and the

West India Islands was but z!C)OVi.t fifteen hujidred pounds,

while the expense, if I remember right, was above twelve

thousandpounds, being for stamps and stamping, with paper

and parchment returned upon their hands, freight, &c.

The other is the present difficulties of the India Company,
and of government on their account. The Company have

accepted bills, which they find themselves unable to pay,

though they have the value of two millions in tea and other

India goods in their stores, perishing under a want of

126
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demand
;

their credit thus suffering, and their stock falling

one hundred and twenty per cent, whereby the government
will lose the four hundred thousand pounds per annum, it

having been stipulated that it should no longer be paid, if

the dividend fell to that mark. And, although it is known,

that the American market is lost by continuing the duty on

tea, and that we are supplied by the Dutch, who doubtless

take the opportunity of smuggling other India goods among
us with the tea, so that for the five years past we might

probably have otherwise taken off the greatest part of what

the Company have on hand, and so have prevented their

present embarrassment, yet the honor of government is sup>-

posed to forbid the repeal of the American tea duty ; while

the amount of all the duties goes on decreasing, so that the

balance of this year does not (as I have it from good

authority) exceed eighty pounds, after paying the collec-

tion
;
not reckoning the immense expense oi guarda-costas,

&c. Can an American help smiling at these blunders?

Though, in a national light, they are truly deplorable.

To Thomas A fevv days after my leaving your petition

ted^ London' ^'^*^^^ Lord Dartmouth, his Lordship sent for me
2 Dec, 1772. to discourse with me upon it. After a long

audience, he was pleased to say, that, notwithstanding all I

had said or could say, in support and justification of the

petition, he was sure the presenting it at this time could

not possibly produce any good ; that the King would be

exceedingly offended, but what steps his Majesty would

take upon it was uncertain ; perhaps he would require the

opinion of the judges or government lawyers, which would

surely be against us ; perhaps he might lay it before Parlia-

ment, and so the censure of both Houses would be drawn
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down upon us. The most favorable thing to be expected

was, a severe reprimand to the Assembly, by order of his

Majesty, the natural consequence of which must be more

discontent and uneasiness in the province. That, possessed

as he was with great good will for New England, be was

extremely unwilling, that one of the first acts of his admin-

istration, with regard to the Massachusetts, should be of so

unpleasant a nature. That minds had been heated and

irritated on both sides of the water, but he hoped those

heats were now cooling, and he was averse to the addition

of fresh fuel. That, as I had delivered the petition to him

officially, he must present it, if I insisted upon it
;
but he

wished I would first consult my constituents, who might pos-

s-ibly, on reconsideration, think fit to order its being deferred.

I answered, that the great majority, with which the

petition and the resolves on which it was founded were

carried through the House, made it scarce expectable, that

their order would be countermanded ; that the slighting,

evading, or refusing to receive petitions from the colonies,

on some late occasions by the Parliament, had occasioned a

total loss of the respect for and confidence in that body,

formerly subsisting so strongly in America, and brought on

a questioning of their authority ; that his Lordship might

observe that petitions came no more from thence to Parlia-

ment, but to the King only ; that the King appeared now

to be the only connexion between the two countries ;
and

that, as a continued union was essentially necessary to the

wellbeing of the whole empire, I should be sorry to see that

link weakened, as the other had been ; that I thought it a

dangerous thing for any government to refuse receiving

petitions, and thereby prevent the subjects from giving vent

to their griefs.
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His Lordship interrupted me by replying, that he did

not refuse to deliver the petition ;
that it should never justly

be said of him, that he interrupted the complaints of his

Majesty's subjects ;
and that he must and would present it,

as he had said before, whenever I should absolutely require

it
; but, for motives of pure good will to the province, he

wished me not to insist on it, till I should receive fresh

orders.

Finally, considering that, since the petition was ordered,

there had been a change in the American administration ;

that the present minister was our friend in the repeal of the

Stamp Act, and seems still to have good dispositions to-

wards us
;

that you had mentioned to me the probability,

that the House would have remonstrated on all their other

grievances, had not their time been taken up with the diffi-

cult business of a general valuation
; and, since the com-

plaint of this petition was likely alone to give offence, it

might perhaps be judged advisable to give the substance of

all our complaints at once, rather than in parts and after a

reprimand received
\

I say, upon the whole, I thought it

best not to disoblige him in the beginning of his adminis-

tration, by refusing him what he seemed so desirous of, a

delay at least in presenting the petition, till farther direc-

tions should be received from my constituents. If, after

deliberation, they should send me fresh orders, I shall im-

mediately obey them, and the application to the crown

itself may possibly derive greater weight from the recon-

sideration given it, while the temper of the House may be

somewhat calmed by the removal of a minister, who had

rendered himself so obnoxious to them. Accordingly, I

consented to the delay desired, wherein I hope my conduct

will not be disapproved.
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On this occasion I think it fit to acquaint you, that there

has lately fallen into my hands part of a correspondence

that I have every reason to believe laid the foundation of

most, if not all, our present grievances.* I am not at liberty

to tell through what channel I received it
;
and I have en-

gaged that it shall not be printed, nor copies taken of the

whole, or any part of it
;
but I am allowed to let it be seen

by some men of worth in the province, for their satisfac-

tion only. In confidence of your preserving inviolably

my engagement, I send you enclosed the original letters, to

obviate every pretence of unfairness in copying, interpola-

tion, or omission. The hands of the gentlemen will be

well known. Possibly they may not like such an exposal

of their conduct, however tenderly and privately it may be

managed. But, if they are good men, or pretend to be

such, and agree that allgood men wish a good understanding

and harmony to subsist between the colonies and their mother

country, they ought the less to regret, that, at the small ex-

pense of their reputation for sincerity and public spirit

among their compatriots, so desirable an event may in sotne

degree be forwarded. For my own part I cannot but ac-

knowledge, that my resentment against this country, for its

arbitrary measures in governing us, conducted by the late

minister, has, since my conviction by these papers that

those measures were projected, advised, and called for by

* This was a collection of letters addressed to Thomas WTiately, M.P.,

and private secretary to Lord Grenville, by Governor Hutchinson, Lieu-

tenant-Governor Oliver, Charles Paxton, Esq., Nathaniel Rogers, Esq., and

Mr. G. Roome. It was never known how they found their way into the

hands of Dr. Franklin, though it is no longer pretended, we believe, that

tMther in the way of his getting them, or in the use he made of them, he laid

himself open to the censure which his conduct received at the time from the

ministerial orators and press.
—Ed.
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men of character among ourselves, and whose advice must

therefore be attended with all the weight that was proper

to mislead, and which could therefore scarce fail of mis-

leading; my own resentment, I say, has by this means been

exceedingly abated. / think they must have the sauie effect

with you ; but I am not, as I have said, at liberty to make

the letters public. I can only allow them to be seen by

yourself, by the other gentlemen of the Committee of Cor-

respondence, by Messrs. Bowdoin and Pitts of the Council,

and Drs. Chauncy, Cooper, and Winthrop, with a few such

other gentlemen as you n^ay think fit to show them to.

After being some months in your possession, you are re-

quested to return them to me.

As to the writers, I can easily, as well as charitably,

conceive it possible, that men educated in prepossessions

of the unbounded authority of Parliament, &c., may think

unjustifiable every opix)sition even to its unconstitutional

exactions, and imagine it their duty to suppress, as much as

in them lies, such opposition. But, when I find them

bartering away the liberties of their native country for posts,

and negotiating for salaries and pensions extorted from the

people ;
and conscious of the odium these might be attended

with, calling for troops to protect and secure the enjoyment

of them ;
when I see them exciting jealousies in the crown,

and provoking it to work against so great a part of its most

faithful subjects; creating enmities between the different

countries of which the empire consists ; occasioning a great

expense to the old country for suppressing or preventing

imaginary rebellions in the 7iew, and to the new country for

the payment of needless gratifications to useless officers and

enemies ;
I cannot but doubt their sincerity even in the

political principles they profess, and deem them mere time-
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servers, seeking their own private emolument througn any

quantity of public mischief; betrayers of the interest, not

of their native country only, but of the government they

pretend to serve, and of the whole English empire.

To Thomas I did mysclf the honor of writing to you on

tld^^London' ^^"'^ ^^ °^ December past, enclosing some

5 Jan., 1773. original letters from persons in Boston, which

I hope got safe to hand. I have since received your favor

of October 27th, which containing in a small compass so

full an enumeration of our grievances, the steps necessary to

remove them, and the happy effects that must follow, I

thought that though marked private, it might be of use to

communicate it to Lord Dartmouth ;
the rather too, as he

would there find himself occasionally mentioned with proper

respect, and learn that his character was esteemed in the

colonies. Accordingly I wrote him a few lines, and enclosed

it a day or two before I was to wait on his Lordship, that

he might have a little time to consider the contents.

When I next attended him, he returned me the letter

with great complaisance in his countenance ;
said he was

glad to find that people in America were disposed to think

so favorably of him
;

that they did him but justice in be-

lieving he had the best disposition towards them, for he

wished sincerely their welfare, though possibly he might

not always think with them, as to the means of obtaining

that end
;
that the heads of complaint in your letter were

many, some of them requiring much consideration, and

therefore it could scarce be expected that a sudden change

should be made in so many measures, supposing them all

improper to be continued, which perhaps might not be the

case. It was however his opinion, that, if the Americans
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continued quiet, and gave no fresh offer.ce to government,
those measures would be reconsidere i, and such relief

given as upon consideration should be thought reason-

able.

I need not remark, that there is not much in such general

discourse ; but I could then obtain nothing more particular,

except that his Lordship expressed in direct terms his disap-

probation of the instruction for exempting the colonies from

taxation; which, however, was, as he said, in confidence to

me, relying that no public mention should be made of his

opinion on that head.

In the mean time, some circumstances are working in our

favor with regard to the duties. It is found by the last

year's accounts transmitted by the commissioners, that the

balance in favor of Britain is but about eighty-five pounds,
after payment of salaries, &c., exclusive of the charge of a

fleet to enforce the collection. Then it is observed, that

the India Company is so out of cash, that it cannot pay the

bills drawn upon it, and its other debts
;
and at the same

time so out of credit, that the Bank does not care to assist

them, whence they find themselves obliged to lower their

dividend
;
the apprehension of which has sunk their stock

from two hundred and eighty to one hundred and sixty,

whereby several millions of property are annihilated, occa-

sioning private bankruptcies and other distress, besides a

loss to the public treasury of four hundred thousand pounds

per annum, which the Company are not to pay into it as

heretofore, if they are not able to keep up their dividend at

twelve and a half. And, as they have at the same time tea

and other India goods in their warehouses, to the amount
of four millions, is some say, for which they want a market,

and which, if it had been sold, would have kept up their

Vol. II.—12
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credit, I take the opportunity of remarking in all companies

the great imprudence of losing the American market, by

keeping up the duty on tea, which has thrown that trade

into the hands of the Dutch, Danes, Swedes, and French,

who, according to the reports and letters of some custom-

house officers in America, now supply by smuggling the

whole continent, not with tea only, but accompany that

article with other India goods, amounting, as supposed, in

the whole to five hundred thousand pounds sterling per

annum. This gives some alarm, and begins to convince

people more and more of the impropriety of quarrelling

with America, who at that rate might have taken off two

millions and a half of those goods within these five years

that the combination has subsisted, if the duty had not been

laid, or had been speedily repealed.

But our great security lies, I think, in our growing

strength, both in numbers and wealth
;

that creates an

increasing ability of assisting this nation in its wars, which

will make us more respectable, our friendship more valued,

and our enmity feared
;
thence it will soon be thought

proper to treat us not with justice only, but with kindness,

and thence we may expect in a few years a total change of

measures with regard to us
; unless, by a neglect of military

discipline, we should lose all martial spirit, and our western

])eople become as tame as those in the eastern dominions

of Britain, when we may expect the same oppressions ; for

there is much truth in the Italian saying. Make yourselves

sheep, and the wolves will eat you. In confidence of this

coming change in our favor, I think our prudence is mean-

while to be quiet, only holding up our rights and claims on

all occasions in resolutions, memorials, and remonstrances ;

but bearing patiently the little present notice that is taken
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of them. They will all have their weight in time, and that

time is at no great distance.

To his wife, I feel some regard for this sixth of January,

don^ 6 Jan."
^^ "^^ °^^ nominal birthday, though the change

1773- of style has carried the real day forward to the

lyth, when I shall be, if I live till then, sixty-seven years

of age. It seems but the other day since you and I were

ranked among the boys and girls, so swiftly does time fly !

We have, however, great reason to be thankful, that so

much of our lives has passed so happily ;
and that so great

a share of health and strength remains, as to render life yet

comfortable.

I received your kind letter of November i6th by Sutton.

The apples are not yet come on shore, but I thank you for

them. Captain All was so good as to send me a barrel of

excellent ones, which serve me in the mean time. I rejoice

to hear that you all continue well. But you have so used

me to have something pretty about the boy, that I am a little

disappointed in finding nothing more of him, than that he

is gone up to Burlington. Pray give in your next, as usual,

a little of his history.

All our friends here are pleased with your remembering

them, and send their love to you. Give mine to all that

inquire concerning me, and a good deal to our children.

To William The Opposition are now attacking the min-

ted" London' ^^^^y °^ ^^ ^'^^ Vincent's affair, which is

14 Feb., 1773. generally condemned here, and some think

Lord Hillsborough will be given up, as the adviser of that

expedition. But, if it succeeds, perhaps all will blow over.

The ministry are more embarrassed with the India affairs.
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The continued refusal of North America to take tea fron

hence, has brought infinite distress on the Company. Tlie^r

imported great quantities in faith that that agreement could

not hold ;
and now they can neither pay their debts nor

dividends; their stock has sunk to the annihilating near

three millions of their property, and government will lose

its four hundred thousand pounds a year ;
while their teas

lie on hand. The bankruptcies, brought on partly by this

means, have given such a shock to credit, as has not been

experienced here since the. South Sea year. And this has

affected the great manufacturers so much, as to oblige them

to discharge their hands, and thousands of Spitalfields and

Manchester weavers are now starving, or subsisting on

charity. Blessed effects of pride, pique, and passion in

government, which should have no passions.

To Thomas The Council and Assembly's answer to

ted^ London' Govcrnor Hutchinson's speech I caused to be

6 May, 1773. printed here, as soon as I received them. His

reply I see since printed also, but their rejoinder is not yet

come. If he intended, by reviving that dispute, to recom-

mend himself, he has greatly missed his aim ;
for the ad-

ministration are chagrined with his officiousness, their

intention having been to let all contention subside, and by

degrees suffer matters to return to the old channel. They
are now embarrassed by his proceedings ; for, if they lay

the governor's despatches, containing the declaration of the

General Court, before Parliament, they apprehend measures

may be taken, that will widen the breach ;
which would be

more particularly inconvenient at this time, when the dis-

turbed state of Europe gives some apprehensions of a

general war. On the other hand, if they do not lay them
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before Parliament, they give advantage to opposition against

themselves on some future occasion, in a charge of criminal

neglect. Some say he must be a fool ; others, that through

some misinformation he really supposed Lord Hillsborough

to be again in office.

Yesterday I had a conversation with Lord Dartmouth, of

which I think it right to give you some account. On my
saying, that I had no late advices from Boston, and asking

if his Lordship had any, he said, "None since the gov-

ernor's second speech; but what difficulties that gentleman

has brought us all into by his imprudence ! Though I sup-

pose he meant well
; yet what can now be done ? It is

impossible, that Parliament can suffer such a declaration of

the General Assembly, asserting its independency, to pass

unnoticed." " In my opinion," said I, "it would be better

and more prudent to take no notice of it. It is words only.

Acts of Parliament are still submitted to there. No force

is used to obstruct their execution. And, while that is the

case. Parliament would do well to turn a deaf ear, and seem

not to know that such declarations had ever been made.

Violent measures against the province will not change the

opinion of the people. Force could do no good."
"

I do

not know," said he,
" that force would be thought of; but

perhaps an act may pass to lay them under some incon-

veniences, till they rescind that declaration. Can they not

withdraw it? I wish they could be persuaded to reconsider

the matter, and do it of themselves, voluntarily, and thus

leave things between us on the old footing, the points

undiscussed. Don't you think," continued his Lordship,

"such a thing possible?" "No, my Lord," said I, "I

think it is impossible. If they were even to wish matters

back in the situation before the governor's speech, and the

12*
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dispute obliterated, they cannot withdraw their answers till

he first withdraws his speech, which methinks would be an

awkward operation, that perhaps he will hardly be directed

to perform. As to an act of Parliament, laying that country
under inconveniences, it is likely that it will only put them

as heretofore on some method of incommoding this country
till the act is repealed ;

and so we shall go on injuring and

provoking each other, instead of cultivating that good will

and harmony, so necessary to the general welfare."

He said, that might be, and he was sensible our divisions

must weaken the whole ; "for we are yet one empire,'' said

he, "whatever may be the sentiments of the Massachusetts

Assembly ;" but he did not see how that could be avoided.

He wondered, as the dispute was now of public notoriety.

Parliament had not already called for the despatches ; and

he thought he could not omit much longer the communi-

cating them, however unwilling he was to do it, from his

apprehension of the consequences.
" But what," his Lord-

ship was pleased to say,
"

if you were in my place, would

or could you do? Would you hazard the being called to

account, in some future session of Parliament for keeping
back the communication of despatches of such importance?"

I said, "his Lordship could best judge what, in his situa-

tion, was fittest for him to do
;

I could only give my poor

opinion with regard to Parliament, that, supposing the

despatches laid before them, they would act most prudently

in ordering them to lie on the table, and take no further

notice of them. For, were I as much an Englishman as I

am an American, and ever so desirous of establishing the

authority of Parliament, I protest to your Lordship, I can-

not conceive of a single step the Parliament can take to

increase it, that will not tend to diminish it; and after
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abundance of mischief they must finally lose it. The loss

in itself perhaps would not be of much consequence, because

it is an authority they can never well exercise for want of

due information and knowledge, and therefore it is not

worth hazarding the mischief to preserve it."

Then adding my wishes that I could be of any service in

healing our differences, his Lordship said, "I do not see

any thing of more service, than prevailing on the General

Assembly, if you can do it, to withdraw their answers to the

governor's speech." "There is not," says I, "the least

probability they will ever do that ; for the country is all of

one mind upon the subject. Perhaps the governor may
have represented to your Lordship, that these are the opin-

ions of a party only, and that great numbers are of different

sentiments, which may in time prevail. But, if he does

not deceive himself, he deceives your Lordship ;
for in both

Houses, notwithstanding the influence appertaining to his

office, there was not, in sending up those answers, a single

dissenting voice." "I do not recollect," says his Lord-

ship,
" that the governor has written any thing of that kind.

I am told, however, by gentlemen from that country, who

pretend to know it, that there are naany of the governor's

opinion, but they dare not show their sentiments." "I

never heard," said I, "that any one has suffered violence

for siding with the governor."
" Not violence, perhaps,"

said his Lordship, "but they are reviled and held in con-

tempt, and people do not care to incur the disesteem and

displeasure of their neighbours."

As I knew Governor Bernard had been in with his Lord-

ship just before me, I thought he was probably one of these

gentleman informants, and therefore said,
"
People, who

are engaged in any party or have advised any measures, are
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apt to magnify the numbers of those they would have under-

stood as approving their measures." His Lordsliip said,

that was natural to suppose might be the present case; for

whoever observed the conduct of parties here must have

seen it a constant practice ;
and he agreed with me, that,

though a nemme contradicente did not prove the absolute

agreement of every man in the opinion voted, it at least

demonstrated the great prevalence of that opinion.

Thus ended our conference. I shall watch this business

till the Parliament rises, and endeavour to make people in

general as sensible of the inconveniences to this country,

that may attend a continuance of the contest, as the Spital-

fields weavers seem already to be in their petition to the

King, which I herewith send you. I have already the

pleasure to find, that my friend, the Bishop of St. Asaph's

Sermon is universally approved and applauded, which I take

to be no bad symptom.
•* '

To Thomas It was thought at the beginning of the

ted^ London' session, that the American duty on tea would

4 June, 1773. be taken off. But now the wise scheme is, to

take off so much duty here, as will make tea cheaper in

America than foreigners can supply us, and to confine the

duty there, to keep up the exercise of the right. They
have no idea, that any people can act from any other prin-

ciple but that of interest ;
and they believe, that three

pence in a pound of tea, of which one does not perhaps

drink ten pounds in a year, is sufficient to overcome all the

patriotism of an American.

I purpose soon to write you very fully. As to the letters *

* Letters from Governor Hutchinson and others. See above, p. 130
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I communicated to you, though I have not been able to

obtain leave to take copies or publish them, I have

permission to let the originals remain with you, as long

as you may think it of any use to have them in pos-

session.

To Thomas I thank you for the pamphlets you have sent

ted^Lomion*? ^^^' containing the controversy between the

July, 1773- governor and the two Houses. I have dis-

tributed them where I thought they might be of use. He
makes perhaps as much of his argument as it will bear; but

has the misfortune of being on the weak side, and so is put

to shifts and quibbles, and the use of much sophistry and

artifice, to give plausibility to his reasonings. The Council

and the Assembly have greatly the advantage in point of

fairness, perspicuity, and force. His precedents of acts of

Parliament binding the colonies, and our tacit consent to

those acts, are all frivolous. Shall a guardian, who has

imposed upon, cheated, and plundered a minor under his

car.^, who was unable to prevent it, plead those impositions

after his ward has discovered them, as precedents and

authorities for continuing them. There have been prece-

dents, time out of mind, for robbing on Hounslow Heath,

but the highwayman, who robbed there yesterday, does

nevertheless deserve hanging.

I am glad to see the resolves of the Virginia House of

Burgesses.* There are brave spirits among that people. I

hope their proposal will be readily complied with by all tlie

colonies. It is natural to suppose, as you do, that, if the

* They appointed a committee of correspondence with the legislatures of

the other colonies, for the purpose of promoting mutual and friendly

intercourse.—Ed.
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oppressions continue, a congress may grow out of that

correspondence. Nothing would more alarm our ministers;

but, if the colonies agree to hold a congress, I do not see

how it can be prevented.

I note your directions relating to public and private

letters, and shall not fail to observe them. At the same

time I think all the correspondence should be in the

Speaker's power, to communicate such extracts only as he

should think proper for the House. It is extremely embar-

rassing to an agent, to write letters concerning his transac-

tions with ministers, which letters he knows are to be read

in the House, where there may be governor's spies, who

carry away parts, or perhaps take copies, that are echoed

back hither privately; if they should not be, as some-

times they are, printed in the Votes. It is impossible

to write freely in such circumstances, unless he would

hazard his usefulness, and put it out of his power to do

his country any farther service. I speak this now, not

upon my own account, being about to decline all public

business, but for your consideration with regard to future

a^ente;.

And, now we speak of agents, I must mention my con-

cern, that I should fall under so severe a censure of the

House, as that of neglect in their business. I have sub-

mitted to the reproof without reply in my public letter, out

of pure respect. It is not decent to dispute a father's

admonitions. But to you in private, permit me to observe,

that, as to the two things I am blamed for not giving the

earliest notice of, viz. the clause in the act relating to

dockyards, and the appointment of salaries for the governor
and judges, the first only seems to have some foundation.

I did not know, but perhaps I ought to have known, that
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such a clause was intended. And yet in a Parliament, that

during the whole session refused admission to strangers,

wherein near two hundred acts were passed, it is not so

easy a matter to come at the knowledge of every clause

in every act, and to give opposition to wlrat may affect

one's constituents j especially when it is not uncommon

to smuggle clauses into a bill, whose title shall give no

suspicion, when an opposition to such clauses is appre-

liended. I say this is no easy matter. But, had I known

of this clause, it is not likely I could have prevented

its passing in the present disposition of government
towards America; nor do I see, that my giving earlier

notice of its having passed could have been of much

service.

As to the other, concerning the governor and judges, I

should hardly have thought of sending the House an account

of it, if the minister had mentioned it to me; as. I under-

stood from their first letter to me, that they had already

the best intelligence "of its being determined by adminis-

tration to bestow large salaries on the attorney-general,

judges and governors of the province." I could not there-

fore possibly "give \\\q first notice of this impending evil."

I answered, however, "that there was no doubt of the

intention of making governors, and some other officers,

independent of the people for their support ; and that this

purpose will be persisted in, if the American revenue is

found sufficient to defray the salaries." This censure,

though grievous, does not so much surprise me, as I appre-

hended all along from the beginning, that between the

friends of an old agent, my predecessor, who thought him-

self hardly used in his dismission, and those of a young

one impatient for the succession, my situation was not likely
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to be a very comfortable one, as my faults could scarce pass

unobserved.*

I think of leaving England in September. As soon as

possible after my arrival in America, I purpose, God willing,

to visit Boston, when I hope to have the pleasure of paying

my respects to you. I shall then give every information in

my power, and offer every advice relating to our affairs, not

so convenient to be written, that my situation here for so

iiaany years may enable me to suggest for the benefit of our

country. Some time before my departure, I shall put your

papers into the hands of Mr. Lee, and assist him with my
counsel while I stay, where there may be any occasion for

it. He is a gentleman of parts and ability ; and, though

he cannot exceed me in sincere zeal for the interest and

prosperity of the province, his youth will easily enable him

to serve it with more activity.

To Thomas The King's firm answer, as it is called, to

ted^ London' ^"^^ petitions and remonstrances, has probably

7 July. 1773- been judged sufficient for the present. I for-

warded that answer to you by the last packet, and sent a

copy of it by a Boston ship the beginning of last month.

Therein we are told, that "his Majesty has well weighed

* The "
young one impatient for the succession" was Arthur Lee, brother

of Richard Henry Lee, who, after studying medicine in London awhile,

turned his attention to the law, and was engaged in the practice of that

profession when he was chosen by the legislature of Massachusetts to suc-

ceed Dr. Franklin in case of his absence or death, the doctor having signi-

fied his intention to return. No man has written or said so many spiteful

and disparaging things of Franklin as Arthur Lee, and no man ever did so

much to thwart all the doctor's foreign policy. He did not lack patriotism ;

but a jealous and suspicious temperament, and an almost insane ambition,

made him blind to the merits of any person or policy but his own.—Ed.
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the subject matter, and the expressions, contained in those

petitions ;
and that, as he will ever attend to the humble

petitions of his subjects, and be forward to redress every

real grievance, so he is determined to support the constitu-

tio7i, and resist with firmness every attempt to derogate from

the authority of the supreme legislature.
' '

By this it seems that some exception is taken to the

exp7-essions of the petitions, as not sufficiently humble, that

the grievances complained of are not thought ;r«/grievances,

that Parliament is deemed the supreme legislature, and its

authority over the colonies supposed to be the constitution.

Indeed, the last idea is expressed more fully in the next

paragraph, where the words of the act are used, declaring

the right of the crown, with the advice of Parliament, to

make laws o( sufficientforce a?id validity to bind its subjects

in America in all cases whatsoever.

When one considers the King's situation, surrounded by
ministers, counsellors, and judges, learned in the law, who
are all of this opinion, and reflects how necessary it is for

him to be well with his Parliament, from whose yearly grants

his fleets and armies are to be supported, and the deficien-

cies of his civil list supplied, it is not to be wondered at,

that he should be firm in an opinion established, as far as

an act of Parliament could establish it, by even the friends

of America at the time they repealed the Stamp Act
; and

which is so generally thought right by his Lords and Com-

mons, that any act of his, countenancing the contrary,
would hazard his embroiling himself with those powerful
bodies. And from hence it seems hardly to be expected
from him, that he should take any step of that kind. The

grievous instructions, indeed, might be withdrawn without

their observing it, if his Majesty thought fit so to do; but,
Vol. II.—13 e
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under the present prejudices of all about him, it seems that

this is not yet likely to be advised.

The question then arises, How are we to obtain redress ?

If we look back into the Parliamentary history of this coun-

try, we shall find, that, in similar situations of the subjects

here, redress would seldom be obtained but by withholding

aids when the sovereign was in distress, till the grievances

were removed. Hence the rooted custom of the Commons

to keep money bills in their own disposition, not suffering

even the Lords to meddle in grants, either as to quantity,

manner of raising, or even in the smallest circumstance.

This country pretends to be collectively our sovereign. It

is now deeply in debt. Its funds are far short of recovering

their par since the last war
; another would distress it still

more. Its people diminish, as well as its credit. Men
will be wanted, as well as money. The colonies are rapidly

increasing in wealth and numbers. In the last war they

maintained an army of twenty-five thousand. A country,

able to do that, is no contemptible ally. In another war

they may perhaps do twice as much with equal ease. When-

ever a war happens, our aid will be wished for, our friend-

ship desired and cultivated, our good will courted. Then is

the time to say, "Redress our grievances. You take money
from us by force, and now you ask it of voluntary grant.

You cannot have it both ways. If you choose to have it

without our consent, you must go on taking it that way,

and be content with what little you can so obtain. If

you would have our free gifts, desist from your compulsive

methods, and acknowledge our rights, and secure our future

enjoyment of them." Our claims will then be attended to,

and our complaints regarded.

By what I perceived not long since, when a wa*- was
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apprehended with Spain, the different countenance put on

by some great men here towards those who were thought to

have a little influence in America, and the language that

began to be held with regard to the then minister for the

colonies, I am confident, that, if that war had taken place,

lie would have been immediately dismissed, all his measures

reversed, and every step taken to recover our affection and

procure our assistance. Thence I think it fair to conclude,

that similar effects will probably be produced by similar

circumstances.

But, as the strength of an empire depends not only on

the union of its parts, but on their readiness for united

exertion of their common force
;
and as the discussion of

rights may seem unseasonable in the commencement of

actual war, and the delay it might occasion be prejudicial

to the common welfare
; as likewise the refusal of one or a

few colonies would not be so much regarded, if the others

granted liberally, which perhaps by various artifices and

motives they might be prevailed on to do
;
and as this want

of concert would defeat the expectation of general redress,

that otherwise might be justly formed
; perhaps it would be

best and fairest for the colonies, in a general congress now
in peace to be assembled, or by means of the correspondence

lately proposed, after a full and solemn assertion and decla-

ration of their rights, to engage firmly with each other,

that they will never grant aids to the crown in any general

war, till those rights are recognized by the King and both

Houses of Parliament
; communicating at the same time to

the crown this their resolution. Such a step I imagine will

bring the dispute to a crisis
; and, whether our demands

are immediately complied with, or compulsory measures

thought of to make us rescind them, our ends will finally
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be obtained ; for even the odium accompanying such com-

pulsory attempts will contribute to unite and strengthen us,

and in the mean time all the world will allow, that our

proceeding has been honorable.

No one doubts the advantage of a strict union between

the mother country and the colonies, if it may be obtained

and preserved on equitable terms. In every fair connexion,

each party should find its own interest. Britain will find

hers in our joining with her in every war she makes, to the

greater annoyance and terror of her enemies ;
in our em-

ployment of her manufactures, and enriching her merchants

by our commerce ;
and her government will feel some

additional strengthening of its hands by the disposition of

our profitable posts and places. On our side, we have to

expect the protection she can afford us, and the advantage

of a common umpire in our disputes, thereby preventing

wars we might otherwise have with each other ; so that we

can without interruption go on with our improvements, and

increase our numbers. We ask no more of her, and she

should not think of forcing more from us.

By the exercise of prudent moderation on her part, mixed

with a little kindness ;
and by a decent behaviour on ours,

excusing where we can excuse from a consideration of cir-

cumstances, and bearing a little with the infirmities of her

government, as we would with those of an aged parent,

though firmly asserting our privileges, and declaring that"

we mean at a proper time to vindicate them, this advan-

tageous union may still be long continued. We wish it,

and we may endeavour it
;
but God will order it as to his

wisdom shall seem most suitable. The friends of liberty

here wish we may long preserve it on our side of the water,

that they may find it there, if adverse events should destroy
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it here. They are therefore anxious and afraid, lest we

should hazard it by premature attempts in its favor. They
think we may risk much by violent measures, and that the

risk is unnecessary, since a little time must infallibly bring

us all we demand or desire, and bring it to us in peace and

safety. I do not presume to advise. There are many
wiser men among you, and I hope you will be directed by
a still superior wisdom.

With regard to the sentiments of people in general here,

concerning America, I must say, that we have among them

many friends and wellwishers. The Dissenters are all for

us, and many of the merchants and manufacturers. There

seems to be, even among the country gentlemen, a general

sense of our growing importance, a disapprobation of the

harsh measures with which we have been treated, and a

wish that some means may be found of perfect reconcilia-

tion. A few members of Parliament in both Houses, and

perhaps some in high office, have in a degree the same ideas;

but none of these seem willing as yet to be active in our

favor, lest adversaries should take advantage, and charge it

upon them as a betraying the interests of this nation. In

this state of things, no endeavour of mine, or our other

fri::^nds here, ''to obtain a repeal of the acts so oppressive

to the colonists, or the orders of the crown so destructive

of the charter rights of our province in particular," can

expect a sudden success. By degrees, and a judicious im-

provement of events, we may work a change in minds and

measures; but otherwise such great alterations are hardly to

be looked for.

I am thankful to the House for their kind attention, in

repeating their grant to me of six hundred pounds. Whether

the instruction restraining the governor's assent is with-

13*
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drawn or not, or is likely to be, I cannot tell, having never

solicited or even once mentioned it to Lord Dartmouth,

being resolved to owe no obligation to the favor of any
minister. If, from a sense of right, that instruction should

be recalled, and the general principle on which it was

founded is given up, all will be very well; but you can

never think it worth while to employ an agent here, if his

being paid or not is to depend on the breath of a minister,

and I should think it a situation too suspicious, and there-

fore too dishonorable for me to remain in a single hour.

Living frugally, I am under no immediate necessity; and,

if I serve my constituents faithfully, though it should be

unsuccessfully, I am confident they will always have it in

their inclination, and some time or other in their power, to

make their grants effectual.

To Samuel J perused your tracts with pleasure. I see
Mather, da-

• , • ,, 1

ted London, you mhcrit all the various learning of your
7 July. 1773- famous ancestors. Cotton and Increase Mather.

The father, Increase, I once heard preach at the Old South

Meeting for Mr. Pemberton ;
and I remember his mention-

ing the death of "that wicked old persecutor of God's

people, Louis the Fourteenth;" of which news had just

been received
;
but which proved premature. I was some

years afterwards at his house at the North End, on some

errand to him, and remember him sitting in an easy chair,

apparently very old and feeble. But Cotton I remember

in the vigor of his preaching and usefulness.

You have made the most of your argument, to prove that

America might be known to the ancients. There is another

discovery of it claimed by the Norwegians, which you have

not mentioned, unless it be under the words, "of old
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viewed and observed," page 7. About twenty-five years

since, Professor Kalm, a learned Swede, was with us in

Pennsylvania. He contended, that America was discovered

by their northern people, long before the time of Columbus ;

which I doubting, he drew up and gave me some time after

a note of those discoveries, which I send you enclosed. It

is his own handwriting, and his own English; very intelli-

gible for the time he had been among us. The circumstances

give the account a great appearance of authenticity. And
if one may judge by the description of the winter, the

country they visited should be southward of New England,

supposing no change since that time of the climate. But,

if it be true, as Krantz, I think, and some other historians

tell us, that old Greenland, once inhabited and populous,

is now rendered uninhabited by ice, it should seem that

almost perpetual northern winter had gained ground to the

southward; and, if so, perhaps more northern countries

might anciently have had vines, than can bear them in

these days.

The remarks you have added, on the late proceedings

against America, are very just and judicious; and I cannot

see any impropriety in your making them, though a minis-

ter of the gospel. This kingdom is a good deal indebted

for its liberties to the public spirit of its ancient clergy,

who joined with the barons in obtaining Magna Charta,

and joined heartily in forming the 9urses of excommunica-

tion against the infringers of it. There is no doubt but

the claim of Parliament, of authority to make laws bind-

ing on the colonies in all cases whatsoever, includes an

authority to change our religious constitution, and establish

Popery or Mahomedanism, if they please, in its stead
; but,

as you \x\Xxa\2XQ., power does not infer right; and, as the
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right is nothing, and iY^e power, by our increase, continually

diminishing, the one will soon be as insignificant as the

other. You seem only to have made a small mistake, in

supposing they modestly avoided to declare they had a

right, the words of the act being, "that they have and of

right ought to have, full power, &c."

Your suspicion that sundry others, besides Governor

Bernard, "had written hither their opinions and counsels,

encouraging the late measures to the prejudice of our

country, which have been too much heeded and followed,"

is, I apprehend, but too well founded. You call them

"traitorous individuals," whence I collect, that you sup-

pose them of our own country. There was among the

twelve Apostles one traitor, who betrayed with a kiss. It

should be no wonder, therefore, if among so many thousand

true patriots, as New England contains, there should be

found even twelve Judases ready to betray their country

for a few paltry pieces of silver. Their ends, as well as

their views, ought to be similar. But all the oppressions

evidently work for our good. Providence seems by every

means intent on making us a great people. May our virtues

public and private grow with us, and be durable, that

liberty, civil and religious, may be secured to our posterity,

and to all from every part of the Old World that take refuge

among us.

To William I am glad to find by yours of May 4th, that

feT
"

L,l"ndon' 7°^ ^^^^^ ^^" ^^^^ *° ^^*^^*^ Josiah Davcnport

14 July, 1773- a little ; but vexed that he and you should

think of putting me upon a solicitation, which it is impos-

sible for me to engage in. I am not upon terms with Lord

North, to ask any such favor from him. Displeased with
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something he said relating to America, I have never been

at his levees, since the first. Perhaps he has taken that

amiss. For the last week we met occasionally at Lord Le

Despencer's, in our return from Oxford, where I had been

to attend the solemnity of his installation, and he seemed

studiously to avoid speaking to me. I ought to be ashamed

to say, that on such occasions I feel myself to be as proud
as anybody. His lady indeed was more gracious. She

came, and sat down by me on the same sofa, and conde-

scended to enter into a conversation with me agreeably

enough, as if to make some amends. Their son and

daughter were with them. They stayed all night, so that

we dined, supped, and breakfasted together, without ex-

changing three sentences. But, had he ever so great a

regard for me, I could not ask that office, trifling as it is,

for any relation of mine. And, detesting as I do the whole

system of American customs, believing they will one day

bring on a breach, through the indiscretion and insolence

of those concerned in the collection, I should never wish to

see one so near to me in that business. If you think him

capable of acting as deputy secretary, I imagine you might

easily obtain that for him of Mr. Morgan.
He has lately been with me, is always very complaisant,

and, understanding I was about returning to America, re-

quested my interest to obtain for him the agency for your

province. His friend, Sir Watkin Lewes, who was formerly
candidate for the same great place, is now high sheriff of

London, and in the way of being Lord Mayor. The new

sheriffs elect are (could you think it?) both Americans, viz.

Mr. Sayre, the New Yorker, and Mr. William Lee, brothei

to Dr. Lee. I am glad you stand so well with Lord Dart-

mouth. I am likewise well with him, but he never spoke
©«
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to me of augmenting your salary. He is truly a good man,

and wishes sincerely a good understanding with the colonies,

but does not seem to have strength equal to his wishes.

Between you and me, the late measures have been, I sus-

pect, very much the King's own, and he has in some cases

a great share of what his friends call firmness. Yet, by

some painstaking and proper management, the wrong im-

pressions he has received may be removed, which is perhaps

the only chance America has for obtaining soon the redress

she aims at. This entirely to yourself.

And, now we are among great folks, let me tell you a

little of Lord Hillsborough. I went down to Oxford with

and at the instance of Lord Le Despencer, who is on all

occasions very good to me, and seems of late very desirous

of my company.* Mr. Todd too was there, who has some

® It was doubtless during this trip that Franklin's fable of the Eagle and

the Cat was written. It was preserved b)' John Adams, who has thus set it

down in his correspondence. See "
Life and Works of John Adams," vol.

ix. p. 268.
" Dr. Franklin told me that before his return to America from England

in 1775, he was in company, I believe, at Lord Spencer's, with a number of

English noblemen, when the conversation turned upon fables, those of

.iEsop, La Fontaine, Gay, Moore, &c. Some one of the company observed

that he thought the subject was exhausted. He did not believe that any
man could now find an animal, beast, bird, or fish that he could work into

a new fable with any success
;
and the whole company appeared to applaud

the idea, except Franklin, who was silent. The gentleman insisted on his

opinion. He said, with submission to their lordships, he believed the sub-

ject was inexhaustible, and that many new and instructive fables might be

made out of such materials. Can you think of any one at present? If your

lordships will furnish me a pen, ink, and paper, I believe I can furnish your

lordships with one in a few minutes. The paper was brought, and he sat

down and wrote:
" ' Once upon a time an eagle scaling round a farmer's barn, and espying

a hare, darted down upon him like a sunbeam, scooped him in his claws and

remounted with him in the air. He soon found that he had a creature of
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attachment to Lord Hillsborough, and, in a walk we were

taking, told me, as a secret, that Lord Hillsborough was

much chagrined at being out of place, and could never

forgive me for writing that pamphlet against his Report

about the Ohio. "I assured him," says Mr. Todd, "that

I knew you did not write it
;
and the consequence is, that

he thinks I know the contrary, and wanted to impose upon

him in your favor; and so I find he is now displeased with

me, and for no other cause in the world." His friend

Bamber Gascoign, too, says, that they well know it was

written by Dr. Franklin, who was one of the most mis-

chievous men in England.

That same day Lord Hillsborough called upon Lord Le

Despencer, whose chamber and mine were together in

Queen's College. I was in the inner room shifting, and

heard his voice, but did not see him, as he went down stairs

immediately with Lord Le Despencer, who mentioning that

I was above, he returned directly and came to me in the

pleasantest manner imaginable. "Dr. Franklin," said he,
"

I did not know till this minute that you were here, and I

am come back to make you my bow. I am glad to see you

at Oxford, and that you look so well," &c. In return for

this extravagance, I complimented him on his son's per-

inore courage and strength than a hare, for which, notwithstanding the

keenness of his eyesight, he had mistaken a cat. The snariing and scram-

bling of the prey was very inconvenient, and what was worse, she had dis-

engaged herself from his talons, grasped his body with her four limbs so as

to stophis breath, and seized fast hold of his throat with her teeth.
"
Pray,"

said the eagle,
•'

let go your hold and I will release you."
"
Very fine," said

the cat,
"

I have no fancy to fall from this height and be crushed to death.

You have taken me up, and you shall stoop and let me down." The eagle

thought it necessary to stoop accordingly.'
" The moral was so applicable to England and America that the fable was

allowed to be original, and was much applauded."—Ed.
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formance in the theatre, though indeed it was but indifferent,

so that account was settled. For as people say, Avhen they

are angry. If he strikes me, Fll strike Imn again; I think

sometimes it may be right to say, If he flatters me, III

flatter him again. This is lex talionis, returning offences

in kind. His son, however, (Lord Fairford,) is a valuable

young man, and his daughters, Ladies Mary and Charlotte,

most amiable young women. My quarrel is only with him,

who, of all the men I ever met with, is surely the most unequal

in his treatment of people, the most insincere, and the most

wrongheaded ; witness, besides his various behaviour to me,

his duplicity in encouraging us to ask for more land, ask

for enough to make a province (when we at first asked only

for two millions five hundred thousand acres), were his

words, pretending to befriend our application, then doing

every thing to defeat it
;
and reconciling the first to the

last, by saying to a friend, that he meant to defeat it from

the beginning ;
and that his putting us upon asking so much

was with that very view, supposing it too much to be

granted. Thus, by the way, his mortification becomes

double. He has served us by the very means he meant to

destroy us, and tripped up his own heels into the bargain.

To Samuel I sec by the papers, that you continue to

ted" London' ^^ord that public your services, which makes

25 July. 1773- me almost ashamed of my resolutions for

retirement. But this exile, though an honorable one, is

become grievous to me, in so long a separation from my
family, friends, and country; all which you happily enjoy;

and long may you continue to enjoy them. I hope for the

great pleasure of once more seeing and conversing with

you ; and, though living on in one's children, as we both
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may do, is a good thing, I cannot but fancy it might be

better to continue living ourselves at the same time, I

rejoice, therefore, in your kind intentions of including me

in the benefits of that inestimable stone, which, curing all

diseases (even old age itself), will enable us to see the

future glorious state of our America, enjoying in full security

her own liberties, and offering in her bosom a participation

of them to all the oppressed of other nations. I anticipate

the jolly conversation we and twenty more of our friends

may have a hundred years hence on this subject, over that

well replenished bowl at Cambridge Commencement. I

am, dear Sir, for an age to come, and for ever, with sincere

esteem and respect, your most obedient humble servant.

To John Win- I am glad to see, that you are elected into

London ^^25
^^ Council, and are about to take part in our

July, 1773. public affairs. Your abilities, integrity, and

sober attachment to the liberties of our country, will be of

great use in this tempestuous time in conducting our little

bark into safe harbour. By the Boston newspapers, there

seems to be among us some violent spirits, who are for an

immediate rupture. But I trust the general prudence of

our country will see, that by our growing strength we

advance fast to a situation in which our claims must be

allowed ;
that by a premature struggle we may be crippled,

and kept down another age ; that, as between friends, every

affront is not worth a duel, between nations every injury

not worth a war, so between the governed and governing

every mistake in government, every encroachment on right,

IS not worth a rebellion.

It is in my opinion sufficient for the present, that we hold

them forth on all occasions, not giving up any of them,
Vol. II.—14
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using at the same time every means to make them generally

understood and valued by the people; cultivating a harmony

among the colonies, that their union in the same sentiments

may give them greater weight ; remembering withal, that

this Protestant country (our mother, though lately an un-

kind one,) is worth preserving, and that her weight in the

scale of Europe, and her safety in a great degree, may

depend on our union with her. Thus conducting, I am

confident we may in a few years obtain every allowance of,

and every security for, our inestimable privileges, that we

can wish or desire.

To Thomas I am favored with yours of June 14th and

teT London' i^th, containing some copies of the resolves

25juiy. 1773- of the committee upon the letters.* I see by

your account of the transaction, that you could not well

prevent what was done. As to the report of other copies

being come from England, I know that could not be. It

was an expedient to disengage the House. I hope the

possession of the originals, and the proceedings upon them,

will be attended with salutary effects to the province, and

then I shall be well pleased.

I observe that you mention, that no person besides Dr.

Cooper and one of the committee knew they came from me.

I did not accompany them with any request of being my-

self concealed; for, believing what I did to be in the way

of my duty as agent, though I had no doubt of its giving

offence, not only to the parties exposed, but to administra-

tion here, I was regardless of the consequences. However,

since the letters themselves are now copied and printed,

* The Hutchinson Letters, ante, p. 130.
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contrary to the promise I made, I am glad my name has

not been heard on the occasion ; and, as I do not see it

could be of any use to the public, I now wish it may con-

tinue unknown ; though I hardly expect it. As to yours,

you may rely on my never mentioning it, except that I may
be obliged to show your letter in my own vindication to

the person only, who might otherwise think he had reason

to blame me for breach of engagement. It must surely be

seen here, that, after such a detection of their duplicity, in

pretending a regard and affection to the province, while

they were undermining its privileges, it is impossible for

the crown to make any good use of their services, and that

it can never be for its interest to employ servants, who are

under such universal odium. The consequence, one would

think, should be their removal. But perhaps it may be to

titles, or to pensions, if your revenue can pay them.

To William Dr. Coopcr of New York's opinion of the

Franklin da-
^^^j^^j. ^f j|^g Semion, however honorable to

ted L>ondon, '

X September, me, is injurious to the good Bishop;* and
^^^'

therefore I must say, in justice and truth, that

I knew nothing of his intention to preach on the subject,

and saw not a word of the Sermon till it was printed.

Possibly some preceding conversation between us may have

turned his thoughts that way; but, if so, that is all.

I think the resolutions of the New England townships

must have the effect they seem intended for, viz. to show

that the discontents were really general, and their senti-

* Bishop of St. Asaph, who delivered a sermon before the Society for

Propagating the Gospel so full of liberal and generous sentiments toward

America that Sir John Pringle said it was written in compliment to Franklin.

—ED.
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ments concerning their rights unanimous, and not the

faction of a few demagogues, as their governors used to

represent them here; and therefore not useless, though

they should not as yet induce government to acknowledge
their claims; that people may probably think it sufficient

for the present to assert and hold forth their rights, secure,

that sooner or later they must be admitted and acknowl-

edged. The declaratory law here had too its use, viz. to

prevent or lessen at least a clamor against the ministry, that

repealed the Stamp Act, as if they had given up the right

of this country to govern America. Other use indeed it

could have none
; and I remember Lord Mansfield told the

Lords, when upon that bill, that it was nugatory. To be sure,

in a dispute between two parties about rights, the declara-

tion of one party can never be supposed to bind the other.

It is said there is now a project on foot to form a union

with Ireland, and that Lord Harcourt is to propose it at the

next meeting of the Irish Parliament. The eastern side of

Ireland are averse to it; supposing, that, when Dublin is

no longer the seat of their government it will decline, the

harbour being but indifferent, and that the western and

southern ports will rise and flourish on its ruins, being good
in themselves, and much better situated for commerce. For

these same reasons, the western and southern people are

inclined to the measure, and it is thought it may be carried.

But these are difficult affairs, and usually take longer time

than the projectors imagine. Mr. Crowley, the author of

several proposals for uniting the colonies with the mother

country, and who runs about much among the ministers,

tells me, the union of Ireland is only the first step towards

a general union. He is for having it done by the Parlia-

ment of England, without consulting the colonies, and he
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will warrant, he says, that if the terms proposed are equita-

ble, they will all come in one after the other. He seems

rather a little cracked upon the subject.

It is said here, that the famous Boston letters were sent

chiefly, if not all, to the late Mr. Whately. They fell into

my hands, and I thought it my duty to give some principal

people there a sight of them, very much with this view,

that, when they saw the measures they complained of took

their rise in a great degree from the representations and

recommendations of their own countrymen, their resent-

ment against Britain on account of those measures might

abate, as mine had done, and a reconciliation be more

easily obtained. In Boston they concealed who sent them,

the better to conceal who received and communicated them.

And perhaps it is as well, that it should continue a secret.

Being of that country myself, I think those letters more

heinous than you seem to think them
; but you had not

read them all, nor perhaps the Council's remarks on them.

I have written to decline their agency, on account of my
return to America. Dr. Lee succeeds me. I only keep it

while I stay, which perhaps will be another winter.

I grieve to hear of the death of my good old friend. Dr.

Evans. I have lost so many, since I left America, that I

begin to fear that* I shall find myself a stranger among

strangers, when I return. If so, I must come again to my
friends in England.

To Thomas To avoid repealing the American tea duty,
Gushing, da- ^ . r -\ r • •

ted London,
^'''*^' 7^^ """^ ^ ^^^* 'O'* *^^J ^ prOJCCt IS CXCCUt-

12 Sept., 1773. ing to send it from hence on account of the

East India Company, to be sold in America, agreeable to a

late act, empowering the Lords of the Treasury to grant
14*
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licenses to the company to export tea thither, under certain

restrictions, duty free. Some friends of government, as

they are called, in Boston, New York, Philadeli)hia, &c.,

are to be favored with the commission, who undertake by
their interest to carry the measure through in the colonies.

How the other merchants, thus excluded from the tea trade,

will like this, I cannot foresee. Their agreement, if I

remember right, was not tt) import tea, till the duty shall

be repealed. Perhaps tlicy will think themselves still

obliged by that agreement, notwithstanding this temporary

expedient; which is only to introduce the tea for the

present, and may be dropped next year, and the duty again

required, the granting or refusing such license from time to

time remaining in the power of the treasury. And it will

seem hard, while their hands are tied, to see the profits of

that article all engrossed by a few particulars.

Enclosed I take the liberty of sending you a small piece

of mine, written to expose, in as striking a light as I could,

to the nation, the absurdity of the measures towards America,

and to spur the ministry if possible to a change of those

measures.*

To William I know not what letters of mine Governor
Franklin, da- tt . 1 • 11 -

i
• •

1.1 1

ted London Hutchinsou could mcau, as advisiug the people
6 Oct., 1773. to insist on their independency. But, what-

ever they were, I suppose he has sent copies of them hither,

having heard some whisperings about them. I shall, how-

ever, be able at any time to justify every thing I have written
;

the purport being uniformly this, that they should carefully

* " Rules by which a Great Empire may be reduced to a Small One ;" or
" An Edict of the Kinjj of Prussia." See p. 163.
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avoid all tumults and every violent measure, and content

themselves with verbally keeping up their claims, and hold-

ing forth their rights whenever occasion requires ; secure,

that, from the growing importance of America, those claims

will ere long be attended to and acknowledged.

From a long and thorough consideration of the subject,

I am indeed of opinion, that the Parliament has no right to

make any law whatever, binding on the colonies; that the

King, and not the King, Lords, and Commons collectively,

is their sovereign ;
and that the King, witli tlicir respective

Parliaments, is their only legislator. I know your senti-

ments differ from mine on these subjects. You are a

thorough government man, which I do not wonder at, nor

do I aim at converting you. I only wish you to act up-

rightly and steadily, avoiding that duplicity, which, in

Hutchinson, adds contempt to indignation. If you can

promote the prosperity of your people, and leave them

happier than you found them, whatever your political prin-

ciples are, your memory will be honored.

I have written two pieces here lately for the Public

Advertiser, on American affairs, designed to expose the

conduct of this country towards the colonies in a short,

comprehensive, and striking view, and stated, therefore,

in out-of-the-way forms, as most likely to take the general

attention. The first was called "Rules by which a Great

Empire may be reduced to a Small One;"* the second,
" An Edict of the King of Prussia." I .sent you one of the

first, but could not get enough of the second to spare you

one, though my clerk went the next morning to the prin-

ter's, and wherever they were sold. They were all gone

* See pp. i68 and iSo.
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but two. In my own mind I preferred the first, as a com-

position, for the quantity and variety of the matter con-

tained, and a kind of spirited ending of each paragraph.

But I find that others here generally prefer the second.

I am not suspected as the author, except by one or two

friends ; and have heard the latter spoken of in the highest

terms, as the keenest and severest piece that has appeared

here a long time Lord Mansfield, I hear, said of it, that

it was very able and very artful indeed; and would do

mischief by giving here a bad impression of the measures

of government; and in the colonies, by encouraging them

in their contumacy. It is reprinted in the Chronicle, where

you will see it, but stripped of all the capitaling and italick-

ing, that intimate the allusions and mark the emphasis of

written discourses, to bring them as near as possible to

those spoken. Printing such a piece all in cne even small

character, seems to me like repeating one of Whitefield's

sermons in the monotony of a school-boy.

What made it the more noticed here was, that people in

reading it were, as the phrase is, taken i7i, till they had got

half through it, and imagined it a real edict, to which mis-

take I suppose the King of Prussia's character must have

contributed. I was down at Lord Le Despencer's, when

the post brought that day's papers. Mr. Whitehead was

there, too, (Paul Whitehead, the author of "
Manners,")

who runs early through all the papers, and tells the com-

pany what he finds remarkable. He had them in another

room, and we were chatting in the breakfast parlour, when

he came running in to us, out of breath, with the paper in

his hand. " Here !" says he,
" here's news for ye ! Here's

the King of Prussia, claiming a right to this kingdom !"

All stared, and I as much as anybody; and he went on to
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read it. When he had read two or three paragraphs, a

gentleman present said,
" Damn his impudence, I dare say

we shall hear by next post, that he is upon his march with

one hundred tliousand men to barck this." Whitehead, who

is very shrewd, soon after began to smoke it, and looking

in my face, said,
"

I'll be hanged if this is not some of your

American jokes upon us.
' ' The reading went on, and ended

with abundance of laughing, and a general verdict that it

was a fair hit
;
and the piece was cut out of the paper and

preserved in my Lord's collection.

I do not wonder that Hutchinson should be dejected.

It must be an uncomfortable thing to live among people,

who, he is conscious, universally detest him. Yet I fancy

he will not have leave to come home, both because they

know not well what to do with him, and because they do

not very well like his conduct.

To Thomas The pieces I wrote, to increase and strengthen
Gushing, da-

j^ sentiments, were more read and talked
ted London, '

I Nov., 1773. of and attended to than usual. The first, as

you will see by the enclosed, has been called for and re-

printed in the same paper, besides being copied in others,

and in the magazines. A long, labored answer has been

made to it, (by Governor Bernard, it is said,) which I send

you. I am told it does not satisfy those in whose justifica-

tion it was written, and that a better is preparing.

To an engra- I was much pleased with the specimens you
ver,* dated

^^ kindly scnt me of your new art of engraving.
London, 3 ' ^ ^

Nov., 1773. That on the china is admirable. No one

» The name of the engraver is not preserved.
—Ed.
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would suppose it any thing but painting. I hope you meet

with all the encouragement you merit, and that the inven-

tion will be, what inventions seldom are, profitable to the

inventor.

Now we are speaking of inventions, I know not who pre-

tends to that of copper-plate engravings for earthen ware,

and I am not disposed to contest the honor with anybody,

as the improvement in taking impressions not directly from

the plate, but from printed paper, applicable by that means

to other than flat forms, is far beyond my first idea. But

I have reason to apprehend, that I might have given the

hint, on which that improvement was made ; for, more than

twenty years since, I wrote to Dr. Mitchell from America,

proposing to him the printing of square tiles, for ornament-

ing chimneys, from copper plates, describing the manner

in which I thought it might be done, and advising the bor-

rowing from the booksellers the plates, that had been used

in a thin folio, called "Moral Virtue Delineated," for the

purpose.

The Dutch Delft ware tiles were much used in America,

which are only or chiefly Scripture histories, wretchedly

scrawled. I wished to have those moral prints, which were

originally taken from Horace's poetical figures, introduced

on tiles, which, being about our chimneys and constantly

in the eyes of children when by the fire side, might give

parents an opportunity of explaining them, to impress

moral sentiments, and I gave expectations of great demand

for them if executed. Dr. Mitchell wrote to me, in answer,

that he had communicated my scheme to one of the principal

artists in the earthen way about London, who rejected it as

impracticable ;
and it was not till some years after, that I

first saw an enamelled snuff box, which I was sure was from
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a copper plate, though the curvature of the form made me

wonder how the impression was taken. I understand the

china work in Philadelphia is declined by the first owners.

Whether any others will take it up and continue it, I know

not.



CHAPTER V.

Rules for re- An ancient sage valued himself upon this,

Empife^ to^\ ^^^^*-' though hc couM not fiddle, he knew how
Small One; to make a great city of a little one. The
presented to a . t • i

Late Minis- scicnce that I, a modern simpleton, am about

ter,* when he jq communicate, is the very reverse.
entered upon
his Adminis- I addrcss myself to all ministers who have
tration.

^.j^^ management of extensive dominions,

which from their very greatness have become troublesome

to govern, because the multiplicity of their affairs leaves no

time for fiddling.

1. In the first place, Gentlemen, you are to consider,

that a great empire, like a great cake, is most easily dimin-

ished at the edges. Turn your attention, therefore, first to

your remotest provinces; that, as you get rid of them, the

next may follow in order.

2. That the possibility of this separation may always

* This jeu d'esprit had a singular and notable success. It was copied

into the Gentlemati s Magazine; it was reprinted in the paper in which it

originally appeared, to meet the extraordinary demand for copies; and

twenty-six years later was reprinted in London as a pamphlet.

The Late Minister who is addressed is of course Lord Hillsborough.

Franklin's vengeance was, if he felt vindictive, condign.
—Ed.
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exist, take special care the provinces are never incorporated

with the mother country ; that they do not enjoy the same

common rights, tlie same privileges in commerce
j and that

they are governed by severer laws, all of your enacting,

without allowing them any share in the choice of the legis-

lators. By carefully making and preserving such distinc-

tions, you will (to keep to my simile of the cake) act like a

wise gingerbread-baker, who, to facilitate a division, cuts

his dough half through in those places where, when baked,

he would have it broken to pieces.

3. Those remote provinces have perhaps been acquired,

purchased, or conquered, at the sole expense of the settlers,

or their ancestors
; without the aid of the mother country.

If this should happen to increase her strength, by their

growing numbers, ready to join in her wars
;
her commerce,

by their growing demand for her manufactures; or her naval

power, by greater employment for her ships and seamen,

they may probably suppose some merit in this, and that it

entitles them to some favor
; you are therefore to forget it

all, or resent it, as if they had done you injury. If they

happen to be zealous whigs, friends of liberty, nurtured in

revolution principles, remember all that to their prejudice,

and contrive to punish it
\

for such principles, after a revo-

lution is thoroughly established, are of no more use
; they

are even odious and abominable.

4. However peaceably your colonies have submitted to

your government, shown their affection to your interests,

and patiently borne their grievances; you are to suppose

them always inclined to revolt, and treat them accordingly.

Quarter troops among them, who by their insolence may
provoke the rising of mobs, and by their bullets and bayo-

nets suppress them. By this means, like the husband who
Vol. II.—15 h
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uses his wife ill from suspicion, you may in time convert

your suspicions into realities.

5. Remote provinces must have governors and judges, to

represent the royal person, and execute everywhere the

delegated parts of his office and authority. You ministers

know, that much of the strength of government depends

on the opinion of the people; and much of that opinion

on the choice of riders placed immediately over them. If

you send them wise and good men for governors, who study

the interest of the colonists, and advance their prosperity ;

they will think their King wise and good, and that he

wishes the welfare of his subjects. If you send them learned

and upright men for judges, they will think him a lover of

justice. This may attach your provinces more to his

government. You are therefore to be careful whom you

recommend to those offices. If you can find prodigals,

who have ruined their fortunes, broken gamesters or stock-

jobbers, these may do well as governors; for they will

probably be rapacious, and provoke the people by their

extortions. Wrangling proctors and pettifogging lawyers,

too, are not amiss; for they will be for ever disputing and

quarrelling with their little Parliaments. If withal they

should be ignorant, wrongheaded, and insolent, so much

the better. Attorneys' clerks and Newgate solicitors will

do for chief justices, especially if they hold their places

during your pleasure; and all will contribute to impress

those ideas of your government, that are proper for a people

you would wish to renounce it.

6. To confirm these impressions, and strike them deeper,

whenever the injured come to the capital with complaints

of mal-administration, oppression, or injustice, //^/?/j-/i such

suitors with long delay, enormous expense, and a final judg
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ment in favor of the oppressor. This will have an admira-

ble effect every way. The trouble of future complaints will

be prevented, and governors and judges will be encouraged

to farther acts of oppression and injustice; and thence

the people may become more disaffected, and at length

desperate.

7. When such governors have crammed their coffers, and

made themselves so odious to the people that they can no

longer remain among them, with safety to their persons,

recall and reward them with pensions. You may make

them baronets too, if that respectable order should not

think fit to resent it. All will contribute to encourage new

governors in the same practice, and make the supreme

government detestable.

8. If, when you are engaged in war, your colonies should

vie in liberal aids of men and money against the common

enemy, upon your simple requisition, and give far beyond
their abilities, reflect that a penny taken from them by your

power is more honorable to you, than a pound presented

by their benevolence ; despise therefore their vohititarygrants,

and resolve to harass them with novel taxes. They will

probably complain to your Parliament, that they are taxed

by a body in which they have no representative, and that

this is contrary to common right. They will petition for

redress. Let the Parliament flout their claims, reject their

petitions, refuse even to suffer the reading of them, and

treat the petitioners with the utmost contempt. Nothing
can have a better effect in producing the alienation pro-

posed ; for, though many can forgive injuries, none ever

forgave contempt.

9. In laying these izy^^i, never regard the heavy burdens

those remote people already undergo, in defending their
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own frontiers, supporting their own provincial government,

making new roads, building bridges, churches, and other

public edifices; which in old countries have been done to

your hands by your ancestors, but which occasion constant

calls and demands on the purses of a new people. Forget

the restraint you lay on their trade for your own benefit,

and the advantage a monopoly of this trade gives your

exactmg merchants. Think nothing of the wealth those

merchants and your manufacturers acquire by the colony

commerce; their increased ability thereby to pay taxes at

home; their accumulating, in the price of their commodi-

ties, most of those taxes, and so levying them from their

consuming customers; all this, and the employment and

support of thousands of your poor by the colonists, you are

entirely to forget. But remember to make your arbitrary

tax more grievous to your provinces, by public declarations

importing that your power of taxing them has no limits;

so that, when you take from them without their consent a

shilling in the pound, you have a clear right to the other

nineteen. This will probably weaken every idea of security

in their property, and convince them, that under such a

government they have nothing they can call their own;
which can scarce fail of producing the happiest conse-

quences !

ID. Possibly, indeed, some of them might still comfort

themselves, and say, "Though we have no property, we

have yet something left that is valuable; we have con-

stitutional liberty, both of person an.l of conscience. Th s

King, these Lords, and these Commons, who it seems are

too remote from us to know us, and feel for us, cannot take

from us our Habeas Corpus right, or our right of trial by a

jury of our neighbours ; they cannot deprive us of the ex-
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ercise of our religion, alter our ecclesiastical constitution,

and compel us to be Papists, if they please, or Mahom-

etans." To annihilate this comfort, begin by laws to perplex

their commerce with infinite regulations, impossible to be

remembered and observed ; ordain seizures of their property

for every failure; take away the trial of such property by

jury, and give it to arbitrary judges of your own appoint-

ing, and of the lowest characters in the country, whose

salaries and emoluments are to arise out of the duties or

condemnations, and whose appointments are during pleas-

ure. Then let there be a formal declaration of both Houses,

that opposition to your edicts is treason, and that persons

suspected of treason in the provinces may, according to

some obsolete law, be seized and sent to the metropolis of

the empire for trial; and pass an act, that those there

charged with certain other offences, shall be sent away in

chains from their friends and country to be tried in the

same manner for felony. Then erect a new court of Inqui-

sition among them, accompanied by an armed force, with

instructions to transport all such suspected persons; to be

ruined by the expense, if they bring over evidences to

prove their innocence, or be found guilty and hanged, if

they cannot afford it. And, lest the people should think

you cannot possibly go any farther, pass another solemn

declaratory act, "that King, Lords, Commons had, have,

and of right ought to have, full power and authority to

make statutes of sufficient force and validity to bind the

unrepresented provinces in all cases whatsoever^ This will

include spiritual with temporal, and, taken together, must

operate wonderfully to your purpose; by convincing them,

that they are at present under a power something like that

spoken of in the Scriptures, which can not only kill their

15»
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bodies, but damn their souls to all eternity, by compelling

them, if it pleases, to worship the Devil.

11. To make your taxes more odious, and more likely to

procure resistance, send from the capital a board of officers

to superintend the collection, composed of the most indiscreet,

ill-bred, and insolent you can find. Let these have large

salaries out of the extorted revenue, and live in open,

grating luxury upon the sweat and blood of the industrious;

whom they are to worry continually with groundless and

expensive prosecutions before the abovementioned arbitrary

revenue judges; all at the cost of the party prosecuted,

though acquitted, because the King is to pay no costs. Let

these men, by your order, be exempted from all the common
taxes and burdens of the province, though they and their

property are protected by its laws. If any revenue officers

are suspected of the least tenderness for the people, discard

them. If others are justly complained of, protect and

reward them. If any of the under officers behave so as to

provoke the people to drub them, promote those to better

offices; this will encourage others to procure for themselves

such profitable drubbings, by multiplying and enlarging

such provocations, and all will work towards the end you
aim at.

12. Another way to make your tax odious, is to lyiisapply

the produce of it. If it was originally appropriated for the

defence of the provinces, and the better support of govern-

ment, and the administration of justice, where it may be

necessary; then apply none of it to that defence; but

bestow it where it is not necessary, in augmenting salaries

or pensions to every governor, who has distinguished him-

self by his enmity to the people, and by calumniating them

to their sovereign. This will make them pay it more un-
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willingly, and be more apt to quarrel with those that collect

it and those that impose it
;
who will quarrel again with

them
J and all shall contribute to your own purpose, of

making them weary of your government.

13. If the people of any province have been accustomed

to support their owti governors andJudges to satisfaction, you

are to apprehend that such governors and judges may be

thereby influenced to treat the people kindly, and to do

them justice. This is another reason for applying part of

that revenue in larger salaries to such governors and judges,

given, as their commissions are, dnxing your pleasure only;

forbidding them to take any salaries from their provinces ;

that thus the people may no longer hope any kindness from

their governors, or (in crown cases) any justice from their

judges. And, as the money thus misapplied in one province

is extorted from all, probably all will resent the misapplica-

tion.

14. If the Parliaments of your provinces should dare to

claim rights, or complain of your administration, order them

to be harassed with repeated dissolutiotis. If the same men

are continually returned by new elections, adjourn their

meetings to some country village, where they cannot be

accommodated, and there keep them during pleasure; for

this, you know, is your prerogative; and an excellent one

it is, as you may manage it to promote discontents among
the people, diminish their respect, and increase their

disaffection.

15. Convert the brave, honest ofi&cers of your navy into

pimping tide-waiters and colony officers of the customs.

Let those, who in time of war fought gallantly in defence

of the commerce of their countrymen, in peace be taught

to prey upon it. Let them learn to be corrupted by great
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and real smugglers ;
but (to show their diligence) scour

with armed boats every bay, harbour, river, creek, cove, or

nook throughout the coast of your colonies; stop and

detain every coaster, every wood-boat, every fisherman ;

tumble their cargoes and even their ballast inside out and

upside down ; and, if a pennyworth of pins is found un-

entered, let the whole be seized and confiscated. Thus

shall the trade of your colonists suffer more from their

friends in time of peace, than it did from their enemies in

war. Then let these boats' crews land upon every farm in

their way, rob their orchards, steal their pigs and poultry,

and insult the inhabitants. If the injured and exasperated

farmers, unable to procure other justice, should attack the

aggressors, drub them, and burn their boats ; you are to call

this high treason and rebellion, order fleets and annies into

their country, and threaten to carry all the offenders three

thousand miles to be hanged, drawn, and quartered. O I

this will work admirably !

16. If you are told of discontents in your colonies, never

believe that they are general, or that you have given occa-

sion for them; therefore do not think of applying any

remedy, or of changing any offensive measure. Redress no

grievance, lest they should be encouraged to demand the

redress of some other grievance. Grant no request that is

just and reasonable, lest they should make another that is

unreasonable. Take all your informations of the state of the

colonies from your governors and officers in enmity with

them. Encourage and reward these leasing-makers ;
secrete

their lying accusations, lest they should be confuted ; but

act upon them as the clearest evidence ;
and believe nothing

you hear from the friends of the people. Suppose all their

complaints to be invented and promoted by a few factious
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demagogues, whom if you could catch and hang, all would

be quiet. Catch and hang a few of them accordingly ;
and

the blood of the martyrs shall work miracles in favor of

your purpose.*

17. If you see 7-ival nations rejoicing at the prospect of

your disunion with your provinces, and endeavouring to

promote it; if they translate, publish, and applaud all the

complaints of your discontented colonists, at the same time

privately stimulating you to severer measures, let not that

offend you. Why should it, since you all mean the same

thing ?

iS. If any colony should at their own charge erect a

fortress to secure their port against the fleets of a foreign

enemy, get your governor to betray that fortress into your
hands. Never think of paying what it cost the country, for

that would look, at least, like some regard for justice ;
but

turn it into a citadel to awe the inhabitants and curb their

commerce. If they should have lodged in such fortress the

very arms they bought and used to aid you in your con-

quests, seize them all
;

it will provoke, like ingratitude

added to robbery. One admirable effect of these opera-

tions will be, to discourage every other colony from

erecting such defences, and so their and your enemies

may more easily invade them
;

to the great disgrace of

* One of the American writers affirms, "That there has not been a single

instance in which //z^yhave complained, without being rebuked; or in which

they have been complained against, without being punished." A funda-

mental mistake in the minister occasioned this. Every individual in New
England (the peccant country) was held a coward or a knave, and the dis-

orders which spread abroad there were treated as the result of the too great

lenity of Britain ! By the aid of this short and benevolent rule, judgment
was ever wisely predetermined; to the shutting out redress on the one hand,
and enforcing every rigor of punishment on the other.—B. V.
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your government, and of course the furtherance of your

project.

19. Send armies into their country under pretence of

protecting the inhabitants ; but, instead of garrisoning the

forts on their frontiers with those troops, to prevent incur-

sions, demolish those forts, and order the troops into the

heart of the country, that the savages may be encouraged

to attack the frontiers, and that the troops may be protected

by the inhabitants. This will seem to proceed from your

ill will oryour ignorance, and contribute farther to produce

and strengthen an opinion among them, that you are no

longer fit to govern them.*

20. Lastly, invest the general ofyour army in theprovinces,

with great and unconstitutional powers, and free him from

the control of even your own civil governors. Let him

have troops enough under his command, with all the fort-

resses in his possession ;
and who knows but (like some

provincial generals in the Roman empire, and encouraged

by the universal discontent you have produced) he may
take it into his head to set up for himself? If he should,

and you have carefully practised the few excellent rules of

mine, take my word for it, all the provinces will immedi-

ately join him
;
and you will that day (if you have not done

it sooner) get rid of the trouble of governing them, and all

* As the reader may be inclined to divide his belief between the wisdom

of ministry and the candor and veracity of Dr. Franlchn, I shall inform him,

that two contrary objections may be made to the truth of this representation.

The first is, that the conduct of Great Britain is made too absurd for possi-

bility ;
and the second, that it is not made absurd enough for fact. If we

consider that this writing does not include the measures subsequent to 1773,

the latter difficulty is easily set aside. The former I can only solve by the

many instances in history, where the infatuation of individuals has brought

the heaviest calamities upon nations.—B. V.
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the plagues attending their commerce and connexion from

thenceforth and forever.*

* A new and haradsonie edition of the above piece was published at Lon-

don, m 1793, ^'it!> the following ironical dedication. It will be remembered,
that Lord Loughborough was once Mr. Wedderburn, and the sam« person
who uttered an abusive philippic against Dr. Franklin in a speech before the

King in Council relating to Hutchinson's letters, which Lord Fitzmaurice,
the recent biographer of Earl Shelburne, pronounced "a scurrilous invec-

tive, and the indecency of Wedderburn's behaviour," adds th« same

authority, "exceeded, as is agreed on all hands, that of any Committee
on Election."— Li/<e of Shelburne, vol. ii. p. 297. See infra, p. 199 ct

seq.
—Ed.

" To the Right Honorable Alexander, Lord Loughborough.
*' My Lord,

" When I reflect on your Lordship's magnanimous conduct towards the

author of the following ^^(^/(/tf/z Rules, there is, in my opinion, a jjeculiar pro-

priety in dedicating this new edition of them to a nobleman, whose taients

were so eminently useful in procuring the emancipation of our American
brethren.

" In the most heartfelt wish, that the same talents may be employed on

similar occasions with the same splendid success,
"

I have the honor to be, my Lord,
" Your Lordship's most obedient

*' Artd very humble servant,

"The Editor.
"
London, i2ih February, 1793."



CHAPTER VI.

AN EDICT BY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

DANTZic, 5 Sept., 1773.

We have long wondered here at the supineness of the

English nation, under the Prussian impositions upon its

trade entering our port. We did not, till lately, know the

claims, ancient and modern, that hang over that nation
;

and therefore could not suspect that it might submit to

those impositions from a sense of duty or from principles

of equity. The following Edict, just made public, may,

if serious, throw some light upon this matter.

"
Frederic, by the grace of God, King of Prussia, &c.

&c. &c., to all present and to come, (d tans preseiis et a

venir,') health. The peace now enjoyed throughout our

dominions, having afforded us leisure to apply ourselves

to the regulation of commerce, the improvement of our

finances, and at the same time the easing our domestic sub-

jects in their taxes
;

for these causes, and other good con-

siderations us thereunto moving, we hereby make known,

that, after having deliberated these affairs in our Council,

present our dear brothers, and other great officers of the

ISO
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State, members of the same
; we, of our certain knowledge,

full power, and authority royal, have made and issued this

present Edict, viz.

"Whereas it is well known to all the world, that the first

German settlements made in the Island of Britain, were by
colonies of people, subject to our renowned ducal ancestors,

and drawn from their dominions, under the conduct of

Hengist, Horsa, Hella, Uffa, Cerdicus, Ida, and others ;

and that the said colonies have flourished under the protec-

tion of our august house for ages past ;
have never been

emancipated therefrom
;
and yet have hitherto yielded little

profit to the same
;
and whereas we ourself have in the last

war fought for and defended the said colonies, against the

power of France, and thereby enabled them to make con-

quests from the said power in America, for which we have

not yet received adequate compensation ;
and whereas it is

just and expedient that a revenue should be raised from the

said colonies in Britain, towards our indemnification; and

that those who are descendants of our ancient subjects, and

thence still owe us due obedience, should contribute to the

replenishing of our royal coffers (as they must have done,

had their ancestors remained in the territories now to us

appertaining) ;
we do therefore hereby ordain and com-

mand, that, from and after the date of these presents, there

shall be levied and paid to our officers of the customs, on

all goods, wares, and merchandises, and on all grain and

other produce of the earth, exported from the said Island

of Britain, and on all goods of whatever kind imported into

the same, a duty of four and a half per cent ad valorem, for

the use of us and our successors. And, that the said duty

may more effectually be collected, we do hereby ordain,

that all ships or vessels bound from Great Britain to any
Vol. II.—16
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other part of the world, or from any other part of the world

to Great Britain, shall in their respective voyages touch at

our port of Koningsberg, there to be unladen, searched, and

charged with the said duties.

" And whereas there hath been from time to time dis-

covered in the said Island of Great Britain, by our colonists

there, many mines or beds of iron-stone ;
and sundry sub-

jects of our ancient dominion, skillful in converting the

said stone into metal, have in time past transported them-

selves thither, carrying with them and communicating that

art ; and the inhabitants of the said Island, presuming that

they had a natural right to make the best use they could of

the natural productions of their country for their own

benefit, have not only built furnaces for smelting the said

stone into iron, but have erected plating-forges, slitting-

mills, and steel-furnaces, for the more convenient manufac-

turing of the same ; thereby endangering a diminution of

the said manufacture in our ancient dominion
;
—We do

therefore hereby farther ordain, that, from and after the

date hereof, no mill or other engine for slitting or rolling

of iron, or any plating-forge to work with a tilt-hammer, or

any furnace for making steel, shall be erected or continued

in the said Island of Great Britain. And the Lord Lieu-

tenant of every county in the said Island is hereby com-

manded, on information of any such erection within his

county, to order, and by force to cause, the same to be

abated and destroyed ;
as he shall answer the neglect there-

of to us at his peril. But we are nevertheless graciously

pleased to permit the inhabitants of the said island to trans-

port their iron into Prussia, there to be manufactured, and

to them returned
; they paying our Prussian subjects for the

workmanship, with all the costs of commission, freight, and
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risk, coming and returning ; any thing herein contained to

the contrary notwithstanding.
** We do not, however, think fit to extend this our indul-

gence to the article of wool ; but, meaning to encourage,

not only the manufacturing of woollen cloth, but also the

raising of wool, in our ancient dominions, and to prevent

both, as much as may be, in our said island, we do hereby

absolutely forbid the transportation of wool from thence,

even to the mother country, Prussia; and, that those

islanders may be farther and more effectually restrained in

making any advantage of their own wool in the way of manu-

facture, we command that none shall be carried out of one

county into another
;
nor shall any worsted, bay, or woollen

yarn, cloth, says, bays, kerseys, serges, frizes, druggets,

cloth-serges, shalloons, or any other drapery stuffs, or

woollen manufactures whatsoever, made up or mixed with

wool in any of the said counties, be carried into any other

county, or be water-borne even across the smallest river or

creek ; on penalty of forfeiture of the same, together with

the boats, carriages, horses, &c., that shall be employed in

removing them. Nevertheless, our loving subjects there are

hereby permitted (if they think proper) to use all their wool

as manure for the improvement of their lands.

"And whereas the art and mystery of making hats hath

arrived at great perfection in Prussia, and the making of

hats by our remoter subjects ought to be as much as possible

restrained ;
and forasmuch as the islanders before mentioned,

being in possession of wool, beaver and other furs, have

presumptuously conceived they had a right to make some

advantage thereof, by manufacturing the same into hats, to

the prejudice of our domestic manufacture
;
we do therefore

hereby strictly command and ordain, that no hats or felts
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whatsoever, dyed or undyed, finished or unfinished, shall

be loaded or put into or upon any vessel, cart, carriage, or

horse, to be transported or conveyed out of one county in

the said island into another county, or to any other place

whatsoever, by any person or persons whatsoever ;
on pain

of forfeiting the same, with a penalty of five hundred pounds

sterling for every offence. Nor shall any hat-maker, in any

of the said counties, employ more than two apprentices, on

penalty of five pounds sterling per month
;
we intending

hereby, that such hat-makers, being so restrained, both in

the production and sale of their commodity, may find no

advantage in continuing their business. But, lest the said

islanders should suffer inconveniency by the want of hats,

we are farther graciously pleased to permit them to send

their beaver furs to Prussia; and we also permit hats made

thereof to be exported from Prussia to Britain
;
the people

thus favored to pay all costs and charges of manufacturing,

interest, commission to our merchants, insurance and freight

going and returning, as in the case of iron.

"
And, lastly, being willing farther to favor our said colo-

nies in Britain, we do hereby also ordain and command, that

all the thieves, highway and street robbers, housebreakers,

forgerers, murderers, s—d—tes, and villains of every denomi-

nation, who have forfeited their lives to the law in Prussia,

but whom we, in our great clemency, do not think fit here

to hang ;
shall be emptied out of our gaols into the said

Island of Great Britain, for the better peopling of that

country.
" We flatter ourselves, that these our royal regulations

and commands will be thought just and reasonable by our

much-favored colonists in England ;
the said regulations

being copied from their Statutes of loth and nth William
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III. c. 10, 5th George II. c. 22, 23d George II. c. 29, 4th

George I. c. 11, and from other equitable laws made by

their Parliaments ; or from instructions given by their

princes ;
or from resolutions of both Houses, entered into

for the good government of their own colonies ifi Ireland

and America.

"And all persons in the said Island are hereby cautioned

not to oppose in any wise the execution of this our Edict,

or any part thereof, such opposition being high treason ; of

which all who are suspected shall be transported in fetters

from Britain to Prussia, there to be tried and executed

according to the Prussian law.

" Such is our pleasure.

"Given at Potsdam, this twenty-fifth day of the month of

August, one thousand seven hundred and seventy-three,

and in the thirty-third year of our reign.
"
By the King, in his Council.

"
Rechtmaessig, Secy

Some take this Edict to be merely one of the King's

jeux d' esprit ; others suppose it serious, and that he means

a quarrel with England ;
but all here think the assertion it

concludes with,
" that these regulations are copied from acts

of the English Parliament respecting their colonies," a very

injurious one ;
it being impossible to believe, that a people

distinguished for their love of liberty, a nation so wise, so

liberal in its sentiments, so just and equitable towards its

neighbours, should, from mean and injudicious views of

petty immediate profit, treat its own children in a manner

so arbitrary and tyrannical !

16*
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To Thomas I WAITED on Lord Dartmouth, on his return

ted London^s
**^ town, and learned that he had presented to

January, 1774. hjg Majesty our petition for the removal of the

governors. No subsequent step had yet been taken upon

it; but his Lordship said, the King would probably refer

the consideration of it to a committee of Council, and that

I should have notice to be heard in support of it. By the

turn of his conversation, though he was not explicit, I ap-

prehend the petition is not likely to be complied with ; but

we shall see. His Lordship expressed, as usual, much con-

cern at the differences subsisting, and wished they would be

accommodated. Perhaps his good wishes are all that is in

his power.

The famous letters having unfortunately engaged Mr. Tem-

ple and Mr. Whately in a duel, which being interrupted,

would probably be renewed, I thought it incumbent on me

to prevent, as far as I could, any farther mischief, by
186
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declaring publicly the part I had in the affair of those

letters, and thereby at the same time to rescue Mr. Tem-

ple's character from an undeserved and groundless imputa-

tion, that bore hard upon his honor, viz. that of taking the

letters from Mr. Whately, and in breach of confidence. I

did this with the more pleasure, as I believe him a sincere

friend to our country. I am told by some, that it was

imprudent in me to avow the obtaining and sending those

letters, for that administration will resent it. I have not

much apprehension of this; but, if it happens, I must take

the consequences. I only hope it will not affect any friend

on your side of the water, for I have never mentioned to

whom they were transmitted.

A letter of mine to you, printed in one of the Boston

papers, has lately been reprinted here, to show, as the pub-
lisher expresses it, that I am ^' one of the most determined

enemies of the welfare and prosperity of Great Britain."

In the opinion of some, every one who wishes the good of

the whole empire may nevertheless be an enemy to the wel-

fare of Great Britain, if he does not wish its good exclu-

sively of every other part, and to see its welfare built on

their servitude and wretchedness. Such an enemy I certainly

am. But methinks it is wrong to print letters of mine at

Boston, which give occasion to these reflections.

I shall continue to do all I possibly can this winter

towards an accommodation of our differences; but my hopes
are small. Divine Providence first infatuates the power it

designs to ruin.

To William No insinuations of the kind you mention,
Franklin, da- . -jt /-• n 1 , ,

ted London, 5 concerning Mr. Galloway, have reached me,
January, 1774. and, if they had, it would have been without
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the least effect
;

as I have always had the strongest reliance

on the steadiness of his friendship, and on the best grounds,
the knowledge I have of his integrity, and the often re-

peated disinterested services he has rendered me. My
return will interfere with nobody's interest or influence in

public affairs, as my intention is to decline all interest in

them, and every active part, except where it can serve a

friend, and to content myself with communicating the

knowledge of them which my situation may have furnished

me with, and be content with giving my advice for the

public benefit, where it may be asked, or where I shall

think it may be attended to; for, being now about entering

my sixty-ninth year, and having lived so great a part of my
life to the public, it seems but fair that I should be allowed

to live the small remainder to myself and to my friends.

If the honorable office you mention will be agreeable to

him, I heartily wish it him. I only hope, that, if offered

to him, he will insist on its being not during pleasure, but

quajtidiu se bene gesserit.

Our friend Temple, as you will see by the papers, nas

been engaged in a duel, about an affair in which he had no

concern. As the combat was interrupted, and understood

to be unfinished, I thought it incumbent on me to do what

I could for preventing further mischief, and so declared my
having transmitted the letters in question. This has drawn

some censure upon myself; but, as I grow old, I grow less

concerned about censure, when I am satisfied that I act

rightly; and I have the pleasure of having exculpated a

friend, who lay undeservedly under an imputation much to

his dishonor.

I am now seriously preparing for my departure to America.

I purpose sending my luggage, books, instruments, &c., by
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All or Falconer, and taking my passage to New York in one

of the spring or summer packets, partly for settling some

business with the postoffice there, and partly that I may see

you on my way to Philadelphia, and learn thereby more

perfectly the state of affairs there.

To Thomas We had long imagined, that the King would

ted London" '^^^^ Considered that petition,* as he had done

15 February, the preceding one, in his cabinet, and have

given an answer without a hearing, since it

did not pray punishments or disabilities on the governors.

But on Saturday the 8th of January, in the afternoon, I

received notice from the clerk of the Council, that the

Lords of the Committee for Plantation Affairs, would, on

the Tuesday following at twelve, meet at the Cockpit, to

take into consideration the petition referred to them by his

Majesty, and that my attendance was required.

I sent directly to Mr. Arthur Lee, requesting a meeting,

that we might consult upon it. He was not at his cham-

bers, but my note was left for him. Sunday morning I

went to Mr. Bollan, and communicated the affair to him.

He had received a similar notice. We considered whether

it was best to employ other counsel, since Mr. Lee, he said,

could not be admitted as such, not being yet called to the

bar. He thought it not advisable. He had sometimes

done it in colony cases, and found lawyers of little

service. Those who are eminent, and hope to rise in

their profession, are unwilling to offend the court; and

its disposition on this occasion was well known. But he

» Of the Assembly of Massachusetts for the recall of Governor Hutchin-

son.—Ed.
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would move to be heard in behalf of the Council of the

province, and thence take occasion to support the petition

himself.

I went and sent again to Mr. Lee's chambers in the

Temple, but could not meet with him; and it was not till

near the end of the week that I learnt he was at Bath. On

Monday, very late in the afternoon, I received another

notice, that Mr. Mauduit, agent for the governor and

lieutenant-governor, had asked and obtained leave to be

heard by counsel on the morrow in their behalf. This very

short notice seemed intended to surprise us. On Tuesday,

we attended at the Cockpit, and, the petition being read, I

was called upon for what I had to offer in support of it;

when, as had been concerted between us, I acquainted their

Lordships that Mr. BoUan, then present, in pursuance of

their notice, would speak to it.

He came forward and began to speak ;
but objection Avas

immediately made by some of the Lords, that he, being

only agent for the Council, which was not a party to this

petition, could not properly be heard on it. He however

repeatedly endeavoured to obtain leave to speak, but with-

out effect ; they would scarce hear out a sentence, and

finally set him aside. I then said, that, with the petition

of the House of Representatives, I had received their reso-

lutions which preceded it, and a copy of the letters on

which those resolutions were founded, which I would lay

before their Lordships in support of the petition.

The resolutions were accordingly read
; but, when the

letters were taken up, Mr. Wedderburn, the solicitor-gen-

eral, brought there as counsel for the governors, began to

object, and inquire how they were authenticated, as did

also some of the Lords. I said the authentications were
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annexed. They wanted to know the nature of them. I

said that would appear, when they were read, and prayed

they would hear them. Lord Chief Justice De Grey asked

whom the letters were directed to : and, taking them in his

hand, observed there was no address prefixed to any of them.

I said, that, though it did not appear to whom they were

directed, it appeared who had written them
;

their names

were subscribed ; the originals had been shown to the

gentlemen themselves, and they had not denied their hand-

writing ;
and the testifications annexed proved these to be

true copies.

With difficulty I obtained leave to have the authentica-

tions read
;
and the solicitor-general proceeding to make

observations as counsel for the governors, I said to their

Lordships, that it was some surprise to me to find counsel

employed against the petition ;
that I had no notice of that

intention, till late in the preceding day ;
that I had not

purposed troubling their Lordships with the hearing of

counsel, because I did not conceive that any thing could

possibly arise out of the petition, any point of law or of

right, that might require the discussion of lawyers ;
that I

apprehended this matter before their Lordships was rather a

question of civil or political prudence, whether, on the state

of the fact that the governors had lost all trust and confi-

dence with the people, and become universally obnoxious,

it would be for the interest of his Majesty's service to

continue them in those stations in that province ;
that

I conceived this to be a question of which their Lord-

ships were already perfect judges, and could receive no

assistance in it from the arguments of counsel ; but, if

counsel was to be heard on the other side, I must then

request leave to bring counsel in behalf of the Assembly,
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and that their Lordships would be pleased to appoint a

further day for the hearing, to give time for preparing the

counsel.

Mr. Mauduit was then asked, if he would wave the leave

he had of being heard by counsel, that their Lordships

might proceed immediately to consider the petition. He
said he was requested by the governors to defend them, and

they had promised to defray the expense, by which he

understood that they expected he should employ counsel ;

and then, making me some compliments, as if of superior

abilities, said he should not against me hazard the defence

of his friends by taking it upon himself. I said I had

intended merely to lay the papers before their Lordships,

without making a single comment on them. But this did

not satisfy ;
he chose to be heard by counsel. So finally I

had leave to be heard by counsel also in behalf of the peti-

tion. The solicitor-general, finding his cavils against the

admission of the letters were not supportable, at last said,

that, to save their Lordships' time, he would admit the

copies to be true transcripts of the originals, but he should

reserve to himself a right, when the matter came on again,

of asking certain questions, such as. How the Assembly

came into possession of them, through what hands, and by

what means they were procured? "Certainly," replied

Lord Chief Justice De Grey, somewhat austerely, "and to

whom they were directed
;

for the perfect understanding

of the passages may depend on that and other such circum-

stances. We can receive no charge against a man founded

on letters directed to nobody, and perhaps received by

nobody. The laws of this country have no such practice."

Lord President, near whom I stood, as I was putting up my

papers, asked me if I intended to answer such questions.
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In that, I said, I sliall take counsel. The day appointed

for the hearing was the 29th of January.

Several friends now came to me, and advised me to retain

Mr. Dunning, formerly solicitor-general, and very able in

his profession. I wished first to consult v^ith Mr. Lee,

supposing he might rather be for his friend, Mr. Sergeant

Glynn. I found Mr. Lee was expected in town about the

latter end of the week, and thought to wait his coming ;
in

the mean time I was urged to take Mr. Dimning's advice,

as to my own conduct, if such questions should be asked

me, I did so ;
and he was clear, that I was not and could

not be obliged to answer them, if I did not choose it, which

I informed him was the case, being under a promise not

to divulge from whom I received the letters. He said he

would attend, however, if I desired it, and object in my
behalf to their putting such questions.

A report now prevailed through the town, that I had

been grossly abused by the solicitor-general, at the Council

Board. But this was premature. He had only intended it,

and mentioned that intention, I heard, too, from all

quarters, that the ministry and all the courtiers were highly

enraged against me for transmitting those letters. I was

called an incendiary, and the papers were filled with invec-

tives against me. Hints were given me, that there were

some thoughts of apprehending me, seizing my papers, and

sending me to Newgate. I was well informed, that a reso-

lution was taken to deprive me of my place ;
it was only

thought best to defer it till after the hearing; I suppose,

because I was there to be so blackened, that nobody should

think it injustice. Many knew, too, how the petition was

to be treated
;
and I was told, even before the first hearing,

that it was to be rejected with some epithets, the Assembly

Vol. IL—17 i
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to be censured, and some honor done the governors. How
this could be known, one cannot say. It might be only

conjecture.

The transactions relating to the tea had increased and

strengthened the torrent of clamor against us. No one had

the least expectation of success to the petition ; and, though

I had asked leave to use counsel, I was half inclined to wave

it, and save you the expense ;
but Mr. Bollan was now

strongly for it, as they had refused to hear him. And,

though fortified by his opinion, as he had long experience

in your affairs, I would at first have ventured to deviate

from the instructions you sent me in that particular, sup-

posing you to allow some discretionary liberty to your

agents; yet, now that he urged it as necessary, I employed
a solicitor, and furnished him with what materials I could

for framing a brief; and Mr. I,ee, coming to town, entered

heartily into the business, and undertook to engage Sergeant

Glynn, who would readily have served us, but, being in a

fit of the gout, which made his attendance uncertain, the

solicitor retained Mr. Dunning and Mr. John Lee, another

able man of the profession.

While my mind was taken up with this business, I was

harassed with a subpoena from the Chancellor to attend his

court the next day, at the suit of Mr. William Whately

concerning the letters. This man was under personal obli-

gations to me, such as would have made it base in him to

commence such a suit of his own motion against me, with-

out any previous notice, claim, or demand; but, if he was

capable of doing it at the instance of the ministry, whose

banker he is for some pension money, he must be still baser.

The briefs being prepared and perused by our counsel,

we had a consultation at Mr. Dunning's chambers in Lin-
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coin's Inn. I introduced Mr. Arthur Lee, as my friend

and successor in the agency. The brief, as you will see by
a copy I send you, pointed out the passages of the letters,

which were applicable in support of the particular charges

contained in the resolutions and petition. But the counsel

observed, we wanted evidence to prove those passages false;

tlie counsel on the other side would say, they were true

representations of the state of the country; and, as to the

political reflections of the writers, and their sentiments of

government, their aims to extend and enforce the power of

Parliament and diminish the privileges of their countrymen,

though these might appear in the letters and need no other

proof, yet they would never be considered here as offences,

but as virtues and merits. The counsel therefore thought

it would answer no good end to insist on those particulars ;

and that it was more advisable to state as facts the general

discontent of the people, that the governors had lost all

credit with them, and were become odious, &c.; facts of

which the petition was itself full proof, because otherwise it

could not have existed
;
and then show, that it must in such

a situation be necessary for his Majesty's service, as well as

the peace of the province, to remove them. By this opinion,

great part of the brief became unnecessary.

Notwithstanding the intimations I had received, I could

not believe that the solicitor-general would be permitted to

wander from the question before their Lordships into a new

case, the accusation of another person for another matter,

not cognizable before them, who could not expect to be

there so accused, and therefore could not be prepared for

his defence. And yet all this happened, and in all proba-

bility was preconcerted ; for all the courtiers were invited,

as to an entertainment, and there never was such an appear-
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ance of privy counsellors on any occasion, not less than

thirty-five, besides an immense crowd of other auditors.

The hearing began by reading my letter to Lord Dart-

mouth, enclosing the petition, then the petition itself, the

resolves, and lastly the letters, the solicitor-general making
no objections, nor asking any of the questions he had talk(;d

of at the preceding board. Our counsel then opened the

matter, upon their general plan, and acquitted themselves

very handsomely ; only Mr. Dunning, having a disorder on

his lungs that weakened his voice exceedingly, was not so

perfectly heard as one could have wished. The solicitor-

general then went into what he called a history of the

province for the last ten years, and bestowed plenty of abuse

upon it, mingled with encomium on the governors. But

the favorite part of his discourse was levelled at your agent,

who stood there the butt of his invective ribaldry for near

an hour, not a single Lord adverting to the impropriety and

indecency of treating a public messenger in so ignominious

a manner, who was present only as the person delivering

your petition, with the consideration of which no part of

his conduct had any concern. If he had done a wrong, in

obtaining and transmitting the letters, that was not the

tribunal where he was to be accused and tried. The cause

was already before the Chancellor. Not one of their Lord-

ships checked and recalled the orator to the business before

them, but, on the contrary, a very few excepted, they seemed

to enjoy highly the entertainment, and frequently burst out

in loud applauses. This part of his speech was thought so

good, that they have since printed it, in order to defame

me everywhere, and particularly to destroy my reputation

on your side of the water ; but the grosser parts of the

abuse are omitted, appearing, I suppose, in their own eyes,
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too foul to be seen on paper; so that the speech, compared

to what it was, is now perfectly decent. I send you one of

the copies. My friends advise me to write an answer, which

I purpose immediately.

The reply of Mr. Dunning concluded. Being very ill,

and much incommoded by standing so long, his voice was so

feeble, as to be scarce audible. What little I heard was

very well said, but appeared to have little effect.

Their Lordships' Report, which I send you, is dated the

same day. It contains a severe censure, as you will see, on

the petition and the petitioners ; and, as I think, a very

unfair conclusion from my silence, that the charge of sur-

reptitiously obtaining the letters was a true one ; though

the solicitor, as appears in the printed speech, had ac-

quainted them that that matter was before the Chancellor ;

and my counsel had stated the impropriety of my answering

there to charges then trying in another court. In truth I

came by them honorably, and my intention in sending them

was virtuous, if an endeavour to lessen the breach between

two states of the same empire be such, by showing that the

injuries complained of by one of them did not proceed from

the other, but from traitors among themselves.

It may be supposed, that I am very angry on this occa-

sion, and therefore I did purpose to add no reflections of

mine on the treatment the Assembly and their agent have

received, lest they should be thought the effects of resent-

ment and a desire of exasperating. But, indeed, what I feel

on my own account is half lost in what I feel for the public.

When I see, that all petitions and complaints of grievances

are so odious to government, that even the mere pipe which

conveys them becomes obnoxious, I am at a loss to know

how peace and union are to be maintained or restored be-

17»
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tween the different parts of the empire. Grievances cannot

be redressed unless they are known
;
and they cannot be

known but through complaints and petitions. If these are

deemed affronts, and the messengers punished as offenders,

who will henceforth send petitions? And who will deliver

them ? It has been thought a dangerous thing in any siate

to stop up the vent of griefs. Wise governments have

therefore generally received petitions with some indulgence,

even when but slightly founded. Those, who think them-

selves injured by their rulers, are sometimes, by a mild and

prudent answer, convinced of their error. But where com-

plaining is a crime, hope becomes despair.

The day following I received a written notice from the

secretary of the general postoffice, that his Majesty's post-

master-general found it necessary to dismiss me from my
office of deputy postmaster-general in North America. The

expression was well chosen, for in truth they were under a

necessity of doing it; it was not their own inclination; they

had no fault to find with my conduct in the office; they

knew my merit in it, and that, if it was now an office of value,

it had become such chiefly through my care and good

management; that it was worth nothing, when given to me;
it would not then pay the salary allowed me, and, unless it

did, I was not to expect it
;
and that it now produces near

three thousand pounds a year clear to the treasury here.

They had beside a personal regard for me. But, as the post-

offices in all the principal towns are growing daily more and

more valuable, by the increase of correspondence, the

officers being paid commissions instead of salaries, the min-

isters seem to intend, by directing me to be displaced on

this occasion, to hold out to them all an example, that, if

they are not corrupted by their office to promote the meas-
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ures of administration, though against the interests and

rights of the colonies, they must not expect to be continued.

This is the first act for extending the influence of govern-

ment in this branch. But, as orders have been some time

since given to the American postmaster-general^ who used

to have the disposition of all places under him, not to fill

vacancies of value, till notice of such vacancies had been

sent hither, and instructions thereupon received from hence,

it is plain, that such influence is to be a part of the system ;

and probable, that those vacancies will for the future be

filled by officers from this country. How safe the corre-

spondence of your Assembly committees along the continent

will be through the hands of such officers may now be worth

consideration, especially as the postoffice act of Parliament

allows a postmaster to open letters, if warranted so to do by

the order of a secretary of state, and every provincial secre-

tary may be deemed a secretary of state in his own province.

It is not yet known what steps will be taken by govern-

ment with regard to the colonies, or to our province in

particular. But, as inquiries are making of all who come

from thence, concerning the late riot, and the meetings

that preceded it, and who were speakers and movers at

these meetings, I suspect there is some intention of seizing

persons, and perhaps of sending them hither. But of this

I have no certainty. No motion has yet been made in the

House of Commons concerning our affairs ;
and that made

in the House of Lords was withdrawn for the present. It

is not likely, however, that the session will pass over with-

out some proceeding relating to us, though perhaps it is not

yet settled what the measures shall be.*

* Franklin's account of the foul and ill-bred treatment which he received

at the hinds of the Privy Council on this occasion, as set forth in this and
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the next succeeding chapiter, is confirmed by witnesses mterested in extenu-

ating the conduct of the Council to the utmost.

The report of the "Examination," here given, was made by Mr. Israel

Mauduit, the counsel for Hutchinson and his friends. He was the petitioner

against the application of the Massachusetts Assembly to have them recalled.

" Examination of Dr. Franklin at the Council-Chamber, January nth, 1774.

Present, Lord President, the Secretaries of State, and many other

Lord^,

" Dr. Franklin's Letter and the Address, Mr. Pownall's Letter, and Mr.

Mauduit's Petition were read.

*' Mr. Wedderburn. The Address mentions certain papers; I conld wish

to be informed what are those papers.
" Dr. Franklin. They are the letters of Mr. Hutchinson and Mr. Ohveir.

" Court. Have you brought them?
" Dr, Franklin. No ;

but here are attested copies.
" Court. Do you mean to found a charge upon them? If you do, yoa

must produce the letters.

"Dr. Franklin. These copies are attested by several gentlemen at

Boston, and a notary public.

"Mr. Wedderburn. My Lords, we shall not take advantage of any im-

perfection in the proof. We admit that the letters are Mr. Hutchinson's

and Mr. Oliver's handwriting; reserving to ourselves the right of inquiring

how they were obtained.
" Dr. Franklin. I did not expect that counsel would have been employed

on this occasion.
" Court. Had you not notice sent you of Mr. Mauduit's having peti-

tioned to be heard by counsel, on behalf of the governor and lieutenant-

governor?
" Dr. Franklin. I did receive such notice; but I thought this had been

a matter of politics, not of law, and have not brought my counsel.

" Court. Where a charge is brought, the parties have a right to be heard

by counsel or not, as they choose.

"Mr. Mauduit. My Lords, I am not a native of that country, as these

gentlemen are. I know well Dr. Franklin's abilities, and wish to put the

defence of my friends upon a parity with the attack; he will not therefore

wonder that I choose to appear before your Lordships with the assistance

of counsel. My friends, in their letters to me, have desired, (if any pro-

ceedings, as they say, should be had upon this Address) that they may have

a hearing in their own justification, that their innocence may be fully cleared,

and their honor vindicated ;
and have made provision accordingly. I do

not think myself at liberty, therefore, to give up the assistance of my coun-

sel, in defending them against this unjust accusation.
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" Court. Dr. Franklin may have the assistance of counsel, or go on with-

out it, as he shall choose.
" Dr. Franklin, I desire to have counsel.

"Court. What time do you want?

"Dr. Franklin. Three weeks.
"
Ordered, that the further proceedings be on Saturday, 29th instant."

The Privy Council met on the day appointed; and Mr. Vaughan tells

us "it was in consequence of the letter which Dr. Franklin wrote about the

letters to the Public Advertiser aiter the duel, that Mr. Wedderburn ventured

to make the most odious personal allusions." Mr. Mauduit, he continues,

has prudently omitted part of them in his account of the proceedings
before the Privy Council. They are given here altogether, however (as well

as they could be collected), and the nature of the censures passed in English

upon Dr. Franklin's character.
" The letters could not have come to Dr. Franklin," said Mr. Wedder-

burn, "by fair means. The writers did not give them to him
; nor yet did

the deceased correspondent, who from our intimacy would otherwise have

told me of it. Nothing, then, will acquit Dr. Franklin of th« charge of

obtaining them by fraudulent or corrupt means, for the most malignant of

purposes ; unless he stole them from the person who stole them. This

argument is irrefragable.
"

I hope, my Lords, you will mark and brand the man, for the honor of

this country, of Europe, and of mankind. Private correspondence has

hitherto been held sacred, in times of the greatest party rage, not only in

politics but religion."
" He has forfeited all the respect of societies and of

men. Into what companies will he hereafter go with an unembarrassed

face, or the honest intrepidity of virtue ? Men will watch him with a jealous

eye; they will hide their papers from him, and lock up their escrutoires.

He will henceforth esteem it a libel to be called a man of letters ; homo
TRIUM* literarum I

" But he not only took away the letters from one brother; but kept him-

self concealed till he nearly occasioned the murder of the other. It is im-

possible to read his account, expressive of the coolest and most deliberate

malice, without horror." [//ere he read the letter dated December 2$th,

1773; Dr. Franklin being all the time present.'] "Amidst these tragical

events, of one person nearly murdered, of another answerable for the issue,

of a worthy governor hurt in his dearest interests, the fate of America in

suspense ; here is a man, who, with the utmost insensibility of remorse, stands

up and avows himself the author of all. I can compare it only to Zanga, in

Dr. Young's Revenge.

* That is, FUR, or thief.
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' Know then 't was—I ;

1 forged the letter, I disposed the picture ;

I hated, I despised, and I destroy.'

I ask, my Lords, whether the revengeful temper attributed, by poetic fiction

only, to the bloody African, is not surpassed by the coolness and apathy of

the wily American ?"

Mr. Vaughan adds ;

"
Unfortunately for Mr. Wedderburn, the events of

the war did not correspond with his systems. Unfortunately too for his

•irrefragable argument," Dr. Franklin afterwards took an oath in chancery,

that, at the time that he transmitted the letters, he was ignorant of the party

to wliom they had been addressed
; having himself received them from a

third person, and for the express purpose of their being conveyed to America.

Unfortunately also for Mr. Wedderburn's '

worthy governor,' that governor

himself, before the arrival of Dr. Franklin's packet in Boston, sent over one

of Dr. Franklin's own 'private' letters to England; expressing some little

coyness indeed upon the occasion, but desiring secrecy, lest he should be

prevented from procuring 7no7-e useful intelligence from the same source.

Whether Mr. Wedderburn, in his speech, intended to draw a particular

case and portraiture, for the purpose only of injuring Dr. Franklin, or

meant that his language and epithets should apply generally to all, whether

friends or foes, whose practice should be found similar to it, is a matter

that must be left to be adjusted between Governor Hutchinson and Mr.

Wedderburn.
"

It was not singular, perhaps, that, as a man of honor, Dr. Franklin should

surrender his name to public scrutiny in order to prevent mischief to others,

and yet not betray his coadjutor (even to the present moment) to relieve his

own fame from the severest obloquy ;
but perhaps it belonged to few besides

Dr. Franklin, to possess mildness and magnanimity enough, to refrain from

intemperate expressions and measures against Mr. Wedderburn and his

supporters, after all that had passed."

Dr. Priestley gave the following account of Wedderburn's speech, which

he heard, in a communication to the editor of the Monthly Magazine, A'X^.e.A

at Northumberland, November loth, 1802.
" On the morning of the day on which the cause was to be heard, I met

Mr. Burke in Parliament Street, accompanied by Dr. Douglas, afterwards

Bishop of Carlisle
;
and after introducing us to each other, as men of letters,

he asked me whither I was going; I said, I could tell him whither I xolshed

to go. He then asked me where that was
;

I said, to the Privy Council,

out that I was afraid I could not get admission. He then desired me to go

along with him. Accordingly I did
; but, when we got to the anteroom, we

found it quite filled with persons as desirous of getting admission as ourselves.

Seeing this, I said, we should never get through the crowd. He said,
' Give

me your arm,' and, locking it fast in his, he soon made his way to the door
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of the Privy Council. I then said,
' Mr. Burke, you are an excellent leader ;'

he replied,
'
I wish other persons thought so too.'

" After waiting a short time, the door of the Privy Council opened, and

we entered the first; when Mr. Burke took his stand behind the first chair

next to the President, and I behind that next to his. When the business

was opened, it was sufficiently evident, from the speech of Mr. Wedderburn,

who was counsel for the governor, that the real object of the court was to

insult Dr. Franklin. All this time, he stood in a corner of the room, not far

from me, without the least apparent emotion.
" Mr. Dunning, who was the leading counsel on the part of the colony,

was so hoarse that he could hardly make himself heard ;
and Mr. Lee, who

was the second, spoke but feebly in reply; so that Mr. Wedderburn had a

complete triumph. At the sallies of his sarcastic wit, all the members of the

Council, the president himself (Lord Gower) not excepted, frequently

laughed outright. No person belonging to the Council behaved with decent

gravity, except Lord North, who, coming late, took his stand behind the

chair opposite to me.
" When the business was over, Dr. Franklin, in going out, took me by the

hind in a manner that indicated some feeling. I soon followed him, and,

going through the anteroom, saw Mr. Wedderburn there, surrounded by a

cirde of his friends and admirers. Being known to him, he stepped forward,

as if to speak to me ; but I turned aside, and made what haste I cou'.d out

of the place.
" Tiie next morning, I breakfasted with the Doctor, when he said,

' He
had never before been so sensible of the power of a good conscience

;
for

that, if he had not considered the thing for which he had been so much in-

sulted, as one of the best actions of his life, and what he should certainly do

again in the same circumstances, he could not have supported it.' He was

accused of clandestinely procuring certain letters, containing complaints

against the governor, and sending them to America, with a view to excite

their animosity against him, and thus to embroil the two countries
;
but he

assured me, that he did not even know that such letters existed, until they

were brought to him as agent for the colony, in order to be sent to his con-

stituents ;
and the cover of the letters, on which the direction had been

written, being lost, he only guessed at the person to whom they were ad-

dressed by the contents.

"That Dr. Franklin, notwithstanding he did not show it at the time, was

much impressed by the business of the Privy Council, appeared from this

circumstance. When he attended there, he was dressed in a suit of Man-

chester velvet ;
and Silas Deane told me, that, when they met at Paris to

sign the treaty between France and America, he purposely put on that suit."

In reference to this account, after it appeared in print, the following par-

ticulars were communicated to William Temple Franklin by Dr. Bancroft :
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"Dr. Franklin did not 'stand in a corner of the room,'" says Dr. Ban-

croft, who was for many years one of Dr. Franklin's intimate friends, and

was present during the whole transaction before the Privy Council; "he

stood close to the fireplace, on that side which was at the right hand of

those, who were looking toward the fire
;
in the front of which, though at

some distance, the members of the Privy Council were seated at a table. I

obtained a place on the opposite side of the fireplace, a little further from

the fire; but Dr. Franklin's face was directed towards me, and I had a full,

iminterrupted view of it, and his person, during the whole time in which

Mr. Wedderburn spoke. The Doctor was dressed in a full dress suit of

spotted Manchester velvet, and stood conspicuously erect, without the

smallest movement of any part of his body. The muscles of his face had

been previously composed, so as to afford a placid, tranquil expression of

countenance, and he did not suffer the slightest alteration of it to appear

during the continuance of the speech, in which he was so harshly and im-

properly treated. In short, to quote the words which he employed con-

cerning himself on another occasion, he kept his
' countenance as immovable

as if his features had been made of wood.' This was late on Saturday

afternoon. I called on him in Craven Street, at an early hour on Monday

morning, and, immediately after the usual salutation, he put into my hands

•A letter, which had just been delivered to him. It was from the postmaster-

general, and informed him, that the King had no further occasion for his

(Dr. Franklin's) services, as deputy postmaster-general in America.
"

It is a fact, that he, as Dr. Priestley mentions, signed the treaties of

commerce and eventual alliance with France, in the clothes which he had

worn at the Cockpit, when the preceding transaction occurred. It had been

intended, as you may recollect, that these treaties should be signed on the

evening of Thursday, the sth of February; and when Dr. Franklin had

dressed himself for the day, I observed that he wore the suit in question ;

which I thought the more extraordinary, as it had been laid aside for many
months. This I noticed to Mr. Deane; and soon after, when a messenger

came from Versailles, with a letter from Mr. Gerard the French plenipoten-

tiary, stating that he was so unwell, from a cold, that he wished to defer

coming to Paris to sign the treaties, until the next evening, I said to Mr.

Deane,
' Let us see whether the Doctor will wear the same suit of clothes

to-morrow; if he does, I shall suspect that he is influenced by a recollection

of the treatment which he received at the Cockpit.' The morrow came, and

the same clothes were again worn, and the treaties signed. After which,

these clothes were laid aside, and, so far as my knowledge extends, never

worn afterwards. I once intimated to Dr. Franklin the suspicion, which his

wearing these clothes on that occasion had excited in my mind, when he

smiled, without telling me whether it was well or ill founded. I have heard

him sometimes say, that he was not insensible to injuries, but that he never

put himself to any trouble or inconvenience to retaliate."
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The report of the Privy Council Committee concludes as follows :

"The Lords of the Committee cannot but express their astonishment,

that a charge of so serious and extensive a nature against the persons,

whom the said House of Representatives acknowledge by their said petition

to have heretofore had the confidence and esteem of the people, and to

have been advanced by your Majesty, from the purest motives of rendering

your subjects happy, to the highest places of trust and authority in that

province, should have no other evidence to support it but inflammatory and

precipitate resolutions, founded only on certain letters, written respectively

by them (and all but one before they were appointed to the posts they now

hold) in the years 1767, 1768, and 1769, to a gentleman then in no office

under the government, in the course of familiar correspondence, and in the

confidence of private friendship, and which it was said (and it was not

denied by Mr. Franklin) were surreptitiously obtained after his death, and

sent over to America, and laid before the Assembly of the Massachusetts

Bay; and which letters appear to us to contain notliing reprehensible or

unworthy of the situation they were in
;
and we presume, that it was from

this impropriety, that the Council did disclaim on behalf of the Assembly

any intention of bringing a criminal charge against the governor and lieu-

tenant-governor; but said, that the petition was founded solely on the

ground of the governor and lieutenant-governor being, as they alleged, now

become obnoxious to the people of the province ;
and that it was in this

light only that the said petition was presented to your Majesty. And there

being no other evidence now produced, than the said resolutions and letters,

together with resolutions of a similar import by the Council of the said

province, founded, as it was said, on the same letters
;

"The Lords of the Committee do agree humbly to report, as their

opinion, to your Majesty, that the said petition is founded upon resolutions

formed upon false and erroneous allegations; and that the same is ground-

less, vexatious, and scandalous
;
and calculated only for the seditious pur-

poses of keeping up a spirit of clamor and discontent in the said province.

And the Lords of the Committee do further humbly report to your Majesty,

that nothing has been laid before them which does or can, in their opinion,

in any manner, or in any degree, impeach the honor, integrity, or conduct

of the said governor or lieutenant-governor; and their Lordships are humbly
of opinion, that the said petition ought to be dismissed."

"February 'ji/i. His Majesty, taking the said report into consideration,

was pleased, with the advice of his Privy Council, to approve thereof; and

to order, that the said petition of the House of Representatives of the Prov-

ince of Massachusetts Bay be dismissed the Board,
' as groundless, vexa-

nous, and scandalous
;
and calculated only for the seditious purpose of

keeping up a spirit of clamor and discontent in the said province."
"

Vol,. IL—18



CHAPTER VIII.

AN ACCOUNT* OF THE TRANSACTIONS RELATING TO
GOVERNOR HUTCHINSON'S LETTERS.

Having been from my youth more or less engaged in

public affairs, it has often happened to me in the course of

my life to be censured sharply for the part I took in them.

Such censures I have generally passed over in silence, con-

ceiving, when they were just, that I ought rather to amend

than defend
; and, when they were undeserved, that a little

time would justify me. Much experience has confirmed

* The profound sensation produced by the publication of the Hutchinson

letters, and the unmerited obloquy which his part in the matter brought

upon Dr. Franklin, decided him, before leaving England, to prepare the

detailed account of his connection with these letters which is here given.

He does not reveal the source from whence the letters came to him, but

Mr. C. Francis Adams, upon the authority of his grandfather. President

John Adams, says, "Scarcely a doubt can remain that Sir John Temple was

the man who procured the Hutchinson letters and had them delivered to

Franklin."*' This account was not published till it appeared in William

Temple Franklin's edition of his grandfather's works, in 1817. Franklin

probably found it would do no good to make any such defence in the fur^r

of the storm
;
and before it had subsided he had left England, the rupture

between the countries had become complete, and the press of England was

closed against anything he might write in vindication of himself or the

colonies until after time and events had given him a far more effective

vindication than any he could have penned.—Ed.

* The Life and Works of John Adams, vol. ii. p. 319, note i.
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my opinion of the propriety of this conduct ; for, notwith-

standing the frequent, and sometimes the virulent attacks

which the jostlings of party interests have drawn upon me,

I have had the felicity of bringing down to a good old age

as fair a reputation (may I be permitted to say it ?) as most

public men that I have known, and have never had reason

to repent my neglecting to defend it.

I should therefore (persisting, as old men ought to do, in

old habits) have taken no notice of the late invective of

the solicitor-general, nor of the abundant abuse in the

papers, were I not urged to it by my friends, who say, that

the first being delivered by a public officer of government

before a high and most respectable court, the Privy Coun-

cil, and countenanced by its report, and the latter having

that for its foundation, it behoves me, more especially as I

am about leaving this country, to furnish them with the

knowledge of such facts as may enable them to justify to

others their good opinion of me. This compels me to the

present undertaking; for otherwise, having for sometime

past been gradually losing all public connexions, declining

my agencies, determined on retiring to my little family,

that I might enjoy the remainder of life in private repose,

indifferent to the opinion of courtiers, as having nothing

to seek or wish among them, and being secure that time

would soon lay the dust which prejudice and party have so

lately raised, I should not think of giving myself the

trouble of writing, and my friends of reading, an apology

for my political conduct.

That this conduct may be better understood, and its con-

sistency more apparent, it seems necessary that I should first

explain the principles on which I have acted. It has long

appeared to me, that the only true British policy was that,
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which aimed at the good of the whole British empire, not

that which sought the advantage of one part in the dis-

advantage of the others ; therefore all measures of procur-

ing gain to the mother country arising from loss to her

colonies, and all of gain to the colonies arising from or

occasioning loss to Britain, especially where the gain was

small and the loss great, every abridgment of the power of

the mother country, where that power was not prejudicial to

the liberties of the colonists, and every diminution of the

privileges of the colonists, where they were not prejudicial

to the welfare of the mother country, I, in my own mind,

condemned as improper, partial, unjust, and mischievous;

tending to create dissensions, and weaken that union, on

which the strength, solidity, and duration of the empire

greatly depended ;
and I opposed, as far as my little powers

went, all proceedings, either here or in America, that in my
opinion had such tendency. Hence it has often happened

to me, that while I have been thought here too much of an

American, I have in America been deemed too much of an

Englishman.

From a thorough inquiry (on occasion of the Stamp Act)

into the nature of the connexion between Britain and the

colonies, I became convinced, that the bond of their union

is not the Parliament, but the King. That, in removing

to America, a country out of the realm, they did not carry

with them the statutes then existing; for, if they did, the

Puritans must have been subject there to the same grievous

act of conformity, tithes, spiritual courts, &c., which they

meant to be free from by going thither; and in vain would

they have left their native country, and all the conveniences

and comforts of its improved state, to combat the hardships

of a new settlement in a distant wilderness, if they had
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taken with them what they meant to fly from, or if they had

left a power behind them capable of sending the same

chains after them, to bind them in America. They took

with them, however, by compact, their allegiance to the

King, and a legislative power for the making a new body

of laws with his assent, by which they were to be governed.

Hence they became distinct states, under the same prince,

united as Ireland is to the crown, but not to the realm, of

England, and governed each by its own laws, though with

the same sovereign, and having each the right of granting

its own money to that sovereign.

At the same time, I considered the King's supreme au-

thority over all the colonies as of the greatest importance to

them, affording a dernier ressort for settling all their d isputes,

a means of preserving peace among them with each other, and

a centre in which their common force might be united against

a common enemy. This authority I therefore thought, when

acting within its due limits, should' be ever as carefully sup-

ported by the colonists as by the inhabitants of Britain.

In conformity with these principles, and as agent for the

colonies, I opposed the Stamp Act, and endeavoured to

obtain its repeal, as an infringement of the rights of the

colonists, of no real advantage to Britain, since she might

ever be sure of greater aids from our voluntary grants than

she could expect from arbitrary taxes, as by losing our

respect and affection, on which much of her commerce

with us depended, she would lose more in that commerce

than she could possibly gain by such taxes, and as it was

detrimental to the harmony which had till then so happily

subsisted, and which was so essential to the welfare of the

whole. And to keep up, as much as in me lay, a reverence

for the King and a respect for the British nation on that

18«
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side the water, and, on this, some regard for the colonies,

(both tending to promote that harmony,) I industriously,

on all occasions, in my letters to America, represented the

measures that were grievous to them, as being neither royal
nor national measures, but the schemes of an administra-

tion, which wished to recommend itself for its ingenuity in

finance, or to avail itself of new revenues in creating, by

places and pensions, new dependencies; for that the King
was a good and gracious prince, and the people of Britain

their real friends. And on this side the water, I represented

the people of America as fond of Britain, concerned for its

interests and its glory, and without the least desire of a

separation from it. In both cases I thought, and still think,

I did not exceed the bounds of truth, and I have the heart-

felt satisfaction attending good intentions, even when they
are not successful.

With these sentiments I could not but see with concern

the sending of troops to Boston
;
and their behaviour to

the people there gave me infinite uneasiness, as I appre-

hended from that measure the worst of consequences, a

breach between the two countries. And I was the more

concerned when I found, that it was considered there as a

national measure (since none here opposed it), and as a

proof that Britain had no longer a parental regard for them.

I myself in conversation sometimes spoke of it in this light,

and I own with some resentment (being myself a native of

that country), till I was, to my great surprise, assured by a

gentleman of character and distinction (whom I am not at

present permitted to name), that not only the measure I

particularly censured so warmly, but all the other grievances

we complained of, took their rise, not from the government

here, but were projected, proposed to administration, so-
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licited, and obtained, by some of the most respectable among

the Americans themselves, as necessary measures for the

welfare of that country. As I could not readily assent to

the probability of this, he undertook to convince me, and

he hoped, through me (as their agent here), my country-

men. Accordingly, he called on me some days after, and

produced to me these very letters from Lieutenant-Governor

Hutchinson, Secretary Oliver, and others, which have since

been the subject of so much discussion.

Though astonished, I could not but confess myself con-

vinced, and I was ready, as he desired, to convince my

countrymen ;
for I saw, I felt indeed by its effect upon

myself, the tendency it must have towards a reconciliation,

which for the common good I earnestly wished; it appeared,

moreover, my duty to give my constituents intelligence of

such importance to their affairs
;
but there was some diffi-

culty, as this gentleman would not permit copies to be

taken of the letters; and, if that could have been done,

the authenticity of those copies might have been doubted

and disputed. My simple account of them, as papers I had

seen, would have been still less certain; I therefore wished

to have the use of the originals lor that purpose, which I

at length obtained, on these express conditions; that they

should not be printed ;
that no copies should be taken of

them
;

that they should be shown only to a {&\\ of the

leading people of the government ;
and that they should

be carefully returned.

I accepted those conditions, and under the same trans-

mitted the original letters to the Committee of Corre-

spondence at Boston, without taking or reserving any copy

of them for myself. I agreed the more willingly to the

restraint, from an apprehension, that a publication might,
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considering the state of irritation in which the minds of the

people there had long been kept, occasion some riot of mis-

chievous consequence. I had no other scruple in sending

them, for, as they had been handed about here to injure

that people, why not use them for their advantage? The

writers, too, had taken the same liberty with the letters of

others, transmitting hither those of Rosne and Auchmuty
in confirmation of their own calumnies against the Ameri-

cans
; copies of some of mine, too, had been returned here

by officers of government. Why, then, should theirs be

exempt from the same treatment ? To whom they had been

directed here I could only conjecture ;
for I was not in-

formed, and there was no address upon them when I

received them. My letter, in which I enclosed them,

expressed more fully the motives above mentioned for send-

ing them, and I shall presently give an extract of so much

of it as related to them.

But as it has, on the contrary, been roundly asserted that

I did not, as agent, transmit those letters to the Assembly's

Committee of Correspondence ;
that I sent them to a junto,

my peculiar correspondents ; that, fearing to be known as

the person who sent them, I had insisted on the keeping

that circumstance a secret; that I had "shown the utmost

solicitude to have that secret kept;" and, as this has been

urged as a demonstrative proof, that I was conscious of

guilt in the manner of obtaining them, and therefore feared

a discovery so much as to have been afraid of putting my
name to the letter in which I enclosed them, and which

only appeared to be mine by my well-known handwriting;

I would here, previous to that extract, observe, that on the

same paper was first written the copy of a preceding letter,

which had been first signed by me as usual ;
and accord-
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ingly, the letter now in question began with these words,
" The above is a copy of my last •" and all the first part of

it was on business transacted by me relating to the affairs

of the province, and particularly to two petitions sent to

me as agent by the Assembly, to be presented to the King.

These circumstances must to every person there have as

clearly shown me to be the writer of that letter, as my 7vell-

known hand must have done to \\\q%q. peculiar correspondents

of my own, to whom it is said I sent it. If then I hoped

to be concealed by not signing my name to such a letter, I

must have been as silly as that bird, which is supposed to

think itself unseen when it has hid only its head. And, if

I could depend on my correspondents' keeping secret a

letter and a transaction, which they must needs know were

mine, I might as well have trusted them with my name, and

could have had no motive for omitting it. In truth, all I

insisted on was (in pursuance of my engagement), that the

letters should not be printed or copied ;
but I had not at

the time the least thought or desire of keeping my part in

that transaction a secret; and, therefore, so far from request-

ing it, I did not so much as give the smallest intimation,

even that it would be agreeable to me not to be mentioned

on the occasion. And, if I had had that inclination, I

must have been very weak indeed to fancy, that the person

I wrote to, all the rest of the Committee of Correspond-

ence, five other persons named, and "such others as the

Committee might think fit to show them to," with three

gentlemen here to whom I had communicated the matter,

should all keep as a secret on my account what I did not

state as a secret, or request should be concealed.

So much of the letter as relates to the Governor's letters

is as follows.
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"On this occasion I think it fit to acquaint you, that

there has lately fallen into my hands part of a correspond-

ence, that I have reason to believe laid the foundation

of most, if not all, our present grievances. I am not at

liberty to tell through what channel I received it
;
and I

have engaged that it shall not be printed, nor copies taken

of the whole, or any part of it
;
but I am allowed to let it

be seen by some men of worth in the province, for their

satisfaction only. In confidence of your preserving invio-

lably my engagement, I send you enclosed the original

letters, to obviate every pretence of unfairness in copying,

interpolation, or omission. The hands of the gentlemen
will be well known. Possibly they may not like such an

exposal of their conduct, however tenderly and privately it

may be managed. But, if they are good men, or pretend
to be such, and agree that all good men wish a good under-

standing and harmony to subsist between the colonies and their

viother country, they ought the less to regret, that, at the

small expense of their reputation for sincerity and public

spirit among their compatriots, so desirable an event may in

some degree beforwarded. For my own part, I cannot but

acknowledge, that my resentment against this country, for

its arbitrary measures in governing us, conducted by the

late minister, has, since my conviction by these papers that

those measures were projected, advised, and called for by
men of character among ourselves, and whose advice must

therefore be attended with all the weight that was proper to

mislead, and which could therefore scarce fail of mislead-

ing; my own resentment, I say, has by this means been

exceedingly abated. / think they must have the same effect

with you ; but I am not, as I have said, at liberty to make
the letters public. I can only allow them to be seen by
yourself, by the other gentlemen of the Committee of

Correspondence, by Messrs. Bowdoin and Pitts of the
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Council, and Drs. Chauncy, Cooper, and Winthrop, with

a few such other gentlemen as you may think fit to show

them to. After being some months in your possession, you

are requested to return them to me.

"As to the writers, I can easily as well as charitably

conceive it possible, that men educated in prepossessions

of the unbounded authority of Parliament, &c. may think

unjustifiable every opposition even to its unconstitutional

exactions, and imagine it their duty to suppress, as much as

in them lies, such opposition. But, when I find them bar-

tering away the liberties of their native country for posts,

and negotiating for salaries and pensions extorted from the

people ; and, conscious of the odium these might be at-

tended with, calling for troops to protect and secure the

enjoyment of them ;
when 1 see them exciting jealousies in

the crown, and provoking it to work against so great a part

of its most faithful subjects ; creating enmities between the

different countries of which the empire consists; occasion-

ing a great expense to the old country for suppressing or

preventing imaginary rebellions in the new, and to the new

country for the payment of needless gratifications to useless

officers and enemies ;
I cannot but doubt their sincerity even

in the political principles they profess, and deem them mere

time-servers, seeking their own private emolument, through

any quantity of public mischief; betrayers of the interest,

not of their native country only, but of the government

they pretend to serve, and of the whole English empire.
" With the greatest esteem and respect, I have the honor

to be. Sir, your and the Committee's most obedient humble

servant, B. Franklin."

My next letter is of January 5th, 1773, to the same

gentleman,* beginning with these words. "I did myself

* This gentleman was Thomas Gushing, Speaker of the House of Repre-

sentatives in Massachusetts.—Ed.
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the honor of writing to you on the 2d of December past,

enclosing some original letters from persons at Boston,

which I hope got safe to hand ;" and then it goes on with

other business transacted by me as agent, and is signed with

ray name as usual. In truth I never sent an anonymous

letter to any person in America, since my residence in

London, unless where two or more letters happened to be on

the same paper, the first a copy of a preceding letter, and

the subsequent referring to the preceding ;
in that case, I

may possibly have omitted signing more than one of them,

as unnecessary.

The first letter, acknowledging the receipt of the papers,

is dated "Boston, March 24th, 1773," and begins thus;
"

I have just received your favor of the 2d December

last, with the several papers enclosed, for which I am much

obliged to you. I have communicated them to some of the

gentlemen you mentioned. They are of opinion, that,

though it might be inconvenient to publish them, yet it

might be expedient to have copies taken and left on this

side the water, as there may be a necessity to make some

use of them hereafter
; however, I read to them what you

wrote to me upon the occasion, and told them I could by
no means consent copies of them or any part of them

should be taken without your express leave
;

that I would

write to you upon the subject, and should strictly conform

to your directions."

The next letter, dated April 20th, 1773, begins thus
,

" I wrote you in my last, that the gentlemen, to whom I

had communicated the papers you sent me under cover of

yours of the 2d of December last, were of opinion, that they

ought to be retained on this side the water, to be hereafter

employed as the exigency of our affairs may require, or at

least that authenticated copies ought to be taken before they
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are returned. I shall have, I find, a very difficult task

proi^erly to conduct this matter, unless you obtain leave for

their being retained or copied. I shall wait your directions

on this head, and hope they will be such as will be agreeable

to all the gentlemen, who unanimously are of opinion, that

it can by no means answer any valuable purpose to send

them here for the inspection of a few persons, barely to

satisfy their curiosity."

On the 9th of March, I wrdte to the same person, not

having then received the preceding letters, and mentioned

my having written to him on the 2d of December and 5th

of January ; and, knowing what use was made against the

people there, of every trifling mob, and fearing lest, if the

letters should contrary to my directions be made public,

something more serious of the kind might happen, I con-

cluded that letter thus
;

"
I must hope that great care will be taken to keep our

people quiet, since nothing is more wished for by our

enemies, than that by insurrections we should give a good

pretence for increasing the military among us, and putting
us under more severe restraints. And it must be evident

to all, that by our rapidly increasing strength we shall soon

become of so much importance, that none of our just claims

or privileges will be, as heretofore, unattended to, nor any

security we can wish for our rights be denied us."

Mine of May 6th begins thus
;

"
I have received none of

your favors, since that of November 28th. I have since

written to .you of the following dates, December 2d, January

5th, March 9th, and April 3d, which I hope got safe to

hand '

Thus in two out of three letters, subsequent to

that of December 2d, which enclosed the governor's letters,

I mentioned my writing that letter, which shows I could

have no intention of concealing my having written it ; and
Vol. II.—19 k
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that therefore the assertion of my sending it anonymously

is without probability.

In mine of June 2d, 1773, I acknowledge the receipt of

his letter of March 24th, and, not being able to answer

immediately his request of leave to copy the letters, I said

nothing of them then, postponing that subject to an oppor-

tunity which was expected two days after, viz. June 4th,

when my letter of that daje concludes thus; "As to the

letters I communicated to you, though I have not been able

to obtain leave to take copies or publish them, I have per-

mission to let the originals remain with you, as long as you

may think it of any use to have the originals in possession."

In mine of July 1773, I answer the above of April

20th as follows; "The letters communicated to you were

not merely to satisfy the curiosity of any, but it was thought

there might be a use in showing them to some friends of

the province, and even to some of the governor' s party, for

their more certain information concerning his conduct and

politics, though the letters were not made quite public. I

believe I have since written to you, that there was no occa-

sion to return them speedily; and, though I cannot obtain

leave as yet to suffer copies to be taken of them, I am

allowed to say, that they may be shown and read to whom

and as many as you think proper,"

The same person wrote to me June X4th, 1773, in these

terms ;

"I have endeavoured inviolably to keep to your in-

junctions with respect to the papers you sent me
;

I have

shown them only to such persons as you directed ;
no one

person, except Dr. Cooper and one of the Committee,

knows from whom they came or to whom they were sent.

I have constantly avoided mentioning your name upon the
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occasion, so that it never need be known (if you incline to

keep it a secret) whom they came from, and to whom they
were sent

;
and I desire, sofar as Tam concerned, my name

may not be mentioned ; for it may be a damage to me. I

thought it, however, my duty to communicate them as per-

mitted, as they contained matters of importance that very

nearly affected the government. And, notwithstanding all

my care and precaution, it is now publicly known that such

letters are here. Considering the number of persons who
were to see them, (not less than ten or fifteen,) it is aston-

ishing they did not get air before." Then he goes on to

relate how the Assembly, having heard of them, obliged
him to produce them, but engaged not to print them

; and
that they afterwards did nevertheless print them, having got
over that engagement by the appearance of copies in the

House, produced by a member, who it was reported had

just received them from England. This letter concludes ;

"I have done all in my power strictly to conform to your

restrictions; but, from the circumstances above related,

you must be sensible it was impossible to prevent the letters

being made public, and therefore hope I shall be free from

all blame respecting this matter."

This letter accounts for its being, unexpectedly to me,

made a secret in Boston, that I had sent the letters. The

gentleman to whom I sent them had his reasons for desiring

not to be known as the person who received and communi-

cated them ; but as this would have been suspected, if it

were known that I sent them, that circumstance was to be

kept a secret. Accordingly they were given to another, to

be by him produced by the committee.

My answer to this was of July 25th, 1.773, ^^ follows ;

"
I am favored with yours of June 14th, containing some

copies of the resolves of the committee upon the letters. I
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see by your account of the transaction, that you could not

well prevent what was done. As to the report of other

copies being come from England, I think that could not be.

It was an expedient to disengage the House. I hope the

possession of the originals, and the proceedings upon them,

will be attended with salutary effects to the province, and

then I shall be well pleased. I observe what you mention,

that no person besides Dr. Cooper and one of the committee

knew they came from me. I did not accompany them with

any request of being myself concealed; for, believing what

I did to be in the way of my duty as agent, though I had

no doubt of its giving offence, not only to the parties

exposed, but to administration here, I was regardless of the

consequences. However, since the letters themselves are

now copied and printed, contrary to the promise I made,

I am glad my name has not been heard on the occasion ;

and, as I do not see it could be of any use to the public, I

now wish it may continue unknown, though I hardly expect

it. As to yours, you may rely on my never mentioning it,

except that I may be obliged to show your letter in my own

vindication, to the person only who might otherwise think

he had reason to blame me for breach of engagement."

With the abovementioned letter of the 14th of June, I

received one from another of the gentlemen to whom the

papers had been communicated, which says;
"
By whom

and to whom they were sent is still a secret, known only to

three persons here, and may still remain so, if you desire it."

My answer to him, of July 25 th, was ;

"
I accompanied them

with no restriction relating to myself; my duty to the

province as their agent, I thought, required the communi-

cation of them so far as I could. I was sensible I should

make enemies there, and perhaps might offend government

here; but these apprehensions I disregarded. I did not
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expect, and hardly still expect, that my sending them could

be kept a secret. But since it is such hitherto, I now wish

it may continue so
;
because the publication of the letters,

contrary to my engagement, has changed the circumstances."

His reply to this, of the loth of November, is
;
"After all

the solicitous inquiries of the governor and his friends

respecting his letters, it still remains a secret from and to

whom they were sent here. This is known, among us, to

two only besides myself; and will remain undiscovered,

unless further intelligence should come from your side the

water, than I have reason to think has yet been obtained.

I cannot, however, but admire your honest openness in this

affair, and noble negligence of any inconveniences that

might arise to yourself in this essential service to our injured

country."

To another friend* I wrote of the same date, July 25th,

what will show the apprehensions I was constantly under,

of the mischiefs that would attend a breach from the ex-

asperated state of things, and the arguments I used to pre-

vent it; viz. "
I am glad to see that you are elected into

the council, and are about to take part in our public affairs.

Your abilities, integrity, and sober attachment to the liber-

ties of our country, will be of great use, at this tempestuous

time, in conducting our little bark into a safe harbour.

By the Boston newspapers there seem to be among us some

violent spirits, w^ho are for an immediate rupture. But, I

trust, the general prudence of our countrymen will see, that

by our growing strength we advance fast to a situation in

which our claims must be allowed ; that by a premature

* Professor Winthrop, of Har\'ard College, a member of his Majesty's

Council in Massachusetts.—Ed.

19*
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Struggle we may be crippled and kept down another age ;

that, as between friends every affront is not worth a duel,

and between nations every injury is not worth a war ; so

between the governed and the governing, every mistake in

government, every encroachment on rights, is not worth a

rebellion. It is, in my opinion, sufficient for the present

that we hold them forth on all occasions, not giving up any
of them ; using, at the same time, every means to make

them generally understood and valued by the people ;
cul-

tivating a harmony among the colonies, that their union in

the same sentiments may give them greater weight ; remem-

bering withal that this Protestant country (our mother,

though of late an unkind one,) is worth preserving ;
and

that her weight in the scale of Europe, her safety, in a great

degree, may depend on our union with her. Thus con-

ducting, I am confident, we may within a few years obtain

every allowance of, and every security for, our inestimable

privileges, that we can wish or desire."

His answer, of December 31st, is;

"
I concur perfectly with you in the sentiments expressed

in your last. No considerate person, I should think, can

approve of desperate remedies, except in desperate cases.

The people of America are extremely agitated by the

repeated efforts of administration to subject them to absolute

power. They have been amused with accounts of the pacific

disposition of the ministry, and flattered with assurances,

that, upon their humble petitions, all their grievances would

be redressed. They have petitioned from time to time ;

but their petitions have had no other effect than to make

them feel more sensibly their own slavery. Instead of re-

dress, every year has produced some new manoeuvre, which

could have no tendency but to irritate them more and more.

The last measure of the East India Company's sending their
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tea here, subject to a duty, seems to have given the finish-

ing stroke to their patience. You will have heard of the

steps taken at Boston, New York, and Philadelphia, to pre-

vent the payment of this duty, by sending the tea back to

its owners. But, as this was found impossible at Boston,

the destruction of the tea was the consequence. What the

event of these commotions will be, God only knows. The

people through the colonies appear immovably fixed in their

resolution, that the tea duty shall never be paid ; and, if the

ministry are determined to enforce these measures, I dread

the consequences ;
I verily fear they will turn America into

a field of blood. But I will hope for the best."

I am told, that administration is possessed of most of my
letters sent or received on public affairs for some years past ;

copies of them having been obtained from the files of the

several assemblies, or as they passed through the postoflice.

I do not condemn their ministerial industry or complain of it.

The foregoing extracts may be compared with those copies ;

and I can appeal to them with confidence, that, upon such

comparison, these extracts will be found faithfully made ;

and that the whole tenor of my letters has been, to persuade

patience and a careful guarding against all violence, under

the grievances complained of, and this from various con-

siderations, such as, that the welfare of the empire depended

upon the union of its parts ; that the sovereign was well

disposed towards us, and the body of this nation our friends

and well-wishers ; that it was the ministry only who were

prejudiced against us
; that the sentiments of ministers

might in time be changed, or the ministers themselves be

changed; or that, if those chances failed, at least time

would infallibly bring redress, since the strength, weight,

and importance of America were continually and rapidly

increasing, and its friendship, of course, daily becoming
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more valuable, and more likely to be cultivated by an

attention to its rights. The newspapers have announced,
that treason is found in some of my letters. It must, then,

be of some new species. The invention of court lawyers

has always been fruitful in the discovery of new treasons ;

and perhaps it is now become treason to censure the con-

duct of ministers. None of any other kind, I am sure, can

be found in my correspondence.

The effect of the governor's letters on the minds of the

people in New England, when they came to be read there,

was precisely what had been expected, and proposed by

sending them over. It was now seen, that the grievances,

which had been so deeply resented as measures of the

mother country, were in fact the measures of two or three

of their own people ;
of course all that resentment was with-

drawn from her, and fell where it was proper it should fall,

on the heads of those caitiffs, who were the authors of the

mischief. Both Houses took up the matter in this light ;

and the House of Representatives agreed to the following

resolves, reported by the committee appointed to consider

the letters; viz.

"The Committee appointed to consider certain Letters laid before the

House of Representatives, reported the following Resolves.

"
Tuesday, June 15th, 1773.

"
Resolved, Tliat the letters signed Tho. Hutchinson and Andw. Oliver,

now under the consideration of this House, appear to be the genuine letters

of the present governor and lieutenant-governor of this province, whose

handwriting and signatures are well known to many of the members of this

House : and that they contain aggravated accounts of facts and misrepre-

sentations ;
and that one manifest design of them was to represent the

matters they treat of in a light highly injurious to this province, and the

persons against whom they were written.

"
Resolved, That, though the letters aforesaid, signed Tlio. Hutchinson,

are said by the governor in his message to this House of June 9th, to be

'private letters written to a gentleman in London, since deceased,' and
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'that all except the last were written many months before he came to tlie

chair' ; yet that they were written by the present governor, when he was lieu-

tenant-governor and chiefjustice of this province ;
who has been represented

abroad as eminentfor his abilities, as for his exalted station
;
and was under

no official obligation to transmit private intelligence ; and that they therefore
must be considered by the person to whom they were sent, as documents of
solid intelligence ; and that this gentleman in London, to whom they were

written, was then a member of the British Parliament, and one who was

very active in American affairs ; and therefore that these letters, however

secretly written, imtst naturally be supposed to have, atid really had, a public

operation.
"
Resolved, That these 'private letters' being written 'with express confi-

dence of secrecy' was only to prevent the contents of them being known
here, as appears by said letters

;
and this rendered them the more injurious

in their tendency, and really insidious.
"
Resolved, That the letters signed Tho. Hutchinson, considering the

person by whom they were written, the matters they expressly contain, the

express reference in some of them for
'

full intelligence" to Mr. Hallowell, a

person deeply interested in the measures so much complained of, and

recommendatory notices of divers other persons, whose emoluments arising

from our public burdens must excite them to unfavorable representations

of us, the tneasures they suggest, the temper in which they were written, the

manner in which they were sent, and the person to whom they were

addressed, had a natural and efficacious tendency to interrupt and alienate

the affections of our most gracious sovereign King George the Third, from

this his loyal and affectionate province ;
to destroy that harmony and good-

will between Great Britain and this colony,^hich every friend to either

would wish to establish; to excite the resentment of the British administra-

tion against this province; to defeat the endeavours of our agents and

friends to serve us by a fair representation of our state of grievances; to

prevent our humble and repeated petitions from reaching the royal ear of

our common sovereign; and to produce the severe and destructive measures,

which have been taken against this province, and others still more so, which

have been threatened.
"
Resolved, As the opinion of this House, that it clearly appears from the

letters aforesaid, signed Tho. Hutchinsofi and Aiidw. Oliver, that it was the

desire and endeavour of the writers of them, that certain acts of the British

Parliament for raising a revenue in America, tnight be carried into cffe, t

by military force ; and, by introducing a fleet and army into this his

Majesty's loyal province, to intimidate the minds of his subjects here, and

prevent every constitutional measure to obtain the repeal of those acts,

so justly esteemed a grievance to us, and to suppress the very spirit of

freedom.

K*
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"Resolved, That it is the opinion of this House, that, as the salaries lately

appointed for the governor, lievitenant-governor, and judges of this province,

directly repugnant to the charter, and subversive of justice, are founded on

this revenue; and as these letters were written with a design, and had a

tendency, to proinote and support that revenue, therefore there is great reason

to suppose the writers of those letters were well knowing to, suggested, and

promoted the enacting said revenue acts, and the establishments founded on

the same.
"
Resolved, That, while the writer of these letters, signed Tho. Hutchinson,

has been thus exerting himself, by his 'secret confidential correspondence,"

to introduce measures destructive of our constitutional liberty, he has been

practising every method among the people of this province, to fix in their

minds an exalted opinion of his warmest affection for them, and his unre-

mitted endeavours to promote their best interests at the court of Great

Britain.

"
Resolved, as the opinion of this House, That, by comparing these letters,

signed Tho. Hutchinson, with those signed Andzu. Oliver, Cha. Paxton, and

Nath. Rogers, and considering what has since in fact taken place conforma-

ble thereto, that there have been for 7nany years past measures contemplated,

and a plan formed, by a set of men bom and educated among us, to raise

their own fortunes, and advance themselves to posts of honor and profit,

not only to the destruction of the charter and constitution of this province,

but at the expense of the rights and liberties of the American colonies.

And it is further the opinion of this House, that the said persons have beea

some of the chief instruments in the introduction of a military force into

the province, to carry their plans into execution; and, therefore, they have

been not only greatly instrumental in disturbing the peace and harmony of

the government, and causing and promoting great discord and animosities,

but are justly chargeable with the great corruption of morals, and all that

confusion, misery, and bloodshed, which have been the natural effects of the

introduction of troops.
"

Wliereas, for many years past, measures have been taken by the British

administration, very grievous to the good people of this province, which

this House have now reason to suppose were promoted, if not originally

suggested, by the writers of these letters; and many efforts have been made

by the people to obtain the redress of their grievances ;

"Resolved, That it appears to this House, that the writers of these letters

have availed themselves of disorders that naturally arise in a free govern-

ment under such oppressions, as arguments to prove, that it was originally

necessary such measures should have been taken, and that they should now

be continued and increased.

"
Wliereas, in the letter signed Cha. Paxton, dated Boston Harbour, June

20th, 1768, it is expressly declared, that 'unless we have immediately twc
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or three regiments, it is the opinion of all the friends of government, that

Boston will be in ojjen rebellion;'

"Resolved, That this is a most wicked and injurious representation,

designed to inflame the minds of his Majesty's ministers and the nation;

and to excite in the breast of our sovereign a jealousy of his loyal subjects

of said town, without the least grounds therefor, as enemies of his Majesty's

person and government.
"
Whereas, certain letters by t^^'o private persons, signed T. Moffat and

G. Ramie, have been laid before the House, which letters contain many
matters highly injurious to government, and to the national peace;

"
Resolved, That it has been the misfortune of their govenament, from the

earliest period of it, from time to time, to be secretly traduced and mali-

ciously represented to the British ministry, by persons who were neither

friendly to this colony nor to the English constitution.
"
Res-olved, That this House have just reason to complain of it as a very

great grievance, that the humble petitions and remonstrances of the com-

mons of this province are not allowed to reach the hands of our most

gracious sovereign, merely because they are presented by an agent, to whose

appointment the governor, with whom our chief dispute may subsist, doth

not consent; while the /orA'a/ and mJlammaUory letters of individuals, who
are greatly interested in the revenue acts, and the measures taken to carry

them into execution, have been laid before administration, attended to, and

determined upon, not only to the injury of the reputation of the people, but

to the depriving them of their invaluable rights and liberties.

"
\Vh/:rens, this House are humbly of opinion, that his Majesty will judge

it to be incompatible with the interest of his crown, and the peace and safety

of the good people of this his loyal province, that persons should be con-

tinued in places of high trust and authority in it, who are known to have

with great industry, though secretly, endeavoured to undermine, alter, and

overthrow the constitution of the province ; therefore,
"
Resolved, That this House is bound, in duty to the King and their

constituents, humbly to remonstrate to his Majesty the conduct of his

Excellency Thomas Hutchinson, Esquire, Governor, and the Honorable

Andrew Oliver, Esquire, Lieutenant-Governor, of this province; and to

pray that his Majesty would be pleased to remove them for ever from the

government thereof."*

Upon these Resolutions was founded the following peti-

tion, transmitted to me to be presented to his Majesty.

* These resolutions were adopted by a large majority, both by the Houss
of Representatives and by the Council.—Ed.
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"TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

"Most Gracious Sovereign,

"We, your Majesty's loyal subjects, the representatives of your ancient

colony of Massachusetts Bay, in General Court legally assembled, by virtue

of your Majesty's writ under the hand and seal cjf the Governor, beg leave

to lay this our humble petition before your Majesty.
"
Nothing but the sense of duty we owe to our sovereign, and the obliga-

tion we are under to consult the peace and safety of the province, could

induce us to remonstrate to your Majesty concerning the mal-conduct of

persons, who have heretofore had the confidence and esteem of this people;
and whom your Majesty has been pleased, from the purest motives of ren-

dering your subjects happy, to advance to the highest places of trust and

authority in the province.
" Your Majesty's humble petitioners, with the deepest concern and anxiety,

have seen the discords and animosities which have too long subsisted be-

tween your subjects of the parent state and those of the American colonies.

And we have trembled with apprehensions, that the consequences, naturally

arising therefrom, would at length prove fatal to both countries.
" Permit us humbly to suggest to your Majesty, that your subjects here

have been inclined to believe, that the grievances which they have suffered,

and still continue to suffer, have been occasioned by your Majesty's minis-

ters and principal servants being, unfortunately for us, misinformed in certain

facts of very interesting importance to us. It is for this reason, that former

assemblies have, from time to time, prepared a true state of facts to be laid

before yotir Majesty; but their humble remonstrances and petitions, it is

presumed, have by some means been prevented from reaching your royal

hand.

"Your Majesty's petitioners have very lately had before them certain

papers, from which they humbly conceive it is most reasonable to suppose,

that there has been long a conspiracy of evil men in this province, who have

contemplated measures, and formed a plan, to advance themselves to power,

and raise their own fortunes, by means destructive of the charter of the

piovince, at the expense of the quiet of the nation, and to the annihilating

of the rights and liberties of the American colonies.
" And we do, with all due submission to your Majesty, beg leave particu-

larly to complain of the conduct of his Excellency Thomas Hutchinson,

Esquire, Governor, and the Honorable Andrew Oliver, Esquire, Lieutenant-

Governor of this your Majesty's province, as having a natural and efficacious

tendency to interrupt and alienate the affections of your Majesty, our right-

ful sovereign, from this your loyal province; to destroy that harmony and

g.ood-will between Great Britain and this colony, which every honest subject

should strive to establish
;
to excite the resentment of the British adminis-
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tration against this province; to defeat the endeavours of our agents and

friends to serve us by a fair representation of our state of facts; to prevent

our humble and repeated petitions from reaching the ear of your Majesty,

or having their desired effect. And, finally, that the said Thomas Hutchin-

son and Andrew Oliver have been among the chief instruments in intro-

ducing a fleet and army into this province, to establish and perpetuate their

plans, whereby they have been, not only greatly instrumental in disturbing

the peace and harmony of the government, and causing unnatural and

hateful discords and animosities between the several parts of your Majesty's

extensive dominions, but are justly chargeable with all that corruption of

morals, and all that confusion, misery, and bloodshed, which have been the

natural effects of posting an army in a populous town.
"
Wherefore, we most humbly pray, that your Majesty would be pleased

to remove from their posts in this government the said Thomas Hutchinson,

Esquire, and Andrew Oliver, Esquire; who have, by their abovementioned

conduct, and otherwise, rendered themselves justly obnoxious to your

loving subjects, and entirely lost their confidence; and place such good and

faithful men in their stead, as your Majesty in your wisdom shall think fit.

" In the name and by order of the House of Representatives.

"Thomas Gushing, Speaker."

Lord Dartmouth, Secretary of State for the colonies,

being in the country when I received this petition, I trans-

mitted it to his Lordship, enclosed in a letter, of which the

following is a copy, as also of his answer.

"TO THE RIGHT HONORABLE THE EARL OF DARTMOUTH.

''London, August 21st, 1773.
"My Lord,

"
I have just received, from the House of Representatives of the Massa-

chusetts Bay, their address to the King, which I now enclose, and send to

your Lordship, with my humble request in their behalf, that you would be

pleased to present it to his Majesty the first convenient opportunity.
"

I have the pleasure of hearing from that province by my late letters,

that a sincere disposition prevails in the people there to be on good terms

with the mother country; that the Assembly have declared their desire only
to be put into the situation they were in before the Stamp Act. They aim

at no novelties. And it is said, that, having lately discovered, as they think,

the authors of their grievances to be some of their own people, tlieir resent-

ment against Britain is thence much abated.

"This good disposition of theirs (will your Lordship permit me to say)

Vol. II.—20
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may be cultivated by a favorable answer to this address, which I therefore

hope your goodness will endeavour to obtain. With the greatest respect, I

have the honor to be, my Lord, &c.,
" B. Franklin,

"
Agent for the House of Representatives."

"LORD DARTMOUTH'S ANSWER.

"Sandwell, 25th of August, 1773.

"Sir,
"

I have received your letter of the 21st instant, together with an address

of the House of Representatives of the Massachusetts Bay, which I sliall

not fail to lay before the King the next time I shall have the honor of being

admitted into his presence. I cannot help expressing to you the pleasure it

gives me to hear, that a sincere disposition prevails in the people of that

province to be on good terms with the mother country, and my earnest hope

that the time is at no great distance, when every ground of uneasiness will

cease, and the most perfect tranquillity and happiness be restored to the

breasts of that people.
"

I am. Sir, your most obedient humble servant,
" Dartmouth.

"Benjamin Franklin, Esq."

No one, who knows Lord Dartmouth, can doubt the

sincerity of the good wishes expressed in his letter to me
;

and, if his Majesty's other servants had fortunately been

possessed of the same benevolent dispositions, with as much

of that attention to the public interest, and dexterity in

managing it, as statesmen of this country generally show in

obtaining and securing their places, here was a fine oppor-

tunity put into their hands of "
reestablishing the union and

harmony that formerly subsisted between Great Britain and

her colonies," so necessary to the welfare of both, and upon

the easy condition of only "restoring things to the state

they were in at the conclusion of the late war." This was

a solemn declaration sent over from the province most

aggrieved, in which they acquitted Britain of their griev-

ances, and charged them all upon a few individuals of their

own country. Upon the heads of these very mischievous
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men they deprecated no vengeance, though that of the

whole nation was justly merited
; they considered it as an

hard thing for an administration to punish a governor who

had acted from orders, though the orders had been procured

by his misrepresentations and calumnies; they therefore

only petitioned, "that his Majesty would be pleased to

remove Thomas Hutchinson, Esquire, and Andrew Oliver,

Esquire, from their posts in that government, and place

good and faithful men in their stead." These men might

have been placed or pensioned elsewhere, as others have

been
; or, like the scape-goats of old, they might have

carried away into the wilderness all the offences which have

arisen between the two countries, with the burdens of

which, they, having been the authors of these mischiefs,

were most justly chargeable.

But this opportunity ministers had not the wisdom to

embrace
; they chose rather to reject it, and to abuse and

punish me for giving it. A court clamor was raised against

me as an incendiary; and the very action upon which I

valued myself, as it appeared to me a means of lessening

our differences, I was unlucky enough to find charged upon

me, as a wicked attempt to increase them. Strange per-

version !

I was, it seems, equally unlucky in another action, which

I also intended for a good one, and which brought on the

abovementioned clamor. The news being arrived here of

the publication of those letters in America, great inquiry

was made, who had transmitted them. Mr. Temple, a

gentleman of the customs, was. accused of it in the papers.

He vindicated himself. A public altercation ensued upon
it between him and a Mr. Whately, brother and executor

to the person to whom it was supposed the letters had been
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originally written, and who was suspected by some of com-

municating them
;
on the supposition, that by his brother's

death they might have fallen into his hands. As the gen-

tleman, to whom I sent them, had, in his letter to me above

recited, given an important reason for his desiring it should

be concealed, that he was the person who received them,

and had for the same reason chosen not to let it be known

I sent them, I suffered that altercation to go on without

interfering, supposing it would end, as other newspaper

controversies usually do, when the parties and the public

should be tired of them. But this dispute unexpectedly and

suddenly produced a duel. The gentlemen were parted ;

Mr. Whately was wounded, but not dangerously. This,

however, alarmed me, and made me wish I had prevented

it; but, imagining all now over between them, I still kept

silence, till I heard that the duel was understood to be unfin-

ished, (as having been interrupted by persons accidentally

near,) and that it would probably be repeated as soon as

Mr. Whately, who was mending daily, had recovered his

strength. I then thought it high time to interpose ; and,

as the quarrel was for the public opinion, I took what I

thought the shortest way to settle that opinion, with regard

to the parties, by publishing what follows.

"TO THE PRINTER OF THE PUBLIC ADVERTISER.
"

Sir,
"
Finding that two gentlemen have been unfortunately engaged in a duel,

about a transaction and its circumstances, of which both of them are totally

ignorant and innocent; I think it incumbent upon me to declare (for the

])revention of farther mischief, as far as such a declaration may contribute

to prevent it), that I alone am the person who obtained and transmitted to

Boston the letters in question. Mr. W. could not communicate them,

because they were never in his possession ; and, for the same reason, they

could not be taken from him by Mr. T. They were not of the nature of

private letters between friends. They were written by public officers to
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persons in public stations, on public affairs, and intended to procure public

measures
; they were therefore handed to other public persons, who might

be influenced by them to produce those measures. Their tendency was to

incense the mother country against her colonies, and, by the steps recom-

mended, to widen the breach
; which they effected. Tlie chief caution

expressed with regard to privacy was, to keep their contents from the colony

agents, who, the writers apprehended, might return them, or copies of them,

to America. That apprehension was, it seems, well founded
;
for the first

agent who laid his hands on them, thought it his duty--- to transmit them to

his constituents.
"
B. Franklin,

^'

Agentfor the House of Representatives

of Massachusetts Bay.
" Craven Street, December 25th, 1773."

This declaration of mine was at first generally approved,

except that some blamed me for not having made it sooner,

so as to prevent the duel; but I had not the gift of proph-

ecy ;
I could not foresee that the gentlemen would fight ;

I did not even foresee that either of them could possibly

take it ill of me. I imagined I was doing them a good

office, in clearing both of them from suspicion, and remov-

ing the cause of their difference. I should have thought it

natural for them both to have thanked me
;
but I was mis-

taken as to one of them. His wound perhaps at first pre-

vented him, and afterwards he was tutored psobably to

another kind of behaviour by his court connexions.

My only acquaintance with this gentleman, Mr. William

VVhately, was from an application he made to me to do him

the favor of inquiring after some land in Pennsylvania, sup-

posed to have been purchased anciently from the first pro-

prietor, by a Major Thomson, his grandfather, of which

• In remarking on this word as here used. Dr. Franklin said, in a note

found in his handwriting ;

" Governor Hutchinson, as appears by his letters,

since found and published in New England, had the same idea of duty,
when he procured copies of Dr. Franklin's letters to the Assembly, and sent

them to the ministry of England."—S.

20«
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they had some imperfect memorandums in the family, but

knew not whether it might not have been sold or conveyed

away by him in his lifetime; as there was no mention of it

in his will. I took the trouble of writing, accordingly, to

a friend of mine, an eminent lawyer there, well acquainted

with such business, desiring him to make the inquiry. He
took some pains in it at my request, and succeeded; and in

a letter informed me, that he had found the land ; that the

proprietary claimed it, but he thought the title was clear to

the heir of Thomson
;

that he could easily recover it for

him, and would undertake it, if Mr. Whately should think

fit to employ him
; or, if he should rather choose to sell it,

my friend empowered me to make him an offer of five thou-

sand pounds sterling for it. With this letter I waited upon
him about a month before the duel, at his house in Lom-

bard Street, the first time I had ever been in it. He was

pleased with the intelligence, and called upon me once or

twice afterwards to concert the means of making out his

title.

I mention some of these circumstances to show, that it

was not through any previous acquaintance with him that I

came to the knowledge of the famous letters
;

for they had

been in America near a year before I so much as knew where

he lived
;
and the others I mention to show his gratitude.

I could have excused his not thanking me for sparing him a

second hazard of his life; for, though he might feel himself

served, he might also apprehend, that to seem pleased would

look as if he was afraid of fighting again ; or perhaps he did

not value his life at any thing; but the addition to his for-

tune one would think of some value to a banker ; and yet

the return this worthy gentleman made me for both favors

was, without the smallest previous notice, warning, com-
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plaint, or request to me, directly or indirectly, to clap upon

my back a chancery suit.

His bill set forth, "That he was administrator of the

goods and chattels of his late brother Thomas Whately ;

that some letters had been written to his said brother by the

Governors Hutchinson and Oliver ;
that those letters had

been in the custody of his said brother at the time of his

death, or had dee?i by him delivered to some otherJ>erson for

perusal, and to be by such person safely kept and returned

to said Thomas Whately ;
that the same had by some means

come into my hands
; that, to prevent a discovery, I, or

some person by my order, had erased the address of the

letters to the said Thomas Whately ; that, carrying on the

trade of a printer, I had, by my agents or confederates,

printed and published the same letters in America, and dis-

posed of great numbers
; that I threatened to print and sell

the same in England ; and that he had applied to me to

deliver up to him the said letters, and all copies thereof,

and desist from printing and publishing the same, and ac-

count with him for the profits thereof; and he was in hopes
I would have complied with such request, but so it was that

I had refused, &c., contrary to equity and good cojjscience,

and to the manifest injury and oppression of him, the com-

plainant; and praying my Lord Chancellor, that I might
be obliged to discover how I came by the letters, what

number of copies I had printed and sold, and to accoutit with

hi7n for the profits,
^^

&c. &c. The gentleman himself must

have known, that every circtcmstance of this vfdiS totallyfalse,
•

that of his brother's having delivered the letters to some other

person for perusal excepted. Those as little acquainted
with law as I was, (who indeed never before had a lawsuit

of any kind,) may wonder at this as much as I did ; but J
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have now learnt, that in chancery, though the defendant

must swear the truth of every point in his answer, the

plaintiff is not put to his oath, or obliged to have the least

regard to truth in his bill, but is allowed to lie as much as

he pleases. I do not understand this, unless it be for the

encouragement of business.

My answer upon oath was, "That the letters in question

were given to me, and came into my hands, as agentfor the

House of Representatives of the Province of Massachusetts

Bay ; that, when given to me, I did not know to whom

they had been addressed, no address appearing upon them;

nor did I know before that any such letters existed ; that I

had not been for many years concerned in printing; that I

did not cause the letters to be printed, nor direct the doing

it
;

that I did not erase any address that might have been

on the letters, nor did I know that any other person had

made such erasure
;

that I did, as agent to the province,

transmit (as I apprehended it my duty to do) the said

letters to one of the committee, with whom I had been

directed to correspond, inasmuch as in my judgment they

related to matters of great public importance to that prov-

ince, and were put into my hands for that purpose ; that I

had never been applied to by the complainant, as asserted

in his bill, and had made no profits of the letters, nor

intended to make any," &c.

It was about this time become evident, that all thoughts

of reconciliation with the colony of the Massachusetts Bay,

by attention to their petitions, and a redress of their griev-

ances, was laid aside
;

that severity was resolved ; and that

the decrying and vilifying the people of that country, and

me their agent, among the rest, was quite a court measure.

It was the ton with all the ministerial folks to abuse them
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and me, in every company, and in every newspaper ,
and it

was intimated to me, as a thing settled, long before it hap-

pened, that the petition for removal of the governors was to

be rejected, the Assembly censured, and myself, who had

presented it, was to be punished by the loss of my place in

the postoffice. For all this I was therefore prepared ; but

the attack from Mr. Whately was, I own, a surprise to me
;

under the abovementioned circumstances of obligation, and

without the slightest provocation, I could not have imag-

ined any man base enough to commence, of his own motion,

such a vexatious suit against me. But a little accidental

information served to throw some light upon the business.

An acquaintance* calling on me, after having just been at

the treasury, showed me what he styled a pretty thing, for a

friend of his
;

it was an order for one hundred and fifty

pounds, payable to Dr. Samuel Johnson, said to be one half

of his yearly pension, and drawn by the secretary of the

treasury on this same Mr. Whately. I then considered him

as a banker to the treasury for the pension money, and

thence as having an interested connexion with the adminis-

tration, that might induce him to act by direction of others

in harassing,me with this suit; which gave me if possible a

still meaner opinion of him, than if he had done it of his

own accord.

What further steps he or his confederates, the ministers,

will take in this cause, I know not. I do not indeed believe

the banker himself, finding there are no profts to be shared,

would willingly lay out a sixpence more upon the suit
;
but

then my finances are not sufficient to cope at law with the

treasury here : especially when administration has taken

* William Strahan, Member of Parliament, and King's Printer.—W.T. F.
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care to prevent my constituents of New England from

paying me any salary, or reimbursing me any expenses, by

a special instruction to the governor, not to sign any warrant

for thatpurpose on the treasury there.

The injustice of thus depriving the people there of the

use of their own money, to pay an agent acting in their

defence, while the governor, with a large salary out of the

money extorted from them by act of Parliament, was enabled

to pay plentifully Mauduit and Wedderburn to abuse and

defame them and their agent, is so evident as to need no

comment. But this they call government !
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To Samuel I HAVE Written a pretty full account to the

ted°^L'ondon" Speaker of the treatment their petition and

25 February, their agent have received here. My letter

went to Symes, and probably you may have

seen it before this can reach you ; therefore, and because I

have a little disorder in my eyes at present, I do not repeat

any part of it to you, nor can I well send a copy to him.

You can have no conception of the rage the ministerial

people have been in with me, on account of my transmitting

those letters. It is quite incomprehensible. If they had

been wise, they might have made a good use of the dis-

covery, by agreeing to lay the blame of our differences on

those, from whom, by those letters, it appeared to have

arisen, and by a change of measures, which would then

have appeared natural, and restored the harmony between

the two countries.
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I send directed to you a set of the late French edition

of my Philosophical Papers.* There are in it several pieces

not in the English. When you have looked them over,

please to give them to Mr. Winthrop for the College

Library.

To Thomas In mine of February 2d, I informed you,

ted^ London' ^^^^^' ^^^^^ ^^^ treatment I had received at the

'April, 1774. Council Board, it was not possible forme to

act longer as your agent, apprehending I could as such be

of no further use to the province. I have nevertheless

given what assistance I could, as a private man, by speak-

ing to members of both Houses, and by joining in the

petitions of the natives of America now happening to be

in London, which were ably drawn by Mr. Lee, to be pre-

sented separately to the several branches of the legislature.

They serve, though without other effect, to show our senti-

ments, and that we did not look on and let the act pass

without bearing our testimony against it. And, indeed,

though called petitions (for under another name they would

not have been received) they are rather re?nonstrances and

protests.

By the enclosed extract of a letter from Wakefield in

Yorkshire to a friend of mine, you will see that the manu-

facturers begin to take the alarm. Another general non-

importation agreement is apprehended by them, which

would complete their ruin. But great pains are taken to

quiet them with the idea, that Boston must immediately

submit, and acknowledge the claims of Parliament, for that

none of the other colonies will adhere to them. A number

* Dubourg's edition, in two quarto volumes, published in 1773.
—Ed.
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of the principal manufacturers from different parts of the

kingdom are now in town, to oppose the new duty on

foreign linens, which they fear may provoke the Germans

to lay discouragements on British manufactures. They
have desired me to meet and dine with them on Wednesday

next, where I shall have an opportunity of learning their

sentiments more fully, and communicating my own.

To Mrs. De- I hoped to have been on the sea in my

lin

*

dated return by this time ;
but find I must stay a

London, 28 few wccks longer, perhaps for the summer

ships. Thanks to God, I continue well and

hearty ;
and I hope to find you so, when I have the happi-

ness once more of seeing you.

Your goddaughter, Amelia Evans that was, (now Mrs.

Barry,) is gone again with her husband and children to

Tunis, where she is to live some time, while her husband,

who is captain of a ship, trades in those seas. Enclosed I

send the affectionate, sensible letter she wrote to me on

taking leave.

My blessing to the children. Mrs. Hewson's have lately

had the smallpox ;
the eldest in the common way very full,

the youngest by inoculation lightly, and both are now well.

But Mr. Hewson is down with a terrible fever, and till

yesterday his life was despaired of. We now begin to hope

his recovery.

To the same, Our family here is in great distress. Poor

don^ May°T ^'^^" Hewson has lost her husband, and Mrs.

1774- Stevenson her son-in-law. He died last Sun-

day morning of a fever, which baffled the skill of our best

physicians. He was an excellent young man, ingenious,

Vol. II.—21 i,
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industrious, useful, and beloved by all that knew him. He
was just established in a profitable, growing business, with

the best prospects of bringing up his young family advan-

tageously. They were a happy couple. All their schemes

of life are now overthrown.

To Thomas With this I cnclosc a list of your new

ted^ London' Council, the Quebec bill, an abstract of the

1 June, 1774. resolutions for laying duties on that province,

and some papers containing the two protests of the Lords,

and a list of those who have voted against the bills.

Lord Chatham, being ill at the time, could not be pres-

ent, or he would probably have voted on the same side.

He has since appeared in the House, and delivered his

sentiments fully on the American measures, blamed us for

destroying the tea, and our declarations of independence

on the Parliament
;
but condemned strongly the measures

taking here in consequence, and spoke honorably of our

province and people, and of their conduct in the late war.

Mr. Lee has gone to make the tour of France and Italy,

and probably will be absent near a year. Just before his

departure he drew up, at my instance, a kind of answer to

the Lords' Committee's Report, for which I furnished him

with most of the materials. I enclose a copy of it. I had

resigned your agency to him, expecting to leave England

about the end of this month ;
but on his departure he has

returned me all the papers, and I feel myself now under a

kind of necessity of continuing, till you can be acquainted

with this circumstance, and have time to give further orders.

Your friendly concern on my account, lest the project for

a subscription postofiice in America should prove prejudicial

to me, is very obliging ;
but you must have learnt, before
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this time, that it was then superfluous, my place having

been taken from me on the 31st of January. As the salary

I received in that office is now ceased, and I have been

lately at near two hundred pounds' expense on the province

account in various ways, I am obliged to request, that some

means may be fallen upon of making me a remittance here ;

for I have little expectation that the instruction will be

recalled on my application.

To Mr. I received with great pleasure yours of May

ted°™London ^5^^' ^^ '^^ informed me of your health and

as July, 1774. happiness. I thank you for your Sermon,

which I read with satisfaction. I am glad that of my good

Bishop* pleased you. I enclose a speech of his on the

same subject. It is deemed here a masterpiece of eloquence.

I send also the last edition of some lines of your friend

Goldsmith, with the addition of my friend Whitefoord's

epitaph, whom you may remember. Also the "Heroic Post-

script," the author of which is yet unknown. He may be

fond of fame as a poet ; but, if he is, his prudence predomi-

nates at present, and prevails with him to shun it.

That which you are acquiring as an orator, gives me

pleasure as your friend
;
and it will give you the most solid

satisfaction, if you find that by your eloquence you can

turn many to righteousness. Without this effect, the preacher

or the priest, in my opinion, is not merely sounding brass

or a tinkling cymbal, which are innocent things ;
he is

rather like the cunning man in the Old Bailey, who con-

jures and tells fools their fortunes to cheat them out of

their money.

« Bishop of St. Asaph.
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To his wife, I enclosc a letter I have just received from

don^ « j'u°y^
y°"^ goddaughter, Mrs. Barry. I vi^rote to

^774- you before, that she had married the captain

of a ship in the Levant trade. She is now again at Tunis,

where you will see she has lately lain in of her third child.

Her father, you know, was a geographer,* and his daughtei

has some connexion, I think, with the whole globe ; being

born herself in America, and having her first child in Asia,

her second in Europe, and now her third in Africa.

Mrs. Stevenson presents her best respects. She too is

very happy in her two grandsons. Her daughter, our poor

Polly, who lately lost. her good husband, has become rich

by the death of her aunt. I am ever, my dear Debby, your

affectionate husband. f

* Lewis Evans, of Philadelphia.

t This was the last letter we have from Franklin to his wife. She died ol

paralysis, on Monday, the 19th of December, 1774, in the seventieth year of

her age.

In a letter which Governor Franklin wrote to his father, five days later,

announcing her decease, he said :

" Her death was no more than might be reasonably expected after the

paralytick stroke she received some time ago, which greatly affected her

memory and understanding. She told me when I took leave of her on my
removal to Amboy, that she never expected to see you unless you returned

this winter, for that she was sure she should not live till next summer. I

heartily wish you had happened to have come over in the fall, as I think her

disappointment in that respect preyed a good deal on her spiriis.

* ************
"

It gives me great pleasure to find that you have so perfect an enjoyment
of that greatest of blessings, health. But I cannot help being concerned to

find that notwithstanding you are so sensible that you cannot in the course

of nature long expect the continuance of it, yet you postpone your return to

your family. If there was any prospect of your being able to bring the

people in power to your way of thinking, or those of your way of thinking

being brought into power, I should not think so much of your stay. But as

you have had by this time pretty strong proofs that neither can be reasonably

expected, and that you are looked upon with an evil eye in that country and
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To William Cousin Jonathan Williams is now with me,
Franklin, da- , , . . -it
ted London,

^"^ engaged m posting and settling my ac-

7 September, counts, which will be done before the next
1774.

packet, when I shall send what concerns

Parker's.

You mention, that my presence is wished for at the

Congress; but no person besides in America has given me
the least intimation of such a desire, and it is thought by
the great friends of the colonies here, that I ought to stay

till the result of the Congress arrives, when my presence

here may be useful. All depends on the Americans them-

selves. If they make, and keep firmly, resolutions not to

consume British manufactures till their grievances are re-

dressed, this ministry must fall, and the laws be repealed.

This is the opinion of all the wise men here.

I hear nothing of the proposal you have made for a con-

gress of governors. I do not wonder so much as you do,

that the Massachusetts have not offered payment for the

tea. First, because of the uncertainty of the act, which

gives them no security that the port shall be opened on

are in no small danger of being brought into trouble for your political con-

duct, you had certainly better return while you are able to bear the fatigue

of the voyage, to a country where the people revere you and are inclined to

pay a deference to your opinion. I wonder none of them, as you say,

requested your attendance at the late Congress, for I heard from all quarters
that your return was ardently wished for at that time, and I have since heard

it lamented by many that you were not at that meeting ;
as they imagined,

had you been there, you would have framed some plan of accommodation
of our differences that would have met with the approbation of a majority
of the delegates, though it would not liave coincided with the deep designs
of those who influenced that majority. However mad you may think the

measures of the ministry are, yet I trust you have candor enough to acknowl-

edge that we are no way behindhand with them in * * * of madness
on this side of the water. However, it is a disagreeable subject, and I will

drop M."--Letters to Franklin, p. 59.

21*
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their making that payment. Secondly, no precise sum is

demanded. Thirdly, no one knows what will satisfy the

custom-house ofificers
; nor who the others are, that must

be satisfied
; nor what will satisfy them. And fourthly,

they are in the King's power, after all, as to how much of

the port shall be opened. As to "
doing justice before they

ask it," that should have been thought of by the legislature

here, before they demanded it of the Bostonians. They
have extorted many thousand pounds from America uncon-

stitutionally, under color of acts of Parliament, and with

an armed force. Of this money they ought to make restitu-

tion. They might first have taken out payment for the tea,

and returned the rest. But you, who are a thorough courtier,

see every thing with government eyes.

I am sorry for the loss of Sir William Johnson, especially

at this time of danger from an Indian war.* I see by the

papers that you were with him at the time. A Spanish war

is now seriously apprehended; an"" the stocks of course are

falling.

To Mrs. Jane I hope you continue in health, as I do,

London 26
thauks to God. But I wish to know how you

September, fare in the present distress of our dear country.
1774.

I am apprehensive, that the letters between us,

though very innocent ones, are intercepted. They might

restore to me yours at least, after reading them
; especially

as I never complain of broken, patched-up seals (of late

*
Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs in North America previous

to the Revolution, colonel of the Six Nations, and a major-general in the

British service; was born in Ireland in 1715, and died at Johnstown, in

Fulton County, N. Y., July 11, 1774.—Ed.
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very common), because I know not on whom to fix the

fact.

I see in a Boston paper of August iSth, an article express-

ing,
" that it is generally believed Dr. Franklin has received

a promise of being restored to the royal favor, and pro-

moted to an office superior to that which he resigned." I

have made no public ans\\ner to any of the abuses I have

received in the papers here, nor shall I to this. But as I

am anxious to preserve your good opinion, and as I know

your sentiments, and that you must be much afflicted your-

self, and even despise me, if you thought me capable of

accepting any office from this government, while it is acting
with so much hostility towards my native country, I cannot

miss this first opportunity of assuring you, that there is not

the least foundation for such a report; that, so far from

having any promise of royal favor, I hear of nothing but

royal and ministerial displeasure ; which, indeed, as things

at present stand, I consider as an honor. I have seen no

minister since January, nor had the least communication

with them. The generous and noble friends of America in

both Houses do indeed favor me with their notice and

regard ; but they are in disgrace at court, as well as myself.

Be satisfied, that I shall do nothing to lessen me in your

esteem, or my own. I shall not, by the least concurrence

with the present measures, merit any court favor, nor accept
of an)'^, if it were offered me, which, however, is not at all

likely to happen.

As those here, who most interest themselves in behalf of

America, conceive, that my being present at the arrival of

the proceedings of the Congress and the meeting of Parlia-

ment may be of use, I submit to their judgment, and think

it now likely, that I shall not return till spring.
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To Richard The bearer, Mr. Thomas Paine, is very well
Bache, dated j j ^ • • ^i

London qo
recommended to me, as an mgenious, worthy

September, young man. He goes to Pennsylvania with a

view of settling there. I request you to give

him your best advice and countenance, as he is quite a

stranger there. If you can put him in a way of obtaining

employment as a clerk, or assistant tutor in a school, or

assistant surveyor, (of all which I think him very capable,)

so that he may procure a subsistence at least, till he can

make acquaintance and obtain a knowledge of the country,

you will do well, and much oblige your affectionate father.

My love to Sally and the boys.*

To James If we Continue firm and united, and reso-

Bowdoin, da-
, ^ ,

• ^ • ^1

ted London lutcly pcrsist m the non-consumption agree-

25 Feb., 1775. ment, this adverse ministry cannot possibly

stand another year. And surely the great body of our

people, the farmers and artificers, will not find it hard to

keep an agreement by which they both save and gain. The

traders only can suffer, and, where they do really suffer,

some compensation should if possible be made them.

Hitherto the conduct of the colonies has given them great

' In a letter dated from Philadelphia, March 4, 1775, Paine thus acknowl-

edges his obligations to Franklin for his letters of introduction :

" Your countenancing me has obtained for me many friends and much

reputation, for which please to accept my sincere thanks. I have been

applied to by several gentlemen to instruct their sons, on very advan-

tageous terms to myself; and a printer and bookseller here, a man of repu-

tation and property, Robert Aitkin, has lately attempted a Magazine, but,

having little or no turn that way himself, he has applied to me for assistance.

He had not above six hundred subscribers when I first assisted him. We
have now upwards of fifteen hundred, and daily increasing. I have not

entered into terms with him. This is only the second number. The first

I was not concerned in."—Ed.
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reputation all over Europe. By a brave perseverance, with

prudence and moderation, not forward in acting offensively,

but resolute in defence when necessary, they will establish

a respectable character both for wisdom and courage ;
and

then they will find friends everywhere. The eyes of all

Christendom are now upon us, and our honor as a people is

become a matter of the utmost consequence to be taken

care of. If we tamely give up our rights in this contest, a

century to come will not restore us in the opinion of the

world ; we shall be stamped with the character of dastards,

poltrons, and fools
;
and be despised and trampled upon,

not by this haughty, insolent nation only, but by all man-

kind. Present inconveniences are, therefore, to be borne

with fortitude, and better times expected.

" Informes hyemes reducit

Jupiter; idem

Summovet. Non si male nunc, et olim

Sic erit."

I am much pleased with Mr. Quincy. It is a thousand

pities his strength of body is not equal to his strength of

mind. His zeal for the public, like that of David for God's

house, will, I fear, eat him up.

To Joseph In my last I mentioned to you my showing
a oway, a-

^^^j. |g^j^ ^^ union to Lords Chatham and
ted London, -' ^

25 Feb., 1775- Camden. I now hear, that you had sent it to

Lord Dartmouth. Lord Gower I believe alluded to it,

when in the House he censured the Congress severely, as

first resolving to receive a plan for uniting the colonies to

the mother country, and afterwards rejecting it, and order-

ing their first resolution to be erased out of their minutes.

Permit me to hint to you, that it is whispered here by min-
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isterial people, that yourself and Mr. Jay of New York are

friends to their measures, and give them private intelligence

of the views of the popular or country party in America.

I do not believe this
;
but I thought it a duty of friendship

to acquaint you with the report.*

I have not heard what objections were made to the plan

in the Congress, nor would I make more than this one, that,

when I consider the extreme corruption prevalent among all

orders of men in this old, rotten state, and the glorious

public virtue so predominant in our rising country, I can-

not but apprehend more mischief than benefit from a closer

union. I fear they will drag us after them in all the plun-

dering wars, which their desperate circumstances, injustice,

and rapacity, may prompt them to undertake
;
and their

wide-wasting prodigality and profusion is a gulf that will

swallow up every aid we may distress ourselves to afford them.

Here numberless and needless places, enormous salaries,

pensions, perquisites, bribes, groundless quarrels, foolish

expeditions, false accounts or no account, contracts and

jobs, devour all revenue, and produce continual necessity

in the midst of natural plenty. I apprehend, therefore, that

to unite us intimately will only be to corrupt and poison

us also. It seems like Mezentius' coupling and binding

together the dead and the living.

" Torment! genus, et sanie taboque fluentes, •

Complexu in misero, longa sic morte necabat."

However, I would try any thing, and bear any thing that

can be borne with safety to our just liberties, rather than

* Galloway was one of the delegates to the first Congress from Pennsyl-
vania. Neither his sentiinents nor his aims accorded with those of the

prominent patriots, who were assembled on that occasion. He proposed a

plan of reconciliation, which was disapproved and rejected.
—S.
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engage in a war with such relations, unless compelled to it

by dire necessity in our own defence.

But, should that plan be again brought forward, I imagine,

that, before establishing the union, it would be necessary to

agree on the following preliminary articles.

1. The Declaratory Act of Parliament to be repealed.

2. All acts of Parliament, or parts of acts, laying duties'

on the colonies to be repealed.

3. All acts of Parliament altering the charters, or con-

stitutions, or laws of any colony, to be repealed.

4. All acts of Parliament restraining manufactures to be

repealed.

5. Those parts of the navigation acts, which are for the

good of the whole empire, such as require that ships in the

trade should be British or Plantation built, and navigated by

three fourths British subjects, with the duties necessary for

regulating commerce, to be reenacted by both Parliaments.

6. Then, to induce the Americans to see the regulating

acts faithfully executed, it would be well to give the duties

collected in each colony to the treasury of that colony, and

let the governor and Assembly appoint the ofiicers to collect

them, and proportion their salaries. Thus the business will

be cheaper and better done, and the misunderstandings

between the two countries, now created and fomented by

the unprincipled wretches, generally appointed from Eng-

land, be entirely prevented.

These are hasty thoughts submitted to your consideration.

You will see the new proposal of Lord North, made on

Monday last, which I have sent to the Committee.* Those

* "
That, when the Governor, Council, and Assembly, or General Court

of his Majesty's provinces, or colonies, shall propose to make provision
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m administration, who are for violent measures, are said to

dislike it. The others rely upon it as a means of dividing,

and by that means subduing us. But I cannot conceive,

that any colony will undertake to grant a revenue to a

government, that holds a sword over their heads with a

threat to strike the moment they cease to give, or do not

give so much as it is pleased to expect. In such a situation,

where is the right of giving our own property freely, or the

right to judge of our own ability to give? It seems to me

the language of a highwayman, who, with a pistol in your

face, says,
" Give me your purse, and then I will not put

my hand into your pocket. But give me all your money,

or I will shoot you through the head."

To a friend Being about to embark for America,* this

nent^^ ^a^tld
^^"^ ^^ J^'^^ ^° ^^^^ leave, wishing you every

London, Wud of fclicity, and to request that, if you

have not yet purchased for me the Theatnim

Machinarum, you will now omit doing it, as
1775

according to their respective conditions, circumstances, and situations, for

contributing their proportion to the common defence ;
such proportion to

be raised under the authorities of the General Court, or General Assembly,

of such province or colony, and disposable by Parliament ; and shall engage

to make provision also for the support of the civil government, and the ad-

ministration of justice in such province or colony ;
it will be proper, if such

proposal shall be approved by his Majesty in Parliament, and for so long as

such provision shall be made accordingly, to forbear in respect of such prov-

ince or colony, to levy any duties, tax, or assessment, or to impose any

further duty, tax, or assessment, except only such duties as it may be expe-

dient to impose for the regulation of commerce
;
the net produce of the

duties last mentioned, to be carried to the account of such province, colony,

or plantation respectively."
—Almon's ParUamentary Register, vol. i. p. 196.

* Franklin remained in London several months after he announced his

purpose to surrender the agency of the colonies, in the hope that something

useful might result from negotiations which Lord Chatham and others had

opened with him. They came to nothing, except to demonstrate, what wa.»
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I have the offer of a set here. But if you have purchased

it, your draft on me will be duly paid in my absence by

already apparent to many of the leading statesmen in America, that the

union of England with her transatlantic possessions was unnatural and

could not endure. Penetrated at last himself with this conviction, Franklin

placed his London agencies in the hands of Arthur Lee, and sailed :n tlie

Pennsylvania packet for America on the 20th of March, 1775, just three

days after this letter was written. During the voyage he addressed to his

son an account of his closing negotiations, which constitutes a most import-

ant chapter in the history of the causes which led ^o the independence of

America.

Unhappily, there is too good reason to believe that Wm. Temple Franklin

took the same liberties with this precious document that he appears to have

allowed himself to take with the Autobiography. My authority for these

suspicions may be found in the following paragraph with which Thomas

Jefferson closes his Autobiography :

"
I left Monticello on the first of March, 1790, for New York. At Phila-

delphia I called on the venerable and beloved Franklyn. He was then on

the bed of sickness from which he never rose. My recent return from a

country in which he had left so many friends, and the perilous convulsions

to which they had been exposed, revived all his anxieties to know what part

they had taken, what had been their course, and what their fate. He went

over all in succession, with a rapidity and animation almost too much for

his strength. When all his inquiries were satisfied, and a pause took place,

I told him I had learned with much pleasure that, since his return to

America, he had been occupied in preparing for the world the history of his

own life.

" '

I cannot say much of that," said he; 'but I will give you a sample of

what I shall leave;' and he directed his httle grandson (William Bache),

who was standing by the bedside, to hand him a paper from the table to

which he pointed. He did so ; and the Doctor, putting it into my hands,

desired me to take it and read it at my leisure. It was about a quire of

folio paper, written in a large and running hand, very much like his own.

I looked into it slightly, then shut it, and said I would accept his permission

to read it, and would carefully return it. He said,
'

No, keep it." Not cer-

tain of his meaning, I again looked into it, folded it for my pocket, and said

again, I would certainly return it. 'No,' said he, 'keep it.'

"
I put it into my pocket, and shortly after took leave of him. He died

on the 17th of the ensuing month of April ;
and as I understood that he had

bequeathed all his papers to his grandson, William Temple Franklyn, I

immediately wrote to Mr. Franklyn, to inform him I possessed this paper,

Vol. II.—22
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Mrs. Stevenson, in whose hands I leave all my little affairs

till my return, which I propose, God willing, in October.

Mrs. Stevenson keeps the house in Craven Street, wherein

I have always lodged since my residence in London.

which I should consider as his property, and would deliver to his order. He
came on immediately to New York, called on me for it, and I delivered it

to him. As he put it into his pocket, he said carelessly, he had either the

original or another copy of it, I do not recollect which. This last expres-

sion struck my attention forcibly, and for the first time suggested to me the

thought that Dr. Franklyn had meant it as a confidential deposit in my hands,

md that I had done wrong in parting from it. I have not yet seen the col-

lection he published of Dr. Franklyn's works, and, therefore, know not if

this is among them. I have been told it is not. It contained a narrative of

'.he negotiations between Dr. Franklyn and the British ministry, when he

A^as endeavouring to prevent the contest of arms that followed. The nego-

tiation was brought about by the intervention of Lord Howe and his sister,

who, I believe, was called Lady Howe; but I may misremember her title.

Lord Howe seems to have been friendly to America, and exceedingly an.x-

ious to prevent a rupture. His intimacy with Dr. Franklyn, and his position

with the ministry, induced him to undertake mediation between them; in

which his sister seemed to have been associated. They carried from one to

the other, backwards and forwards, the several propositions, and answers,

which passed, and seconded with their own intercessions the importance of

mutual sacrifices, to preserve the peace and connection of the two countries.

I remember that Lord North's answers were dry, unyielding in the spirit of

unconditional submission, and betrayed an absolute indifference to the

occurrence of a rupture, and he said to the mediators distinctly at last, that

' a rebellion was not to be deprecated on the part of Great Britain
;
that the

confiscations it would produce would provide for many of their friends.'

This expression was reported by the mediators to Dr. Franklyn, and indi-

cated so cool and calculated a purpose in the ministry as to render compro-

mise hopeless, and the negotiation was discontinued. If this is not among
the papers published, we ask, what has become of it? I delivered it with

my own hands into those of Temple Franklyn. It certainly established

views so atrocious in the British government that its suppression would, to

them, be worth a great price. But could the grandson of Dr. Franklyn be,

in such degree, an accomplice in the parricide of the memory of his immor-

tal grandfather? The suspension for more than twenty years of the general

publication, bequeathed and confided to him, produced for a while hard

suspicions against him
;
and if, at last, all are not published, a part of these

suspicions may remain with some."—Ed.
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Be pleased to present my humble respects to your good
Prince with my best wishes for his prosperity, and repeat

my thankful acknowledgment for his gracious and benevo-

lent proposition in my favor, of which, though I could not,

for the reasons I gave you, avail myself, I shall nevertheless

always retain the most grateful sense, and if either here or

in America, I could render his highness any kind of service,

it would give me infinite pleasure.



CHAPTER X.

AN ACCOUNT OF NEGOTIATIONS IN LONDON FOR EF-

FECTING A RECONCILIATION BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN

AND THE AMERICAN COLONIES.

On board the Pennsylvania Packet, Captain Osborne,

bound to Philadelphia, March 22d, 1775.

Dear Son,

Having now a little leisure for writing, I will endeavour,

as I promised you, to recollect what particulars I can of

the negotiations I have lately been concerned in, with

regard to the mtstmderstandings betweeti Great Britain and

America.

During the recess of the last Parliament, which had

passed the severe acts against the Province of the Massa-

chusetts Bay, the minority having been sensible of their

weakness, as an effect of their want of union among them-

selves, began to think seriously of a coalition. For they

saw in the violence of these American measures, if persisted

in, a hazard of dismembering, weakening, and perhaps ruin-

ing the British empire. This inclined some of them to

propose such an union with each other, as might be more

respectable in the ensuing session, have more weight in

opposition, and be a body out of which a new ministry

might easily be formed, should the ill success of the late

256
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measures, and the firmness of the colonies in resisting them,

make a change appear necessary to the King.
I took some pains to promote this disposition, in conver-

sations with several of the principal among the minority of

both Houses, whom I besought and conjured most earnestly

not to suffer, by their little misunderstandings, so glorious

a fabric as the present British empire to be demolished by
these blunderers; and for their encouragement assured

them, as far as my opinions could give any assurance, of the

firmness and tinanimity of America, the continuance of

which was what they had frequent doubts of, and appeared

extremely apprehensive and anxious concerning it.

From the time of the affront given me at the Council

Board, in January, 1774, I had never attended the levee of

any minister. I made no justification of myself from the

charges brought against me; I made no return of the injury

by abusing my adversaries ; but held a cool, sullen silence,

reserving myself to some future opportunity; for which

conduct I had several reasons not necessary here to specify.

Now and then I heard it said, that the reasonable part of

the administration was ashamed of the treatment they had

given me. I suspected that some who told me this, did it

to draw from me my sentiments concerning it, and perhaps

my purposes ; but I said little or nothing upon the subject.

In the mean time, their measures with regard to New

England failing of the success that had been confidently

expected, and finding themselves more and more embar-

rassed, they began, as it seems, to think of making use of

me, if they could, to assist in disengaging them. But it

was too humiliating to think of applying to me openly and

directly, and therefore it was contrived to obtain what they
could of my sentiments through others.

22*
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The accounts from America during the recess all mani-

fested, that the measures of administration had neither

divided nor intimidated the people there
; that, on the con-

trary, they were more and more united and determined ;

and that a non-importation agreement was likely to take

place. The ministry thence apprehending that this, by

distressing the trading and manufacturing towns, might in-

fluence votes against the court in the elections for a new

Parliament (which were in course to come on the succeed-

ing year), suddenly and unexpectedly dissolved the old one,

and ordered the choice of a new one within the shortest

time admitted by law, before the inconveniences of that

agreement could begin to be felt, or produce any such

effect.

When I came to England in 1757, you may remember I

made several attempts to be introduced to Lord Chatham

(at that time first minister), on account of my Pennsylvania

business, but without success. He was then too great a man,

or too much occupied in affairs of greater moment. I was

therefore obliged to content myself with a kind of non-

apparent and unacknowledged communication through Mr.

Potter and Mr. Wood, his secretaries, who seemed to culti-

vate an acquaintance with me by their civilities, and drew

from me what information I could give relative to the

American war, with my sentiments occasionally on measures

that were proposed or advised by others, which gave me the

opportunity of recommending and enforcing the utility of

conquering Canada. I afterwards considered Mr. Pitt as

an inaccessible. I admired him at a distance, and made no

more attempts for a nearer acquaintance. I had only once

or twice the satisfaction of hearing through Lord Shelburne,

and I think Lord Stanhope, that he did me the honor
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of mentioning me sometimes as a person of respectable

character.

But towards the end of August last, returning from

Brighthelmstone, I called to visit my friend Mr. Sargent,

at his seat, Halsted in Kent, agreeable to a former engage-
ment. He let me know, that he had promised to conduct

me to Lord Stanhope's at Chevening, who expected I would

call on him when I came into that neighbourhood. We
accordingly waited on Lord Stanhope that evening, who
told me Lord Chatham desired to see me, and that Mr.

Sargent's house, where I was to lodge, being in the way,
he would call for me there the next morning, and carry me
to Hayes. This was done accordingly. That truly great

man received me with abundance of civility, inquired par-

ticularly into the situation of affairs in America, spoke

feelingly of the severity of the late laws against the Massa-

chusetts, gave me some account of his speech in opposing

them, and expressed great regard and esteem for the people
of that country, who he hoped would continue firm and

united in defending by all peaceable and legal means their

constitutional rights. I assured him, that I made no doubt

they would do so
; which he said he was pleased to hear

from me, as he was sensible I must be well acquainted with

them.

I then took occasion to remark to him, that in former

cases great empires had crumbled first at their extremities,

from this cause
;

that countries remote from the seat and

eye of government, which therefore could not well under-

stand their affairs for want of full and true information, had

never been well governed, but had been oppressed by bad

governors, on presumption that complaint was difficult to

be made and supported against them at such a distance.
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Hence, such governors had been encouraged to go on, till

their oppressions became intolerable. But that this empire
had happily found, and long been in the practice of, a

method, whereby every province was well governed, being
trusted in a great measure with the government of itself

;
and

that hence had arisen such satisfaction in the subjects, and

such encouragement to new settlements, that, had it not

been for the late wrong politics, (which would have Parlia-

ment to be omntpotetii, though it ought not to be so unless

it could at the same time be ommscie?it,^ we might have gone
on extending our western empire, adding province to prov-

ince, as far as the South Sea. That I lamented the ruin

which seemed impending over so fine a plan, so well

adapted to make all the subjects of the greatest empire

happy ; and I hoped that, if his Lordship, with the other

great and wise men of the British nation, would unite and

exert themselves, it might yet be rescued out of the mangling
hands of the present set of blundering ministers ; and that

the union and harmony between Britain and her colonies,

so necessary to the welfare of both, might be restored.

He replied, with great politeness, that my idea of extend-

ing our empire in that manner was a sound one, worthy of

a great, benevolent, and comprehensive mind. He wished

with me for a good understanding among the different parts

of the opposition here, as a means of restoring the ancient

harmony of the two countries, which he most earnestly

desired ; but he spoke of the coalition of our domestic

parties, as attended with difficulty, and rather to be desired

than expected. He mentioned an opinion prevailing here,

that America aimed at setting up for itself as an independent

state; or, at least, to get rid of the Navigation Acts. I

assured him, that, having more than once travelled almost
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from one end of the continent to the other, and kept a

great variety of company, eating, drinking, and conversing

with them freely, I never had heard in any conversation,

from any person, drunk or sober, the least expression of a

wisn for a separation, or hint that such a thing would be

advantageous to America. And as to the Navigation Act,

the main, material part of it, that of carrying on trade in

British or plantation bottoms, excluding foreign ships from

our ports, and navigating with three quarters British sea-

men, was as acceptable to us as it could be to Britain. That

we were even not against regulations of the general com-

merce by Parliament, provided such regulations were bond

fide for the benefit of the whole ejjipire, not for the small

advantage of one part to the great injury of another, such

as the obliging our ships to call in England with our wine

and fruit, from Portugal or Spain ;
the restraints on our

manufactures, in the woollen and hatmaking branches, the

prohibiting of slitting-mills, steel-works, &c. He allowed,

that some amendment might be made in those acts; but

said those relating to the slitting-mills, trip-hammers, and

steel-works, were agreed to by our agents, in a compromise

on the opposition made here to abating the duty.

In fine, he expressed much satisfaction in my having

called upon him, and particularly in the assurances I had

given him, that America did not aim at independence ; add-

ing, that he should be glad to see me again as often as

might be. I said, I should not fail to avail myself of the

permission he was pleased to give me of waiting upon his

Lordship occasionally, being very sensible of the honor,

and of the great advantages and improvement I should reap,

from his instructive conversation ; which indeed was not a

mere compliment.
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The new Parliament was to meet the 29th of November.

1774. About the beginning of that month, being at the

Royal Society, Mr. Raper, one of our members, told me
there was a certain lady who had a desire of playing with

me at chess, fancying she could beat me, and had requested

him to bring me to her. It was, he said, a lady with whose

acquaintance he was sure I should be pleased, a sister of

Lord Howe's, and he hoped I would not refuse the chal-

lenge. I said, I had been long out of practice, but would

wait upon the lady when he and she should think fit. He
told me where her house was, and would have me call soon,

and without further introduction, which I undertook to do;

but, thinking it a little awkward, I postponed it ; and on

the 30th, meeting him again at the feast of the Society

election, being the day after the Parliament met, he put me

in mind of my promise, and that I had not kept it, and

would have me name a day when he said he would call for

me, and conduct me. I named the Friday following. He
called accordingly. I went with him, played a few games
with the lady, whom I found of very sensible conversation

and pleasing behaviour, which induced me to agree most

readily to an appointment for another meeting a few days

afterwards
; though I had not the least apprehension that

any political business could have any connexion with this

new acquaintance.

On the Thursday preceding this chess party, Mr. David

Barclay called on me to have some discourse concerning

the meeting of merchants to petition Parliament. When
that was over, he spoke of the dangerous situation of

American affairs, the hazard that a civil war might be

brought on by the present measures, and the great merit

that person would have, who could contrive some means of
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preventing so terrible a calamity, and bring about a recon-

ciliation. He was then pleased to add, that he was per-

suaded, from my knowledge of both countries, my character

and influence in one of them, and my abilities in business,

no man had it so much in his power as myself. I naturally

answered, that I should be very happy if I could in any

degree be instrumental in so good a work, but that I saw

no prospect of it ; for, though I was sure the Americans

were always willing and ready to agree upon any equitable

terms, yet I thought an accommodation impracticable,

unless both sides wished it; and, by what I could judge

from the proceedings of the ministry, I did not believe they

had the least disposition towards it
;

that they rather wished

•to provoke the North American people into an open rebel-

lion, which might justify a military execution, and thereby

gratify a grounded malice, which I conceived to exist here

against the Whigs and Dissenters of that country. Mr.

Barclay apprehended I judged too hardly of the ministers;

he was persuaded they were not all of that temper, and he

fancied they would be very glad to get out of their present

embarrassment on any terms, only saving the honor and

dignity of government. He wished, therefore, that I would

think of the matter, and he would call again and converse

with me further upon it. I said I would do so, as he re-

quested it, but I had no opinion of its answering any pur-

pose. We parted upon this. But two days after I received

a letter from him, enclosed in a note from Dr. Fothergill,

both which follow.

"Youngsbury, near Ware, 3d 12th Month, 1774.

" Esteemed Friend,

"After we parted on Thursday last, I accidentally met

our mutual friend, Dr. Fothergill, in my way home, and
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intimated to him the subject of our discourse; in conse-

quence of which, I have received from him an invitation to

a further conference on this momentous affair, and I intend

to be in town to-morrow accordingly, to meet at his house

between four and five o'clock; and we unite in the request

of thy company. We are neither of us insensible, that the

affair is of that magnitude as should almost deter private

persons from meddling with it ; at the same time we are

respectively such well-wishers to the cause, that nothing in

our power ought to be left undone, though the utmost of

our efforts may be unavailable, I am thy respectful friend,
" David Barclay.

"Dr. Franklin, Craven Street.'"

" Dr. Fothergill presents his respects to Dr. Franklin,-

and hopes for the favor of his company in Harpur Street

to-morrow evening, to meet their mutual friend, David

Barclay, to confer on American affairs. As near five o'clock

as may be convenient.
' '

Harpur Street, 3^ inst.
' '

The time thus appointed was the evening of the day on

which I was to have my second chess party with the agree-

able Mrs. Howe, whom I met accordingly. After playing

as long as we liked, we fell into a little chat, partly on a

mathematical problem,* and partly about the new Parlia-

ment, then just met, when she said, "And what is to be

done with this dispute between Great Britain and the colo-

nies ? I hope we are not to have a civil war." "They
should kiss and be friends," said I; "what can they do

better? Quarrelling can be of service to neither, but is

* This lady (which is a little unusual in ladies) has a good deal of mathe-

matical knowledge.
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ruin to both." "I have often said," replied she, ''that I

wished government would employ you to settle the dispute

for them ; I am sure nobody could do it so well. Do not

you think that the thing is practicable?" "Undoubtedly,

Madam, if the parties are disposed to reconciliation ]
for

th; two Gountries have really no clashing interests to differ

about. It is rather a matter of punctilio, which two or

three reasonable people might settle in half an hour. I

thank you for the good opinion you are pleased to express

of me ; but the ministers will never think of employing me

in that good work; they choose rather to abuse me."

"Ay," said she, "they have behaved shamefully to you.

And indeed some of them are now ashamed of it them-

selves." I looked upon this as accidental conversation,

thought no more of it, and went in the evening to the

appointed meeting at Dr. Fothergill's, where I found Mr.

Barclay with him.

The Doctor expatiated feelingly on the mischiefs likely

to ensue from the present difference, the necessity of accom-

modating it, and the great merit of being instrumental in

so good a work
; concluding with some compliments to me ;

that nobody understood the subject so thoroughly, and had

a better head for business of the kind
\ that it seemed there-

fore a duty incumbent on me, to do every thing I could

to accomplish a reconciliation
;
and that, as he had with

pleasure heard from David Barclay, that I had promised to

think of it, he hoped I had put pen to paper, and formed

some plan for consideration, and brought it with me. I

answered, that I had formed no plan \ as, the more I

thought of the proceedings against the colonies, the more

satisfied I was, that there did not exist the least disposition

in the ministry to an accommodation ; that therefore all

Vol. n—23 U
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plans must be useless. He said, I might be mistaken
; that,

whatever was the violence of some, he had reason, good-

reason, to believe others were differently disposed ; and that,

if I would draw a plan, which we three upon considering

should judge reasonable, it might be made use of, and

answer some good purpose, since he believed that either

himself or David Barclay could get it communicated to

some of the most moderate among the ministers, who would

consider it with attention
; and what appeared reasonable

to us, two of us being Englishmen, might appear so to

them.

As they both urged this with great earnestness, and, when

I mentioned the impropriety of my doing any thing of the

kind at the time we were in daily expectation of hearing

from the Congress, who undoubtedly would be explicit on

the means of restoring a good understanding, they seemed

impatient, alleging, that it was uncertain when we should

receive the result of the Congress, and what it would be;

that the least delay might be dangerous ;
that additional

punishments for New England were in contemplation, and

accidents might widen the breach, and make it irreparable;

therefore, something preventive could not be too soon

thought of and applied. I was therefore finally prevailed

with to promise doing what they desired, and to meet them

again on 'fuesday evening at the same place, and bring

with me something for their consideration.

Accordingly, at the time, I met with them, and produced
the following paper.
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" Hints for Conversation ujion the Subject of Terms

that might probably produce a Durable Union between

Britain and the Colonies.

'*
I. The tea destroyed to be paid for.

"
2. The Tea-duty Act to be repealed, and all the duties

that have been received upon it to be repaid into the treas-

uiies of the several provinces from which they have been

collected.
"

3. The Acts of Navigation to be all reenacted in the

colonies.

"4. A naval officer, appointed by the crown, to reside

in each colony, to see that those acts are observed.
"

5. All the acts restraining manufactures in the colonies

to be repealed.

"6. All duties arising on the acts for regulating trade

with the colonies, to be for the public use of the respective

colonies, and paid into their treasuries. The collectors and

custom-house officers to be appointed by each governor,
and not sent from England.

"
7. In consideration of the Americans maintaining their

own peace establishment, and the monopoly Britain is to

have of their commerce, no requisition to be made from

them in time of peace.

"8. No troops to enter and quarter in any colony, but

with the consent of its legislature.

"9. In time of war, on requisition made by the King, with

the consent of Parliament, every colony shall raise money
by the following rules or proportions, viz. If Britain, on

account of the war, raises three shillings in the pound to its

land tax, then the colonies to add to their last general pro-

vincial peace tax a sum equal to one fourth thereof; and if

Britain, on the same account, pays four shillings in the

pound, then the colonies to add to their said last peace tax

a sura equal to half thereof, which additional tax is to be
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granted to his Majesty, and to be employed in raising and

paying men for land or sea service, furnishing provisions,

transports, or for such other purposes as the King shall

require and direct. And, though no colony may contribute

less, each may add as much by voluntary grant as they shall

think proper.
" lo. Castle William to be restored to the province of

the Massachusetts Bay, and no fortress built by the crown

in any province, but with the consent of its legislature.

"ii. The late Massachusetts and Quebec Acts to be

repealed, and a free government granted to Canada.
" 12. All judges to be appointed during good behaviour,

with equally permanent salaries, to be paid out of the prov-
ince revenues by appointment of the Assemblies. Or, if

the judges are to be appointed during the pleasure of the

crown, let the salaries be during the pleasure of the Assem-

blies, as heretofore,
"

13. Governors to be supported by the Assemblies of

each province.
"

14. If Britain will give up its monopoly of the Ameri-

can commerce, then the aid above mentioned to be given

by America in time of peace as well as in time of war.

"15. The extension of the act of Henry the Eighth,

concerning treasons, to the colonies, to be formally disowned

by Parliament.
'•' 16. The American admiralty courts reduced to the

same powers they have in England, and the acts establishing

them to be reenacted in America.

"17. All powers of internal legislation in the colonies

to be disclaimed by Parliament."

In reading this paper a second time, I gave my reasons

at length for each article.

On \}i\t first \ observed, That, when the injury was done,

Britain had a right to reparation, and would certainly have
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had it on demand, as was the case when injury was done by

mobs in the time of the Stamp Act ;
or she might have a

right to return an equal injury, if she rather chose to do

that
',
but she could not have a right both to reparation and

to return an equal injury; much less had she a right to

return the injury ten or twenty fold, as she had done by

blocking up the port of Boston. All which extra injury

ought, in my judgment, to be repaired by Britain. That,

therefore, if paying for the tea was agreed to by me, as an

article fit to be proposed, it was merely from a desire of

peace, and in compliance with their opinion expressed at

our first meeting, that this was a sine qua non, that the

dignity of Britain required it, and that, if this was agreed

to, every thing else would be easy. This reasoning was

allowed to be just ;
but still the article was thought neces-

sary to stand as it did.

On the second, That the act should be repealed, as having

never answered any good purpose, as having been the cause

of the present nnischief, and never likely to be executed.

That, the act being considered as unconstitutional by th*^

Americans, and what the Parliament had no right to make,

they must consider all the money extorted by it, as so much

wrongfully taken, and of which therefore restitution ought

to be made
;
and the rather, as it would furnish a fund out

of which the payment for the tea destroyed might best be

defrayed. The gentlemen were of opinion, that the first

part of this article, viz. the repeal, might be obtained, but

not the refunding part, and therefore advised striking that

out
; but, as I thought it just and right, I insisted on its

standing.

On the third and fourth articles I observed, we were

frequently charged with views of abolishing the Navigation

23*
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Act. That, in truth, those parts of it which were of most

importance to Britain, as tending to increase its naval

strength, viz. those restraining the trade, to be carried on

only in ships belonging to British subjects, navigated by
at least three quarters British or colony seamen, &c., were

as acceptable to us as they could be to Britain, since we

wished to employ our own ships in preference to foreigners,

and had no desire to see foreign ships enter our ports.

That indeed the obliging us to land some of our commodi-

ties in England before we could carry them to foreign

markets, and forbidding our importation of some goods

directly from foreign countries, we thought a hardship, and

a greater loss to us than gain to Britain, and therefore

proper to be repealed. But, as Britain had deemed it an

equivalent for her protection, we had never applied, or

proposed to apply, for such a repeal. And, if they must

be continued, I thought it best (since the power of Parlia-

ment to make them was now disputed), that they should be

reenacted in all the colonies, which would demonstrate

their consent to them. And then, if, as in the sixth article,

all the duties arising on them were to be collected by

officers appointed and salaried in the respective govern-

ments, and the produce paid into their treasuries, I was

sure the acts would be better and more faithfully executed,

and at much less expense, and one great source of misunder-

standing removed between the two countries, viz. the cal-

umnies of low officers appointed from home, who were for

ever abusing the people of the country to government, to

magnify their own zeal, and recommend themselves to pro-

motion. That the extension of the admiralty jurisdiction,

so much complained of, would then no longer be necessary;

and that, besides its being the interest of the colonies to
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execute those acts, which is the best security, governmenl

might be satisfied of its being done, from accounts to be

sent home by the naval officers of the fourth article. The

gentlemen were satisfied with these reasons, and approved

the third and fourth articles ;
so they were to stand.

The fifth they apprehended would meet with difficulty.

They said, that restraining manufactures in the colonies

was a favorite idea here ;
and therefore they wished that

article to be omitted, as the proposing it would alarm and

hinder perhaps the considering and granting others of more

importance ; but, as I insisted on the equity of allowing all

subjects in every country to make the most of their natural

advantages, they desired I would at least alter the last word

from repealed to reconsidered, which I complied with.

In maintaining the seventh article (which was at first

objected to, on the principle that all under the care of

government should pay towards the support of it,) my rea-

sons were, that, if every distinct part of the King's domin-

ions supported its own government in time of peace, it was

all that could justly be required of it
;

that all the old or

confederated colonies had done so from their beginning ;

that their taxes for that purpose were very considerable ;

that new countries had many public expenses, which old

ones were free from, the works being done to their hands

by their ancestors, such as making roads and bridges, erect-

ing churches, court-houses, forts, quays, and other public

buildings, founding schools and places of education, hos-

pitals and alms-houses, &c. &c- ; that the voluntary and

the legal subscriptions and taxes for such purposes, taken

together, amounted to more than was paid by equal estates

in Britain. That it would be best for Britain, on two

accounts, not to take money from us, as contribution to its
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public expense, in time of peace ; first, for that just so

much less would be got from us in commerce, since all we

could spare Avas already gained from us by Britain in that

way ; and, secondly, that, coming into the hands of British

ministers, accustomed to prodigality of public money, it

would be squandered and dissipated, answering no good

general purpose. That, if we were to be taxed towards the

support of government in Britain, as Scotland has been

since the union, we ought then to be allowed the same

privileges in trade as she has been allowed. That, if we

are called upon to give to the sinking fund, or the national

debt, Ireland ought to be likewise called upon ;
and both

they and we, if we gave, ought to have some means estab-

lished of inquiring into the application, and securing a

compliance with the terms on which we should grant. That

British ministers would perhaps not like our meddling with

such matters
;
and that hence might arise new causes of

misunderstanding. That, upon the whole, therefore, I

thought it best on all sides, that no aids shall be asked

or expected from the colonies in time of peace; that it

would then be their interest to grant bountifully and exert

themselves vigorously in time of war, the sooner to put an

end to it. That specie was not to be had to send to Eng-

land in supplies, but the colonies could carry on war with

their own paper money ;
which would pay troops, and for

prjvisions, transports, carriages, clothing, arms, &c. So

this seventh article was at length agreed to without further

objection.

The eighth the gentlemen were confident would never be

granted. For the whole world would be of opinion, that

the King, who is to defend all parts of his dominions,

should have of course a right to place his troops where they
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might best answer that purpose. I supported the article

upon principles equally important, in my opinion, to Britain

as to her colonies; for that, if the King could bring into

one part of his dominions troops raised in any other part

of them, without the consent of the legislatures of the part

to which they were brought, he might bring armies raised in

America into England without consent of Parliament,

which probably would not like it, as a few years since they

had not liked the introduction of the Hessians and Hano-

verians, though justified by the supposition of its being a

time of danger. That, if there should be at any time real

occasion for British troops in America, there was no doubt

of obtaining the consent of the Assemblies there ;
and I

was so far from being willing to drop this article, that I

thought I ought to add another, requiring all the present

troops to be withdrawn, before America could be expected

to treat or agree upon any terms of accommodation ;
as

what they should now do of that kind might be deemed the

effect of compulsion, the appearance of which ought as

much as possible to be avoided, since those reasonable

things might be agreed to, where the parties seemed at least

to act freely, which would be strongly refused under threats

or the semblance of force. That the withdrawing the

troops was therefore necessary to make any treaty durably

binding on the part of the Americans, since proof of having

acted under force would invalidate any agreement. And it

could be no wonder, that we should insist on the crown's

having no right to bring a standing army among us in time

of peace, when we saw now before our eyes a striking

instance of the ill use to be made of it, viz. to distress the

King's subjects in different parts of his dominions, one part

after the other, into a submission to arbitrary power, which
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was the avowed design of the army and fleet now placed at

Boston. Finding me obstinate, the gentlemen consented

to let this stand, but did not seem quite to approve of it.

They wished, they said, to have this a paper or plan that

they might show as containing the sentiments of consider-

ate, impartial persons, and such as they might as English-
men support, which they thought could not well be the case

with this article.

The fiinth article was so drawn, in compliance with an

idea of Dr. Fothergill'-s, started at our first meeting, viz.

that government here would probably not be satisfied with

the promise of voluntary grants in time of war from the

Assemblies, of which the quantity must be uncertain; that,

therefore, it would be best to proportion them in some way
to the shillings in the pound raised in England ; but how
such proportion could be ascertained he was at a loss to

contrive. I was desired to consider it. It had been said,

too, that Parliament was become jealous of the right claimed

and heretofore used by the crown, of raising money in the

colonies without Parliamentary consent; and, therefore,

since we would not pay Parliamentary taxes, future requisi-
tions must be made with consent of Parliament, and not

otherwise. I wondered that the crown should be willing to

give up that separate right, but had no objection to its

limiting itself, if it thought proper; so I drew the article

accordingly, and contrived to proportion the aid by the tax

of the last year of peace. And since it was thought, that

the method I should have liked best, would never be agreed
to, viz. a Continental Congress to be called by the crown,
for answering requisitions and proportioning aids, I chose

to leave room for voluntary additions by the separate

Assemblies, that the crown might have some motive for
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calling them together, and cultivating their good will, and

they have some satisfaction in showing their loyalty and

their zeal in the common cause, and an opportunity of

manifesting their disapprobation of a war, if they did not

think it a just one. This article therefore met with no

objection from them ; and I had another reason for liking

it, viz. that the view of the proportion to be given in time

of war, might make us the more frugal in time of peace.

For the tenth article, I urged the injustice of seizing that

fortress, (which had been built at an immense charge by

the province, for the defence of their port against national

enemies,) and turning it into a citadel for awing the town,

restraining their trade, blocking up their port, and depriv-

ing them of their privileges. That a great deal had been

said of their injustice in destroying the tea
;
but here was a

much greater injustice uncompensated, that castle having

cost the province three hundred thousand pounds. And

that such a use made of a fortress they had built, would not

only effectually discourage every colony from ever building

another, and thereby leave them more exposed to foreign

enemies, but was a good reason for their insisting that the

crown should never erect any hereafter in their limits, with-

out the consent of the legislature. The gentlemen had not

much to say against this article, but thought it would hardly

be admitted.

The eleventh article, it was thought, would be strongly

objected to
;

that it would be urged the old colonists could

have nothing to do with the affairs of Canada, whatever we

had with those of the Massachusetts
;

that it would be con-

sidered as an officious n:eddling merely to disturb govern-

ment ; and that some even of the Massachusetts acts were

thought by administration to be improvements of that
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government, viz. those altering the appointment of coun-

sellors, the choice of jurymen, and the forbidding of town

meetings. I replied, that we, having assisted in the con-

quest of Canada, at a great expense of blood and treasure,

had some right to be considered in the settlement of it.

That the establishing an arbitrary government on the back

of our settlements might be dangerous to us all
; and that,

loving liberty ourselves, we wished it to be extended among
mankind, and to have no foundation for future slavery laid

in America. That, as to amending the Massachusetts gov-

ernment, though it might be shown that every one of these

pretended amendments were real mischiefs, yet that char-

ters being compacts between two parties, the King and the

people, no alteration could be made in them, even for the

better, but by the consent of both parties. That the Par-

liament's claim and exercise of a power to alter our charters,

which had always been deemed inviolable but for forfeiture,

and to alter laws made in pursuance of these charters, which

had received the royal approbation, and thenceforth deemed

fixed and unchangeable, but by the powers that made them,

had rendered all our constitutions uncertain, and set us

quite afloat. That, as, by claiming a right to tax us ad

iibitutn, they deprived us of all property ; so, by this claim

of altering our laws and charters at will, they deprived us

of all privilege and right whatever, but what we should hold

at their pleasure. That this was a situation we could not

be in, and must risk life and everything rather than submit

to it. So this article remained.

The twelfth article I explained, by acquainting the gen-

tlemen with the former situation of the judges in most

colonies, viz. that they were appointed by the crown, and

paid by the Assemblies. That, the appointment being
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during the pleasure of the crown, the salary had been

during the pleasure of the Assembly. That, when it has

been urged against the Assemblies, that their making judges

dependent on them for their salaries, was aiming at an

undue influence over the courts of justice; the Assemblies

usually replied, that making them dependent on the crown

for continuance in their places, was also retaining an undue

influence over those courts ;
and that one undue influence

was a proper balance for the other ; but that whenever the

crown would consent to acts making the judges during good

behaviour, the Assemblies would at the same time grant their

salaries to be permanent during their continuance in office.

This the crown has however constantly refused. And this

equitable offer is now again here proposed ;
the colonies

not being able to conceive why their judges should not be

rendered as independent as those in England. That, on

the contrary, the crown now claimed to make the judges in

the colonies dependent on its favor for both place and

salary, both to be continued at its pleasure. This the

colonies must oppose as inequitable, as putting both the

weights into one of the scales of justice. If, therefore, the

crown does not choose to commission the judges during

good behaviour, with equally permanent salaries, the alter-

native proposed that the salaries continue to be paid during

the pleasure of the Assemblies as heretofore. The gentle-

men allowed this article to be reasonable.

The thirteenth was objected to, as nothing was generally

thought more reasonable here, than that the King should pay

his own governor, in order to render him independent of

the people, who otherwise might aim at influencing him

against his duty, by occasionally withholding his salary.

To this I answered, that governors sent to the colonies were

Vol. rr.—24
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often men of no estate or principle, who came merely to

make fortunes, and had no natural regard for the country

they were to govern. That to make them quite independent

of the people, was to make them careless of their conduct,

whether it was beneficial or mischievous to the public, and

giving a loose to their rapacious and oppressive dispositions.

That the influence supposed could never extend to operate

any thing prejudicial to the King's service, or the interest

of Britain; since the governor was bound by a set of

particular instructions, which he had given surety to ob-

serve
;
and all the laws he assented to were subject to be

repealed by the crown, if found improper. That the pay-

ment of the salaries by the people was more satisfactory to

them, as it was productive of a good understanding and

mutual good offices between governor and governed, and

therefore the innovation lately made in that respect at

Boston and New York had, in^my opinion, better be laid

aside. So this article was suffered to remain.

But the fourteenth vfas thought totally inadmissible. The

monopoly of the American commerce could never be given

up, and the proposing it would only give offence without

answering any good purpose. I was therefore prevailed on

to strike it wholly out.

The. Jifteetith was readily agreed to.

The sixteenth it was thought would be of little conse-

quence, if the duties were given to the colony treasuries.

The seventeenth it was thought could hardly be obtained,

but might be tried.

Thus having gone through the whole, I was desired to

make a fair copy for Dr. Fothergill, who now informed us,

that, having an opportunity of seeing daily Lord Dart-

mouth, of whose good disposition he had a high opinion,
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he would communicate the paper to him, as the sentiments

of considerate persons, who wished the welfare of both

countries. "
Suppose," said Mr. Barclay, "I were to show

this paper to Lord Hyde; would there be any thing amiss

in so doing? He is a very knowing man; and, though
not in the ministry, properly speaking, he is a good deal

attended to l)y them. I have some acquaintance with him
;

we converse freely sometimes; and perhaps, if he and I

were to talk these articles over, and I should communicate

to him our conversation upon them, some good might arise

out of it." Dr. Fothergill had no objection, and I said I

could have none. I knew Lord Hyde a little, and had an

esteem for him. I had drawn the paper at their request,

and it was now theirs to do with it what they pleased. Mr.

Barclay then proposed that I should send the fair copy to

him, which, after making one for Dr. Fothergill and one

for himself, he would return to me. Another question then

arose, whether I had any objection to their mentioning that

I had been consulted. I said, none that related to myself;

but it was my opinion, if they wished any attention paid to

the propositions, it would be better not to mention rae
;

the ministry having, as I conceived, a prejudice against me,

and everything that came from me. They said, on that

consideration it might be best not to mention me
;
and so

it was concluded. For my own part, I kept this whole

proceeding a profound secret; but I soon after discovered,

that it had taken air by some means or other.

Being much interrupted the day following, I did not copy
and send the paper. The next morning I received a note

from Mr. Barclay, pressing to have it before twelve o'clock.

I accordingly sent it to him. Three days after, I received

the following note from him.
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" D. Barclay presents his respects, and acquaints Dr.

Franklin, that, being informed a pamphlet, entitled ' A
Friendly Address,' has been dispersed to the disadvantage

of America (in particular by the Dean of Norwich), he

desires Dr. Franklin will peruse the enclosed, just come to

hand from America; and, if he approves of it, republish it,

as D. Barclay wishes something might be properly spread at

Norwich. D. Barclay saw to-day a person, with whom he

had been yesterday (before he called on Dr. Franklin), and

had the satisfaction of walking part of the way with him to

another noble person's house, to meet on the business, and

he told him, that he could say, that he saw some light.
"

Cheapside, 11th instant."

The person so met and accompanied by Mr. Barclay, 1

understood to be Lord Hyde, going either to Lord Dart-

mouth's or Lord North's; I knew not which.

In the following week arrived the proceedings of the

Congress, which had been long and anxiously expected,

both by the friends and adversaries of America.

The petition of Congress to the King was enclosed to uie,

and accompanied by the following letter from their presi-

dent, addressed to the American agents in London, as

follows.

" To Paul Wentworth, Esquire, Dr. Benjamin Franklin,

William Bollan, Esquire, Dr. Arthur Lee, Thomas Life,

Esquire, Edmund Burke, Esquire, Charles Garth, Esquire.

"
Philadelphia, October 26th, 1774.

"
Gentlemen,

"We give you the strongest proof of our reliance on your
zeal and attachment to the happiness of America, and the

cause of liberty, when we commit the enclosed papers to

your care.
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** We desire you will deliver the Petition into the hands

of his Majesty; and, after it has been presented, we wish it

may be made public through the press, together with the list

of grievances. And as we hope for great assistance from

the spirit, virtue, and justice of the nation, it is our earnest

desire, that the most effectual care be taken, as early as

possible, to furnish the trading cities and manufacturing

towns throughout the united kingdom with our Memorial to

the People of Great Britain.

" We doubt not but that your good sense and discernment

will lead you to avail yourselves of every assistance, that may
be derived from the advice and friendship of all great and

good men, who may incline to aid the cause of liberty and

mankind.

"The gratitude of America, expressed in the enclosed

vote of thanks, we desire may be conveyed to the deserving

objects of it, in the manner that you think will be most

acceptable to them.*

"It is proposed that another Congress be held on the

loth of May next, at this place; but in the mean time we

beg the favor of you, Gentlemen, to transmit to the Speakers

of the several Assemblies, the earliest information of the

most authentic accounts you can collect, of all such conduct

and designs of ministry or Parliament, as it may concern

America to know. We are, with unfeigned esteem and

regard. Gentlemen, &c.

"By order of the Congress.

"Henry Middleton, President.''^

* Resolved, That this Congress, in their own names, and in the behalf ol

all those whom they represent, do present their most grateful acknowledg-
ments to those truly noble, honorable, and patriotic advocates of civil and

religious liberty, who have so generously and powerfully, though unsuc-

cessfully, espoused and defended the cause of America, both in and out of

Pailiament. Passed OctcbcraS, 1774.
—Ed.

24*
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The first impression made by the proceedings of the

American Congress on people in general, was greatly in our

favor. Administration seemed to be staggered, were im-

patient to know whether \\\q Petition mentioned in the pro-

ceedings was come to my hands, and took a roundabout

method of obtaining that information, by getting a minis-

terial merchant, a known intimate of the Solicitor-General,

to write me a letter, importing that he heard I had received

such a petition, that I was to be attended in presenting it by
the merchants, and begging to know the time, that he might

attend " on so important an occasion, and give his testimony

to so good a work." Before these proceedings arrived, it

had been given out, that no petition from the Congress

could be received, as they were an illegal body ;
but the

Secretary of State, after a day's perusal (during which a

council was held), told us it was a decent and proper peti-

tion, and cheerfully undertook to present it to his Majesty,

who, he afterwards assured us, was pleased to receive it very

graciously, and to promise to lay it, as soon as they met,

before his two Houses of Parliament ; and we had reason to

believe, that, at that time, the petition was intended to be

made the foundation of some change of measures
;
but that

purpose, if such there was, did not long continue.

About this time, I received a letter from Mr. Barclay,

then at Norwich, dated December i8th, expressing his

opinion, that it might be best to postpone taking any further

steps in the affair of procuring a meeting and petition of the

merchants, (on which we had had several consultations,) till

after the holidays, thereby to give the proceedings of Con-

gress more time to work upon men's minds; adding, "I

likewise consider, that our superiors will have some little

time for reflection, and perhaps may contemplate on the
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propriety of the "Hints" in their possession. By a few-

lines I have received from Lord Hyde, he intimates his

hearty wish that they may be productive of what may be

practicable and advantageous for the mother country and

the colonies."

On the 2 2d, Mr. Barclay was come to town, when I dined

with him, and learnt that Lord Hyde thought the propo-

sitions too hard.

On the 24th, I received the following note from a con-

siderable merchant in the city, viz.

" Mr. William Neate presents his most respectful com-

pliments to Dr. Franklin, and, as a report prevailed yester-

day evening, that all the disputes between Great Britain

and the American colonies were, through his application

and influence with Lord North, amicably settled, conform-

able to the wish and desire of the late Congress, W. N.

desires the favor of Dr. Franklin to inform him by a line,

per the bearer, whether there is any credit to be given to

the report.
^^
St. Mary Hill, 2\th December, 1774."

My answer was to this effect
; that I should be very happy

to be able to inform him, that the report he had heard had

some truth in it
;
but I could only assure him, that I knew

nothing of the matter. Such reports, however, were con-

fidently circulated, and had some effect in recovering the

stocks, which had fallen three or four per cent.

On Christmas-day evening, visiting Mrs. Howe, she told

me as soon as I went in, that her brother. Lord Howe,
wished to be acquainted with me

; that he was a very good

man, and she was sure we should like each other. I said, I

had always heard a good character of Lord Howe, and
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should be proud of the honor of being known to him. "He
is but just by," said she; "will you give me leave to send

for him?" "By all means, Madam, if you think proper."

She rang for a servant, wrote a note, and Lord Howe came

in a few minutes.

After some extremely polite compliments, as to the

general motives for his desiring an acquaintance with me,

he said he had a particular one at this time, which was the

alarming situation of our affairs with America, which no

one, he was persuaded, understood better than myself;

that it was the opinion of some friends of his, that no man

could do more towards reconciling our differences than I

could, if I would undertake it
;

that he was sensible I had

been very ill treated by the ministry, but he hoped that

would not be considered by me in the present case
;

that

he himself, though not in opposition, had much disapproved

of their conduct towards me
;

that some of them, he was

sure, were ashamed of it, and sorry it had happened ;
which

he supposed must be sufficient to abate resentment in a

great and generous mind
; that, if he were himself in

administration, he should be ready to make me ample satis-

faction, which, he was persuaded, would one day or other

be done
;

that he was unconnected with the ministry, ex-

cept by some personal friendships, wished well however to

government, was anxious for the general welfare of the

whole empire, and had a particular regard for New England,

which had shown a very endearing respect to his family ;

that he was merely an independent member of Parliament,

desirous of doing what good he could, agreeably to his duty

in that station; that he therefore had wished for an oppor-

tunity of obtaining my sentiments on the means of reconcil-

ing our differences, which he saw must be attended with the
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most mischievous consequences, if not speedily accommo-

dated
;

tliat lie hoped his zeal for the public welfare would,

with me, excuse the impertinence of a mere stranger, who

could have otherwise no reason to expect, or right to

request, me to open my mind to him on these topics; but

he did conceive, that, if I would indulge him with my
ideas of the means proper to bring about a reconciliation,

it might be of some use
;

that perhaps I might not be

willing myself to have any direct communication with this

ministry on this occasion; that I might likewise not care to

have it known, that I had any indh-eci communication with

them, till I could be well assured of their good dispositions;

that, being himself upon no ill terms with them, he thought

it not impossible that he might, by conveying my senti-

ments to them and theirs to me, be a means of bringing on

a good understanding, without committing either them or

me, if his negotiation should not succeed
;
and that I might

rely on his keeping perfectly secret every thing I should

wish to remain so.

Mrs. Howe here offering to withdraw, whether of herself,

or from any sign from him, I know not, I begged she might

stay, as I should have no secret in a business of this nature,

that I could not freely confide to her prudence; which was

truth ;
for I had never conceived a higher opinion of the

discretion and excellent understanding of any woman on

so short an acquaintance. I added, that, though I had

never before the honor of being in his Lordship's company,

bis manner was such as had already engaged my confidence,

ind would make me perfectly easy and free in communi-

:ating myself to him.

I begged him, in the first place, to give me credit for a

sincere desire of healing the breach between the two coun-
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tries
;

that I would cheerfully and heartily do every thing

in my small power to accomplish it; but that I apprehended

from the King's speech, and from the measures talked of,

as well as those already determined on, no intention or

disposition of the kind existed in the present ministry, and

therefore no accommodation could be expected till we saw

a change. That, as to what his Lordship mentioned of the

personal injuries done me, those done my country were

so much greater, that I did not think the other, at this

time, worth mentioning ; that, besides, it was a fixed rule

with me, not to mix my private affairs with those of the

public; that I could join with my personal enemy in serv-

ing the public, or, when it was for its interest, with the

public in serving that enemy ;
these being my sentiments,

his Lordship might be assured, that no private considerations

of the kind should prevent my being as useful in the present

case as my small ability would permit.

He appeared satisfied and pleased with these declarations,

and gave it me as his sincere opinion, that some of the

ministry were extremely well disposed to any reasonable

accommodation, preserving only the dignity of government;

and he wished me to draw up in writing some propositions

containing the terms on which I conceived a good under-

standing might be obtained and established, and the mode

of proceeding to accomplish it; which propositions, as

soon as prepared, we might meet to consider, either at his

house, or at mine, or where I pleased ; but, as his being

seen at my house, or me at his, might, he thought, occasion

some speculation, it was concluded to be best to meet at

his sister's, who readily offered her house for the purpose,

and where there was a good pretence with her family and

friends for my being often seen, as it was known we played
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together at chess. I undertook, accordingly, to draw up

something of the kind ; and so for that time we parted,

agreeing to meet at the same place again on the Wednesday

following.

I dined about this time by invitation with Governor

Pownall. There was no company but the family; and after

dinner we had a tete-d-tete. He had been in the opposition ;

but was now about making his peace, in order to come into

Parliament upon ministerial interest, which I did not then

know. He told me, what I had before been told by several

of Lord North's friends, that the American measures were

not the measures of that minister, nor approved by him
;

that, on the contrary, he was well disposed to promote a re-

conciliation upon any terms honorable to government ;
that

I had been looked upon as the great fomenter of the oppo-

sition in America, and as a great adversary to any accom-

modation ; that he, Governor Pownall, had given a different

account of me, and had told his Lordship that I was cer-

tainly much misunderstood. From the Governor's further

discourse I collected, that he wished to be employed as an

envoy or commissioner to America, to settle the differences,

and to have me with him
; but, as I apprehended there was

little likelihood that either of us would be so employed by

government, I did not give much attention to that part of

his discourse.

I should have mentioned in its place (but one cannot

recollect every thing in order), that, declining at first to

draw up the propositions desired by Lord Howe, I alleged

its being unnecessary, since the Congress in their petition

to the King, just then received and presented through Lord

Dartmouth, had stated their grievances, and pointed out

very explicitly what would restore the ancient harmony;
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and I read a part of the petition to show their good dispo-

sitions, which, being very pathetically expressed, seemed to

affect both the brother and sister. But still I was desired

to give my ideas of the steps to be takeUj in case some of

the propositions in the petition should not be thought
admissible. And this, as I said before, I undertook to do.

I had promised Lord Chatham to communicate to him

the first important news I should receive from America. I

therefore sent him the proceedings of the Congress as soon

as I received them; but a whole week passed after I re-

ceived the petition, before I could, as I wished to do, wait

upon him with it, in order to obtain his sentiments on the

whole ; for my time was taken up in meetings with the other

agents to consult about presenting the petition, in waiting

three different days with them on Lord Dartmouth, in con-

sulting upon and writing letters to the Speakers of Assem-

blies, and other business, which did not allow me a day to

go to Hayes.

At last, on Monday the 26th, I got out, and was there

about one o'clock. He received me with an affectionate

kind of respect, that from so great a man was extremely

engaging ;
but the opinion he expressed of the Congress

was still more so. They had acted, he said, with so much

temper, moderation, and wisdom, that he thought it the

most honorable assembly of statesmen since those of the

ancient Greeks and Romans, in the most virtuous times.

That there were not in their whole proceedings above one

or two things he could have wished otherwise; perhaps but

one, and that was their assertion, that the keeping up a

standing army in the colonies in time of peace, without

consent of their legislatures, was against law. He doubted

that was not well founded, and that the law alluded to did
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not extend to the colonies. The rest he admired and

honored. He thought the petition decent, manly, and

properly expressed. He inquired much and particularly

concerning the state of America, the probability of their

perseverance, the difficulties they must meet with in ad-

hering for any long time to their resolutions, the resources

they might have to supply the deficiency of commerce ;
to

all which I gave him answers with which he seemed well

satisfied. He expressed a great regard and warm affection

for that country, with hearty wishes for their prosperity ;

and that government here might soon come to see its mis-

takes, and rectify them; and intimated that possibly he

might, if his health permitted, prepare something for its

consideration, when the Parliament should meet after the

holidays ;
on which he should wish to have previously my

sentiments.

I mentioned to him the very hazardous state I conceived

we were in, by the continuance of the army in Boston
;

that, whatever disposition there might be in the inhabitants

to give no just cause of offence to the troops, or in the

general to preserve order among them, an unpremeditated,

unforeseen quarrel might happen between perhaps a drunken

porter and a soldier, that might bring on a riot, tumult, and

bloodshed, and in its consequences produce a breach im-

possible to be healed ; that the army could not possibly

answer any good purpose the^-e, and might be infinitely

mischievous ; that no accommodation could properly be

proposed and entered into by the Americans, while the

bayonet was at their breasts; that, to have any agreement

binding, all force should be withdrawn. His Lordship

seemed to think these sentiments had something in them

that was reasonable.

Vol. II.—25 h
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From Hayes I went to Halsted, Mr. Sargent's place, to

dine, intending thence a visit to Lord Stanhope at Cheven-

ing ', but, hearing tliat his Lordship and the family were in

town, I stayed at Halsted all night, and the next morning

went to Chislehurst to call upon Lord Camden, it being in

ray way to town. I met his Lordship and family in two

carriages just without his gate, going on a visit of congratu-

lation to Lord Chatham and his lady, on the late marriage

of their daughter to Lord Mahon, son of Lord Stanhope.

They were to be back at dinner; so I agreed to go in, stay

dinner, and spend the evening there, and not return to

town till next morning. We had that afternoon and even-

ing a great deal of conversation on American affairs, con-

cerning which he was very inquisitive, and I gave him the

best information in my power. I was charmed with his

generous and noble sentiments ;
and had the great pleasure

of hearing his full approbation of the proceedings of the

Congress, the petition, &c. &c., of which, at his request,

I afterwards sent him a copy. He seemed anxious that the

Americans should continue to act with the same temper,

coolness, and wisdom, with which they had hitherto pro-

ceeded in most of their public assemblies, in which case

he did not doubt they would succeed in establishing their

rights, and obtain a solid and durable agreement with the

mother country ;
of the necessity and great importance

of which agreement, he seemed to have the strongest im-

pressions.

I returned to town the next morning, in time to meet at

the hour appointed by Lord Howe. I apologized for my
not being ready with the paper I had promised, by my
having been kept longer than I intended in the couiitry.

We had, however, a good deal of conversation on the ;ub-
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ject, and his Lordship told me he could now assure me, of

a certainty, that there was a sincere disposition in Lord

North and Lord Dartmouth to accommodate the differences

with America, and to listen favorably to any proposition

that might have a probable tendency to answer that salutary

purpose. He then asked me what I thought of sending

some person or persons over, commissioned to inquire into

the grievances of America upon the spot, converse with the

leading people, and endeavour with them to agree upon

some means of composing our differences. I said, that a

person of rank and dignity, who had a character of candor,

integrity, and wisdom, might possibly, if employed in that

service, be of great use.

He seemed to be of the same opinion, and that whoever

was employed should go with a hearty desire of promoting

a sincere reconciliation, on the foundation of mutual inter-

ests and mutual good-will ;
that he should endeavour, not

only to remove their prejudices against government, but

equally the prejudices of government against them, and

bring on a perfect good understanding, &c. Mrs. Howe

said,
"

I wish, brother, you were to be sent thither on such

a service ;
I should like that much better than General

Howe's going to command the army there." "
I think.

Madam," said I,
"
they ought to provide for General Howe

some more honorable employment." Lord Howe here

took out of his pocket a paper, and offering it to me said,

smiling,
" If it is not an unfair question, may I ask whether

you know any thing of this paper?" Upon looking at it,

I saw it was a copy, in David Barclay's hand, of the

"Hints" before recited; and said, that I had seen it;

adding, a little after, that, since I perceived his Lordship

was acquainted with a transaction, my concern in which I
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had understood was to have been kept a secret, I should

make no difficulty in owning to him, that I had been con-

sulted on the subject, and had drawn up that paper. He

said, he was rather sorry to find that the sentiments ex-

pressed in it were mine, as it gave him less hopes of pro-

moting, by my assistance, the wished-for reconciliation;

since he had reason to think there was no likelihood of the

admission of those propositions. He hoped, however, that

I would reconsider the subject, and form some plan that

would be acceptable here. He expatiated on the infinite

service it would be to the nation, and the great merit in

being instrumental in so good a work
;

that he should not

think of influencing me by any selfish motive, but certainly

I might with reason expect any reward in the power of

government to bestow.

This to me was what the French vulgarly call spitting in

the soup. However, I promised to draw some sketch of a

plan, at his request, though I much doubted, I said, whether

it would be thought preferable to that he had -in his hand.

But he was willing to hope that it would
; and, as he con-

sidered my situation, that I had friends here and constitu-

ents in America to keep well with, that I might possibly

propose something improper to be seen in my handwriting ;

therefore, it would be better to send it to Mrs. Howe, who

would copy it, send the copy to him to be communicated

to the ministry, and return me the original. This I agreed

to, though I did not apprehend the inconvenience he men-

tioned. In general, I liked much his manner, and found

myself disposed to place great confidence in him on occa-

sion
;
but in this particular the secrecy he proposed seemed

not of much importance.
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In a day or two, I sent the following paper, enclosed in

a cover, directed to the Honorable Mrs. Howe.

"
It is supposed to be the wish on both sides, not merely

to put a stop to the mischief at present threatening the

general welfare, but to cement a cordial union, and remove,

not only every real grievance, but every cause of jealousy

and suspicion.
" With this view, the first thing necessary is, to know

what is, by the different parties in the dispute, thought

essentially necessary for the obtaining such a union.

"The American Congress, in their petition to the King,
have been explicit, declaring, that by a repeal of the op-

pressive acts therein complained of,
' the harmony between

Great Britain and the colonies, so necessary to the happiness

of both, and so ardently desired of them, will, with the usual

intercourse, be immediately restored.
'

"If it has been thought reasonable here, to expect that,

previous to an alteration of measures, the colonies should

make some declaration respecting their future conduct, they

have also done that, by adding,
'

That, when the causes of

their apprehensions are removed, their future conduct will

prove them not unworthy of the regard they have been accus-

toi7ied in their happier days to enjoy.
'

" For their sincerity in these declarations, they solemnly
call to witness the Searcher of all hearts.

"If Britain can have any reliance on these declarations,

(and perhaps none to be extorted by force can be more

relied on than these, which are thus freely made,) she may,
without hazard to herself, try the expedient proposed, since,

if it fails, she has it in her power at any time to resume her

present' measures.

"It is then proposed; That Britain should show some

confidence in these declarations, by repealing all the laws

25*
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or parts of laws, that are requested to be repealed in the

Petition of the Congress to the King ;

"And that, at the same time, orders should be given to

withdraw the fleet from Boston, and remove all the troops

to Quebec, or the Floridas, that the colonies may be left at

perfect liberty in their future stipulations.
" That this may, for the honor of Britain, appear not the

effect of any apprehension from the measures entered into

and recommended to the people by the Congress, but from

good-will, and a change of disposition towards the colonies,

with a sincere desire of reconciliation; let some of their

otlier grievances, which in their petition they have left to

the magnanimity and justice of the King and Parliament,

be at the same time removed, such as those relating to the

payment of governors' and judges' salaries, and the instruc-

tions for dissolving Assemblies, &c., with the declarations

concerning the statute of Henry the Eighth.

"And to give the colonies an immediate opportunity of

demonstrating the reality of their professions, let their pro-

posed ensuing Congress be authorized by government, (as

was that held at Albany, in 1754,) and a person of weight

and dignity of character be appointed to preside at it on

behalf of the crown.
" And then let requisition be made to the Congress, of

such points as government wishes to obtain for its future

security, for aids, for the advantage of general commerce,

for reparation to the India Company, &c. &c.
" A generous confidence thus placed in the colonies, will

give ground to the friends of government there, in their

endeavours to procure from America every reasonable con-

cession, or engagement, and every substantial aid, that can

fairly be desired,"

On the Saturday evening, I saw Mrs. Howe, who informed
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me she had transcribed and sent the paper to Lord Howe
in the country, and she returned me the original. On the

following Tuesday, January 3d, I received a note from her,

(enclosing a letter she had received from Lord Howe the

last night, ) as follows.

''Mrs. Howe's compliments to Dr. Franklin; she en-

closes him a letter she received last night, and returns him

many thanks for his very obliging present,* which has

already given her great entertainment. If the Doctor has

any spare time for chess, she will be exceedingly glad to

see him any morning this week, and as often as will be

agreeable to him, and rejoices in having so good an excuse

for asking the favor of his company.
"

Tuesday.
^^

"TO THE HONORABLE MRS. HOWE, GRAFTON STREET.

" Porter's Lodge, January 2d, 1775.

" I have received your packet ;
and it is with much con-

cern that I collect, from sentiments of such authority as

those of our worthy friend, that the desired accommodation

threatens to be attended with much greater difficulty than

I had flattered myself, in the progress of our intercourse,

there would be reason to apprehend.
''I shall forward the propositions as intended, not de-

sirous of trespassing further on our friend's indulgence ;

but retaining sentiments of regard, which his candid and

obliging attention to my troublesome inquiries will render

ever permanent in the memory of your affectionate, &c.
" HowE-

**I ought to make excuses likewise to you."

* His Philosophical Writings.—W. T. F.
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His Lordship had, in his last conversation with me, ac-

knowledged a communication between him and the min-

istry, to whom he wished to make my sentiments known.
In this letter from the country he owns the receipt of them,
and mentions his intention of forwarding them, that is, as I

understood it, to the ministers; but expresses his apprehen-

sions, that such propositions were not likely to produce any

good effect. Some time after, perhaps a week, I received a

note from Mrs. Howe, desiring to see me. I waited upon
her immediately, when she showed me a letter from her

brother, of which having no copy, I can only give from the

best of my recollection the purport of it, which I think was

this ; that he desired to know from their friend, meaning
me, through her means, whether it might not be expected,
that if that friend would engage for their payment of the

tea as a preliminary, relying on a promised redress of their

grievances on future petitions from their Assembly, they
would approve of his making such engagement ; and whether

the proposition in the former paper, (the "Hints,") re-

lating to aids, was still in contemplation of the author. As
Mrs. Howe proposed sending to her brother that evening,
I wrote immediately the following answer, which she tran-

scribed and forwarded.

''The proposition in the former paper relating to aids, is

still in contemplation of the author, and, as he thinks, is

included in the last article of the present paper.
"The people of America, conceiving that Parliament has

no right to tax them, and that therefore all that has been
extorted from them by the operation of the duty acts, with

the assistance of an armed ioxct, preceding the destruction

of the tea, is so much injury, which ought in order of time

to be first repaired, before a demand on the tea account can
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be justly made of them, are not, he thinks, likely to approve
of the measure proposed, and pay in the firstplace the vaUie

demanded, especially as twenty times as much injury has

since been done them by blocking up their port ; and their

castle also, seized before by the crown, has not been restored,

nor any satisfaction offered them for the same."

At the meeting of Parliament after the holidays, which

was on the 19th of January, 1775, Lord Howe returned to

town, when we had another meeting, at which he lamented,

that my propositions were not such as probably could be

accepted; intimated, that it was thought I had powers or

instructions from the Congress to make concessions on oc-

casion, that would be more satisfactory. I disclaimed the

having any of any kind, but what related to the presenting

of their petition. We talked over all the particulars in my
paper, which I supported with reasons

;
and finally said,

that, if what I had proposed would not do, I should be glad

to hear what would do; I wished to see some propositions

from the ministers themselves. His Lordship was not, he

said, as yet fully acquainted with their sentiments, but should

learn more in a few days. It was, however, some weeks be-

fore I heard any thing further from him.

In the mean while, Mr. Barclay and I were frequently

together on the affair of preparing the merchants' petition,

which took up so much of his time that he could not con-

veniently see Lord Hyde ;
so he had no information to give

me concerning the "Hints," and I wondered I heard

nothing of them from Dr. Fothergill. At length, however,

but I cannot recollect about what time, the Doctor called

on me, and told me he had communicated them, and with

them had verbally given my arguments in support of them,
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to Lord Dartmouth, who, after consideration, had told him,

some of them appeared reasonable, but others were inad-

missible or impracticable. That having occasion to see fre-

quently the Speaker,* he had also communicated them to

him, as he found him very anxious for a reconciliation.

That the Speaker had said it would be very humiliating to

Britain to be obliged to submit to such terras; but the

Doctor told him she had been unjust, and ought to bear the

consequences, and alter her conduct
;

that the pill might
be bitter, but it would be salutary, and must be swallowed.

That these were the sentiments of impartial men, after

thorough consideration and full information of all circum-

stances
; and that sooner or later these or similar measures

must be followed, or the empire would be divided and

ruined. The Doctor, on the whole, hoped some good would

be effected by our endeavours.

On the 19th of January, I received a card from Lord

Stanhope, acquainting me, that Lord Chatham, having a

motion to make on the morrow in the House of Lords, con-

cerning America, greatly desired that I might be in the

House, into which Lord Stanhope would endeavour to pro-

cure me admittance. At this time it was a rule of the

House, that no person could introduce more than one friend.

The next morning his Lordship let me know by another

card, that, if I attended at two o'clock in the lobby. Lord

Chatham would be there about that time, and would himself

introduce me. I attended, and met him there accordingly.

On my mentioning to him what Lord Stanhope had written

to me, he said,
"

Certainly ;
and I shall do it with the more

pleasure, as I am sure your being present at this day's de-

* Sir Fletcher Norton.
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bate will be of more service to America than mine ;" and so

taking me by the arm was leading me along the passage to

the door that enters near the throne, when one of the door-

keepers followed, and acquainted him that, by the order,

none were to be carried in at that door but the eldest sons

or brothers of peers ;
on which he limped back with me to

the door near the bar, where were standing a number of

gentlemen, waiting for the peers who were to introduce

them, and some peers waiting for friends they expected to in-

troduce \ among whom he delivered me to the door-keepers,

saying, aloud, "This is Dr. Franklin, whom I would have

admitted into the House;" when they readily opened the

door for me accordingly.

As it had not been publicly known, that there was any

communication between his Lordship and me, this I found

occasioned some speculation. His appearance in the House,

I observed, caused a. kind of bustle among the officers,

who were hurried in sending messengers for members, I

suppose those in connexion with the ministry, something of

importance being expected when that great man appears;

it being but seldom that his infirmities permit his attend-

ance. I had great satisfaction in hearing his motion and

the debate upon it, which I shall not attempt to give here

an account of, as you may find a better in the papers of the

time. It was his motion for withdrawing the troops from

Boston, as the first step towards an accommodation.

The day following, I received a note from Lord Stanhope

expressing, that,
*' at the desire of Lord Chatham, was sent

me enclosed the motion he made in the House of Lords,

that I might be possessed of it in the most authentic manner,

by the communication of the individual paper, which was

read to the House by the mover himself." I sent copies of
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this motion to America, and was the more pleased with it,

as I conceived it had partly taken its rise from a hint I had

given his Lordship in a former conversation. It follows in

these words.

LORD Chatham's motion, January 2oth, 1775.

"That an humble address be presented to his Majesty^
most humbly to advise and beseech his Majesty, that, in

order to open the way towards a happy settlement of the

dangerous troubles in America, by beginning to allay fer-

ments and soften animosities there
;

and above all, for

preventing in the mean time any sudden and fatal catas-

trophe at Boston, now suffering under the daily irritation

of an army before their eyes, posted in their town
;

it may
graciously please his Majesty, that immediate orders may
be despatched to General Gage for removing his Majesty's

forces from the town of Boston, as soon as the rigor of the

season and other circumstances, indispensable to the safety

and accommodation of the said troops, may render the

same practicable."

I was quite charmed with Lord Chatham's speech in sup-

port of his motion. He impressed me with the highest

idea of him, as a great and most able statesman.* Lord

Camden, another wonderfully good speaker and close

reasoner, joined him in the same argument, as did several

other Lords, who spoke excellently well
;
but all availed no

•' It was reported at the time, that his Lordship had concluded his speech

with the following remarkable words
;

"
If the ministers thus persevere in

misadvising and misleading the King, I will not say, that they can alienate

the affections of his subjects from his crown, but 1 will affirm, that they will

make the crown not ivorfh his wea?-ing. I will not say, that the King is

betrayed, but I will pronounce, that the kingdom is undone."—W. T. F.
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more than the whistling of the winds. The motion was

rejected. Sixteen Scotch peers, and twenty-four bishops,

with all the lords in possession or expectation of places,

when they vote together unanimously, as they generally do

for ministerial measures, make a dead majority, that ren-

ders all debating ridiculous in itself, since it can answer no

end. Full of the high esteem I had imbibed for Lord

Chatham, I wrote back to Lord Stanhope the following

note, viz.

"Dr. Franklin presents his best respects to Lord Stan-

hope, with many thanks to his Lordship and Lord Chatham
for the communication of so authentic a copy of the motion.

Dr. F. is filled with admiration of that truly great man.

He has seen, in the course of life, sometimes eloquence
without wisdom, and often wisdom without eloquence ; in

the present instance he sees both united, and both, as he

thinks, in the highest degree possible.
" Craven Street, January 23^, 1775."

As in the course of the debate some Lords in the ad-

ministration had observed, that it was common and easy

to censure their measures, but those who did so proposed

nothing better. Lord Chatham mentioned, that he should

not be one of those idle censurers
;

that he had thought

long and closely upon the subject, and proposed soon to

lay before their Lordships the result of his meditation, in a

plan for healing our differences, and restoring peace to the

empire, to which his present motion was preparatory. I

much desired to know what his plan was, and intended

waiting on him to see if he would communicate it to me ;

but he went the next mor ling to Hayes, and I was so much
taken up with daily business and company, that 1 could not

Vol. II.—26
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easily get out to him. A few days after, however, Lord
Mahon called on me, and told me Lord Chatham was very
desirous of seeing me ; when I promised to be with him the

Friday following, several engagements preventing my going
sooner.

On Friday the 27th, I took a post-chaise about nine

o'clock, and got to Hayes about eleven
; but, my attention

being engaged in reading a new pamphlet, the post-boy
drove me a mile or two beyond the gate. His Lordship,

being out on an airing in his chariot, had met me before I

reached Hayes, unobserved by me, turned and followed me,
and not finding me there, concluded, as he had seen me

reading, that I had passed by mistake, and sent a servant

after me. He expressed great pleasure at my coming, and

acquainted me in a long conversation with the outlines of

his plan, parts of which he read to me. He said he had

communicated it only to Lord Camden, whose advice he

much relied on, particularly in the law part ; and that he

would, as soon as he could get it transcribed, put it into

my hands for my opinion and advice, but should show it to

no other person before he presented it to the House
;
and

he requested me to make no mention of it, otherwise parts

might be misunderstood and blown upon beforehand, and

others perhaps adopted and produced by ministers as their

own. I promised the closest secrecy, and kept my word,
not even mentioning to any one that I had seen him. I

dined with him, his family only present, and returned to

town in the evening.

On the Sunday following, being the 29th, his Lordship
came to town, and called upon me in Craven Street. He

brought with him his plan transcribed, in the form of an

act of Parliament, which he put into my hands, requesting
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me to consider it carefully, and communicate to him such

remarks upon it as should occur to me. His reason for

desiring to give me that trouble was, as he was pleased to

say, that he knew no man so thoroughly acquainted with the

subject, or so capable of giving advice upon it
;

that he

thought the errors of ministers in American affairs had been

often owing to their not obtaining the best information ;

that, therefore, though he had considered the business

thoroughly in all its parts, he was not so confident of his

own judgment, but that he came to set it right by mine, as

men set their watches by a regulator. He had not deter-

mined when he should produce it in the House of Lords;

but in the course of our conversation, considering the pre-

carious situation of his health, and that if presenting it was

delayed, some intelligence might arrive which would make

it seem less seasonable, or in all parts not so proper; or the

ministry might engage in different measures, and then say,

"If you had produced your plan sooner, we might have

attended to it;" he concluded to offer it the Wednesday

following ;
and therefore wished to see me upon it the pre-

ceding Tuesday, when he would again call upon me, unless

I could conveniently come to Hayes. I chose the latter, in

respect to his Lordship, and because there was less likeli-

hood of interruptions ;
and I promised to be with him early,

that we might have more time. He stayed with me near

two hours, his equipage waiting at the door
;
and being

there while people were coming from church, it vva« much

taken notice of, and talked of, as at that time was every

little circumstance that men thought might possibly any

way affect American affairs. Such a visit from so great a

man, on so important a business, flattered not a little my

vanity ;
and the honor of it gave me the more pleasure, as it
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happened on the very day twelve months that the ministry

had taken so much pains to disgrace me before the Privy

Council.*

I applied myself immediately to the reading and con-

sidering the plan, of which, when it was afterwards pub-

lished, I sent you a copy, and therefore need not insert it

here. I put down upon paper, as I went along, some short

memorandums for my future discourse with him upon it,

which follow, that you may, if you please, compare them

with the plan ; and, if you do so, you will see their drift

and purpose, which otherwise would take me much writing

to explain.

"
Tuesday, January 31st, 1775.

" Notesy^r Discourse with Lord Chatham on his Plan.

"Voluntary grants and forced taxes not to be expected

of the same people at the same time.

"Permanent revenue will be objected to. Would not

a temporary agreement be best, suppose for one hundred

years ?

" Does the whole of the rights claimed in the Petition

of Rights relate to England only ?

"The American Naturalization Act gives all the rights

of natural-born subjects to foreigners residing there seven

years. Can it be supposed, that the natives there have

them not?
" If the King should raise armies in America, would

Britain like their being brought hither? as the King might

bring them when he pleased.

"An act of Parliament requires the colonies to furnish

sundry articles of provision and accommodation to troops

*"" In the affair of Hutchinson's Letters.—Ed.
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quartered among them
;

this may be made very burdensome

to colonies that are out of favor.
" If a permanent revenue, why not the same privileges in

trade with Scotland?

"Should not the lands, conquered by Britain and the

colonies in conjunction, be given them, (reserving a quit-

rent,) whence they might form funds to enable them to pay ?
" Instructions about agents to be withdrawn.
" Grants to be for three years, at the end of which a new

Congress ; and so from three to three years.
"
Congress to have the general defence of the frontiers,

making and regulating new settlements.

"Protection mutual.
" We go into all your wars.

"Our settlements cost you nothing.
"Take the plan of union.

"'Defence, extension, and prosperity of.' The late

Canada Act prevents their extension, and may check their

prosperity.
" Laws should be secure as well as charters.
"
Perhaps if the legislative power of Parliament is owned

in the colonies, they may make a law to forbid the meeting
of any Congress, &c."

1 was at Hayes early on Tuesday, agreeably to my promise,

when we entered into consideration of the plan ; but, though
I stayed near four hours, his Lordship, in the manner of, I

think, all eloquent persons, was so full and diffuse in sup-

porting every particular I questioned, that there was not

time to go through half my memorandums. He is not

easily interrupted ; and I had such pleasure in hearing him,

that I found little inclination to interrupt him. Therefore,

considering that neither of us had much expectation, that

the plan would be adopted entirely as it stood ; that, in the

26*
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course of its consideration, if it should be received, proper

alterations might be introduced
; that, before it would be

settled, America should have opportunity to make her

objections and propositions of amendment
; that, to have

it received at all here, it must seem to comply a little with

some of the prevailing prejudices of the legislature ; that,

if it was not so perfect as might be wished, it would at least

serve as a basis for treaty, and in the mean time prevent

mischiefs
;
and that, as his Lordship had determined to

offer it the next day, there was not time to make changes

and another fair copy ;
I therefore ceased my querying ;

and, though afterwards many people were pleased to do me
the honor of supposing I had a considerable share in com-

posing it, I assure you, that the addition of a single word

only was made at my instance, viz. ^^ constitutions'^ after

"charters"
; for my filling up, at his request, a blank with

the titles of acts proper to be repealed, which I took from

the proceedings of the Congress, was no more than might
have been done by any copying clerk.

On Wednesday, Lord Stanhope, at Lord Chatham's

request, called upon me, and carried me down to the House

of Lords, which was soon very full. Lord Chatham, in a

most excellent speech, introduced, explained, and supported

his plan. When he sat down. Lord Dartmouth rose, and

very properly said, it contained matter of such weight and

magnitude, as to require much consideration
;
and he there-

fore hoped the noble Earl did not expect their Lordships

to decide upon it by an immediate vote, but would be will-

ing it should lie upon the table for consideration. Lord

Chatham answered readily, that he expected nothing more.

But Lord Sandwich rose, and in a petulant, vehement

speech, opposed its being received at all, and gave his
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opinion, that it ought to be immediately rejected, with the

contempt it deserved. That he could never believe it to be

the production of any British Peer. That it appeared to

him rather the work of some American
; and, turning his

face towards me, who was leaning on the bar, said, he

fancied he had in his eye the person who drew it up, one

of the bitterest and most mischievous enemies this country

had ever known. This drew the eyes of many Lords upon

me ; but, as I had no inducement to take it to myself, I

kept my countenance as immovable as if my features had

been made of wood. Then several other Lords of the

administration gave their sentiments also for rejecting it,

of which opinion also was strongly the wise Lord Hills-

borough. But the Dukes of Richmond and Manchester,

Lord Shelburne, Lord Camden, Lord Temple, Lord Lyttle-

ton, and others, were for receiving it, some through appro-

bation, and others for the character and dignity of the

House. One Lord mentioning with applause, the candid

proposal of one of the ministers, Lord Dartmouth, his

Lordship rose again, and said, that having since heard the

opinions of so many Lords against receiving it, to lie upon
the table for consideration, he had altered his mind, could

not accept the praise offered him for a candor of which he

was now ashamed, and should therefore give his voice for

rejecting the plan immediately.

I am the more particular in this, as it is a trait of that

nobleman's character, who from his office is supposed to

have so great a share in American affairs, but who has in

reality no will or judgment of his own, being, with dispo-

sitions for the best measures, easily prevailed with to join

in the worst.

Lord Chatham, in his reply to Lord Sandwich, took
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notice of his illiberal insinuation, that the plan was not the

person's who proposed it
;
declared that it was entirely his

own ; a declaration he thought himself the more obliged to

make, as many of their Lordships appeared to have so

mean an opinion of it ; for if it was so weak or so bad a

thing, it was proper in him to take care that no other per-

son should unjustly share in the censure it deserved. That

it had been heretofore reckoned his vice, not to be apt to

take advice
;
but he made no scruple to declare, that, if he

were the first minister of this country, and had the care of

settling this momentous business, he should not be ashamed

of publicly calling to his assistance a person so perfectly

acquainted with the whole of American affairs as the gen-

tleman alluded to, and so injuriously reflected on
; one, he

was pleased to say, whom all Europe held in high estima-

tion for his knowledge and wisdom, and ranked with our

Boyles and Newtons; who was an honor, not to the Eng-

lish nation only, but to human nature ! I found it harder

to stand this extravagant compliment than the preceding

equally extravagant abuse ;
but kept as well as I could an

unconcerned countenance, as not conceiving it to relate

to me.

To hear so many of these hereditary legislators declaim-

ing so vehemently against, not the adopting merely, but

even the consideration of a proposal so important in its

nature, offered by a person of so weighty a character, one

of the first statesmen of the age, who had taken up this

country when in the lowest despondency, and conducted it

to victory and glory, through a war with two of the might-

iest kingdoms in Europe ;
to hear them censuring his plan,

not only for their own misunderstandings of what was in it,

but for their imaginations of what was not in it, which they
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would not give themselves an opportunit)^ of rectifying by
a second reading ; to perceive the total ignorance of the

subject in some, the prejudice and passion of others,

and the wilful perversion of plain truth in several of the

ministers ; and, upon the whole, to see it so ignominiously

rejected by so great a majority, and so hastily too, in breach

of all decency, and prudent regard to the character and

dignity of their body, as a third part of the national legis-

lature, gave me an exceeding mean opinion of their abilities,

and made their claim of sovereignty over three millions of

virtuous, sensible people in America seem the greatest of

absurdities, since they appeared to have scarce discretion

enough to govern a herd of swine. Hereditary legislators !

thought I. There would be more propriety, because less

hazard of mischief, in having (as in some university ot

Germany) hereditary professors of mathematics I But this

was a hasty reflection
; for the elected House of Commons

is no better, nor ever will be while the electors receive

money for their votes, and pay money wherewith ministers

may bribe their representatives when chosen.

After this proceeding I expected to hear no more of any

negotiation for settling our difference amicably ; yet, in a

day or two, I had a note from Mr. Barclay, requesting a

meeting at Dr. Fothergill's, the 4th of February, in the

evening. I attended accordingly, and was surprised by

being told, that a very good disposition appeared in admin-

istration
; that the "Hints" had been considered, and

several of them thought reasonable, and that others might
be admitted with small amendments. The good Doctor,
with his usual philanthropy, expatiated on the miseries of

war
; that even a bad peace was preferable to the most suc-

cessful war; that America was growing in strength; and.
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whatever she might be obliged to submit to at present, she

would in a few years be in a condition to make her own

terms.

Mr. Barclay hinted how much it was in my power to

promote an agreement ; how much it would be to my honor

to effect it ;
and that I might expect, not only restoration

of my old place, but almost any other I could wish for,

&:c. I need not tell you, who know me so well, how im-

proper and disgusting this language was to me. The

Doctor's was more suitable. Him I answered, that we did

not wish for war, and desired nothing but what was reason-

able and necessary for our security and well-being. To

Mr. Barclay I replied, that the ministry, I was sure, would

rather give me a place in a cart to Tyburn, than any other

place whatever ;
and to both, that I sincerely wished to be

serviceable; that I needed no other inducement than to be

shown how I might be so ;
but saw they imagined more to

be in my power than really was. I was then told again,

that conferences had been held upon the "Hints"; and

the paper being produced was read, that I might hear the

observations that had been made upon them separately,

which were as follows.

1. The first article was approved.

2. The second agreed to, so far as related to the repeal

of the Tea Act. But repayment of the duties that had

been collected was refused.

3. The third not approved, as it implied a deficiency of

power in the Parliament that made those acts.

4. The fourth approved.

5. The fifth agreed to, but with a reserve, that no change

prejudicial to Britain was to be expected.
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6. The sixth agreed to, so far as related to the appropria-

tion of the duties; but the appointment of the ofiEicers and

their salaries to remain as at present.

7. The seventh, relating to aids in time of peace, agreed

to.

8. The eighth, relating to the troops, was inadmissible.

9. The ninth could be agreed to, with this difference,

that no proportion should be observed with regard to pre-

ceding taxes, but each colony should give at pleasure.

10. The tenth agreed to, as to the restitution of Castle

William
;
but the restriction on the crown in building for-

tresses refused.

11. The eleventh refused absolutely, except as to the

Boston Port Bill, which would be repealed; and the Que-

bec Act might be so far amended, as to reduce that province

to its ancient limits.
" The other Massachusetts acts, being

real amendments of their constitution, must for that reason

be continued, as well as to be a standing example of the

power of Parliament.

12. The twelfth agreed to, that the judges should be

appointed during good behaviour, on the Assemblies pro-

viding permanent salaries, such as the crown should ap-

prove of.

13. The thirteenth agreed to, provided the Assemblies

make provision as in the preceding article.

15. The fifteenth agreed to.

16. The sixteenth agreed to, supposing the duties paid

to the colony treasuries.

17. The seventeenth inadmissible.

We had not at this time a great deal of conversation

upon these points ; for I shortened it by observing, that.
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while the Parliament claimed and exercised a power of

altering our constitutions at pleasure, there could be no

agreement ;
for we were rendered unsafe in every privilege

we had a right to, and were secure in nothing. And, it

being hinted how necessary an agreement was for America,

since it was so easy for Britain to burn all our seaport towns,

I grew warm, said that the chief part of my little property

consisted of houses in those towns
; that they might make

bonfires of them whenever they pleased ; that the fear of

losing them would never alter my resolution to resist to the

last that claim of Parliament
;
and that it behoved this

country to take care what mischief it did us ; for that

sooner or later it would certainly be obliged to make good
all damages with interest ! The Doctor smiled, as I thought,

with some approbation of my discourse, passionate as it

was, and said, he would certainly repeat it to-morrow to

Lord Dartmouth.

In the discourse concerning the "Hints," Mr. Barclay

happened to mention, that, going to Lord Hyde's, he found

Lord Howe with him
;
and that Lord Hyde had said to him,

"You may speak any thing before Lord Howe, that you

have to say to me, for he is a friend in whom I confide;"

upon which he accordingly had spoken with the same free-

dom as usual. By this I collected how Lord Howe came by
the paper of "

Hints," which he had shown me. And, it

being mentioned as a measure thought of, to send over a

commissioner with powers to inquire into grievances, and

give redress on certain conditions, but that it was difficult

to find a proper person, I said,
" Why not Lord Hyde ? He

is a man of prudence and temper, a person of dignity, and,

I should think, very suitable for such an employment ; or,

if he would not go, there is the other person you just men-
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tioned, Lord Howe, who would, in my opinion, do excel-

lently well." This passed as mere conversation, and we

parted.

Lord Chatham's rejected plan being printed, for the pub-

lic judgment, I received six copies from Lord Mahon, his

son-in-law, which I sent to different persons in America.

A week and more passed, in which I heard nothing further

of any negotiation, and my time was much taken up among
the members of Parliament, when Mr. Barclay sent me a note

to say, that he was indisposed, but desirous of seeing me,

and should be glad if I would call on him. I waited upon

him the next morning, when he told me, that he had seen

Lord Hyde, and had some further discourse with him on

the Articles ;
that he thought himself now fully possessed

of what would do in this business
;

that he therefore wished

another meeting with me and Dr. Fothergill, when he would

endeavour to bring prepared a draft conformable chiefly to

what had been proposed and conceded on both sides, with

some propositions of his own. I readily agreed to the meet-

ing, which was to be on Thursday evening, February i6th.

We met accordingly, when Mr. Barclay produced the

following paper, viz.

*' APlan, which, it is believed, would produce z. permanent
union between Great Britain and her Colonies.

*'i. The tea destroyed to be paid for; and, in order

that no time may be lost, to begin the desirable work of

conciliation, it is proposed, that the agent or agents, in a

petition to the King, should engage that the tea destroyed

shall be paid for
; and, in consequence of that engagement,

a commissioner to have authority, by a clause in an act of

Parliament, to open the port (by a suspension of the Boston

Port Act) when that engagement shall be complied with.

Vol. II.—27
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"
2. The Tea-duty Act to be repealed, as well for the

advantage of Great Britain as the colonies.

"3. Castle William to be restored to the province of

Massachusetts Bay, as formerly, before it was delivered up

by Governor Hutchinson.
"

4. As it is believed, that the commencement of concilia-

tory measures will, in a considerable degree, quiet the minds

of the subjects in America, it is proposed, that the inhab-

itants of the province of the Massachusetts Bay should peti-

tion the King, and state their objections to the said act.*

And it is to be understood, that the said act shall be repealed.

Interim, the commissioner to have power to suspend the act,

in order to enable the inhabitants to petition.

"5. The several provinces, who may think themselves

aggrieved by the Quebec Bill, to petition in their legislative

capacities ; and it is to be understood, that so far of the act,

as extends the limits of Quebec beyond its ancient bounds,

is to be repealed.
"

6. The act of Henry the Eighth to be formally dis-

claimed by Parliament.
"

7. In time oipeace, the Americans to raise, within their

respective provinces, by acts of their own legislatures, a cer-

tain sum or sums, such as may be thought necessary for a

peace establishment, to pay governors, judges, &c. Vide

Laws ofJamaica.
"

8. In time of war, on requisition made by the King,
with consent of Parliament, every colony shall raise such

sums of money as their legislatures may think suitable to

their abilities and the public exigency, to be laid out in

raising and paying men for land or sea service, furnishing

provisions, transports, or such other purposes as the King
shall require and direct.

*'
9. The acts of navigation to be reexamined, in order

* Supposed to mean the Boston Port Act.
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to see whether some alterations might not be made therein,

as much for the advantage of Great Britain as the ease of

the colonies.
"

ID. A naval officer to be appointed by the crown to

reside in each colony, to see those acts observed.
" N. B. In some colonies they are tiot appointed by the

crown.

"11. All duties arising on the acts for regulating trade

with the colonies to be for the public use of the respective

colonies, and paid into their treasuries, and an officer of

the crown to see it done.

"12. The admiralty courts to be reduced to the same

powers as they have in England.
"

13. All judges in the King's colony governments to be

appointed during good behaviour, and to be paid by the

province, agreeable to article seventh.
" N. B. If the King chooses to add to their salaries, the

same to be sent from England.
"14. The governors to be supported in the same man-

ner.
' '

Our conversation turned chiefly upon i\it first article. It

was said, that the ministry only wanted some opening to be

given them, some ground on which to found the commence-
ment of conciliating measures; that a petition containing
such an engagement as mentioned in this article would

answer that purpose ; that preparations were making to send

over more troops and ships ;
that such a petition might

prevent their going, especially if a commissioner were pro-

posed. I was therefore urged to engage the colony agents
to join with me in such a petition. My answer was, that no

agent had any thing to do with the tea business, but those

for Massachusetts Bay, who were Mr. Bollan for the Coun-

cil, myself for the Assembly, and Mr. Lee, appointed to
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succeed me when I should leave England ; that the latter,

therefore, could hardly yet be considered as an agent ; and

that the former was a cautious, exact man, and not easily

persuaded to take steps of such importance without instruc-

tions or authority ; that, therefore, if such a step were to be

taken, it would lie chiefly on me to take it; that, indeed,

if there were, as they supposed, a clear probability of good
to be done by it, I should make no scruple of hazarding

myself in it
;
but I thought the empowering a commissioner

to suspend the Boston Port Act was a method too dilatory,

and a mere suspension would not be satisfactory; that, if

such an engagement were entered into, all the Massachusetts

acts should be immediately repealed.

They laid hold of the readiness I had expressed to pe-

tition on a probability of doing good, applauded it, and

urged me to draw up a petition immediately. I said it was

a matter of importance, and with their leave I would take

home the paper, consider the propositions as they now stood,

and give them my opinion to-morrow evening. This was

agreed to, and for that time we parted.

Weighing now the present dangerous situation of affairs

in America, and the daily hazard of widening the breach

there irreparably, I embraced the idea proposed in the paper

of sending over a commissioner, as it might be a means

of suspending military operations, and bring on a treaty,

whereby mischief would be prevented, and an agreement

by degrees be formed and established. I also concluded to

do what had been desired of me as to the engagement, and

essayed a draft of a memorial to Lord Dartmouth for that

purpose simply, to be signed only by myself. As to the

sending of a commissioner, a measure which I was desired

likewise to propose, and express my sentiments of its utility,
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I apprehended my colleagues in the agency might be justly

displeased if I took a step of such importance without con-

sulting them, and therefore I sketched a joint petition to

that purpose, for them to sign with me, if they pleased ; but,

apprehending that would meet with difficulty, I drew up a

letter to Lord Dartmouth, containing the same proposition,

with the reasons for it, to be sent from me only. I made

also upon paper some remarks on the propositions ;
with

some hints, on a separate paper, of further remarks to be

made in conversation, when we should meet in the evening

of the 1 7th. Copies of these papers (except the first, which

I do not find with me on shipboard) are here placed as

follows, viz,

"TO THE king's MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY,
** The Petition and Memorial of W. BoUan, B. Franklin,

and Arthur Lee,
" Most humbly showeth ;

** That your petitioners, being agents for several colonies,

and deeply aftected with the apprehension of impending
calamities, that now threaten your Majesty's subjects in

America, beg leave to approach your throne, and to suggest

with all humility their opinion, formed on much attentive

consideration, that, if it should please your Majesty to per-

mit and authorize a meeting of delegates from the diffi rent

provinces, and appoint some person or persons of di^_nity

and wisdom from this country to preside in that meeting;, or

to confer with the said delegates, acquaint themselves iuUy
with the true grievances of the colonies, and settle the moans

of composing all dissensions, such means to be afterwards

ratified by your Majesty, if found just and suitable ; your

petitioners are persuaded, from their thorough knowledge
of that country and people, that such a measure might be

attended with the most salutary effects, prevent much mis-

27*
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chief, and restore the harmony which so long subsisted, and

is so necessary to the prosperity and happiness of all your

Majesty's subjects in every part of your extensive dominions;

which, that Heaven may preserve entire to your Majesty
and your descendants, is the sincere prayer of your Majesty's

most dutiful subjects and servants."

"to the right honorable lord DARTMOUTH.

" My Lord,
"
Being deeply apprehensive of the impending calamities,

that threaten the nation and its colonies through the present

unhappy dissensions, I have attentively considered by what

possible means those calamities may be prevented. The

great importance of a business which concerns us all, will,

I hope, in some degree excuse me to your Lordship, if I

presume unasked to offer my humble opinion, that, should

his Majesty think fit to authorize delegates from the several

provinces to meet at such convenient time and place, as in

his wisdom shall seem meet, then and there to confer with

a commissioner or commissioners to be appointed and

empowered by his Majesty, on the means of establishing a

firm and lasting union between Britain and the American

provinces, such a measure might be effectual for that pur-

pose. I cannot therefore but wish it may be adopted, as

no one can more ardently and sincerely desire the general

prosperity of the British dominions, than, my Lord, your

Lordship's most obedient, &c.

"B. Franklin."

"REMARKS ON THE PROPOSITIONS.

"Art. I. In consequence of that engagement, all the

Boston and Massachusetts acts to be suspended, and, in

comi^liance with that engagement, to be totally repealed.
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*'
By this amendment article fourth will become unneces-

sary.

"Art. 4 and 5. The numerous petitions heretofore sent

home by the colony Assemblies, and either refused to be

received, or received and neglected, or answered harshly,

and the petitioners rebuked for making them, have, I con-

ceive, totally discouraged that method of application ; and,

if even their friends were now to propose to them the re-

curring again to petitioning, such friends would be thought

to trifle with them. Besides, all they desire is now before

government in the petition of the Congress, and the whole

or parts may be granted or refused at pleasure. The sense

of the colonies cannot be better obtained by petition from

different colonies, than it is by that general petition.

"Art. 7. Read, such as tJiey may think necessary.

"Art. II. As it stands, of little importance. The first

proposition was, that they should be repealed as unjust.

But they may remain, for they will probably not be exe-

cuted.

"Even with the amendment proposed above to article

first, I cannot think it stands as it should do. If the object

be merely the preventing present bloodshed, and the other

mischiefs to fall on that country in war, it may possibly

answer that end
; but, if a thorough, hearty reconciliation

is wished for, all cause of heartburning should be removed,

and strict justice be done on both sides. Thus the tea

should not only be paid for on the side of Boston, but the

damage done to Boston by the Port Act should be repaired,

because it was done contrary to the custom of all nations,

savage as well as civilized, of first demanding satisfaction.

"Art. 14- The judges should receive nothing from the

King.
"As to the other two acts, the Massachusetts must suffer

all the hazards and mischiefs of war, rather than admit the

alteration of their charters and laws by Parliament. 'They,
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who can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary

safety, deserve neither liberty nor safety.'

"B. Franklin."

" Hints.

"I doubt the regulating duties will not be accepted,

without enacting them, and having the power of appointing
the collectors, in the colonies.

"If we mean a hearty reconciliation, we must deal can-

didly, and use no tricks.

" The Assemblies are many of them in a state of dissolu-

tion. It will require time to make new elections
;
then to

meet and choose delegates, supposing all could meet. But

the Assembly of the Massachusetts Bay cannot act under

the new constitution, or meet the new Council for that

purpose, without acknowledging the power of Parliament

to alter their charter, which they never will do. The

language of the proposal is, Try on your fetters first, and

then, if you don' t like them, petition and we will consider.

"Establishing salaries for judges may be a general law.

For governors not so, the constitution of colonies differing.

It is po-ssible troops may be sent to paj'ticular provinces, to

burden them when they are out of favor.

" Canada. We cannot endure despotism over any of our

fellow subjects. We must all be free, or none."

That afternoon I received the following note from Mrs.

Howe, enclosing another from Lord Howe, viz.

"Mrs. Howe's compliments to Dr. Franklin; she has

just received the enclosed note from Lord Howe, and

hopes it will be convenient to him to come to her, either

to-morrow or Sunday, at an hour most convenient to him,
which she begs he will be so good to name.

"
Grafton Street, Friday, February I'jth, 1775."
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\EncIosed in theforegoing.']

"to the honorable MRS. HOWE.

"I wish you to procure me an opportunity to see Dr.

Franklin at your house to-morrow, or on Sunday morning,
for an essential purpose.

"
Grafton Street, Friday, four o'clock.''^

I had not heard from his Lordship for some time,

and readily answered, that I would do myself the honor

of waiting upon him at her house to-morrow at eleven

o'clock.

Mr. Barclay, Dr. Fothergill, and myself, met according
to appointment at the Doctor's house. I delivered to

them the "Remarks" I had made on the paper, and we

talked them over. I read also the sketches I had made of

the petitions and memorials; but, they being of opinion,

that the repeal of none of the Massachusetts acts could be

obtained by my engaging to pay for the tea, the Boston

Port Act excepted, and I insisting on a repeal of all, other-

wise declining to make the offer, that measure was deferred

for the present, and I pocketed my drafts. They concluded,

however, to report my sentiments, and see if any further

concession could be obtained. They observed, too, that I

had signed my "Remarks"; on which I said, that under-

standing by other means, as well as from them, that the

ministers had been acquainted with my being consulted in

this business, I saw no occasion for further mystery ; and,

since conveying and receiving through second hands their

sentiments and mine occasioned delay, and might be

attended with misapprehension, something being lost or

changed by mistake in the conveyance, I did not see why
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we should not meet and discuss the points together at once
;

that, if this was thought proper, I should be willing and

ready to attend them to the ministerial persons they con-

ferred with. They seemed to approve the proposal, and

said they would mention it.

The next morning I met Lord Howe, according to ap-

pointment. He seemed very cheerful, having, as I imagine,

heard from Lord Hyde what that Lord might have heard

from Mr. Barclay the evening of the i6th, viz. that I had

consented to petition, and engage payment for the tea
;

whence it was hoped, the ministerial terms of accommo-

dation might take place. He let me know, that he was

thought of to be sent commissioner for settling the differ-

ences in America; adding, with an excess of politeness,

that, sensible of his own unacquaintedness with the business,

and of my knowledge and abilities, he could not think of

undertaking it without me
; but, with me, he should do it

most readily ;
for he should found his expectation of suc-

cess on my assistance. He therefore had desired this

meeting, to know my mind upon a proposition of my going

with him in some shape or other, as a friend, an assistant,

or secretary ;
that he was very sensible, if he should be so

happy as to effect any thing valuable, it must be wholly

owing to the advice and assistance I should afford him
;

that he should therefore make no scruple of giving me

upon all occasions the full honor of it ; that he had declared

to the ministers his opinion of my good dispositions towards

peace, and what he now wished was to be authorized by me
to say, that I consented to accompany him, and would

cooperate with him in the great work of reconciliation.

That the iniluence I had over the minds of people in

America was known to be very extensive ; and that I could,
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. if any man could, prevail with them to comply with reason-

able propositions.

I replied, that I was obliged to his Lordship for t.ie

favorable opinion he had of me, and for the honor he did

me in proposing to make use of my assistance ; that 1

wished to know what propositions were intended for Amer-

ica; that, if they were reasonable ones in themselves,

possibly I might be able to make them appear such to my
countrymen; but, if they were otherwise, I doubted whether

that could be done by any man, and certainly I should not

undertake it. His Lordship then said, that he should not

expect my assistance without a proper consideration. That

the business was of great importance ; and, if he under-

took it, he should insist on being enabled to make ^^efterous

and ample appointments for those he took with him, par-

ticularly for me
; as well as a firm promise of subsequent

rewards. "And," said he, "that the ministry may have

an opportunity of showing their good disposition towards

yourself, will you give me leave, Mr. Franklin, to procure

for you previously some mark of it
; suppose the payment

here of the arrears of your salary, as agent for New Eng-

land, which I understand they have stopped for some time

past?" "My Lord," said I, "I shall deem it a great

honor to be in any shape joined with your Lordship in so

good a work; but, if you hope service from any influence I

may be supposed to have, drop all thoughts of procuring

me any previous favors from ministers; my accepting them

would destroy the very influence you propose to make use

of; they would be considered as so many bribes to betrav

the interest of my country; but only let me see the propo-

sitions, and, if I approve of them, I shall not hesitate a

moment, but will hold myself leady to accompany your
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Lordship at an hour's warning." He then said, he wished

I would discourse with Lord Hyde upon the business, and

asked if I had any objection to meet his Lordship. I

answered, none, not the least ; that I had a great respect

for Lord Hyde, and would wait upon him whenever he

should please to permit it. He said he would speak to

Lord Hyde, and send me word.

On the Monday following, I received a letter from

Lord Howe. To understand it better, it is necessary to

reflect, that in the mean time there was opportunity for

Mr. Barclay to communicate to that nobleman the "Re-

marks" I had made on the Plan, the sight of which had

probably changed the purpose of making any use of me

on the occasion. The letter follows.

" Grafton Street, February 20th, 1775.

" Not having had a convenient opportunity to talk with

Lord Hyde until this morning, on the subject I mentioned

when I had, my worthy friend, the pleasure to see you last,

I now give you the earliest information of his Lordship's

sentiments upon my proposition.
" He declares he has no personal objection, and that he

is always desirous of the conversation of men of knowledge,

consequently, in that respect, would have a pleasure in

yours. But he apprehends, that on the present American

contest your principles and his, or rather those of Parlia-

ment, are as yet so wide from each other, that a meeting

merely to discuss them might give you unnecessary trouble.

Should you think otherwise, or should any propitious cir-

cumstances approximate such distant sentiments, he would

be happy to be used as a channel to convey what might

tend to harmony from a person of credit to those in power.

And I will venture to advance, from my knowledge of his
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Lordship's opinion of men and things, that nothing of that

nature would suffer in the passage.
"

I am, with sincere regard, your most obedient servant,
" Howe.

"To Dr. Franklin."

As I had no desire of obtruding myself upon Lord Hyde,

though a little piqued at his declining to see me, I thought

it best to show a decent indifference, which I endeavoured

in the following answer.
" Craven Street, February 20th, 1775.

"Having nothing to offer on the American business in

addition to what Lord Hyde is already acquainted with from

the papers that have passed, it seems most respectful not to

give his Lordship the trouble of a visit ; since a mere dis-

cussion of the sentiments contained in those papers is not,

in his opinion, likely to produce any good effect. I am

thankful, however, to his Lordship for the permission of

waiting on him, which I shall use if anything occurs, that

may give a chance of utility in such an interview.

"With sincere esteem and respect, I have the honor to

be, my Lord, your Lordship's most obedient humble servant,

"B. Franklin.
"To Lord Howe."

On the morning of the same day, February 20th, it was

currently and industriously reported all over the town, that

Lord North would that day make a pacific motion in the

House of Commons for healing all differences between

Britain and America. The House was accordingly very

full, and the members full of expectation. The Bedford

party, inimical to America, and who had urged severe

measures, were alarmed, and began to exclaim against the

Vol. it.—28
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minister for his timidity, and the fluctuation oi\n% politics ;

they even began to count voices, to see if they could not, by

negativing his motion, at once unhorse him, and throw him

out of administration. His friends were therefore alarmed

for him, and there was much caballing and whispering. At

length a motion, as one had been promised, was made, but

whether that originally intended, is with me very doubtful.

I suspect, from its imperfect composition, from its inade-

quateness to answer the purpose previously professed, and

from some other circumstances, that, when first drawn, it

contained more of Mr. Barclay's plan, but was curtailed by

advice, just before it was delivered. My old proposition

of giving up the regulating duties to the colonies was in

part to be found in it ;
and many, who knew nothing of that

transaction, said it was the best part of the motion. It was

TS follows.

LORD north's motion, FEBRUARY 20TH, 1 7 75-

" That it is the opinion of this committee, that, when the

Governor, Council, and Assembly, or General Court of his

Majesty's provinces or colonies shall propose to make pro-

vision according to their respective conditions, circum-

stances, and situations, for contributing their proportion to

the common defence, such proportion to be raised under

the authority of the General Court or General Assembly
of such province or colony, and disposable by Parliament,

and shall engage to make provision also for the support of

the civil government and the administration of justice in

such province or colony, it will be proper, if such proposal

shall be approved by his Majesty in Parliament, and for so

long as such provision shall be made accordingly, to forbear,

in respect of such province or colony, to levy any duties,

tax, or assessment, or to impose any further duty, tax, or
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assessment, except only such duties as it may be expedient

to impose for the regulation of commerce ;
the net produce

of the duties last mentioned to be carried to the account of

such province, colony, or plantation, exclusively."

After a good deal of wild debate, in which this motion

was supported upon various and inconsistent principles by

the ministerial people, and even met with an opposition

from some of them, which showed a want of concert, prob-

ably from the suddenness of the alterations above supposed,

they all agreed at length, as usual, in voting it by a large

majority.

Hearing nothing during all the following week from

Messrs. Barclay and Fothergill, (except that Lord Hyde,

when acquainted with my willingness to engage for the pay

ment of the tea, had said it gave him new life,')
nor any

thing from Lord Howe, I mentioned his silence occasion-

ally to his sister, adding, that I supposed it owing to his

finding what he had proposed to me was not likely to take

place ;
and I wished her to desire him, if that was the case,

to let me know it by a line, that I might be at liberty to

take other measures. She did so as soon as he returned

from the country, where he had been for a day or two ;

and I received from her the following note.

"Mrs. Howe's compliments to Dr. Franklin; Lord

Howe not quite understanding the message received from

her, will be very glad to have the pleasure of seeing him,

either between twelve and one this morning, (the only hour

he is at liberty this day,) at her house, or at any hour to-

morrow most convenient to him.

"
Grafton Street, Tuesday.^'
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I met his Lordship at the hour appointed. He said, that

he had not seen me lately, as he expected daily to have

something more material to say to me than had yet occurred ;

and hoped that I would have called on Lord Hyde, as I

had intimated I should do when I apprehended it might be

useful, which he was sorry to find I had not done. That

there was something in my verbal message by Mrs. Howe,
which perhaps she had apprehended imperfectly ;

it was the

hint of my purpose to take other measures. I answered,

that having, since I had last seen his Lordship, heard of the

death of my wife at Philadelphia, in whose hands I had left

the care of my affairs there, it was become necessary for me
to return thither as soon as conveniently might be; that

what his Lordship had proposed of my accompanying him

to America might, if likely to take place, postpone my
voyage to suit his conveniency ; otherwise, I should proceed

by the first ship ;
that I did suppose by not hearing from

him, and by Lord North's motion, all thoughts of that kind

were laid aside, which was what I only desired to know

from him.

He said, my last paper of "Remarks" by Mr. Barclay,

wherein I had made the indemnification of Boston, for the

injury of stopping its port, a condition of my engaging to

pay for the tea (a condition impossible to be complied

with), had discouraged further proceeding on that idea.

Having a copy of that paper in my pocket, I showed his

Lordship, that I had proposed no such condition of my
engagement, nor any other than the repeal of all the Mas-

sachusetts acts. That what followed relating to the indem-

nification was only expressing my private opinion, that it

would be just, but by no means insisting upon it. He
said the arrangements were not yet determined on; that, as
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I now explained myself, it appeared I had been much mis-

apprehended ;
and he wished of all things I would see Lord

Hyde, and asked if I would choose to meet him there (at

Mrs. Howe's), or that he should call upon me. I said,

that I would by no means give Lord Hyde that trouble.

That, since he (Lord Howe) seemed to think it might be

of use, and wished it done soon, I would wait upon Lord

Hyde. I knew him to be an early riser, and would be with

him at eight o'clock the next morning; which Lord Howe
undertook to acquaint him with. But I added, that, from

what circumstances I could collect of the disposition of

ministry, I apprehended my visit would answer no material

purpose. He was of a different opinion ; to which I sub-

mitted.

The next morning, March ist, I accordingly was early

with Lord Hyde, who received me with his usual politeness.

We talked over a great part of the dispute between the

countries. I found him ready with all the newspaper and

pamphlet topics ;
of the expense of settling our colonies,

the protection afforded them, the heavy debt under which

Britain labored, the equity of our contributing to its allevi-

ation ; that many people in England were no more repre-

sented than we were, yet all were taxed and governed by

Parliament, &c. &c. I answered all, but with little effect;

for, though his Lordship seemed civilly to hear what I said,

I had reason to believe he attended very little to the pur-

port of it, his mind being employed the while in thinking
on what he himself purposed to say next.

He had hoped, he said, that Lord North's motion would

have been satisfactory ; and asked what could be objected
to it. I replied, the terms of it were, that we should grant

money till Parliament had agreed we had given enough,
28*
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without having the least share in judging of the propriety

of the measure for which it was to be granted, or of our own

abilities to grant ;
that these grants were also to be made

under a threat of exercising a claimed right of taxing us at

pleasure, and compelling such taxes by an armed force, if we

did not give till it should be thought we had given enough ;

that the proposition was similar to no mode of obtaining

aids that ever existed, except that of a highwayman, who

presents his pistol and hat at a coach window, demanding
no specific sum, but, if you will give all your money, or

what he is pleased to think sufficient, he will civilly omit

putting his own hand into your pockets ;
if not, there is his

pistol. That the mode of raising contributions in an enemy's

country was fairer than this, since there an explicit sum was

demanded, and the people who were raising it knew what

they were about, and when they should have done; and

that, in short, no free people could ever think of beginning

to grant upon such terms. That, besides, a new dispute

had now been raised, by the Parliament's pretending to a

power of altering our charters and established laws, which

was of still more importance to us than their claim of tax-

ation, as it set us all adrift, and left us without a privilege

we could depend upon, but at their pleasure; this was a

situation we could not possibly be in
; and, as Lord North's

proposition had no relation to this matter, if the other had

been such as we could have agreed to, we should still be far

from a reconciliation.

His Lordship thought I misunderstood the proposition ;

on which I took it out and read it. He then waived that

point, and said he should be glad to know from me, what

would produce a reconciliation. I said, that his Lordship,

I imagined, had seen several proposals of mine for thai
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purpose. He said he had
;
but some of my articles were

such as would never be agreed to. That it was apprehended

I had several instructions and powers to offer more accept-

able terms, but was extremely reserved, and perhaps from

a desire he did not blame, of doing better for my con-

stituents ; but my expectations might deceive me
;

and

he did think I might be assured I should never obtain better

terms than what were now offered by Lord North. That

administration had a sincere desire of restoring harmony
with America; and it was thought, if I would cooperate

with them, the business would be easy. That he hoped
I was above retaining resentment against them, for what

nobody now approved, and for which satisfaction might

be made me ; that I was, as he understood, in high esteem

among the Americans ; that, if I would bring about a

reconciliation on terms suitable to the dignity of gov-

ernment, I might be as highly and generally esteemed

here, and be honored and rewarded, perhaps, beyond my

expectation.

I replied, that I thought I had given a convincing proof

of my sincere desire of promoting peace, when, on being

informed that all wanted for the honor of government was,

to obtain payment for the tea, I offered, without any instruc-

tion to warrant my so doing, or assurance that I should be

reimbursed, or my conduct approved, to engage for that

payment, if the Massachusetts acts were to be repealed ;
an

engagement in which I must have risked my whole fortune,

which I thought few besides me would have done. That,

in truth, private resentments had no weight with me in

public business
; that I was not the reserved man imagined,

having really no secret instructions to act upon. That I

was certainly willing to do every thing that could reason-
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ably be expected of me. But, if any supposed I could pre-

vail with my countrymen to take black for white, and

wrong for right, it was not knowing either them or me ;

they were not capable of being so imposed on, nor was I

capable of attempting it.

He then asked my opinion of sending over a commis-

sioner, for the purpose mentioned in a preceding part of

this account, and my answer was to the same effect. By
the way, I apprehend, that to give me an opportunity of

discoursing with Lord Hyde on that point, was a principal

motive with Lord Howe for urging me to make this visit.

His Lordship did not express his own sentiments upon it.

And thus ended this conversation.

Three or four days after, I received the following note

from Mrs. Howe.

"Mrs. Howe's compliments to Dr. Franklin; Lord

Howe begs to have the pleasure of meeting him once more

before he goes, at her house ; he is at present out of town,

but returns on Monday ;
and any day or hour after that,

that the Doctor will name, he will be very glad to attend

him.
"

Grafton Street, Saturday, March 4th.'
^

I answered, that I would do myself the honor of waiting

on Lord Howe, at her house, the Tuesday following, at

eleven o'clock. We met accordingly. He began by saying,

that I had been a better prophet than himself, in foreseeing

that my interview with Lord Hyde would be of no great

use; and then said,- that he hoped I would excuse the trouble

he had given me, as his intentions had been good both

towards me and the public. He was sorry, that at present

there was no appearance of things going into the train he
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had wished, but that possibly they might yet take a more

favorable turn
; and, as he understood I was going soon to

America, if he should chance to be sent thither on that

important business, he hoped he might still expect my
assistance. I assured him of my readiness at all times of

cooperating with him in so good a work ;
and so, taking

my leave, and receiving his good wishes, ended the negoti-

ation with Lord Howe. And I heard no more of that with

Messrs. Fothergill and Barclay. I could only gather, from

some hints in their conversation, that neither of them were

well pleased with the conduct of the ministers respecting

these transactions. And, a few days before I left London,

I met them by their desire, at the Doctor's house, when

they desired me to assure their friends from them, that it

was now their fixed opinion, that nothing could secure the

privileges of America., but a firm, sober adherence to the

terms of the association made at the Congress, and that

the salvation of English liberty depended now on the per-

severance and virtue of America.

During the whole, my time was otherwise much taken

up, by friends calling continually to inquire news from

America; members of both Houses of Parliament, to inform

me what passed in the Houses, and discourse with me on

the debates, and on motions made, or to be made; mer-

chants of London and of the manufacturing and port towns,

on their petitions ; the Quakers, upon theirs, &c. &c. ;
so

that I had no time to take notes of almost any thing.

This account is therefore chiefly from recollection, in which

doubtless much must have been omitted, from deficiency

of memory; but what there is, I believe to be pretty exact;

except that, discoursing with so many different persons

about the same time, on the same subject, I may possibly
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have put down some things as said by or to one person,

which passed in conversation with another.

A little before I left London, being at the House of

Lords, during a debate in which Lord Camden was to speak,

and who indeed spoke admirably on American affairs, I was

much disgusted, from the ministerial side, by many base

reflections on American courage, religion, understanding,

&c., in which we were treated with the utmost contempt,

as the lowest of mankind, and almost of a different species

from the English of Britain ; but particularly the American

honesty was abused by some of the Lords, who asserted

that we were all knaves, and wanted only by this dispute

to avoid paying our debts
; that, if we had any sense of

equity or justice, we should offer payment of the tea, &c.

I went home somewhat irritated and heated ; and, partly to

retort upon this nation, on the article of equity, drew up
a memorial to present to Lord Dartmouth before my de-

parture; but, consulting my friend, Mr. Thomas Walpole,

upon it, who is a member of the House of Commons, he

looked at it and at me several times alternately, as if he

apprehended me a little out of my senses. As I was in the

hurry of packing up, I requested him to take the trouble of

showing it to his neighbour. Lord Camden, and ask his

advice upon it, which he kindly undertook to do; and

returned it me with a note, which here follows the proposed

memorial.

*' To the Right Honorable the Earl of Dartmouth, one of

his Majesty's principal Secretaries of State;

" A Memorial of Benjamin Franklin, Agent of the Province

of Massachusetts Bay.
" Whereas an injury done can only give the party injured
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a right to full reparation ; or, in case that be refused, a right

to return an equal injury; and whereas the blockade of

Boston, now continued nine months, hath every week of its

continuance done damage to that town, equal to what was

suffered there by the India Company; it follows that such

exceeding damage is an injury done by this government, for

which reparation ought to be made; and whereas reparation

of injuries ought always (agreeably to the custom of all

nations, savage as well as civilized,) to be first required,

before satisfaction is taken by a return of damage to the

aggressors; which was not done by Great Britain in the

instance above mentioned
;

I the underwritten do therefore,

as their agent, in the behalf of my country and the said

town of Boston, protest against the continuance of the said

blockade
; and I do hereby solemnly demand satisfaction

for the accumulated injury done them, beyond the value of

the India Company's tea destroyed.

"And whereas the 'conquest of the Gulf of'St. Lawrence,
the coasts of Labrador and Nova Scotia, and the fisheries

possessed by the French there and on the Banks of New-

foundland, so far as they were more extended than at pres-

ent, was made by i\\e Jointforces of Britain and the colonies,

the latter having nearly an equal number of men in that

service with the former; it follows, that the colonies have

an equitable and just right to participate in the advantage
of those fisheries

;
I do, therefore, in the behalf of the

colony of the Massachusetts Bay, protest against the act

now under consideration in Parliament, for depriving that

province, with others, of that fishery, (on pretence of their

refusing to purchase British commodities,) as an act highly

unjust and injurious; and I give notice, that satisfaction will

probably one day be demanded for all the injury that may
be done and suffered in the execution of such act

;
and

that the injustice of the proceeding is likely to give such

umbrage to all the colonies, that in no future war, wherein
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Other conquests may be meditated, either a man or a shil-

ling will be obtained from any of them to aid such con-

quests, till full satisfaction be made as aforesaid.

"B. Franklin.

" Given in London, this i6lh day of March, 1775."

"to dr. franklin.
" Dear Sir,

"I return you the memorial, which it is thought might

be attended with dangerous consequences to your person,

and contribute to exasperate the nation.

" I heartily wish you a prosperous voyage, a long health,

and am, with the sincerest regard, your most faithful and

obedient servant, •

"Thomas Walpole,

"Lincoln's Inn Fields, i6ih March, 1775."

Mr. Walpole called at my house the next day, and, hear-

ing I was gone to the House of Lords, came there to me,

and repeated more fully what was in his note ; adding, that

it was thought my having no instructions directing me to

deliver such a protest, would make it appear still more

unjustifiable, and be deemed a national affront. I had no

desire to make matters worse, and, being grown cooler,

took the advice so kindly given me.

The evening before I left London, I received a note from

Dr. Fothergill, with some letters to his friends in Phila-

delphia. In that note he desires me to get those friends

"and two or three more together, and inform them, that,

whatever specious pretences are offered, they are all hollow;

and that to get a larger field on which to fatten a herd of

worthless parasites is all that is regarded. Perhaps it may
be proper to acquaint them with David Barclay's and our
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united endeavours, and the effects. They will stun at least,

if not convince, the most worthy, that nothing very favor-

able is intended, if more unfavorable articles cannot be

obtained." The Doctor, in the course of his daily visits

among the great, in the practice of his profession, had full

opportunity of being acquainted with their sentiments,

the conversation everywhere turning upon the subject of

America.

Vol. IL—2«
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I775-I776.

To Joseph You wiill have heard, before this reaches
Priestley, da- -

1 1 1 i , .

ted Phiiadei- X^'^' °f ^ march Stolen by the regulars into

phia, 16 May, the countrv by night, and of their expeditioti

back again. They retreated twenty miles in

six hours.* The governor had called the Assembly to pro-

pose Lord North's pacific plan, but, before the time of

their meeting, began cutting of throats. You know it was

said he carried the sword in one hand, and the olive branch

in the other ; and it seems he chose to give thepi a taste of

the sword first.

He is doubling his fortifications at Boston, and hopes to

®
Barely two weeks previous to Franklin's arrival, the battles of Lexington

and Concord, precipitated by the orders of General Gage to burn some
colonial stores, had been fought, and eighty-three Americans killed, wounded,
and missing, against two hundred and seventy-three, in the same category,
on the other side.

The war of independence, though not yet declared, had begun.—Ed.
29* 341
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secure his troops till succour arrives. The place indeed

is naturally so defensible, that I think them in no danger.

All America is exasperated by his conduct, and more

firmly united than ever. The breach between the two

countries is grown wider, and in danger of becoming ir-

reparable.

I had a passage of six weeks, the weather constantly so

moderate that a London wherry might have accompanied
us all the way. I got home in the evening, and the next

morning was unanimously chosen by the Assembly of Penn-

sylvania, a delegate to the Congress now sitting.*

In coming over, I made a valuable philosophical discovery,

which I shall communicate to you when I can get a little

time.

To Mrs. Jane I havc just now heard by Mr. Adams, that

ted Phiiadei- y°^ ^^^ come out of Boston, j*
and are at War-

phia, 26 May, -wic, in Rhodc Island. I suppose it must be
1775.

at good Mr. and Mrs. Greene's, to whom pre-

sent my affectionate respects. I write this line just to let

you know, that I am returned well from England, and that

I found my family well ; but have not found the repose I

wished for, being the next morning after my arrival dele-

gated to the Congress by our Assembly.

I wish to hear from you, and to know how you have left

* That Continental Congress which met on the loth of May, 1775, which

consoHdated the armies of the colonies, which placed George Washington in

command of them, which issued the first continental currency, and which

accepted the responsibility of conducting the resistance of the colonies to

the infatuated tyranny of the English Government.—Ed.

f Boston, where his sister had resided, was in a state of siege, and she

appears to have found a refuge with Franklin's old friend, Mrs. Greene.

—Ed.
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your affairs in Boston ;
and whether it would be incon-

venient for you to come hither, or you wish rather that I

should come to see you, if the business I am engaged in will

permit. Let me know if you want any assistance, and

what is become of cousin Williams and his family, and

other friends.

To Wiinam Mr. StRAHAN,

f*rtl"; t^^ You are a member of Parliament, and one
ted Pniiadel- '

phia, 5 July, of that majority, which has doomed my coun-

try to destruction. You have begun to burn

our towns, and murder our people. Look upon your hands,

they are stained with the blood of your relations ! You

and I were long friends ; you are now my enemy, and I

am, yours.

To Joseph The Congress met at a time when all minds

teTphUad'lN ""^^^^ ^° exasperated by the perfidy of General

phia, 7 July, Gage, and his attack on the country people,
1775

that propositions for attempting an accommo-

dation were not much relished ;
and it has been with diffi-

culty that we have carried another humble petition to the

crown, to give Britain one more chance, one opportunity

more, of recovering the friendship of the colonies ; which,

however, I think she has not sen^e enough to embrace, and

so I conclude she has lost them for ever.

She has begun to burn our seaport towns
; secure, I sup-

pose, that we shall never be able to return the outrage in

kind. She may doubtless destroy them all
; but, if she

wishes to recover our commerce, are these the probable

means ? She must certainly be distracted ; for no trades-

man out of Bedlam ever thought of increasing the number
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of his customers, by knocking them on the head ; or of

enabling them to pay their debts, by burning their houses.

If she wishes to have us subjects, and that we should submit

to her as our compound sovereign, she is now giving us such

miserable specimens of her government, that we shall ever

detest and avoid it, as a complication of robbery, murder,

famine, fire, and pestilence.

You will have heard before this reaches you, of the

treacherous conduct of General Gage to the remaining

people in Boston, in detaining their goods, after stipulating

to let them go out with their effects, on pretence that mer-

chants' goods were not effects
;
the defeat of a great body

of his troops by the country people at Lexington ;
some

other small advantages gained in skirmishes with their

troops ;
and the action at Bunker's Hill, in which they

were twice repulsed, and the third time gained a dear

victory. Enough has happened, one would think, to con-

vince your ministers, that the Americans will fight, and

that this is a harder nut to crack than they imagined.

We have not yet applied to any foreign power for

assistance, nor offered our commerce for their friendship.

Perhaps we never may; yet it is natural to think of it, if

we are pressed. We have now an army on the estab-

lishment, which still holds yours besieged. My time was

never more fully employed. In the morning at six, I am at

the Committee of Safety, appointed by the Assembly to

put the province in a state of defence ; which committee

holds till near nine, when I am at the Congress, and that

sits till after four in the afternoon. Both these bodies pro-

ceed with the greatest unanimity, and their meetings are

well attended. It will scarce be credited in Britain, that

men can be as diligent with us from zeal for the public
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good, as with you for thousands per annum. Such is the

difference between uncorrupted new states, and corrupted
old ones.

Great frugality and great industry are nowbecome fashion-

able here. Gentlemen, who used to entertain with two or

three courses, pride themselves now in treating with simple

beef and pudding. By these means, and the stoppage of

our consumptive trade with Britain, we shall be better able

to pay our voluntary taxes for the support of our troops.

Our savings in the article of trade amount to near five

millions sterling per annum.

I shall communicate your letter to Mr. Winthrop ; but

the camp is at Cambridge, and he has as little leisure for

philosophy as myself.

To Mrs. Mary It grieves me, that the present situation of
Hewson, da- ,,. /v- •" , . ,..,,-
ted Phiiadei- P^ibhc affairs makes it not eligible for you to

phia, 8 July, come hither with your family, because I am
sure you would otherwise like this country,

and might provide better here for your children, at the

same time that I should be made more happy by your

neighbourhood and company. I flatter mj'self, that this

may yet happen, and that our public disputes may be ended

by the time your private business is settled to your mind,
and then we may be all happy together.

The debt you mention of mine to Bolton remains unpaid

through his own neglect. I was charged by Matthews ten

pounds for the tea-kitchen, but Bolton told me I ought not

to pay so much ; that he would see what it should be when
he got hom.e, and send me word, which he never did. I

dunned him for it by letters, as often as Matthews sent to

me., but received no answer.
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I take it kindly of my godson, that he should remember

me ; my love to him, I am glad to hear the dear children

are all well through the measles. I have much delight in

my godsons. Mr. and Mrs. Bache join in love to yours.

Ben, when I delivered him your blessing, inquired the age

of Elizabeth, and thought her yet too young for him
; but,

as he made no other objection, and that will lessen every

day, I have only to wish being alive to dance with your

mother at the wedding. Temple was much obliged by

your kind remembrance of him. He is now very happy
with his father at Amboy, near New York, but returns

to me in September, to prosecute his studies in our Col-

lege.

I am much pleased with the contribution letter, and thank

you for your share of it. I am still well and hearty, and

never M'ent through more business than I do at present.

God knows when I shall be permitted to enjoy the repose I

wish. Adieu, my very dear friend. Continue your pleas-

ing correspondence, and believe me ever yours most affec-

tionately.

To Peter V. The Committee of Safety acquainted you by

st'on * Xtfd ^ letter, dated the 26th instant, that we had

Perth Am- ordered a ton of gunpowder to be sent to you,
boy, 29 Aug., ,. , ^ _^, ., , ,

jy75_ agreeably to your request. It left Philadel-

phia early on Sunday morning, and yesterday

1 overtook the wagon on the road at Trenton, and left it

* Chairman of the Committee of Safety of the province of New York.

Franklin had himself been selected chairman of a similar committee in

Pennsylvania, which was specially charged with the duty of arming and

defending the colony, organizing the militia, providing ammunition and

supplies, and issuing bills of credit to pay for them.
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proceeding on the journey. But, being informed this

morning at Brunswic, that four wagon loads of powder
had passed through that place on Friday evening for your

city, and supposing it to be the powder, which you men-

tioned as having been expected, but not arrived, which

occasioned your sending to us
; and, as we have still too

little at Philadelphia, I thought it best to stop that powder,
and send it back again, and wrote accordingly to the

wagoner by a person just setting out for Trenton. I write

this, therefore, that you may not expect it at New York in

consequence of our letter.

To Joseph I am to set out to-morrow for the camp,*
Priestley, da- j 1 • i . , , - , .

ted Phiiadei- ^^"' havmg but just heard of this opportunity,
phia, 3 Oct., can only write a line to say that I am well and
1775.

hearty. .Tell our dear good friend. Dr. Price,

who sometimes has his doubts and despondencies about oui

firmness, that America is determined and unanimous; a

very it^ff Tories and placemen excepted, who will probably

soon export themselves. Britain, at the expense of three

millions, has killed one hundred and fifty Yankees this

campaign, which is twenty thousand pounds a head ; and

at Bunker's Hill she gained a mile of ground, half of which

she lost again by our taking post on Ploughed Hill. During
the same time sixty thousand children have been born in

America. From these data his mathematical head will

easily calculate the time and expense necessary to kill us

all, and conquer our whole territory.

* As one of a committee appointed by Congress to confer with General

Washington concerning the best mode of supporting and regulating the

continental army. Thomas Lynch, of South Carolina, and Benjamin Har-

rison, of Virginia, were the other members of the committee.—Ed.
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To a friend in I wish as ardently as you can do for peace,

ted^PhUadeu ^^^ should rejoice exceedingly in cooperating

phia, 3 Oct., with you to that end. But every ship from
I77S

Britain brings some intelligence of new meas-

ures that tend more and more to exasperate ;
and it seems

to me, that until you have found by dear experience the

reducing us by force impracticable, you will think of nothing

fair and reasonable.

We have as yet resolved only on defensive measures. If

you would recall your forces and stay at home, we should

meditate nothing to injure you. A little time so given for

cooling on both sides would have excellent effects. But

you will goad and provoke us. You despise us too much ;

and you are insensible of the Italian adage, that there is no

little enemy. I am persuaded that the body of the British

people are our friends ; but they are changeable, and by your

lying gazettes may soon be made our enemies. Our respect

for them will proportionably diminish, and I see clearly we

are on the high road to mutual family hatred and detestation.

A separation of course will be inevitable. It is a million of

pities so fair a plan as we have hitherto been engaged in, for

increasing strength and empire with public felicity, should

be destroyed by the mangling hands of a few blundering

ministers. It will not be destroyed ; God will protect and

prosper it, you will only exclude yourselves from any share

in it. We hear, that more ships and troops are coming out.

We know, that you may do us a great deal of mischief, and

are determined to bear it patiently as long as we can. But,

if you flatter yourselves with beating us into submission, you
know neither the people nor the country. The Congress
are still sitting, and will wait the result of their last petition.

* Probably David Hartley.
—Ed.
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To Charles I received your several favors, of May iSth,

mas,*^" dit^d J""^ 30th, and July 8th, by Messrs. Vaillant

Philadelphia, and Pocliard
;
whom if I could serve upon

Q Dec* I??*!.

your recommendation, it would give me great

pleasure. Their total want of English is at present an

obstruction to their getting any employment among us;

but I hope they will soon obtain some knowledge of it.

This is a good country for artificers or farmers ; but gentle-

men of mere science in les belles lettres cannot so easily

subsist here, there being little demand for their assistance

among an industrious people, who, as yet, have not much

leisure for studies of that kind.

I am much obliged by the kind present you have made

us of your edition of Vattel. It came to us in good season,

when the circumstances of a rising state make it necessary

frequently to consult the law of nations. Accordingly that

copy, which I kept, (after depositing one in our own public

library here, and sending the other to the College of Massa-

chusetts Bay, as you directed,) has been continually in the

hands of the members of our Congress, now sitting, who

are much pleased with your notes and preface, and have

entertained a high and just esteem for their author.

It gives us great pleasure to learn from you, that toiite

* This letter was written by Franklin as member of the Committee of

Secret Correspondence appointed by Congress to correspond with friL-ntls

of the colonists in the Old World, among whom M. Dumas, to whom it is

addressed, was conspicuous throughout the war. M. Dumas was a native

of Switzerland, who resided in Holland, where Dr. Franklin made his ac-

quaintance. He was agent of the United States during the war and some

time after; he was secretary to John Adams while minister to Holland, and

charge d'affaires after his departure. He edited an edition of "
Vattel's Law

of Nations," to which a reference is made in the Doctor's letter.

Vol. II.—30
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TEurope nous souhaite leplus heureux succespour le maintien

de nos liberies. But we wish to know, whether any one of

them, from principles of humanity, is disposed magnani-

mously to step in for the relief of an oppressed people ; or

whether, if, as it seems likely to happen, we should be

obliged to break off all connexion with Britain, and declare

ourselves an independent people, there is any state or power
in Europe, who would be willing to enter into an alliance

with us for the benefit of our commerce, which amounted,

before the war, to near seven millions sterling per annum,
and must continually increase, as our people increase most

rapidly. Confiding, my dear friend, in your good will to

us and to our cause, and in your sagacity and abilities for

business, the committee of Congress, appointed for the

purpose of establishing and conducting a correspondence

with our friends in Europe, of which committee I have the

honor to be a member, have directed me to request of you,

that, as you are situated at the Hague, where ambassadors

from all the courts reside, you would make use of the

opportunity that situation affords you, of discovering, if

possible, the disposition of the several courts with respect

to such assistance or alliance, if we should apply for the

one, or propose the other. As it may possibly be necessary,

in particular instances, that you should, for this purpose,

confer directly with some great ministers, and show them

this letter as your credential, we only recommend it to }'Our

discretion, that you proceed therein with such caution, as

to keep the same from the knoAvledge of the English ambas-

sador, and prevent any jiublic appearance, at present, of

your being employed in any such business ; as thereby we

imagine many inconveniences may be avoided, and your

means of rendering us service increased.
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That you may be better able to answer some questions,

which will probably be put to you, concerning our present

situation, we inform you, that the whole continent is very

firmly united, the party for the measures of the British

ministry being very small, and much dispersed; that we

have had on foot, the last campaign, an army of near

twenty-five thousand men, wherewith we have been able,

not only to block up the King's army in Boston, but to

spare considerable detachments for the invasion of Canada,

where we have met with great success, as the printed papers

sent herewith will inform you, and have now reason to

expect the whole province may be soon in our possession ;

that we purpose greatly to increase our force for the ensuing

year, and thereby we hope, with the assistance of a well

disciplined militia, to be able to defend our coast, notwith-

standing its great extent ; that we have already a small

squadron of armed vessels to protect our coasting trade,

who have had some success in taking several of the

enemy's cruisers, and some of their transport vessels and

store ships. This little naval force we are about to augment,

and expect it may be more considerable in the next

summer.

We have hitherto applied to* no foreign power. We are

using the utmost industry in endeavouring to make saltpetre,

and with daily increasing success. Our artificers are also

everywhere busy in fabricating small arms, casting cannon,

&c. ; yet both arms and ammunition are much wanted.

Any merchants, who would venture to send ships laden

with those articles, might make great profit ; such is the

demand in every colony, and such generous prices are and

will be given ; of which, and of the manner of conducting

such a voyage, the bearer, Mr. Story, can more fully inform
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you ; and whoever brings in those articles is allowed to

carry off the value in provisions, to our West Indies, where

they will probably fetch a very high price, the general

exportation from North America being stopped. This you

will see more particularly in a printed resolution of the

Congress.

We are in great want of good engineers, and wish you

could engage and send us two able ones, in time for the

next campaign, one acquainted with field service, sieges,

&c., and the other with fortifying of seaports. They will,

if well recommended, be made very welcome, and have

honorable appointments, besides the expenses of their

voyage hither, m which Mr. Story can also advise them.

As what we now request of you, besides taking up your

time, may put you to some expense, we send you for the

present, enclosed, a bill for one hundred pounds sterling,

to defray such expenses, and desire you to be assured that

your services will be considered, and honorably rewarded,

by the Congress.

We desire, also, that you would take the trouble of re-

ceiving from Arthur Lee, agent for the Congress in England,

such letters as may be sent by him to your care, and of for-

warding them to us with your despatches. When you have

occasion to write to him to inform him of any thing, which

it may be of importance that our friends there should be

acquainted with, please to send your letters to him, under

cover, directed to Mr. Alderman Lee, merchant, on Tower

Hill, London ;
and do not send it by post, but by some

trusty shipper, or other prudent person, who will deliver it

with his own hand. And when you send to us, if you have

not a direct safe opportunity, we recommend sending by

way of St. Eustatia, to the care of Messrs. Robert and Cor-
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nelius Stevenson, merchants there, who will forward your

despatches to me.

To his most I have just received, through the hands of
erene ig -

^^^ ambassador of Spain, the much esteemed
ness, Don Ga- ^ '

brieiofBour-
present your most Serene Highness hath so

Philadelphia, kindly sent me, of your excellent version of

12 Dec, 1775- Sallust.*

I am extremely sensible of the honor done me, and beg

you would accept my thankful acknowledgments. I wish I

could send hence any American literary production worthy
of your perusal ; but as yet the Muses have scarcely visited

these remote regions. Perhaps, however, the proceedings

of our American Congress, just published, may be a subject

of some curiosity at your court. I therefore take the liberty

of sending your Highness a copy, with some other papers,

which contain accounts of the successes wherewith Provi-

dence has lately favored us. Therein your wise politicians

may contemplate the first efforts of a rising state, which

seems likely soon to act a part of some importance on the

stage of human affairs, and furnish materials for a future

Sallust. I am very old, and can scarce hope to see the

event of this great contest ; but looking forward, I think I

see a powerful dominion growing up here, whose interest it

will be, to form a close and firm alliance with Spain, (their

territories bordering,) and who, being united, will be able,

not only to preserve their own people in peace, but to repel

* The famous Latin and Spanish edition of Sallust, printed in 1772, by

Ibarra, at the Royal Press in Madrid. This edition, which is an imperial

quarto, is considered by bibliographers as a master-piece of typography.

Dibdin remarks, that it
"

is very rare, as the Prince, Don Gabriel, reserved

all the copies for presents."
—S,

30*
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the force of all the other powers in Europe. It seems,

therefore, prudent on both sides to cultivate a good under-

standing, that may hereafter be so useful to both ; towards

which a fair foundation is already laid in our minds, by the

well founded popular opinion entertained here of Spanish

integrity and honor. I hope my presumption in hinting

this will.be pardoned. If in any thing on this side the

globe I can render either service or pleasure to your Royal

Highness, your commands will make me happy. With the

utmost esteem and veneration, I have the honor to be

your Serene Highness's most obedient and most humble

servant.

To Charles I rcjoice that you are going to Canada. I

Philadelphia, hopc the gout will not have the courage to fol-

19 Feb., 1776. low you into that severe climate. I believe

you will have the number of men you wish for. I am told

there will be two thousand more, but there are always de-

ficiencies.

The bearer, Mr. Paine, has requested a line of introduc-

tion to you, which I give the more willingly, as I know his

sentiments are not very different from yours. He is the

reputed, and, I think, the real author of Common Sense, a

pamphlet that has made great impression here. I do not

enlarge, both because he waits, and because I hope for the

pleasure of conferring with you face to face in Canada. I

will only add, that we are assured here on the part of

France, that the troops sent to the West Indies have no

inimical views to us or our cause. It is thought they in-

tend a war without a previous declaration. God prosper

all your undertakings, and return you with health, honor,

and happiness.
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To Philip The Congress have appointed three Com-

ted "phludeu niissioners to go to Canada, of which number I

phia, II have the honor to be one.f We purpose set-
March, 1775. . , , . , T 1 T l-T

ting out some day this week. 1 take the hberty

of mentioning this, as, possibly, a little previous notice may
enable you more easily to make any preparation you shall

judge necessary to facilitate and expedite our journey,

which, I am sure, you will be kindly disposed to do for us.

A friend with us will make our company four, besides our

servants. We shall either go in carriages directly to Albany,

or by water, if the river is open, from New York.

To Lord Stir- My DEAR LoRD,—I received your obliging

Brunswic^ 27
^^tter some days since at Philadelphia ; but,

March, 1776. our departure from thence being uncertain, I

could not till now acquaint your Lordship when we ex-

* General Schuyler was at this time in command of the army operating
in Canada.—Ed.

f The natural desire to have Canada unite its fortunes with those of the

revolting colonies, and a series of mishaps to the colonial army operating
in that quarter, which had brought the Congress somewhat into discredit

with the people of that province, led to the appointment of a commission to

visit Canada "to promote or form a union between the said colonies and

the people of Canada." Franklin, then seventy years of age, was one of the

Commissioners. The others were Samuel Chase and Charles Carroll. The
Rev. John Carroll, a Jesuit priest, afterwards archbishop of Baltimore, was

also requested to accompany them, for the sake of his presumed influence

over the French Romanists, among whom they were to operate, and who

numbered, in the province of Quebec, in 1774, 150,000, against only 360
Protestants. The Commissioners left New York in a sloop on the 2d of

April, 1776, at 5 P.M., and reached Montreal on the 2gth, consuming more

days on their journey than a traveller need now consume hours. The lapse

of a century has lent peculiar interest to the meagre details of this journey,

preserved in the "
Diary of Charles Carroll," edited by Col. Brantz Mayer,

and published in the first volume of the Transactions of the Maryland His-

torical Society.
—Ed.
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pected to be at New York. We move but slowly, and I

think we shall scarce reach Newark before to-morrow, so

that we cannot have- the pleasure of seeing you before

Friday. Being myself, from long absence, as much a

stranger in New York as the other gentlemen, we join in

"'

requesting you would be so good as to cause lodgings to be

provided for us, and a sloop engaged to carry us to Albany.

There are five of us, and we propose staying in New York

two nights at least.

To josiah I am here on my way to Canada, detained

ted"s^^'atoga' by the present state of the Lakes, in which the

15 April, 1776, unthawed ice obstructs navigation. I begin

to apprehend that I have undertaken a fatigue, that, at my
time of life, may prove too much for me

; so I sit down to

write to a few friends by way of farewell.

I congratulate you on the departure of your late trouble-

some neighbours. I hope your country will now for some

time have rest, and that care will be taken so to fortify

Boston, as that no force shall be able again to get footing

there. Your very kind letter of November 13th, enclosing

Lord Chatham's and Lord Camden's speeches, I duly

received. I think no one can be more sensible than I am

of the favors of corresponding friends, but I find it impos-

sible to answer as I ought. At present I think you will

deem me inexcusable, and therefore I will not attempt an

apology. But if you should ever happen to be at the same

time oppressed with years and business, you may then

extenuate a little for your old friend.

You ask,
" When is the Continental Congress hy general

consent to be formed into a supreme legislature ; alliances,

defensive and offensive, formed ; our ports opened ;
and a
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formidable naval force established at the public charge?"
I can only answer at present, that nothing seems wanting
but that "general consent." The novelty of the thing

deters some, the doubt of success, others, the vain hope of

reconciliation, many. But our enemies take continually

every proper measure to remove these obstacles, and their

endeavours are attended with success, since every day fur-

nishes us with new causes of increasing enmity, and new

reasons for wishing an eternal separation ; so that there is

a rapid increase of the formerly small party, who were for

an independent government.

Your epigram on Lord Chatham's remark has amply

repaid me for the song. Accept my thanks for it, and for

the charming extract of a lady's letter, contained in your
favor of January 22d. I thought, when I sat down, to have

written by this opportunity to Dr. Cooper, Mr. Bowdoin,
and Dr. Winthrop, but I am interrupted. Be so good as to

present my affectionate respects to them, and to your family.

Adieu, my dear friend, and believe me ever yours most

affectionately.

To Philip We arrived here safe yesterday evening, in

ted
"^

^"ncw y^"'' postchaise driven by Lewis. I was un-

York,27May, willing to give SO much trouble, and would
1776.

have borrowed your sulkey, and driven myself;
but good Mrs. Schuyler insisted on a full compliance with

your pleasure, as signified in your letter, and I was obliged
to submit, which I was afterwards very glad of, part of the

road being very stony and much gullied, where I should,

probably, have overset and broken my own bones, all the

skill and dexterity of Lewis being no more than sufficient.

Through the influence of your kind recommendation to the
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innkeepers on the road, we found a great readiness to sup-

ply us with a change of horses. Accept our thankful ac-

knowledgments ; they are all we can at present make.

We congratulate you on the very valuable prize made at

Boston. They threaten us with a mighty force from Eng-
land and Germany. I trust that, before the end of the

campaign, its inefficacy will be apparent to all the world,

our enemies become sick of their projects, and the freedom

of America be established on the surest foundation, its own

ability to defend it. May God bless, and preserve you,

for all our sakes as well as for that of your dear family.

Mr. Carroll joins me in every hearty wish for prosperity

and felicity to you and yours.

To the Com- Wg arrived here safe yesterday evening,
missioners in

Canada, da- having left Mrs. Walker with her husband at

ted New
Albany, from whence we came down by land.

York, 27 May,
•" ^

1776. We passed him on Lake Champlain ; but he

returning overtook us at Saratoga, where they both took

such liberties, in taunting at our conduct in Canada, that

it came almost to a quarrel. We continued our care of

her, however, and landed her safe in Albany with her

three wagon loads of baggage, brought thither without

putting her to any expense, and parted civilly, though

coldly. I think they both have an excellent talent at

making themselves enemies, and, I believe, live where they

will, they will never be long without them.

We met yesterday two officers from Philadelphia, with a

letter from the Congress to the Commissioners, and a sum

of hard money. I opened the letter, and sealed it again,

directing them to carry it forward to you. I congratulate

you on the great prize carried into Boston. Seventy-five
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tons of gunpowder are an excellent supply, and the thou-

sand carbines with bayonets, another fine article. The

German auxiliaries are certainly coming. It is our busi-

ness to prevent their returning. The Congress have advised

the erecting new governments, which has occasioned some

dissension in Philadelphia, but I hope it will soon be

composed.

I shall be glad to hear of your welfare. As to myself, I

find I grow daily more feeble, and think I could hardly

have got along so far, but for Mr. Carroll's friendly assist-

ance and tender care of me. Some symptoms of the gout

now appear, which makes me think my indisposition has

been a smothered fit of that disorder, which my constitution

wanted strength to form completely. I have had several

fits of it formerly.*

* The Doctor's health was always a convenient excuse when he did not

wish to give a better. It is not likely, however, that he would have returned

so abruptly if he had not found a state of feeling on that border which

was fatal to any co-operation of the Canadians with the revolting colonies.

A printing press and printing apparatus, with hands competent to print in

French and English, accompanied this mission. Two papers were issued,

when it was ascertained that only one Canadian in five hundred could read.

The Doctor very wisely suggested, when he returned, that if another mission

was to be sent to Canada it should consist of schoolmasters.

The arrival of a messenger at Montreal with the news that a British fleet

with troops on board had reached Quebec, and had attacked the small and

disheartened army of the colonists and put it to flight, was the immediate

cause of his prompt return. He was charged to go back with Mr. John

Carroll, report the state of affairs to Congress, and expedite the measures

necessary to protect and reinforce the congressional troops in Canada, so as

to delay as much as possible the progress of the British troops southward.

The Doctor reached Philadelphia early in June, after an absence of about

ten weeks, and in time to take part in that memorable proceeding which

was destined to render the fourth day of July one of the most memorable

anniversaries in history. Dr. Franklin's name is imperishably associated

with the Declaration of American Independence by two specimens of his
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Writ, the rare excellence of which has given them a currency which has long

since worn off all their novelty.

Mr. Jefferson, who drafted the Declaration, has preserved one of them.

The delegates found a great many things to criticise and to alter in the

document.

"I was sitting by Dr. Franklin," says Jefferson, "who perceived that I

was writhing under these mutilations.
" '

I have made it a rule," said he,
' whenever in my power, to avoid be-

coming the draftsman of papers to be reviewed by a public body, I took

my lesson from an incident which I will relate to you.
" ' When I was a journeyman printer, one of my companions, an appren-

ticed hatter, having served out his time, was about to open shop for himself.

His first concern was to have a handsome signboard with a proper inscription.

He composed it in these words: yohn Thompson, Hatter, makes and sells

Hatsfor ready Money, with a figure of a hat subjoined. But he thought he

would submit it to his friends for their amendments. The first he showed

it to thought the word hatter tautologous, because followed by the words

makes hats, which showed he was a hatter. It was struck out. The next

observed that the word makes might as well be omitted, because his cus-

tomers would not care who made the hats ; if good and to their mind they

would buy, by whomsoever made. He struck it out. A third said he

thought the words for ready money were useless, as it was not the custom

of the place to sell on credit. Every one who purchased expected to pay.

They were parted with, and the inscription now stood, yohn Thompson sells

hats.
"
Sells hats," says his next friend ;

"
why, nobody will expect you to

give them away. What, then, is the use of that word ?" It was stricken out,

and hats followed, the rather as there was one painted on the board. So

his inscription was ultimately reduced to John Thompson, with the figure

of a hat subjoined.'
"

When the members were about to sign the document, Mr. Hancock is

reported to have said,
" We must be unanimous; there must be no pulling dif-

ferent ways ; we must all hang together."
"
Yes," replied Franklin,

" we must

indeed all hang together, or, most assuredly, we shall all hang separately."

Four days after the 4th of July, delegates were elected to a Constitutional

Convention for Pennsylvania, of which Franklin was afterwards chosen

president. On the 20th this body chose Franklin a member of Congress by
the highest number of votes cast for any candidate.

The last act of the Constitutional Convention was to adopt the following

resolution unanimously :

"
Resolved, That the thanks of this Convention be given to the President

for the honor he has done it by filling the chair during the debates on the

most important parts of the bill of rights and frame of government, and for

his able and disinterested advice thereon."—Ed.



CHAPTER XII.

Negotiations with Lord Howe for a Reconciliation with the Colonies—'

Franklin's Curtain Lecture to John Adams.

1776.

To Lord I RECEIVED Safe, the letters your Lordship so

PhiTTdeiphia kindly forwarded to me, and beg you to accept

July 20th, niy thanks.

The official despatches, to which you refer

me, contain nothing more than what we had seen in the

* Lord Howe, the commander of the British fleet of one hundred and

twenty sail which arrived in the waters of New York in the early part of

July, 1776, was appointed with his brother, General William Howe, joint

commissioner to try to negotiate a reconciliation with the colonies. Frank-

lin's English friends had profited by the opportunity of Lord Howe's

appointment to send over to him various parcels, which his lordship sent to

Franklin with the following polite communication :

LORD HOWE TO BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.
"
Eagle, June 20th, 1776.

*'
I cannot, my worthy friend, permit the letters and parcels, which I have

sent in the state I received them, to be landed, without adding a word upon
the subject of the injurious extremities in which our unhappy differences

have engaged us.

" You will learn the nature of my mission, from the official despatches,
which I have recommended to be forwarded by the same conveyance. Re-

VoL. IL—31 q 361
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act of Parliament, viz. offers of pardon upon submission,

which I am sorry to find, as it must give your Lordship

pain to be sent so far on so hopeless a business.

Directing pardons to be offered the colonies, who are the

very parties injured, expresses indeed that opinion of our

ignorance, baseness, and insensibility, which your unin-

formed and proud nation has long been pleased to entertain

taining all the earnestness I ever expressed to see our ditterences accom-

modated, I shall conceive, if I meet with the disposition in the colonies I

was once taught to expect, the most flattering hopes ot pioving serviceable

in the objects of the King's paternal solicitude, by pron.oting the establish-

ment of lasting peace and union with the colonies. Bat, if the deep-rooted

prejudices of America, and the necessity for preveiiting her trade from

passing into foreign channels, must keep us still a divided people, I shall,

from every private as well as public motive, most heartily lament, that this

is not the moment wherein those great objects of my ambition are to be

attained
;
and that I am to be longer deprived of an opportunity to assure

you personally of the regard with which I am your sincere and faithful

humble servant, HoWE.
"
P.S.—I was disappointed of the opportunity I expected for sending this

letter at the time it was dated, and have ever since been prevented by calms

and contrary winds from getting here to inform Genl. Howe of the com-

mission with which I have the satisfaction to be charged, and of his being

joined in it.

" Off Sandy Hook, 12th of July."

The carrier that brought this note brought another document, addressed

to each of the Royal Governors, and which he styled a Declaration. This

was simply an announcement that he and his brother had been empowered

by his gracious sovereign to grant pardons both to individuals and to colo-

nies who stood in need of them. These declarations were distributed as

widely as possible, for the purpose of sowing dissension among the patriots.

Congress ordered the document to be printed in the newspapers,
" that

the few who still remain suspended by a hope founded either on the justice

or moderation of their late King, may now at length be convinced that the

valor alone of their country is to save their liberties."

Dr. Franklin exhibited his letter also to Congress, who, after a day's

deliberation, resolved "that Dr. Franklin may, if he thinks proper, return a

reply to the letter he received from Lord Howe." This letter is the reply

which the Doctor thought proper to write.
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of us
j
but it can have no other effect than that of increas-

ing our resentment. It is impossible we should think of

submission to a government, that has with the most wanton

barbarity and cruelty burnt our defenceless towns in the

midst of winter, excited the savages to massacre our farmers,

and our slaves to murder their masters, and is even now

bringing foreign mercenaries to deluge our settlements with

blood. These atrocious injuries have extinguished every

remaining spark of affection for that parent country we

once held so dear; but, were it possible for z^j to forget and

forgive them, it is not possible for you (I mean the British

nation) to forgive the people you have so heavily injured.

You can never confide again in those as fellow subjects,

and permit them to enjoy equal freedom, to whom you
know you have given such just cause of lasting enmity.

And this must impel you, were we again under your govern-

ment, to endeavour the breaking our spirit by the severest

tyranny, and obstructing, by every means in your power,
our growing strength and prosperity.

But your Lordship mentions "the King's paternal solici-

tude for promoting the establishment of lasting peace and

union with the colonies." If by peace is here meant a

peace to be entered into between Britain and America, as

distinct states now at war, and his Majesty has given your

Lordship powers to treat with us of such a peace, I may
venture to say, though without authority, that I think a

treaty for that purpose not yet quite impracticable, before

we enter into foreign alliances. But I am persuaded you
have no such powers. Your nation, though, by punishing
those American governors, who have created and fomented

the discord, rebuilding our burnt towns, and repairing as

far as possible the mischiefs done us, might yet recover a
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great share of our regard, and the greatest part of our

growing commerce, with all the advantage of that additional

strength to be derived from a friendship with us; but I

know too well her abounding pride and deficient wisdom,

to believe she will ever take such salutary measures. Her

fondness for conquest, as a warlike nation, her lust of

dominion, as an ambitious one, and her thirst for a gainful

monopoly, as a commercial one, (none of them legitimate

causes of war,) will all join to hide from her eyes every

view of her true interests, and continually goad her on in

those ruinous distant expeditions, so destructive both of

lives and treasure, that must prove as pernicious to her in

the end, as the crusades formerly were to most of the nations

of Europe.

I have not the vanity, my Lord, to think of intimidating

by thus predicting the effects of this war
;

for I know it will

in England have the fate of all my former predictions, not

to be believed till the event shall verify it.

Long did I endeavour, with unfeigned and unwearied

zeal, to preserve from breaking that fine and noble China

vase, the British empire ; for I knew, that, being once

broken, the separate parts could not retain even their share

of the strength or value that existed in the whole, and that

a perfect reunion of those parts could scarce ever be hoped

for. Your Lordship may possibly remember the tears of joy

that wet my cheek, when, at your good sister's in London,

you once gave me expectations that a reconciliation might

soon take place. I had the misfortune to find those expec-

tations disappointed, and to be treated as the cause of the

mischief I was laboring to prevent. My consolation under

that groundless and malevolent treatment was, that I re-

tained the friendship of many wise and good men in that
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country, and, among the rest, some share in the regard of

Lord Howe.

The well-founded esteem, and, permit me to say, affec-

tion, which I shall always have for your Lordship, makes it

painful to me to see you engaged in conducting a war, the

great ground of which, as expressed in your letter, is
" the

necessity of preventing the American trade from passing
into foreign channels." To me it seems, that neither the

obtaining or retaining of any trade, how valuable soever, is

an object for which men may justly spill each other's blood;
that the true and sure means of extending and securing
commerce is the goodness and cheapness of commodities ;

and that the profit of no trade can ever be equal to the ex-

pense of compelling it, and of holding it, by fleets and

armies.

I consider this war- against us, therefore, as both unjust

and unwise
; and I am persuaded, that cool, dispassionate

posterity will condemn to infamy those who advised it
; and

that even success will not save from some degree of dishonor

those, who voluntarily engaged to conduct it. I know your

great motive in coming hither was the hope of being instru-

mental in a reconciliation
;
and I believe, Avhen you find

that impossible on any terms given you to propose, you
will relinquish so odious a command, and return to a more

honorable private station.

With the greatest and most sincere respect, I have the

honor to be, my Lord, your Lordship's most obedient

humble servant.*

* Colonel William Palfrey, paymaster-general of the American army, went

on board Lord Howe's vessel, July 30th, 1776, to make some arrangement
for an exchange of prisoners, who had been captured at spa. He was ac-

companied by Mr. Nathaniel Tracy, who carried with him the above letter

31«
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To Lord I received your favor of the i6th past. I did

^uT^J f^u^^ not immediately answer it, because I found
Philadelphia, •' '

8 September, that my corresponding with your Lordship
1776

was disliked by some members of Congress.

I hope now soon to have an opportunity of discussing with

from Dr. Franklin to Lord Howe. In a letter to President Hancock,

written the next day, Colonel Palfrey says ;

" Mr. Tracy delivered the letter from Dr. Franklin, which he (Lord Howe)
read. I watched his countenance, and observed him often to exhibit marks

of surprise. When he had finished reading it, he said his old friend had

expressed himself very warmly ; that, when he had the pleasure of seeing

him in England, he made him acquainted with his sentiments respecting the

dispute between Great Britain and the colonies, and with his earnest desire

that a reconciliation might take place, equally honorable and advantageous

to both. Possessed of these sentiments, and the most ardent desire to be

the means of effecting this union, he had accepted the honor the King had

done him in appointing him one of the commissioners ;
and that unfortu-

nately a long passage prevented his arriving here before the declaration of

independence. I told him he had now a fair opportunity to mention to his

friend, Dr. Franklin, in a private letter, his design in coming out, and what

his expectations from America were. This he declined, saying, that the

Doctor had grown too warm, and, if he expressed his sentiments fully to

him, he should only give him pain, which he would wish to avoid."—S.

To this letter Franklin received the following reply :

LORD HOWE TO BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.

Eagle, off Staten Island, August i6th, 1776.

I am sorry, my worthy friend, that it is only on the assurances you give

me of my having still preserved a place in your esteem, that I can now found

a pretension to trouble you with a reply to your favor of the 20th past.

I can have no difficulty to acknowledge, that the powers I am invested

with were never calculated to negotiate a reunion with America, under any
other description than as subject to the crown of Great Britain. But I do

esteem those powers competent, not only to confer and negotiate with any

gentlemen of influence in the colonies upon the terms, but also to effect a

lasting peace and reunion between the two countries, were the temper of the

colonies such as professed in the last petition of the Congress to the King.

America would have judged in the discussion how far the means were ade-

quate to the end, both for engaging her confidence and proving our integrity.

Nor did I think it necessaiy to say more in my public declaration
;
not
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you, viva voce, the matters mentioned in it
;

as I am, with

Mr. Adams and Mr. Rutledge, appointed to wait on your

conceiving it could be understood to refer to peace on any other conditions

but those of mutual interest to both countries, which could alone render

it permanent.

But, as I perceive, from the tenor of your letter, how little I am to reckon

upon the advantage of your assistance, for restoring that permanent union

which has long been the object of my endeavours, and which, I flattered

myself when I left England, would be in the compass of my power; I will

only add, that, as the dishonor, to which you deem me exposed by my
military situation in this country, has effected no change in your sentiments

of personal regard towards me, so shall no difference in political points alter

my desire of proving how much I am your sincere and obedient humble

servant, Howe.

As Lord Howe omitted to recognize Congress or General Washington in

their official characters, Congress neglected to take any steps towards meet-

ing the advances of the British commissioners, whereupon the latter com-

menced military operations ;
the battle of Long Island was fought, and

General Sullivan fell a prisoner into the hands of the enemy. He was sent

by Lord Howe to Philadelphia to ask Congress to name some of its mem-
bers to treat with the British commissioners for a return to their allegiance.

Congress, on the 6th of September, ordered a committee of three, consisting

of Dr. Franklin, Mr. John Adams, and Mr. Rutledge, to wait upon Lord

Howe to ascertain whether his lordship had "
any authority to treat with

persons authorized by Congress for that purpose, and what that authority

is, and to hear such propositions as he shall think fit to make respecting the

same."

William Howe's acceptance of the command in America was deeply re-

sented by his constituents at Nottingham, who thought that he had broken

faith with them in consenting to serve against the colonists.
" You should

have refused to go against them," said many of them, "and if you go, we

hope you may fall." A brother of the admiral and of the general, they were

reminded,
" died there in the cause of freedom ; they have shown their grati-

tude to your name and family by erecting a monument to him." Sir

William wrote in reply that his going there was not his own seeking.
"

I

was ordered, and could not refuse." In common with many of the opposi-

tion at the time, he thought that the rebellion would be soon put down ;
the

rebels were so few in comparison with the loyal subjects. "When they

find," he said in his apology to his constituents,
"
that they are not sup-

ported in their frantic ideas by the more moderate, they will from fear o(

punishment subside to the laws."—Ed.
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Lordship, in consequence of a desire you expressed in some

conversation with General Sullivan, and of a resolution of

Congress made thereupon, which that gentleman has proba-

bly before this time communicated to you.

We propose to set out on our journey to-morrow morning,

and to be at Amboy on Wednesday about nine o'clock,

where we should be glad to meet a line from your Lordship,

appointing the time and place of meeting. If it would be

agreeable to your Lordship, we apprehend, that, either at

the house on Staten Island opposite to Amboy, or at the

governor's house in Amboy, we might be accommodated

with a room for the purpose. With the greatest esteem and

respect, I have the honor to be, my Lord, &c.*

* The day after this letter was written, Frankhn and his colleagues set out

from Philadelphia for Staten Island to visit Lord^ Howe. Mr. Adams has

left an amusing account of their first night's repose at New Brunswick :

"The taverns were so full we could with difficulty obtain entertainment.

At Brunswick, but one bed could be procured for Dr. Franklin and me, in

a chamber little larger than the bed, without a chimney and with only one

small window. The window was open, and I, who was an invalid and afraid

of the air in the night, shut it close.
'

Oh,' says Franklin,
' don't shut the

window, we shall be suffocated.' I answered I was afraid of the evening air.

Dr. Franklin replied, 'The air within this chamber will soon be, and indeed

is now, worse than without doors. Come, open the window and come to bed,

and I will convince you. I beheve you are not acquainted with my theory

of colds.' Opening the window, and leaping into bed, I said I had read

his letters to Dr. Cooper, in which he had advanced that nobody had ever

got cold by going into a cold church or any other cold air, but the theory

was so httle consistent with my experience that I thought it a parado.\. How-

ever, I had so much curiosity to hear his reasons that I would run the risk

of a cold. The Doctor then began a harangue upon air and cold, and

resp r ition and perspiration, with which I was so much amused that I soon

fell asleep, and left him and his philosophy together, but I believe they were

equally sound and insensible within a few minutes after me, for the last

words I heard were pronounced as if he was more than half asleep. I

remember little of the lecture, except that the human body by respiration

and perspiration destroys a gallon of air a minute ;
that two such persons
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as were now in that chamber would consume all the air in it in an hour or

two
; that by breathing over again the matter thrown off by the lungs and

the skin, we should imbibe the real cause of colds, not from abroad, but

from within, &c."

To Franklin's letter of the 8th he received the following reply :

LORD HOWE TO BENJAMIN FRANKLIN.

Eagle, off Bedlow's Island, September loth, 1776.

Lord Howe presents his compliments to Dr. Franklin, and according to

the tenor of his favor of the 8th, will attend to have the pleasure of meeting
him and Messrs. Adams and Rutledge to-morrow morning, at the house on
Staten Island opposite to Amboy, as early as the few conveniences for

travelling by land on Staten Island will admit. Lord Howe, upon his

arrival at the place appointed, will send a boat (if he can procure it in time),
with a flag of truce, over to Amboy ;

and requests the Doctor and the other

gentlemen will postpone their intended favor of passing over to meet him,
until they are informed as above of his arrival to attend them there.

In case the weather should prove unfavorable for Lord Howe to pass in

his boat to Staten Island to-morrow, as from the present appearance there

is some reason to suspect, he will take the next earliest opportunity that

offers for that purpose. In this intention he may be further retarded, having
been an invalid lately; but will certainly give the most timely notice of that

inability. He, however, flatters himself he shall not have occasion to make
further excuses on that account.*

The conference failed of its purpose. Lord Howe's proposition consisted

principally of assurances "
that there was an exceeding good disposition in

the King and his ministers to make that government easy to us, with intima-

tions, that, in case of our submission, they would cause the offensive acts

of Parliament to be revised, and the mstructions to governors to be recon-

sidered; that so, if any just causes of complaint were found in the acts, or

any errors in government were perceived to have crept into the instructions,

they might be amended or withdrawn."

The commissioners gave at length their reasons for thinking that a return

of the colonies to the domination of Great Britain was no longer to be

expected. Thereupon Lord Howe put an end to the conference. The
committee, in their report to Congress, said:

* William Temple Franklin says that the committee being arrived at Amboy, the

admiral sent over his barge to receive and bring them to him, and to leave one of his

principal officers as a hostage for their safe return. The committee of Congress had
not desired a hostage, and took the officer back with them. The admiral met them
at their landing, and conducted them through his guards to a convenient room foi

conference.—Ed.
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"Upon the whole, it did not appear to your committee, that his Lordship's

commission contained any other authority of importance than what is ex-

pressed in the act of Parhament, namely, that of granting pardons, with

such exceptions as the commissioners shall think proper to make, and of

declaring America, or any part of it, to be in the King's peace, upon
submission."

Speaking of this conference with Lord Howe, Mr. Adams, in his auto-

biography ("The Life and Works of John Adams," vol. iii. p. 79), says :

" Lord Howe was profuse in his expressions of gratitude to the State of

Massachusetts for erecting a marble monument, in Westminster Abbey, to

his elder brother, Lord Howe, who was killed in America in the last French

war, saying,
' he esteemed that honor to his family above all things in thL

•world. That such was his gratitude and affection to the country on that

account that he felt for America as for a brother, and if America should fall,

he should feel and lament it like the loss of a brother." Dr. Franklin, with

an easy air and a collected countenance, a bow, a smile, and all that naivete

which sometimes appeared in his conversation, and is often observed in his

writings, replied :

' My Lord, we will do our utmost endeavours to spare

your Lordship that mortification.' His Lordship appeared to feel this

with more sensibility than I could expect ;
but he only returned,

'

I suppose

you will endeavour to give us employment in Europe.'
"—Ed.
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Franklin's Mission to France—Complaints of Lord Stormont— Arrival in

Passy—M. de Chaumont—Reception in Paris—Count de Vergennes—
Lord Stormont—Lafayette

—Capture of Burgoyne—Treaty of Alliance

with France.

I776-I778.

To John Han- In thirty days after we left the Capes of

1°^^' /l^^'" Delaware, we came to an anchor in Quiberondent of Con- ' ^-

gress,* dated Bay. I remained on board four days, expect-
Nantes, 8 De- . r • j ^ ..1 1

•

cember, 1776. i^ig ^ change of wind proper to carry the ship

into the river Loire ;
but the wind seemed

fixed in an opposite quarter. I landed at Aury, and with

"• The situation of the colonists had become so desperate, and the attitude

of the English Parliament so menacing, that the Congress determined early

in the spring of 1776 to send out a special agent to France, authorized to

treat with the French ministry for aid in their unequal contest. Silas

Deane, a native of Connecticut, a graduate of Yale College, part lawyer and

part merchant, and at this time a member of the Congress, was selected for

this mission. He received his instructions, and of the most minute character,

f.om Dr. Franklin, at whose instigation, probably, the mission was deter-

mined upon.
The communication between the Old World and the New was in those

days infrequent and hazardous. The campaign of that year had been disas-

trous. The battle of Long Island had been followed by the loss of New York

and the retreat of the colonial army into Westchester County. Everything

looked gloomy and unpromising for the "
infant Hercules." At last, in

371
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some difficulty got hither, the road not being well supplied

with means of conveyance. Two days before we saw land,

we met a brigantine from Bordeaux belonging to Cork, and

September, a letter was received by Dr. Franklin from his old friend Dubourg,
of Paris, giving such an encouraging account of the dispositions of the

French government towards the colonists, that Congress decided at once to

send a special commission to Paiis to mature as rapidly as possible the

germinating sympathy of the French government and people.

On the first ballot Franklin was chosen unanimously. When the result

was announced, he is reported to have turned to Dr. Rush, who was sitting

near him, and said: "I am old and good for nothing; but as the store-

keepers say of their remnants of cloth,
'

I am but a fag end, you may have

me for what you please.'
"

On the next ballot Thomas Jefferson, then thirty-three years of age, was

elected, and Silas Deane on the third. Mr. Jefferson was compelled, on

account of the illness of his wife, to decline the mission, and, as if it was the

purpose of Providence that no opportunity should be wanting to Franklin

to bring into the fullest relief all of his virtues and wisdom, Arthur Lee was

named in Mr. Jefferson's place.

Lee and Deane were in Europe. On the 26th day of October, just thirty

days after he was elected, and in the seventieth year of his age, Franklin set

out from Philadelphia on this new and perilous mission. He was accom-

panied by his two grandsons, William Temple Franklin, a comely boy of

seventeen, a natural son of his own natural son William Franklin who was

then a prisoner in Connecticut, and Benjamin Franklin Bache, a boy of

seven, and the oldest son of his daughter Sally. They sailed from Marcus

Hook in the Reprisal, a swift sloop of war of sixteen guns, under the com-

mand of Captain Wickcs, on the 28th of October.

The writer of the "
Correspondance secrete sur Louis XVI, Marie An-

toinette," &c., vol. i. p. 2, gives the following account of Franklin's arrival in

France and some of its immediate consequences:
" As soon as the British ambassador became apprised of the embarkation

of Franklin, he sent an official note to ^L de Veigennes, the conclusion of

which was that the ambassador would quit France wiihout taking leave,

the moment permission was accorded to the chief of the rebels to set foot in

Paris. We have replied, also officially, that a courier had been sent to the

sea-port, to forbid the Doctor's coming to Paris, but that, uncertain of the

time of his departure and of the route he would take, we could not be answer-

able for the execution of the King's intentions
;
that notwithstanding their

desire to gratify to the utmost the wishes of the Court of London, if the

Doctor were once in Paris, the government could scarcely pvish their com-
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another fiom Rochefort belonging to Hull, both of which

were taken. The first had on board staves, tar, turpentine,

and claret; the other cognac brandy and flaxseed. There

is some difficulty in determining what to do with them ;
as

they are scarce worth sending to America, and the mind

of the French court, with regard to prizes brought into

their ports, is not yet known. It is certainly contrary to

their treaties with Britain to permit the sale of them, and

we have no regular means of trying and condemning them.

There are, however, many here, who would purchase prizes;

we having already had several offers from persons who are

willing to take upon themselves all consequences as to the

illegality. Captain Wickes, as soon as he can get his

refreshment, intends to cruise in the Channel.

Our friends in France have been a good deal dejected

with the Gazette accounts of advantages obtained against

us by the British troops. I have helped them here to

recover their spirits a little, by assuring them, that we still

face the enemy, and were under no apprehension of their

armies being able to complete their junction. I understand

that Mr. Lee has lately been at Paris, and Mr. Deane is still

there, and that an underhand supply is obtained from the

plaisance so f;ir as to drive him away, and thus make a scandalous scene,

in violation of the law of nations and the rights of hospitality. Besides, one

could hardly conceive in France what influence the arrival of a simple indi-

vidual, almost an octogenarian, could exert upon the relations of the two

courts of France and Englantl.
"

I presume I have no occasion to translate these diplomatic phrases into

our vernacular. Suffice it to say, Franklin arrived at Paris on the 22d Decem-

ber, and fixed the eyes of all the world on his slightest movements, always

saying to those who wished to hear liim, that he was there for no other

purpose but to find a safe and quiet asylum to end his days. As I am
unable at this moment to prove that he does not speak the truth, I shall

delay sending you what our politicians give out upon the subject."
—Ed.

Vol. II.—32
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government of two hundred brass fieldpieces, thirty thousand

firelocks, and some other military stores, which are now

shipping for America, and will be convoyed by a ship of

war. The court of England (M. Penet tells me, from whom

I have the above intelligence,) had the folly to demand

Mr. Deane to be delivered up, but were refused.

Our voyage, though not long, was rough, and I feel

myself weakened by it ;
but I now recover strength daily,

and in a few days shall be able to undertake the journey to

Paris. I have not yet taken any public character, thinking

it prudent first to know whether the court is ready and

willing to receive ministers publicly from the Congress;

that we may neither embarrass it on the one hand, nor

subject ourselves to the hazard of a disgraceful refusal on

the other. I have despatched an express to Mr. Deane,

with the letters that I had for him from the Committee,

and a copy of our commission, that he may immediately

make the proper inquiries, and give me information. In

the mean time I find it generally supposed here, that I am

sent to negotiate ;
and that opinion appears to give great

pleasure, if I can judge by the extreme civilities I meet with

from numbers of the principal people, who have done me

the honor to visit me.

I have desired Mr. Deane, by some speedy and safe

means, to give Mr. Lee notice of his appointment. I find

several vessels here laden with military stores for America,

just ready to sail. On the whole, there is the greatest

prospect that we shall be well provided for another cam-

paign, and much stronger than we were last. A Spanish

fleet has sailed with seven thousand land forces foot, and

some horse. Their destination is unknown, but supposed

against the Portuguese in Brazil. Both France and England
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are preparing strong fleets, and it is said, that all the powers

of Europe are preparing for war, apprehending that a gen-

eral one cannot be very far distant. When I arrive at Paris,

I shall be able to write with more certainty. I beg you to

present my duty to Congress, and assure them of my most

faithful endeavours in their service.

To Mrs. Mary Figure to yourself an old man, with gray

ted^Paris 12
^^^^ appearing under a martin fur cap, among

January, 1777. the powdered heads of Paris. It is this odd

figure that salutes you, with handfulls of blessings on you

and your dear little ones.*

On my arrival here, Mademoiselle Biheron gave me great

pleasure in the perusal of a letter from you to her. It

* It is curious to read the brief description of Franklin given by Madame
Du Deffand, twelve days before this was written, in a letter to Horace Wal-

pole. Only ten days after this aforetime journeyman printer reached Paris he

was the guest of honor in the most celebrated and fashionable salon in Paris.

"If you see this little Elliott (aftei-wards Lord Minto) he will tell you
whom he found in my chamber yesterday ; and here is how we were arranged :

myself in my tonneau; Mr. Franklin by my side, with a fur cap on his head

and spectacles on his nose; directly next to him Madame de Luxembourg,
Mr. Silas Deane, deputy from your colonies, Vicount Beaume, M. Le Roi,

ChevaUer Boutteville, the Duke de Choiseul, Abbe Barthelemy, and M.

Guines, who completed the circle. Little Elliott brought news from America

of the 4th and 6th November, which he affirmed to be true, but which no one

would believe, because it was unfavorable to the insurgents, to whom all the

company is entirely devoted, except M. Guines and myself, who are for the

Court. Mr. Elliott did not reveal his news until Messrs. Franklin, Deane,

and M. Le Roi, who brought them, had left. If Fox and Fitzpatrick had

arrived, my chamber might have represented Westminster Hall, where, as

you perceive, the royalist party would not have been the strongest."

It may have been politeness, and it may have been prudence, which led

Elliott to reserve his news until after Franklin's departure. The Doctor does

not appear to have been long in divining his hostess's anti-republican pro-

clivities, for she writes again to Walpole on the 22d January following:
"

I have received no more visits from Mr. Franklin."

See another portrait of himself, infra, p. 380.
—En
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acquainted me that you and yours were well in August last.

I have with me here my young grandson, Benjamin Franklin

Bache, a special good boy. I shall give him a little French

language and address, and then send him over to pay his

respects to Miss Hewson. My love to all that love you,

particularly to dear Dolly.

Temple, who attends me here, presents his respects. I

must contrive to get you to America. I want all my friends

out of that wicked country. I have just seen in the paper

seven paragraphs about me, of which six were lies.

To Mrs. Mary What has bccomc of my and your dear

"rplris'^26 Dolly? Have you parted? for you mention

January, 1777. nothing of her. I know your friendship con-

tinues ; but perhaps she is with one of her brothers. How
do they all do ?

I have not yet received a line from my dear old friend,

your mother. Pray tell me where she is, and how it is with

her. Jonathan, who is now at Nantes, told me that she had

a lodging in Northumberland Court. I doubt her being

comfortably accommodated there. Is Miss Barwell a little

more at rest, or as busy as ever ? Is she well ? And how

fares it with our good friends of the Henckell family?

But, principally, I want to know how it is with you. I

hear you have not quite settled yet with those people. I

hope, however, that you have a sufficient income, and live

at your ease, and that your money is safe out of the funds.

Does my godson remember any thing of his Doctor papa ?

I suppose not. Kiss the dear little fellow for me ;
not for-

getting the others. I long to see them and you. What

became of the lottery ticket I left with your good mother,

which was to produce the diamond ear-rings for you? Did
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you get them ? If not, Fortune has wronged you, for you

ought to have had them.

To Joseph I rejoice to hear of your continual progress

teT^PaHs 27
''^ those useful discoveries

;
I find that you

January, 1777. have sct all the philosophers of Europe at work

upon fixed ai?- ; and it is with great pleasure I observe how

high you stand in their opinion ; for I enjoy my friends'

fame as my own.

The hint you gave me jocularly, that you did not quite

despair of the philosopher' s stone, draws from me a request,

that, when you have found it, you will take care to lose it

again ;
for I believe in my conscience, that mankind are

wicked enough to continue slaughtering one another as

long as they can find money to pay the butchers. But, of

all the wars in my time, this on the part of England appears

to me the wickedest ; having no cause but malice against

liberty, and the jealousy of commerce. And I think the

crime seems likely to meet with its proper punishment ;
a

total loss of her own liberty, and the destruction of her

own commerce.

I suppose you would like to know something of the state

of affairs in America. In all probability we shall be much

stronger the next campaign than we were in the last ; better

armed, better disciplined, and with more ammunition.

When I was at the camp before Boston, the army had not

five rounds of powder a man. This was kept a secret even

from our people. The world wondered that we so seldom

fired a cannon
;
we could not afford it

;
but we now make

powder in plenty.

To me it seems, as it has always done, that this war mu^
end in our favor, and in the ruin of Britain, if she does not

32*
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speedily put an end to it. An English gentleman here the

other day, in company with some French, remarked, that

it was folly in France not to make war immediately ;
And

in England, replied one of them, not to make peace.

Do not believe the reports you hear of our internal divi-

sions. We are, I believe, as much united as any people

ever were, and as firmly.

To Mrs. You are too early, hussy, as well as too

Lisir^^daud saucy, in calling me rebel; you should wait for

Paris, 8 Feb., the cveut, which will determine whether it is a

rebellion or only a revolution. Here the ladies

are more civil
; they call us les insurgens, a character that

usually pleases them
;
and methinks all other women who

smart, or have smarted, under the tyranny of a bad husband,

ought to be fixed in revolution principles, and act accord-

ingly.

In my way to Canada last spring, I saw dear Mrs. Bar-

row at New York. Mr. Barrow had been from her two or

three months to keep Governor Tryon and other Tories

company on board the Asia, one of the King's ships which

lay in the harbour
;
and in all that time that naughty man

had not ventured once on shore to see her. Our troops

were then pouring into the town, and she was packing up

to leave it, fearing, as she had a large house, they would

incommode her by quartering officers in it. As she appeared

in great perplexity, scarce knowing where to go, I per-

suaded her to stay ;
and I went to the general officers then

commanding there, and recommended her to their protec-

tion
;
which they promised and performed. On my return

from Canada, where I was a piece of a governor (and I

think a very good one) for a fortnight, and might have been
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so till this time if your wicked army, enemies to all good

government, had not come and driven me out, I found her

still in quiet possession of her house. I inquired how our

people had behaved to her. She spoke in high terms of the

respectful attention they had paid her, and the quiet and

security they had procured her. I said I was glad of it;

and that, if they had used her ill, I would have turned

Tory. Then said she, with that pleasing gayety so natural

to her, / wish they had. For you must know she is a

Toryess as well as you, and can as flippantly call rebel. I

drank tea with her; we talked affectionately of you and our

other friends the Wilkeses, of whom she had received no

late intelligence. What became of her since, I have not

heard. The street she lived in was some months after

chiefly burnt down
; but, as the town was then, and ever

since has been, in possession of the King's troops, I have

had no opportunity of knowing whether she suffered any

loss in the conflagration. I hope she did not, as, if she did,

I should wish I had not persuaded her to stay there.

I am glad to learn from you, that that unhappy, though

deserving family, the W- s, are getting into some busi-

ness, that may afford them subsistence. I pray, that God
will bless them, and that they may see happier days. Mr.

Cheap's and Dr. H 's good fortunes please me. Pray

learn, if you have not already learnt, like me, to be pleased

with other people's pleasures, and happy with their happi-

ness, when none occur of your own
;
and then perhaps you

will not so soon be weary of the place you chance to be in,

and so fond of rambling to get rid of your eniini. I fancy

you have hit upon the right reason of your being weary of

St. Omer's, viz. that you are out of temper, which is the

effect of full living and idleness. A month in Bridewell,
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beating hemp, upon bread and water, would give you health

and spirits, and subsequent cheerfulness and contentment

with every other situation. I prescribe that regimen for

you, my dear, in pure good will, without a fee. And let

me tell you, if you do not get into temper, neither Brussels

nor Lisle will suit you. I know nothing of the price of

living in either of those places ; but I am sure a single

woman, as you are, might with economy upon two hundred

pounds a year maintain herself comfortably anywhere, and

me into the bargain. Do not invite me in earnest, however,

to come and live with you ; for, being posted here, I ought
not to comply, and I am not sure I should be able to refuse.

Present my respects to Mrs. Payne and Mrs. Heathcot
;

for, though I have not the honor of knowing them, yet, as

you say they are friends to the American cause, I am sure

they must be women of good understanding. I know you

wish you could see me
; but, as you cannot, I will describe

myself to you. Figure me in your mind as jolly as formerly,

and as strong and hearty, only a few years older; very

plainly dressed, wearing my thin gray straight hair, that

peeps out under my only coiffure, a fine fur cap, which

comes down my forehead almost to my spectacles. Think

how this must appear among the powdered heads of Paris !

I wish every lady and gentleman in France would only be

so obliging as to follow my fashion, comb their own heads

as I do mine, dismiss iX^txx friseiirs, and pay me half the

money they paid to them. You see, the gentry might well

afford this, and I could then enlist these friseurs, who are

at least one hundred thousand, and with the money I would

maintain them, make a visit with them to England, and

dress the heads of your ministers and privy counsellors;

which I conceive at present to be un pen derangees. Adieu,
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madcap ;
and believe me ever, your affectionate friend and

humble servant.

P. S. Don't be proud of this long letter. A fit of the

gout, which has confined me five days, and made me refuse

to see company, has given me a little time to trifle
;
other-

wise it would have been very short, visitors and business

would have interrupted ;
and perhaps, with Mrs. Barrow,

you wish they had.

To John In- I long labored in England, with great
ETcnhousz Pel" '

• •

ris. [Date'un-
^^^^ ^'^^ sincerity, to prevent the breach that

certain.] has happened, and which is now so wide, that

no endeavours of mine can possibly heal it. You know the

treatment I met with from that imprudent court ; but I

keep a separate account of private injuries, which I may

forgive; and I do not think it right to mix them with

public affairs. Indeed, there is no occasion for their aid to

whet my resentment against a nation, that has burnt our

defenceless towns in the midst of winter, has excited the

savages to assassinate our innocent farmers, with their wives

and children, and our slaves to murder their masters !

It would therefore be deceiving you, if I suffered you to

remain in the supposition you have taken up, that I am
come to Europe to make peace. I am in fact ordered

hither by the Congress for a very different purpose ;
viz. to

procure those aids from European powers, for enabling us

to defend our freedom and independence, which it is cer-

tainly their interest to grant ; as by that means the great

and rapidly growing trade of America will be open to them

all, and not a monopoly to Great Britain, as heretofore
;
a

monopoly, that, if she is suffered again to possess, will be
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such an increase of her strength by sea, and if she can

reduce us again to submission, she will have thereby so

great an addition to her strength by land, as will, together,

make her the most formidable power the world has yet seen ;

and, from her natural pride and insolence in prosperity, of

all others the most intolerable.

You desire to know my opinion of what will probably be

the end of this war
;
and whether our new establishments

will not be thereby reduced again to deserts. I do not, for

my part, apprehend much danger of so great an evil to us.

I think we shall be able, with a little help, to defend our-

selves, our possessions, and our liberties so long, that Eng-
land will be ruined by persisting in the wicked attempt to

destroy them. I must nevertheless regret that ruin, and

wish that her injustice and tyranny had not deserved it.

And I sometimes flatter myself, that, old as I am, I may

possibly live to see my country settled in peace and pros-

perity, when Britain shall make no more a formidable

figure among the powers of Europe.

You put me in mind of an apology for my conduct, which

has been expected from me, in answer to the abuses thrown

upon me before the Privy Council. It was partly written,

but the affairs of public importance I have ever since been

engaged in prevented my finishing it. The injuries, too,

that my country has suffered, have absorbed private resent-

ments, and made it appear trifling for an individual to

trouble the world with his particular justification, when all

his compatriots were stigmatized by the King and Parlia-

ment as being, in every respect, the worst of mankind ! I

am obliged to you, however, for the friendly part you have

always taken in the defence of my character
\ and it is

indeed no small argument in my favor, that those, who have
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known me most and longest, still love me and trust me with

their most important interests, of which my election into

the Congress by the unanimous voice of the Assembly, or

Parliament of Pennsylvania, the day after my arrival from

England, and my present mission hither by the Congress

itself, are instances incontestable.

To Arthur We havc received your favors from Vitoria
Lee,* dated 1 -r-, /-rn ,^ • • -i-. 1 •

Passy.t 21
^"" Burgos. 1 he Congress, sitting at Balti

March, 1777. more, despatched a packet to us the 9th of

* From the Commissioners to the Committee of Secret Correspondence,

Paris, February bth.
"
Finding that our residence here together is nearly

as expensive as if separate, and having reason to believe, that one of us

might be useful in Madrid, and another in Holland, and some courts further

northward, we have agreed that Mr. Lee go to Spain, and either Mr. Deane
or Dr. Franklin to the Hague. Mr. Lee sets out to-morrow, having obtained

passports, and a letter from the Spanish ambassador here to the minister

there. The journey to Holland will not take place so soon. The particular

purposes of these journeys we cannot prudently now explain."

Mr. Lee was not permitted by the Spanish court to proceed farther than

Burgos. He rejoined the other Commissioners at Paris after an absence of

seven weeks.—Ed.

j Upon Franklin's arrival in Paris he was conducted by Mr. Deane to

the Hotel Hamburg, his own residence, in the Rue de I'Universite, and
where he tarried a few weeks. It proved too public a place for a lion of

such proportions as by this time the Doctor had attained, and he was but

too happy to accept the invitation of M. Le Ray de Chaumont, a warm,
steadfast, and most useful friend of the Americans, to occupy a house, or

dependance, as the French call it, of his country place, the Hotel Valentinois,

at Passy. Besides its greater seclusion, the relations which M. de Chaumont
held with the court and ministry gave to this residence advantages which

did not escape the sagacious eye of the American envoy. As Dr. Franklin

continued to occupy this house for the entire nine years of his sojourn in

France, and to entertain with M. de Chaumont and his descendants rela-

tions of cordial friendship and intimacy till the end of his life, I will here

insert a letter from the grandson of Dr. Franklin's host, written in 1866 to

the then American minister in Paris, giving details of M. Le Ray de Chau-

mont, of his rank and influence, and of his devotion to the American cause,

which are not generally known.
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January, containing an account of the success at Trenton,

and subsequent events to that date, as far as they had come

" Before I have the honor of seeing again your Excellency, I beg leave to

say a few words of my family, which may not be wholly uninteresting to

you, and which are important to me.

"At the time when Franklin and the other Commissioners came to France,

my grandfather, Grandmaitre des Eaux et Forets de France, Intendant

honoraire des Invalides, was enjoying a well-earned repose and a fortune

of two millions of francs, at his Chateau of Chaumont on the Loire, and at

Passy, near Paris.

"The Due de Choiseul, his friend and neighbour in the country, had

wished him to enter the ministry with him
;
but my grandfather refused, in

order to be an intermediary between the Government and the Commissioners.

He received them in a house in his Pare at Passy, whence many letters from

Franklin are dated.
"

I take the liberty of referring your Excellency to the copy of a letter

from B. Franklin to President Washington, here enclosed.*
" At one time he sent clothing to General Lafayette's army, and, as friend

of the General's wife's family, he had constant and friendly intercourse with

the General.

"When Paul Jones came to France, the confidence of the Governments

of the United States and France entrusted my grandfather with the difficult

task of superintending the fitting out of the expedition. This was rendered

more delicate by P. Jones's irascible and capricious temper. In fact, this

brave but imprudent man behaved improperly with regard to my grandfather,

but afterwards apologized.
"
During my father's protracted stay in America, he married a Miss Coxa

of New Jersey; he entered largely, in connection with Gouverneur Morris

and Count de La Forest, Consul-General of France (with both of whom he

maintained through life a warm and intimate friendship), in purchases of

wild lands in the State of New York. This necessitated several journeys,

and finally his settling in America.
" My father was naturalized an American citizen. I have the honor of

bearing the same title, although born in France; and my son, whose mother

was an American (of the Livingston family), was born in New York."

In 1867 the writer of this letter was still living, and taking a lively interest

in the fortunes of the republic which his father and grandfather had helped

to nurse in its cradle.

* See this letter, d.ited June 3d, 1789, in its place. Also the letter of Frauklin to

the President of Congress, dated April 12th, 1785.
—Ed.
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to knowledge. The vessel was obliged to run up a little

river in Virginia to avoid some men-of war, and was detained

there seventeen days, or we should have had these advices

sooner. We learn however through England, where they
have news from New York to the 4th of February, that in

Lord Cornwallis's retreat to New Brunswic two regiments
of his rear guard were cut to pieces j that, General Wash-

ington having got round him to Newark and Elizabethtown,

he had retired to Amboy in his way to New York; that

General Howe had called in the garrisons of Fort Lee and

Fort Constitution, which were now possessed by our people ;

that, on the New York side, Forts Washington and Inde-

pendence were retaken by our troops, and that the British

forces at Rhode Island were recalled for the defence of

New York.

The Committee in their letters mention the intention of

Congress to send ministers to the courts of Vienna, Tus-

cany, Holland, and Prussia. They also send us a fresh

commission, containing your name instead of Mr. Jeffer-

son's, with this additional clause, **and also to enter into,

and agree upon a treaty with His Most Christian Majesty,

or such other person or persons as shall be by him author-

ized for that purpose, for assistance in carrying on the

present war between Great Britain and these United States."

The same clause is in a particular commission they have

sent me, to treat with the court of Spain, similar to our

common commission to the court of France; and I am

accordingly directed to go to Spain; but, as I know that

In the "
DiciiottJtaire historiqiie des Commnnes de la France" may be

found the following paragraph under the rubric of Passy :

"
It was in this hall (the ball-room of Ranelagh), transformed into a lodge,

that Franklin was received as a Free Mason in 1778."—Ed.

Vol. II.—33 r
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choice was made merely on the supposition of my being a

little known there to the great personage for whom you

have my letter, (a circumstance of little importance), and

I am really unable through age to bear the fatigue and

inconveniences of such a journey, I must excuse myself to

Congress, and join with Mr. Deane in requesting you to

proceed in the business on the former footing, till you can

receive a particular commission from Congress, which will

no doubt be sent as soon as the circumstances are known.

We know of no plans or instructions to Mr. Deane but

those you have with you. By the packet, indeed, we have

some fresh instructions, which relate to your mission, viz.

that, in case France and Spain will enter into the war, the

United States will assist the former in the conquest of the

British sugar islands, and the latter in the conquest of

Portugal, promising the assistance of six frigates manned,

of not less than twenty-four guns each, and provisions equal

to two millions of dollars; America desiring only for her

share, what Britain holds on the continent
;
but you shall

by the first safe opportunity have the instructions at length.

I believe we must send a courier.

If we can, we are ordered to borrow two millions of

pounds on interest. Judge then what a piece of service

you will do, if you can obtain a considerable subsidy, or

even a loan without interest.

We are also ordered to build six ships of war. It is a

pleasure to find the things ordered, which we were doing

without orders.

We are also to acquaint the several courts with the deter-

mination of America to maintain at all events our independ-

ence. You will see, by the date of the resolution relating

to Portugal, as well as by the above, that the Congress were
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Stout in the midst of their difificulties. It would be well to

sound the court of Spain on the subject of permitting our

armed ships to bring prizes into her ports, and there dispose

of them. If it can be done openly, in what manner can

we be accommodated with the use of their ports, or under

what restrictions? This government has of late been a

little nice on that head; and the orders to L'Orient have

occasioned Captain Wickes some trouble.

We have good advice of our friend at Amsterdam, that,

in the height of British pride on their summer success, and

just before they heard of any check, the ambassador. Sir

Joseph Yorke, had been ordered to send a haughty memorial

to the States, importing that, notwithstanding their promises
to restrain their subjects from supplying the rebels, it was

notorious, that those supplies were openly furnished by
Hollanders at St. Eustatia

;
and that the governor of that

island had returned, //w;z his fort, the salute of a rebel ship

of war with an equal number of guns; that his Majesty

justly and highly resented these proceedings, and demanded
that the States should by more severe provisions restrain

that commerce
; that they should declare their disapproba-

tion of the insolent behaviour of their governor, and punish
him by an immediate recall

; otherwise his Majesty, who
knows what appertains to the dignity of his crown, would
take proper measures to vindicate it; and he required an

immediate answer. The States coolly returned the memo-

rial, with only this answer, that, when the respect due to

sovereigns was not preserved in a memorial, it ought not

to be expected in an answer. But the city of Amsterdam
took fire at the insolence of it, and instructed their deputies
in the States to demand satisfaction by the British court's

disavowal of the memorial, and the reprimand of the
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ambassador. The States immediately demanded a number

of men-of-war ships to be in readiness. Perhaps since the

bad news- has come, England may be civil enough to make

up this little difference.

Mr. Deane is still here. You desire our advice about

your stopping at Burgos. We are of opinion, that you

should comply with the request. While we are asking aid,

it is necessary to gratify the desires, and in some sort com-

ply with the humors, of those we apply to. Our business

now is to carry our point. But I have never yet changed

the opinion I gave in Congress, that a virgin State should

preserve the virgin character, and not go about suitor! ng

for alliances, but wait with decent dignity for the applica-

tions of others. I was overruled ; perhaps for the best.

To M. Lith, I have just been honored with a letter from

6 April 1111

'

y°^' d^'^^d ^'^ 26th past, in which you express

yourself as astonished, and appear to be angry,

that you have no answer to a letter you wrote me on the

nth of December, which you are sure was delivered to me.

In exculpation of myself, I assure you that I never re-

ceived any letter from you of that date. And indeed,

being then but four days landed at Nantes, I think you

could scarce have heard so soon of my being in Europe.

But I received one from you of the 8th of January, which

I own I did not answer. It may displease you, if I give

you the reason ; but, as it may be of use to you in your

future correspondences, I will hazard that for a gentleman

to whom I feel myself obliged, as an American, on account

of his good will to our cause.

Whoever writes to a stranger should observe three points.

I. That what he proposes be practicable. 2. His propo-
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sitions should be made in explicit terms, so as to be easily

understood. 3. What he desires should be in itself reason-

able. Hereby he will give a favorable impression of his

understanding, and create a desire of further acquaintance.

Now it happened that you were negligent in «// these points;

for, first, you desired to have means procured for you of

taking a voyage to America '^ avec surete" ; which is not

possible, as the dangers of the sea subsist always, and at

present there is the additional danger of being taken by the

English. Then you desire that this may be '^ sans irop

grandes depe?ises,'''' which is not intelligible enough to be

answered, because, not knowing your ability of bearing ex-

penses, one cannot judge what may be trop grandes. Lastly,

you desire letters of address to the Congress and to General

Washington ; which it is not reasonable to ask of one who

knows no more of you, than that your name is Lith, and

that you live at Bayreuth.

In your last you also express yourself in vague terms,

when you desire to be informed whether you may expect
" d^etre regu d^tme majiiere convenable''' in our troops. As

it is impossible to know what your ideas are of the maniere

convenable, how can one answer this? And then you de-

mand, whether I will support you by my authority in giving

you letters of recommendation. I doubt not your being a

man of merit; and, knowing it yourself, you may forget

that it is not known to everybody; but reflect a moment,

Sir, and you will be convinced, that, if I were to practise

giving letters of recommendation to persons of whose char-

acter I knew no more than I do of yours, my recommenda-

tions would soon be of no authority at all.

I thank you, however, for your kind desire of being ser-

viceable to my countrymen ; and I wish in return, that I

33*
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could be of service to you in the scheme you have formed

of going to America. But numbers of experienced officers

nere have offered to go over and join our army, and I could

give them no encouragement, because I have no orders for

that purpose, and I know it is extremely difficult to place

them when they arrive there. I cannot but think, there-

fore, that it is best for you not to make so long, so expen-

sive, and so hazardous a voyage, but to take the advice of

your friends, and ^^
stay in Franconiay I have the honor

to be, Sir, &c.

ToLordStor- Captain Wickes, of the Reprisal frigate,
mont,* dated

|^ | jj^^ j^ ^^g United States of America,
Pans, 23 Feb.,

^
to O '

1777- has now in his hands near one hundred British

seamen, prisoners. He desires to know, whether an ex-

change may be made with him for an equal number of

American seamen, now prisoners in England ? We take

the liberty of proposing this matter to your Lordship, and

of requesting your opinion (if there be no impropriety in

your giving it),
whether such an exchange will probably be

agreed to by your court.

If your people cannot be soon exchanged here, they will

be sent to America. We have the honor to be, with great

respect, your Lordship's most obedient, humble servants,

B. Franklin,

S. Deane.

ToLordStor- We did ourselvcs the honor of writing some

pTru'aA^rlf ^^^^^ ^S^ to your Lordship, on the subject of

1777. exchanging prisoners. You did not conde

* British Ambassador at Paris.—Ed.
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scend to give us any answer, and therefore we expect none

to this. We, however, take the liberty of sending you

copies of certain depositions, which we shall transmit to

Congress, whereby it will be known to your court, that the

United States are not unacquainted with the barbarous

treatment their people receive, when they have the misfor-

tune of being your prisoners here in Europe ;
and that, if

your conduct towards us is not altered, it is not unlikely

that severe reprisals may be thought justifiable, from the

necessity of putting some check to such abominable prac-

tices.

For the sake of humanity, it is to be wished, that men

would endeavour to alleviate, as much as possible, the

unavoidable miseries attending a state of war.
.
It has been

said, that, among the civilized nations of Europe, the

ancient horrors of that state are much diminished
;
but the

compelling men by chains, stripes, and famine, to fight

against their friends and relations, is a new mode of bar-

barity which your nation alone had the honor of inventing;

and the sending American prisoners of war to Africa and

Asia, remote from all probability of exchange, and where

they can scarce hope ever to hear from their families, even

if the unwholesomeness of the climate does not put a speedy

end to their lives, is a manner of treating captives, that you

can justify by no other precedent of custom, except that of

the black savages of Guinea. We are, your Lordship's

most obedient humble servants, B. Franklin,

S. Deane.

ToLordStor- In answer to a letter, which concerns some

Paris' 3 ApriL
^^ ^^^ most material interests of humanity, and

'777- of the two nations, Great Britain and the
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United States of America, now at war, we received the

enclosed hidecent paper, as coming from your Lordship,

which we return, for your Lordship's more mature con-

sideration.* B. Franklin,

S. Deane.

To Samuel I thank you for your kind congratulations
Cooper, da-

^^^ arrival here, and for your goodted Pans, I -'
.

May, 1777. wishes. I am, as you supposed, treated with

great civility and respect by all orders of people ;
but it

gives me still greater satisfaction to find, that our being

here is of some use to our country. On that head I cannot

be more explicit at present.

I rejoice with you in the happy change of affairs in

America last winter. I hope the same train of success

will continue through the summer. Our enemies are disap-

pointed in the number of additional troops they purposed

to send over. What they have been able to muster will not

probably recruit their army to the state it was in the begin-

ning of last campaign ;
and ours I hope will be equally

numerous, better armed, and better clothed, than they

have been heretofore.

All Europe is on our side of the question, as far as ap-

plause and good wishes can carry them. Those who live

under arbitrary power do nevertheless approve of liberty,

and wish for it
; they almost despair of recovering it in

Europe ; they read the translations of our separate colony

constitutions with rapture; and there are such numbers

* The words of the paper sent by Lord Stormont, and referred to in

the above letter as indecent, were,
" The King's Ambassador receives

no applications from rebels, unless they come to implore his Majesty's

mo.rcy."
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everywhere, who talk of removing to America, with their

families and fortunes, as soon as peace and our independ-
ence shall be established, that it is generally believed we shall

have a prodigious addition of strength, wealth, and arts,

from the emigrations of Europe ;
and it is thought, that., to

lessen or prevent such emigrations, the tyrannies established

there must relax, and allow more liberty to their people.

Hence it is a common observation here, that our cause

is the cause of all mankifid, and that we are fighting for

their liberty in defending our own. It is a glorious task

assigned us by Providence
; which has, I trust, given us

spirit and virtue equal to it, and will at last crown it with

success.

To John Win- I foTwarded your letter to Dr. Price, who

Paris,' I May,
^^'^^ ^^'^^^ lately; but his friends, on his ac-

'777- count, were under some apprehensions from

the violence of government, in consequence of his late

excellent publications in favor of liberty. I wish all the

friends of liberty and of man would quit that sink of cor-

ruption, and leave it to its fate.

The people of this country are almost unanimously in

our favor. The government has its reasons for postponing
a war, but is making daily the most diligent preparations ;

wherein Spain goes hand in hand. In the mean time,

America has the whole harvest of prizes made upon the

British commerce
;

a kind of monopoly that has its ad-

vantages, as, by affording greater encouragement to our

cruisers, it increases the number of our seamen, and thereby

augments our naval power.

The conduct of those Princes of Germany, who have sold

the blood of their people, has subjected them to the con-
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tempt and odium of all Europe. The Prince of Anspach,

whose recruits mutinied and refused to march, was obliged

to disarm and fetter them, and drive them to the seaside by

the help of his guards; himself attending in person. In

his return he was publicly hooted by mobs through every

town he passed in Holland, with all sorts of reproachful

epithets. The King of Prussia's humor of obliging those

Princes to pay him the same toll per head for the men they

drive through his dominions, as used to be paid him for

their cattle, because they were sold as such, is generally

spoken of with approbation, as containing a just reproof of

those tyrants.* I send you enclosed one of the many
satires that have appeared on this occasion.

* This practical jolce of Frederick's was fully warranted by the nature of

the tniffic in which his fellow-sovereigns were embarked. George III., in

one of his letters to Lord North, dated from Kew, August 20, 1775, said:
" As to the proposals transmitted by Mr. Romer, they all end in corps

of officers, which cannot be done but by act of Parliament
;
the only idea

these Germans ought to addopt (sic) is the being contractors for raising recruits

and fixing the price they will deliver them at Hamburg, Rotterdam, and

any other port they may propose."

This is very much in the style of a cattle-trader.

Schiller, in his
" Kabale und Liebe," Act II., Scene 2, glances at the ill

repute in which this white slave-trading was held in Germany ;
and in a letter

from Frederick to Voltaire we have his opinion again :

"
Je vous remercie du ' Catechisme des Souverains,' production que je

n'attendais pas de M. le Landgrave de Hesse. Vous me faites trop

d'honneur de m'attribuer son education. S'il etait sorti de mon ecole, il ne

se serait point fait Catholique, et il n'aurait pas vendu ses sujets aux Anglais

comma on vend le betail pour I'egorger." ffiuvres posth. de Frederic,

torn. i. p. 325.

The sympathies of Frederick in these days were all with the French and

Americans as against England. The writer of the "
Correspondance secrete

et ineditesur Louis XVI, Marie Antoinette, &c.," says under date of Novem-

ber 3, 1777, vol. i. p. 108 :

" In a letter which the King of Prussia has written to one of his literary

lorrespondents in Paris, this passage occurs:
'

I send you my secret against
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With best wishes of prosperity to yourself and to my
dear country, where I hope to spend my last years, and lay

my bones, I am ever, dear Sir, your affectionate friend.

From the Monsieur le Baron,*
Count de ^^ r -kt , t • •,

Schaumburg
^^'^ "^7 T^tum from Naples, I received at

to the Baron Rome your letter of the 27th December of
Hohendorf,

commanding last year. I have learned with unspeakable

t^o^o

"^^^'^"
pleasure the courage our troops exhibited at

America, da- Trcnton, and you cannot imagine ray joy on

Feb., 1777^'

'

being told that of the 1950 Hessians engaged
in the fight, but 345 escaped. There were

just 1605 men killed, and I cannot sufficiently commend

your prudence in sending an exact list of the dead to my
minister in London, This precaution was the more neces-

sary, as the report sent to the English ministry does not

give but 1455 dead. This would make 483,450 florins

hydrophobia ;
it is certain that it has failed in none of the trials I have given

it here. It should be administered to the British Parliament, which acts like

an infuriated fool in the American business. It is now about to embroil itself

again with Russia. I have the abiding hope that you will don your cuirass

against this God dem ; that you will aid the colonies to become free, and
retake Canada, which they so wrongfully took from you. It is the wish of

my heart, and it should be also the dictate of policy."

The same authority cites another letter from the same source to D'Alem-

bert, just two weeks later, in which the king says :

"
I like these brave fellows,

and cannot help secretly hoping for their success. It must be admitted

that you are very pacific."

In less than three months from this time the alliance between the colonies

and France was signed.
*

"Yti^jeu d'esprit here given in the text appears in the "
Correspondance

secrete et inedite" already cited. (See vol. i. p. 60.) It may be the very

satire referred to at the close of the preceding letter. Nor do I think I am

doing Doctor Franklin any injustice in suspecting him of being its author.

Since the death of Swift, who, besides Franklin, was sufficiently a master of

this Icind of satire to have written it ?—Ed.
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instead of the 643,500 which I am entitled to demand under

our convention. You will comprehend the prejudice which

such an error would work in my finances, and I do not doubt

you will take the necessary pains to prove that Lord North's

list is false and yours correct.

The court of London objects that there were a hundred

wounded who ought not to be included in the list, nor paid

for as dead, but I trust you will not overlook my instruc-

tions to you on quitting Cassel, and that you will not have

tried by human succor to recall to life the unfortunates

whose days could not be lengthened but by the loss of a

leg or an arm. That would be making them a pernicious

present, and I am sure they would rather die than live in a

condition no longer fit for my service. I do not mean by
this that you should assassinate them: we should be humane,

my dear Baron, but you may insinuate to the surgeons with

entire propriety that a crippled man is a reproach to their

profession, and that there is no wiser course than to let

every one of them die when he ceases to be fit to fight.

I am about to send you some new recruits. Don't econo-

mize them. Remember glory before all things. Glory is

true wealth. There is nothing degrades a soldier like the

love of money. He must care only for honor and reputa-

tion, but this reputation must be acquired in the midst of

dangers. A battle gained without costing the conqueror

any blood is an inglorious success, while the conquered

cover themselves with glory by perishing with their arms in

their hands. Do you remember that of the 300 Lacede-

monians who defended the defile of Thermopylae, not one

returned ? How happy should I be could I say the same

of my brave Hessians !

It is true that their King Leonidas perished with them ;
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but things have changed, and it is no longer the custom for

Princes of the Empire to go and fight in America for a

cause with which they have no concern. And besides, to

whom should they pay the 30 guineas per man* if I did not

* The editor of George III.'s Letters to Lord North, in a brief commentary

upon these contracts, vol. i. p. 266, says :

" The principal graziers with whom the Enghsh government dealt for

military stoclv were the Duke of Brunswick, the Landgrave of Hesse Cassel,

the hereditary Prince of Hesse Cassel, and subsequently the Prince of Wal-

deck. The prices given, as appears from the copies of the treaties laid before

Parliament on the 29th of February in the following year, were as follows.

These potentates stipulated to supply a force of 17,742 men at the rate of

7/. 4J. \d. a man
;

all extraordinary losses in battle or otherwise to be com-

pensated by the King. Each of the noble graziers was to receive in addition

an annual subsidy in proportion to the number of men : the Duke of Bruns-

wick 15,519/. so long as his troops received pay, and double that sum for

two years after; the Landgrave of Hesse 108,281/., and also to have twelve

months' notice before payment was discontinued, after his forces returned to

his dominions; to the Princes of Hesse and Waldeck, who contributed near

700 men each, were assigned 6017/. The dominions of all were guarantied

against foreign attack, for such time at least as their herds were in foreign

parts."

In a letter from George HL to Lord North, dated from Kew, November

14, 177s, his Majesty writes:
"

I sent last week orders to the Regency and to Field Marshal Sporken
that Schleither should be permitted to contract with Colonel Faucitt for

raising 4000 recruits for Great Britain, and that Stade and Neuburgh should

be the two garrisons where the recruits should be closely kept. . . . The
laws of Germany are so clear against emigration that I certainly, in going
thus far, have done as much as I possibly can in my electoral capacity ; the

giving commissions to officers, or any other of the proposals that have been

made, I can by no means consent to, for they, in plain English, are turning

me into a kidnapper, which I cannot think a very honorable occupation."

The Colonel Faucitt here referred to was sent as agent to trade with the

hereditary prince Ferdinand, George HL's brother-in-law, who persuaded his

father, the reigning duke, to part with some of his troops. Three hundred

light dragoons, which were not wanted, were added to "the 4000 recruits"

required, Faucitt not wishing
"
to appear difficult." Sixty German dollars

levy money was demanded for each man, but a little more than half that

sum was finally accepted. Every soldier killed was to be paid for at the

-Vol. II.— .'54
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Stay in Europe to receive them? Then, it is necessary also

that I be ready to send recruits to replace the men you lose.

For this purpose I must return to Hesse. It is true grown
men are becoming scarce there, but I will send you boys.

Besides, the scarcei the commodity, the higher the price.

I am assured that the women and little girls have begun to

till our lands, and they get on not badly. You did right

to send back to Europe that Dr. Crumerus who was so suc-

cessful in curing dysentery. Don't bother with a man who

is subject to looseness of the bowels. That disease makes

bad soldiers. One coward will do more mischief in an

engagement than ten brave men will do good. Better that

they burst in their barracks than fly in a battle, and tarnish

the glory of our arms. Besides, you know that they pay me

as killed for all who die from disease, and I don't get a

farthing for runaways. My trip to Italy, which has cost

me enormously, makes it desirable that there should be a

great mortality among them. You will therefore promise

promotion to all who expose themselves ; you will exhort

them to seek glory in the midst of dangers : you will say

to Major Maundorf that I am not at all content with his

rate of the levy money, and three wounded men were to be reckoned as

one killed.

It must have been the recital of these degrading enormities which inspired

the following anecdote at the expense of royalty, preserved by John Adams.

He says in his Diary :

" Franklin told us one of his characteristic stories. A Spanish writer of

certain visions of hell relates, that a certain devil, who was civil, showed

him all the apartments of the place, among others, that of the deceased

kings. The Spaniard was much pleased at so illustrious a sight, and, after

viewing them for some time, said lie should be glad to see the rest of them.

'The rest !' said the demon; 'here are all the kings that have ever reigned

upon earth, from the creation of it to this day. What the devil would tlie

man have?'
"—Ed.
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saving the 345 men who escaped the massacre at Trenton.

Through the whole campaign he has not had ten men killed

in consequence of his orders. Finally, let it be your prin-

cipal object to prolong the war and avoid a decisive engage-

ment on either side, for I have made arrangements for a

grand Italian opera, and I do not wish to be obliged to

give it up. Meantime I pray God, my dear Baron de

Hohendorf, to have you in his holy and gracious keeping.

To Thomas The general news here is, that all Europe is

Gushing, da- . j • c -c -^ „„„
ted Paris i '^rmmg and preparing for war, as it it were

May, 1777. soon expected. Many of the powers, however,

have their reasons for endeavouring to postpone it, at least

a few months longer.

Our enemies will not be able to send against us all the

strength they intended; they can procure but few Germans ;

and their recruiting and impressing at home goes on but

heavily. They threaten, however, and give out, that Lord

Howe is to bombard Boston this summer, and Burgoyne,

with the troops from Canada, to destroy Providence, and

lay waste Connecticut
;
while Howe marches against Phila-

delphia. They will do us undoubtedly as much mischief

as they can ; but the virtue and bravery of our countrymen

will, with the blessing of God, prevent part of what they

intend, and nobly bear the rest. This campaign is entered

upon with a mixture of rage and despair, as their whole

scheme of reducing us depends upon its success
;
the wisest

of the nation being clear, that, if this fails, administration

will not be able to support another.

To a friend, You know, my dear friend, that I am not

unknowLT*^ capable of refusing you any thing in my

power, which would be a real kindness to you.
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or any friend of yours ; but, when I am certain that what

you request would be directly the contrary, I ought to refuse

it. I know that officers going to America for employment
will probably be disappointed ;

that our armies are full
;

that there are a number of expectants unemployed, and

starving for want of subsistence ;
that my recommendation

will not make vacancies, nor can it fill them, to the preju-

dice of those who have a better claim ;
that some of those

officers I have been prevailed on to recommend have, by

their conduct, given no favorable impression of my judg-

ment in military merit
;
and then the vo)'age is long, the

passage very expensive, and the hazard of being taken and

imprisoned by the English very considerable. If, after all,

no place can be found affording a livelihood for the gentle-

man in question, he will perhaps be distressed in a strange

country, and ready to blaspheme his friends, who, by their

solicitations, procured for him so unhappy a situation.

Permit me to mention to you, that, in my opinion, the

natural complaisance of this country often carries people too

far in the article of recommendatio7is . You give them with

too much facility to persons of whose real characters you

know nothing, and sometimes at the request of others of

whom you know as little. Frequently, if a man has no

useful talents, is good for nothing and burdensome to his

relations, or is indiscreet, profligate, and extravagant, they

are glad to get rid of him by sending him to the other end

of the world
;
and for that purpose scruple not to recom-

mend him to those they wish should recommend him to

others, as ^^
tin hon sitjet, plcin de inerite,^'' &c. &c. In

consequence of my crediting such recommendations, my
own are out of credit, and I cannot advise anybody to have

the least dependence on them. If, after knowing this, you
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persist in desiring my recommendation for this person, who
is known neither to vie nor to you, I will give it, though,
as I said before, I ought to refuse it.*

These applications are my perpetual torment. People
will believe, notwithstanding my repeated declarations to

the contrary, that I am sent hither to engage officers. In

truth, I never had any such orders. It was never so much
as intimated to me, that it would be agreeable to my con-

stituents. I have even received for what I have done of

the kind, not indeed an absolute rebuke, but some pretty

strong hints of disapprobation. Not a day passes in which

I have not a number of soliciting visits, besides letters. If

I could gratify all, or any of them, it would be a pleasure.

I might, indeed, give them the recommendation and the

promises they desire, and thereby please them for the

present; but, when the certain disappointment of the ex-

* For cases of this kind, and where it was absolutely impossible to refuse,

Dr. Franklin drew up the following as a model for such letters of recom-

mendation, and actually employed it in some instances, to shame the persons

making such indiscreet applications ; and to endeavour, in some measure
to put a stop to them.—W. T. F.

" Model of a Letter of Recommendation of a person you are

unacquainted with.
"
Paris, 2 April, 1777.

"Sir.
" The bearer of this, who is going to America, presses me to give him a

letterof recommendation, though I know nothing of him, not even his name.
This may seem e.xtraordinary, but 1 assure you it is not uncommon here.

Sometimes, indeed, one unknown person brings another equally unknown,
to recommend him

;
and sometimes they recommend one another! As to

this gentleman. I must refer yo" to himself for his character and merits, with

which he is certainly better acquainted than I can possibly be. I recom-
mend him, however, to those civilities, which every stranger, of whom one
knows no harm, has a right to ; and I request yon will do him all the good
offices, and show him all the favor, that, on further acquaintance, you shaJJ

find him to deserve. I have the honor to be, &c."
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pectations with which they will so obstinately flatter them-

selves shall arrive, they must curse me for complying with

their mad requests, and not undeceiving them ;
and will

become so many enemies to our cause and country.

You can have no conception how I am harassed. All

my friends are sought out and teazed to teaze me. Great

officers of all ranks, in all departments ; ladies, great and

small, besides professed solicitors, worry me from morning

to night. The noise of every coach now that enters my
court terrifies me. I am afraid to accept an invitation to

dine abroad, being almost sure of meeting with some officer

or officer's friend, who, as soon as I am put in good humor

by a glass or two of champaigne, begins his attack upon

me. Luckily I do not often in my sleep dream of these

vexatious situations, or I should be afraid of what are now

my only hours of comfort. If, therefore, you have the

least remaining kindness for me, if you would not help to

drive me out of France, for God's sake, my dear friend, let

this your twenty-third application be your last.

To David Filled though our letters have always been
Hartley, da-

.^ sentiments of good will to both countries,ted Passy, 14
°

October, 1777. and earnest desires of preventing their ruin

and promoting their mutual felicity, I have been apprehen-

sive, that, if it were known that a correspondence subsisted

between us, it might be attended with inconvenience to

you. I have therefore been backward in writing, not caring

to trust the post, and not well knowing whom else to trust

with my letters. But being now assured of a safe convey-

ance, I venture to write to you, especially as I think the

subject such a one as you may receive a letter upon without

censure.
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Happy should I have been, if the honest warnings I gave,

of the fatal separation of interests, as well as of affections,

that must attend the measures commenced while I was in

England, had been attended to, and the horrid mischief of

this abominable war been thereby prevented. I should still

be happy in any successful endeavours for restoring peace,

consistent with the liberties, the safety, and the honor of

America. As to our submitting to the government of Great

Britain, it is vain to think of it. She has given us by her

numberless barbarities, (by her malice in bribing slaves to

murder their masters, and savages to massacre the families

of farmers, with her baseness in rewarding the unfaithfulness

of servants, and debauching the virtue of honest seamen,

intrusted with our property,) in the prosecution of the war,

and in the treatment of the prisoners, so deep an impression

of her depravity, that we never again can trust her in the

management of our affairs and interests. It is now im-

possible to persuade our people, as I long endeavoured, that

the war was merely ministerial, and that the nation bore

still a good will to us. The infinite number of addresses

printed in your gazettes, all approving the conduct of your

government towards us, and encouraging our destruction

by every possible means, the great majority in Parliament

constantly manifesting the same sentiments, and the popular

public rejoicings on occasion of any news of the slaughter

of an innocent and virtuous people, fighting only in defence

of their just rights; these, together with the recommenda-

tions of the same measures by even your celebrated moralists

and divines, in their writings and sermons, that are still

approved and applauded in your great national assemblies,

all join in convincing us, that you are no longer the mag-

nanimous, enlightened nation, we once esteemed you, and
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that you are unfit and unworthy to govern us, as not being

able to govern your own passions.

But, as I have said, I should be nevertheless happy in

seeing peace restored. For though, if my friends and the

friends of liberty and virtue, who still remain in England,

could be drawn out of it, a continuance of this war to the

ruin of the rest would give me less concern, I cannot, as

that removal is. impossible, but wish for peace for their

sakes, as well as for the sake of humanity, and preventing

further carnage.

This wish of mine, ineffective as it may be, induces me

to mention to you, that, between nations long exasperated

against each other in war, some act of generosity and kind-

ness towards prisoners on one side has softened resentment,

and abated animosity on the other, so as to bring on an

accommodation. You in England, if you wish for peace,

have at present the opportunity of trying this means, with

regard to the prisoners now in your gaols. They complain

of very severe treatment. They are far from their friends

and families, and winter is coming on, in which they must

suffer extremely, if continued in their present situation
;

fed scantily on bad provisions, without warm lodging,

clothes, or fire, and not suffered to invite or receive visits

from their friends, or even from the humane and charitable

of their enemies.

I can assure you, from my own certain knowledge, that

your people, prisoners in America, have been treated with

great kindness; they have been served with the same rations

of wholesome provisions with our own troops, comfortable

lodgings have been provided for them, and they have been

allowed large bounds of villages in the healthy air, to walk

and amuse themselves with on their parole. Where you
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have thought fit to employ contractors to supply your

people, these contractors have been protected and aided in

their operations. Some considerable act of kindness to-

wards our people would take off the reproach of inhumanity

in that respect from the nation, and leave it where it ought

with more certainty to lay, on the conductors of your war

in America. This I hint to you, out of some remaining

good will to a nation I once loved sincerely. But, as

things are, and in my present temper of mind, not being

over fond of receiving obligations, I shall content myself

with proposing, that your government would allow us to

send or employ a commissary to take some care of those

unfortunate people. Perhaps on your representations this

might speedily be obtained in England, though it was

refused most inhumanly at New York.

If you could have leisure to visit the gaols in which they

are confined, and should be desirous of knowing the truth

relative to the treatment they receive, I wish you would

take the trouble of distributing among the most necessitous

according to their wants, five or six hundred pounds, for

which your drafts on me here shall be punctually honored.

You could then be able to speak with some certainty to the

point in Parliament, and this might be attended with good

effects.

If you cannot obtain for us permission to send a commis-

sary, possibly you may find a trusty, humane, discreet per-

son at Plymouth, and another at Portsmouth, who would

undertake to communicate what relief we may be able to

afford those unfortunate men, martyrs to the cause of lib-

erty. Your King will not reward you for taking this trouble,

but God will. I shall not mention the gratitude of Amer-

ica; you will have what is better, the applause of your own
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good conscience. Our captains have set at liberty above

two hundred of your people, made prisoners by our armed

vessels and brought into France, besides a great number

dismissed at sea on your coasts, to whom vessels were given

to carry them in. But you have not returned us a man in

exchange. If we had sold your people to the Moors at

Sallee, as you have many of ours to the African and East

India Companies, could you have complained ?

In revising what I have written, I found too much warmth

in it, and was about to strike out some parts. Yet I let

them go, as they will afford you this one reflection ;

" If a

man naturally cool, and rendered still cooler by old age, is

so warmed by our treatment of his country, how much must

those people in general be exasperated against us? And

why are we making inveterate enemies by our barbarity,

not only of the present inhabitants of a great country, but

of their infinitely more numerous posterity ; who will in

future ages detest the name of JEnglishman, as much as the

children in Holland now do those of Alva and Spaniard.^'

This will certainly happen, unless your conduct is speedily

changed, and the national resentment falls, where it ought

to fall heavily, on your ministry, or perhaps rather on the

King, whose will they only execute.

With the greatest esteem and affection, and best wishes

for your prosperity, I have the honor to be, dear Sir, &c.

To a Friend,* I am much obliged by your communication

T^^ October' °^ ^'^'^ letter from England. I am of your

1777- opinion, that it is not proper for publication

"•" A controversy had lately been raised among the philosophers in England

respecting pointed and blunt lightning conductors. Mr. Wilson was the

champion for blunt conductors, in opposition to the theory of Dr. Franklin.
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here. Our friend's expressions concerning Mr. Wilson,

will be thought too angry to be made use of by one philoso-

pher when speaking of another, and on a philosophical ques-

tion. He seems as much heated about this one point, as the

Jansenists and Molinists were about the five. As to my
writing any thing on the subject, which you seem to desire,

I think it not necessary, especially as I have nothing to add

to what I have already said upon it in a paper read to the

committee, who ordered the conductors at Purfleet
; which

paper is printed in the last French edition of my writings.

I have never entered into any controversy in defence of

my philosophical opinions; I leave them to take their

chance in the world. If they are right, truth and experience

will support them ;
if wrong, they ought to be refuted and

rejected. Disputes- are apt to sour one's temper, and dis-

turb one's quiet. I have no private interest in the reception

of my inventions by the world, having never made, nor

proposed to make, the least profit by any of them. The

King's changing his pointed conductors for l)lunt ones is,

therefore, a matter of small importance to me. If I had

a wish about it, it would be that he had rejected them

altogether as ineffectual. For it is only since he thought

himself and family safe from the thunder of Heaven, that

he dared to use his own thunder in destroying his innocent

subjects. I am. Sir, yours, &c.

Pointed conductors had been erected at the Queen's palace, but by the

advice of Mr. Wilson they were taken down, and blunt ones substituted in

their place. Dr. Ingenhousz, who was then in England, took up the subject

with considerable warmth against Mr. Wilson, and wrote a letter to a gen-
tleman in Paris, which he desired might be shown to Dr. Franklin. The
above letter was written to that gentleman, who, as requested, had com-

municated the one he received from Dr. Ingenhousz.—S.
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To Ralph I received yours late last evening. Present

Izard,* dated
circumstances, which I will explain to you

Passy,29Jan-
' * ^

uary, 1778. when I havc the honor of seeing you, prevent

my giving it a full answer now. The reasons you offer had

before been all under consideration. But I must submit to

remain some days under the opinion you appear to have

formed, not only of my poor understanding in the general

interests of America, but of my defects in sincerity, polite-

ness, and attention to your instructions. These offences, I

flatter myself, admit of fair excuses, or rather will be found

not to have existed. You mention, that yoxifeelyourself

hurt. Permit me to offer you a maxim, which has through

life been of use to me, and may be so to you, in preventing

such imaginary hurts. It is, "always to suppose one's

friends may be right, till one fitids them wrong, rather than

to suppose them wrong till ont finds them right." You have

heard and imagined all that can be said or supposed on one

side of the question, but not on the other. I am neverthe-

less, with sincere esteem, dear Sir, your most obedient and

humble servant.

To James You dcsircd, that if I had no proposition to

"^p°";y^^; make, I would at least give my advice. I

Feb., 1778. think it is Ariosto who says, that all things lost

on earth are to be found in the moon ;
on which somebody

* Mr. Izard had been appointed by Congress Commissioner to the court

of the Grand Duke of Tuscany. As he did not find the state of affairs in

Europe favorable to the purposes of his mission, he resided in Paris during

the entire term for which he was appointed. He felt aggrieved at not being

invited to the consultations of the other Commissioners, and wasted most

of his time in trying to make his acquaintances see how much better the

work of his government would be done if Dr. Franklin and he were to change

places.
—Ed.
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remarked, that there must be a great deal of good advice

in the moon. If so, there is a good deal of mine, formerly-

given and lost in this business. I will, however, at your

request give a little more, but without the least expectation

that it will be followed
;

for none but God can at the same

time give good counsel, and wisdom to make use of it.

You have lost by this mad war, and the -barbarity with

which it has been carried on, not only the government and

commerce of America, and the public revenues and private

wealth arising from that commerce, but what is more, you

have lost the esteem, respect, friendship, and affection of all

that great and growing people, who consider you at present,

and whose posterity will consider you, as the worst and

wickedest nation upon earth. A peace you may undoubtedly

obtain by dropping all your pretensions to govern us; and,

by your superior skill in huckstering negotiation, you may
possibly make such an apparently advantageous bargain, as

shall be applauded in your Parliament; but, if you cannot,

with the peace, recover the affections of that people, it will

not be a lasting nor a profitable one, nor will it afford you

any part of that strength, which you once had by your

union with them, and might (if you had been wise enough
to take advice) have still retained.

To recover their respect and affection, you must tread

back the steps you have taken. Instead of honoring and

rewarding the American advisers and promoters of this

war, you should disgrace them
;
with all those who have

inflamed the nation against America by their malicious

writings; and all the ministers and generals who have pros-

ecuted the war with such inhumanity. This would show

a national change of disposition, and a disapprobation of

what had passed.

Vol. II.—35 s
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In proposing terms, you should not only grant such as

the necessity of your affairs may evidently oblige you to

grant, but such additional ones as may show your generosity,

and thereby demonstrate your good will. For instance,

perhaps you might, by your treaty, retain all Canada, Nova

Scotia, and the Floridas. But if you would have a real

friendly as well as able ally in America, and avoid all occa-

sion of future discord, which will otherwise be continually

arising on your American frontiers, you should throw in

those countries. And you may call it, if you please, an in-

demnification for the burning of their towns, which indem-

nification will otherwise be some time or other demanded.

I know your people will not see the utility of such

measures, and will never follow them, and even call it

insolence and impudence in me to mention them. I have,

however, complied with your desire, and am, as ever, your

affectionate friend.

P.S. February 12th.— I wrote the above some time

before I received yours, acquainting me with your speedy

and safe return, which gave me pleasure. I doubted after

I had written it, whether it would be well to send it ; for

as your proud nation despises us exceedingly, and demands

and expects absolute and humble submission, all talk of

treaty must appear impudence, and tend to provoke rather

than conciliate.* As you still press me by your last to say

* The following extracts from a letter of George III. to Lord North, dated

March 26th, 1778, will help to explain the pertinacity of these outside nego-
tiators in their efforts to extort proposals from Franklin, and their patient

submission to lectures from him about their government, which, like this

to Mr. Hutton, would, under almost any other circumstances, have proved
fatal to any further intercourse between them :

"The many instances of the inimical conduct of Franklin towards this
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something, I conclude to send what I had written, for I

think the advice is good, though it must be useless ; and I

cannot, as some amongst you desire, make propositions,

having none committed to me to make ; but we can treat,

if any are made to us; which, however, we do not expect.

1 abominate with you all murder, and I may add, that the

slaughter of men in an unjust cause is nothing less than

murder
;

I therefore never think of your present ministers

and their abettors, but with the image, strongly painted in

my view, of their hands, red, wet, and dropping with the

blood of my countrymen, friends, and relations. No peace

can be signed by those hands. Peace and friendship will,

nevertheless, subsist for ever between Mr. Hutton and his

affectionate friend.

To David A thousaud thanks for your so readily en-
Hartley, da- . .

., ^ ,. .

ted Passy, 12 S^S'^g 1" the mcaus of relieving our poor
Feb., 1778. captives, and the pains you have taken, and

the advances you have made, for that purpose. I received

your kind letter of the 3d instant, and send you enclosed

a bill of one hundred pounds. I much approve of Mr.

Wren's prudent, as well as benevolent conduct in the dis-

country makes me aware that hatred to this country is the constant object

of his mind, and therefore I trust that, fearing the rebellious colonies may
accept the generous offers I am enabled by Parliament to make them by the

Commissioners now to be sent to America, that his chief aim in what he has

thrown out is to prevent their going, or to draw out of administration an
inclination to go farther lengths than the act of Parliament will authorize,

that information from him may prevent America from concluding with the

Commissioners.
" Yet I think it so desirable to end the war with that country, to be en-

abled with redoubled ardor to avenge the faithless and insolent conduct of

France, that I think it may be proper to keep open the channel of inter-

course with that insidious man."—Ed.
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position of the money, and wish him to continue doing
what shall appear to him and to you to be right, which I

am persuaded will appear the same to me and my colleagues

here. I beg you will present him, when you write, my
respectful acknowledgments.

Your "earnest caution and request, that nothing may
ever persuade America to throw themselves into the arms

of France, for that times may mend, and that an American

must always be a stranger in France, but that Great Britain

may for ages to come be their home," marks the goodness

of your heart, your regard for us, and love of your country.

But, when your nation is hiring all the cut-throats it can

collect, of all countries and colors, to destroy us, it is hard

to persuade us not to ask or accept aid from any power,

that may be prevailed with to grant it ; and this only from

the hope, that, though you now thirst for our blood, and

pursue us with fire and sword, you may, in some future

time, treat us kindly.* This is too much patience to be

expected of us; indeed, I think it is not in human nature.

The Americans are received and treated here in France

with a cordiality, a respect, and affection they never expe-

rienced in England when they most deserved.it ; and which

is now (after all the pains taken to exasperate the English

* Franklin never manifested any solicitude about his personal safety, but

the French police at this time seem to have had reason to think there were

people hovering around him vi^hose presence boded him no good. In the
" Nouvelles de Divers Endroits," Supplement, No. 67, dated 20th August,

J777, appeared the following paragraph :

"(Certain sinister-looking persons, seen lurking around Dr. Franklin's

lodgings at Passy, and others no less suspected, who have even penetrated

to his presence upon different pretexts, have led the government to give

positive orders to the Lieutenant-General of Police to watch over the safety

of this respectable old man, and take all the precautions to this end thai

prudence could suggest."
—Ed.
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against them, and render them odious as well as contempti-

ble,) less to be expected there than ever. And I cannot

see why we may not, upon an alliance, hope for a continu-

ance of it, at least, as much as the Swiss enjoy, with whom

France has maintained a faithful friendship for two hundred

years past, and whose people appear to live here in as much

esteem as the natives. America has been yi^rr^^ and driven

into the arms of France. She was a dutiful and virtuous

daughter. A cruel mother-in-law turned her out of doors,

defamed her, and sought her life. All the world knows

her innocence, and takes her part ;
and her friends hope

soon to see her honorably married. They can never per-

suade her return and submission to so barbarous an enemy.

In her future prosperity, if she forgets and forgives, it is all

that can be reasonably expected of her. I believe she will

make as good and useful a wife as she did a daughter, that

her husband will love and honor her, and that the family,

from which she was so wickedly expelled, will long regret

the loss of her.

I know not whether a peace with us is desired in Eng-

land
;

I rather think it is not at present, unless on the

old impossible terms of submission and receiving pardon.

Whenever you shall be disposed to make peace upon equal

and reasonable terms, you will find little difficulty, if you

get first an honest ministry. The present have all along

acted so deceitfully and treacherously, as well as inhumanly,

towards the Americans, that I imagine, that the absolute

want of all confidence in them will make a treaty, it present,

between them and the Congress impracticable.

The subscription for the prisoners will have excellent

effects in favor of England and Englishmen. The Scotch

subscriptions for raising troops to destroy us, though
35*
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amounting to much greater sums, will not do their nation

half so much good. If you have an opportunity, I wish

you would express our respectful acknowledgments and

thanks to your committee and contributors, whose benefac-

tions will make our poor people as comfortable as their

situation can permit. Adieu, my dear friend. Accept my
thanks for the excellent papers you enclosed to me. Your

endeavours for peace, though unsuccessful, will always be a

comfort to you, and in time, when this mad war shall be

universally execrated, will be a solid addition to your

reputation.

P.S. An old friend of mine, Mr. Hutton, a chief of the

Moravians, who is often at the Queen's palace, and is some-

times spoken to by the King, was over here lately. He

pretended to no commission, but urged me much to propose

some terms of peace, which I avoided. He has written to

me since his return, pressing the same thing, and expressing

with some confidence his opinion, that we might have every

thing short of absolute independence, &c. Enclosed I

send my answers open, that you may read them, and, if

you please, copy, before you deliver or forward them. They
will serve to show you more fully my sentiments, though

they serve no other purpose.

To Thomas I received your favor by Mr. Austin, with

teTpafsy 21 ^^^"^ most agreeable congratulations on the

Feb., 1778. success of the American arms in the northern

department.* In return, give me leave to congratulate you

on the success of our negotiations here, in the completion

of the two treaties with his Most Christian Majesty; the

* The capture of Burgoyne's army at Saratoga.
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one of amity and commerce, on the plan of that proposed

by Congress, with some good additions ;
the other of

alliance for mutual defence, in which the Most Christian

King agrees to make a common cause with the United

States, if England attempts to obstruct the commerce of

his subjects with them; and guaranties to the United States

their liberty, sovereignty, and independence, absolute and

unlimited, with all the possess\ons they now have, or may

have, at the conclusion of the war; and the States in

return guaranty to him his possessions in the West Indies.

The great principle in both treaties is a perfect equality

and reciprocity; no advantage to be demanded by France,

or privileges in commerce, which the States may not grant

to any and every other nation.

In short, the King has treated with us generously and

magnanimously ;
taken no advantage of our present diffi-

culties, to exact terms which we should not willingly grant,

when established in prosperity and power. I may add, that

he has acted wisely, in wishing the friendship contracted by

these treaties may be durable, which probably might not be,

if a contrary conduct had taken place.

Several of the American ships, with stores for the Con-

gress, are now about sailing, under the convoy of a French

squadron. England is in great consternation, and the

minister, on the 17th instant, confessing that all his meas-

ures had been wrong, and that peace was necessary, pro-

posed two bills for quieting America
;
but they are full of

artifice and deceit, and will, I am confident, be treated

accordingly by our country.

P.S. The treaties were signed by the plenipotentiaries

on both sides, February 6th, but are still for some reasons
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kept secret, though soon to be published. It is understood

that Spain will soon accede to the same. The treaties are

forwarded to Congress by this conveyance.*

To David In return for your repeated advice to us.f

ted"^ pTr'is 26
"°* ^° conclude any treaty with the House of

Feb., 1778. Bourbon, permit me to give (through you) a

little advice to the Whigs in England. Let nothing induce

them to join with the Tories, in supporting and continuing

this wicked war against the Whigs of America whose assist-

ance they may hereafter want to secure their own liberties,

or whose country they may be glad to retire to for the

enjoyment of them.

* The pretence given for not publicly avowing the treaties was a doubt

about their ratification by Congress, but the existence of the treaties became
so notorious in a few weeks that all attempt to make a secret of it was idle.

The Commissioners were then received at court, and established in full

diplomatic relations with the French government. Madame Du Deffand

makes the following allusion to this incident in one of her letters to Horace

Walpole, dated March 22, 1778 :

"When you receive this letter you will have already received an immense
one by your late ambassador at this court, who left here yesterday at

si.K r.M.
" Since that letter Mr. Franklin has been presented to the King. He was

accompanied by some twenty insurgents, three or four of whom wore a

uniform. Franklin wore a dress of reddish brown {mordore) velvet, white

hose, his hair hanging loose, his spectacles on his nose, and a white hat

under his arm. I do not know what he said, but the reply of the King was

very gracious, as well towards the United States as towards Franklin their

deputy. He praised his conduct and that of all his compatriots. I do not

know what title he will have, but he will go to court every Tuesday, like all

the rest of the diplomatic corps."

The Congress sent three Commissioners to Paris, but we see by this ex-

tract that the French people knew but one.

t The Journal of Louis XVI. for the day on which the American Com-
missioners were presented contains only the following entry: "Presenta-

tion of the deputies from America. Nothing." That is, the American De-

puties were presented, which prevented his hunting, and he counted any
day lost on which he did not hunt.—Ed.



CHAPTER XIV.

Recall of Silas Deane— France prepares for War— Advances made to

Franklin by the English Government—His Difficulties with Mr. Lee—
Franklin and Voltaire.

1778.

To the Presi- My coUeaguc, Mr. Deane, being recalled by
dent of Con- ^^ 1

• iU i. i i.

dated Congrcss, and no reasons given that have yet

Passy, 31 appeared here, it is apprehended to be the
March, 1778. a- <. r •

*. ,.• r
effect of some misrepresentations from an

enemy or two at Paris and at Nantes. I have no doubt,

that he will be able clearly to justify himself; but, having

lived intimately with him now fifteen months, the greatest

part of the time in the same house, and been a constant

witness of his public conduct, I cannot omit giving this

testimony, though unasked, in his behalf, that I esteem him

a faithful, active, and able minister, who, to my knowledge,

has done in various ways great and important services to

his country, whose interests I wish may always, by every

one in her employ, be as much and as effectually promoted.
With my dutiful respects to the Congress, I have the honor

to be, &c.

s» 417
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To Arthur There is a style in some of your letters, I

Passy I
observe it particularly in the last, whereby

April, 1778. superior merit is assumed to yourself in point

of care and attention to business, and blame is insinuated

* The treaty of alliance between France and the insurgent colonies was

concluded on the 6th February', 177S ; on the 20lh of the following month
Franklin and his associate Commissioners were received at court as the

representatives of an independent State. When the news of these events

reached London, they were regarded of course as a declaration of war, and

Lord Stormont was instructed immediately to quit France. In anticipation

of this event, a French squadron was in readiness, and sailed from Toulon

under the command of Count d'Estaing about the middle of April. It bore

to the United States AL Gerard, the first minister from France to the now
United States of America, and Silas Deane, one of the three American Com-
missioners, who had been recalled for a misuse of the public funds, and was

destined to witness but not allowed to share in his country's triumph. Mr.

Deane was replaced by John Adams.

The English ministr}- began at last to comprehend the gravity of the task

they had undertaken. They had now war with America and France, and

every prospect of a war with Spain, then in close alliance with France.

Ever\- one in England was urging the ministry to negotiate a peace with

America. Commissioners were sent to the Congress, and secret ministerial

agents also to Franklin, instructed to draw from him proposals which could

be used with advantage in .America. Mr. Hutton, a Moravian, Mr. William

Pulteney, and Mr. David Hartley, all three members of Parliament, were

employed by turns, and sometimes all together, in trying to e.vtract from the

Doctor some basis of a peace short of recognizing the independence of the

colonies, and, failing in that, his consent to negotiate separately from France.

Franklin's brave and masterly deportment under all the temptations held

out to him by the English government, his far-seeing faith in the ultimate

success of the cause upon which he had embarked "
his life, his fortune, and

his sacred honor," and his infle.xible loyalty to our ally, reflect perhaps as

much credit upon the .American name and lend as much dignity to our

national origin as any event of the Revolution.

The glory of his achievements was not a little increased by the trouble he

had with some of his associate Commissioners, and notably with Arthur Lee

and Ralph Izard.

Tlie jealousy, %-anity, and ignorance with which Franklin had to contend,

both at home and in Europe, during this crisis of our fate, and of which we

have an average specimen in the letter to which this was a reply, were never

permitted to irritate his temper, to provoke him to rash or indiscreet Ian-
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on your colleagues without making yourself accountable, by

a direct charge of negligence or unfaithfulness, which has

the appearance of being as artful as it is unkind. In the

present case I think the insinuation groundless.

I do not know that either Mr. Deane or myself ever

showed any unwillingness to settle the public accounts.

The banker's book always contained the whole. You could

at any time as easily have obtained the account from them

as either of us, and you had abundantly more leisure. If,

on examining it, you had wanted explanation of any article,

you might have called for it and had it. You never did

either. As soon as I obtained the account, I put it into

your hands, and desired you to look into it, and I have

heard no more of it since till now, just as Mr. Deane was on

the point of departing. Mr. Deane, however, left with me

before the receipt of your letter both the public papers, and

explications of the several articles in the account that came

within his knowledge. With these materials, I suppose we

can settle the account whenever you please. You have only

to name the day and place, and I will attend to the business

with you.

To Arthur Mr. Dcane communicated to me his inten-

Lee, dated
^^^^^ ^^ setting out for America immediately,

April, 1778. as a secret, which he desired I would mention

to nobody. I complied with his request. If he did not

think fit to communicate it to you also, it is from him you

should demand his reasons.*

guagc, to impair the coolness of his judgment, or to destroy a single bridge

by which in any conceivable contingency friends might cross from the

enemy's camp.
* The following is Mr, Lee's extraordinary letter to which Franklin's is a

reply :
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This court has an undoubted right to send as ministers

whom it pleases, and where it pleases, without advising with

us, or desiring our approbation. The measure of sending

"
Chaillot, 2 April, 1778.

"Sir,
"

It was with the utmost surprise, that I learned yesterday that M. Gerard

was to set out in the evening for America, in a public character, and tliat

Mr. Deane was to accompany him, without either you or he having conde-

scended to answer my letter of the preceding day.
" That a measure of such moment, as M. Gerard's mission, should have

been taken without any communication with the Commissioners is hardly

credible. That, if it was communicated, you should do such violence to

the authority that constituted us, together with so great an injury and injus-

tice to me, is equally astonishing. If success to the mission, and unanimity

on the subject in Congress, were your wish, with what propriety could you

make it a party business, and not unite all the Commissioners in the advising

and approving a measure, in which you desired their friends and constitu-

ents might l:>e unanimous?
"

I do not live ten minutes' distance from you. The communication,

therefore, could not be attended with delay or difficulty. Within these few

days, I have seen you frequently, as usual. Particularly, on Monday I was

with you at your house for some time. I asked you about the sailing of the

ships at Nantes, expressing my desire to know when we should have an

opportunity of writing. You said you did not know when they sailed. I

asked if there were no letters, none but one from M. Dumas having been

shown to me for some time. You answered. No. I had, at a former meet-

ing, asked you whether it was not proper for us to send an express to give

intelligence of such consequential events as our being acknowledged here,

and the treaty avowed. You told me, it would be sufficient to write by the

ship from Nantes, (for it was afterwards you mentioned there were two,) as

the news being public would find its way fast enough.
"
Upon M. Amiel, who came from your house to mine, mentioning, on

Tuesday, that Mr. Deane was to go away in a few days, I wrote to you and

him to repeat what I have so often requested, that the public accounts might

be settled, for which Mr. Deane had talcen possession of all the vouchers,

and that the public papers might be delivered to us before his departure.

You made no answer. I sent my secretary again yesterday to desire an

answer. You sent me a verbal one, that you would settle the accounts with

me any day after to-morrow. Your reason for not doing it before was, that

it was not your business. Now it seemed your business only, and Mr.

Deane had no concern with it. The delivery of the public papers, which
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M. Gerard as a minister to Congress was resolved on with'

out consulting me ;
but I think it a wise one, and, if I did

not, I do not conceive that I have any right to find fault

are the property of all, not of any one of the Commissioners, though you and

Mr. Deane have constantly taken them to yourselves, was too immaterial

to answer.
"
During all this time, and with these circumstances, you have been totally

silent to me about the present opportunity of writing to Congress, about the

important public measure in agitation, and about Mr. Deane's departure.

Nay, more, what you have said, and the manner in which you acted, tended

to mislead me from imagining that you knew of any such thing. Had you
studied to deceive the most distrusted and dangerous enemy of the public,

you could not have done it more effectually.
"

I trust. Sir, that you will think with me, that I have a right to know

your reasons for treating me thus. If you have anything to accuse me of,

avow it, and I will answer you. If you have not, why do you act so incon-

sistently with your duty to the public, and injuriously to me? Is the present

state of Europe of so little moment to our constituents, as not to require our

joint consideration, and information to them ? Is the character of the

court here, and of the person sent to negotiate with our constituents, of no

consequence for them to be apprized of? Is this the example, you in your

superior wisdom think proper to set, of order, decorum, confidence, and

justice ?

"
I trust too. Sir, that you will not treat this letter, as you have done

many others, with the indignity of not answering it. Though I have been

silent, I have not felt the less the many affronts of this kind, which you have

thought proper to offer me. I have the honor to be, with great respect,

"Arthur Lee."

Mr. Lee probably never knew, he certainly did not know when he ad-

dressed this letter to Franklin, nor did he learn from Franklin, the true

reaeon for his being left in ignorance of Gerard's mission to the United States.

On a previous occasion, Mr. Lee's secretary, for stock-jobbing purposes in

England, revealed some important intelligence which had been confided to

Lee, thus subjecting the French government to grave embarrassment.

Apprehensive that the intelligence of M. Gerard's mission, which it was of

vital importance to conceal for awhile, might share the same fate. Count de

Vergennes enjoined Messrs. Franklin and Deane upon no consideration

to share it with their colleagvie. Franklin, considerately for all parties and

for the cause in which he was engaged, did not mention this circumstance

in his reply.
—Ed.

Vol. II.—36
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with it. France was not consulted when we were sent here.

Your angry charge, therefore, of our "making a party

business of it," is groundless; we had no hand m the

business. And, as we neither "acted nor advised" in it,

which you suppose, your other high-sounding charge of our

doing, thereby, violence to the authority that constituted

us, and a great injury and injustice to you, is equally with-

out foundation. As to the concealing it from you, reasons

were given by Mr. Deane, that appeared to me satisfactory,

and founded entirely on views of public good. I promise

to communicate them to you hereafter, if you desire it, that

you may have an opportunity of refuting them, if you can.

At present, it is not proper.

Your third paragraph, therefore, containing a particular

account of what passed between you and me at my house

on Monday, seems not to require any answer. I am still

of the same opinion, that, after having sent the treaties

themselves by different good conveyances, in which treaties

our public character was acknowledged in the most authentic

manner, and the avowal of the transaction by the French

ambassador to the King of England, which was in all the

papers of Europe, the sending a vessel express to carry the

news of paying our respects to court, which was likewise in

the papers, was an expensive and altogether unnecessary

operation.

I received your letter directed to Mr. Deane and myself

relating to the accounts. I had no opportunity of showing

it to him till the evening of his departure, and then he was

in too much of a hurry to peruse it. I could not, therefore,

sooner answer it. But I then wrote an answer, acquainting

you that he had put into my hands the public papers, with

all the information he could give relating to the accounts.
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It was intended to be transcribed fairly, and sent to you in

the morning. Your secretary called for an answer before

I had time to copy it. I had a good deal of company;

and, thinking a verbal message might perhaps do as well

and save the trouble, I desired him, with my compliments,

to acquaint you, that I was ready to settle the account with

you at any time you should think fit to appoint, except to-

morrow, when I should be otherwise engaged. As this

verbal message offended you, though I cannot conceive

why, I now send you the letter. In it, I complain of your

artful, and, I think I may call them, unjust insinuations.

You give me fresh instances in the letter I am answering.

You magnify your zeal to have the public accounts settled,

and insinuate that Mr. Deane and I prevented it, he by

"taking possession of all the vouchers," and both of us by

taking constantly the public papers to ourselves, which are

the property of all the Commissioners.

When this comes to be read in the Committee, for whom
it seems to be calculated, rather than for me, who know

the circumstances, what can they understand by it, but that

you are the only careful, honest man of the three, and that

we have some knavish reasons for keeping the accounts in

the dark, and you from seeing the vouchers? But the truth

is, the papers naturally came into Mr. Deane's hands and

mine ; first, as he was engaged in the purchasing of goods

for the Congress before either you or I came into France
;

next, as somebody must keep the papers, and you were either

on long journeys to Spain, to Vienna and Berlin, or had a

commission to go and reside in Spain, which it was expected

would soon be executed
;
whereas Mr. Deane and I lived,

almost constantly, in the same house, either at Paris or

Passy; you, separate from us; and we did most of the
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business. Where then could the papers be so properly

placed as with us, who had daily occasion to make use of

them ? I never knew, that you desired to have the keeping

of them. You never were refused a paper, or the copy of

a paper, that you desired.*

As to my not acquainting you with the opportunity of

writing to Congress by Mr. Deane, we had lately wrote, and

sent, by probably safe conveyances, all I knew of importance

to write. I, therefore, did not propose, nor do I write any
letter to the Committee by him, especially as in my opinion,

considering the route he was to take, he would not arrive

"•••" To one of Lee's complaining letters, John Adams, who resided for some

time with Franklin at Passy, sent the following reply :

"
Passy, October loth, 1778.

"
I have not asked Dr. Franklin's opinion concerning your proposal of a

room in your house for the papers, and an hour to meet there, because I

know it would be in vain
;
for I think it must appear to him more unequal

still. It cannot be expected, that two should go to one, when it is as easy

again for one to go to two
;
not to mention Dr. Franklin's age, his rank in

the country, or his character in the world
;
nor that nine-tenths of the public

letters are constantly brought to this house, and will ever be carried where

Dr. Franklin is. I will venture to make a proposition in my turn, in which

I am very sincere ; it is that you would join families with us. There is room

enough in this house to accommodate us all. You shall take the apartments
which belong to me at present, and I will content myself with the library

room and the next to it. Appoint a room for business, any that you please,

mine or another, a person to keep the papers, and certain hours to do busi-

ness. This arrangement will save a large sum of money to the public,

and, as it would give us a thousand opportunities of conversing together,

which now we have not, and, by having but one place for our countrymen
and others to go to, who have occasion to visit us, would greatly facilitate

the public business. It would remove the reproach we lie under, of which

I confess myself very much ashamed, of not being able to agree together, and

would make the commission more respectable, if not in itself, yet in the

estimation of the English, the French, and the American nations; and, I

am sure, if we judge by the letters we receive, it wants to be made more

respectable, at least in the eyes of many persons of this country."
—Ed.
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so soon as other vessels, which may sail long after him.

And he could himself give as good an account of our being

at court, the only public transaction since our last letters,

as we could write.

You ask me, why I act so inconsistently with my duty to

the public ? This is a heavy charge. Sir, which I have not

deserved. But it is to the public, that I am accountable,

and not to you. I have been a servant to many publics,

through a long life
;
have served them with fidelity, and

have been honored by their approbation. There is not a

single instance of my ever being accused before of acting

contrary to their interest or my duty. I shall account to

the Congress, when called upon, for this my terrible offence

of being silent to you about Mr. Deane's and M. Gerard's

departure. And I have no doubt of their equity in acquit-

ting me.

It is true, that I have omitted answering some of your

letters, particularly your angry ones, in which you, with

very magisterial airs, schooled and documented me, as if I

had been one of your domestics. I saw in the strongest

light the importance of our living in decent civility towards

each other, while our great affairs were depending here. I

saw your jealous, suspicious, malignant, and quarrelsome

temper, which was daily manifesting itself against Mr.

Deane and almost every other person you had any concern

with. I, therefore, passed your affronts in silence, did not

answer, but burnt your angry letters, and received you,

when I next saw you, with the same civility, as if you had

never wrote them. Perhaps I may still pursue the same con-

duct, and not send you these. I believe I shall not, unless

exceedingly pressed by you; for, of all things, I hate alter-

cation.

36*
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One word more about the accounts. You tell me, that

my reason for not settling the accounts before, was, that it

was not my business; now, it seemed my business only, and

Mr. Deane had nothing to do with it. Both these positions

are imaginary. I could never have given any such reasons,

being always willing to settle accounts with everybody, and

not having the least motive to delay or postpone the settle-

ment of these. Nor could it seem, that I should say Mr.

Deane had nothing to do with it. He had done what he

could towards it, and, being actually gone, could do no

more. The infinity of business we have had is the true and

only reason, that I know of, why they have not been settled,

that is, why we did not meet, sit down, and compare the

vouchers with the articles in the banker's account, in order

to see that his charges were supported, and that he had

given us due credit for the moneys we had put into his

hands. This, I apprehend, is all we have to do here. It

is to the Congress we are separately to account for the

separate drafts we have made on him. This, Mr. Deane

can do, when he arrives, having taken a copy of the account

with him.

If you think we should account to one another for our

expenses, I have no objection, though I never expected it.

I believe they will be found very moderate. I answer mine

will, having had only the necessaries of life, and purchased

nothing besides, except the Encyclopcedia, nor sent a six-

pence' worth of any thing to my friends or family in

America. I have the honor to be your obedient servant.

To Arthur Mr. Williams had orders from Mr, Deane

Passy, 6
^'^^ myself to purchase and make up a large

April, 1778. quantity of clothing, and ship the same in
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pursuance of the orders of Congress. I imagine you were

not in France, when this measure was taken, and so could

not be consulted. But you certainly have been acquainted

with it since your return. I never heard, that you made

any objection to it, and you may at any time have fuller

information if desired. I think the orders of any two of

us, in these cases, are sufficient, and that, if we have given

directions to an agent of ours to draw on our banker in dis-

charge of contracts made properly for the public service,

his drafts ought to be honored. The reason of permitting

him to draw on our banker, instead of ourselves, was, as I

understand it, convenient at that time, to mask more effect-

ually our building and equipping vessels of force. If, in a

single instance, he is known or suspected to have abused

this confidence placed in him, I am ready to join with you
in putting a stop to his proceedings by ordering his bills to

be protested. If not, I think the public service requires,

that he should complete his orders, which, as far as I have

ever heard, he has hitherto executed with great care, fidelity,

and ability.

As to the want of funds with Mr. Grand, I suppose, that,

before the bills drawn on him become due, which are

charged in his account, and bring the balance against us,

he will be fully supplied with what are necessary.

I send you herewith sundry letters relating to our affairs,

for your perusal and advice upon them.

To Arthur Mr. Franklin is not inclined to sign this

Pa";y. ''"t
l^"^'" t^ Mr. Grand f

May, 1778. I. Because he does not know, that any in-

* This is in reply to the following to Mr. Grand, which Mr. Lee requested

Dr. Franklin to sign.
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conveniences have arisen from the order originally given,

that the orders of each of us separately should be honored.

2. Because Mr. Lee is pleased to be very angry with him,

which is expressed in many of his letters, and therefore Mr.

Franklin does not choose to be obliged to ask Mr. Lee's

consent, whenever he may have occasion to draw for his

subsistence, as that consent cannot be expected from any

necessity of a reciprocal compliance on Mr. Franklin's part,

Mr. Lee having secured his subsistence by taking into his

own possession one hundred and eighty-five thousand livres,

and his brother, by a deception on the Commissioners, of

forty-eight thousand. Mr. Franklin has no objection to

any resolution, that all contracts for the public shall be

made by joint consent, or at least by a majority, together

with the drafts for payment. Indeed, he wishes, that, if

practicable, he might be excused from any -concern in

matters of commerce, which he so little understands. But,

as we are separately accountable to Congress for our per-

sonal expenses, and Mr. Franklin does not desire to have

the least control in those of his colleagues, so neither does

he choose to subject his to the control of Mr. Lee.

"
Sir ;

It is our desire, that you accept no bills nor pay any money out of

the funds, which are or may be in your hands to the credit of us three jointly,

without our joint order. As it has been the practice to address letters upon
the business of the Commission to Mr. Deane, we desire, that you will send

to us all the letters you receive so directed, and not give them to any private

person."

Ferdinand Grand, of Swiss extraction and a Protestant, had a small

country-place near Franklin's residence at Passy. His brother, Sir George

Grand, having rendered Count de Vergennes, while minister in Stockholm,

some important political service in changing the constitution of Sweden,

was rewarded with the cross of St. Louis. His daughter by her second

marriage became Mrs. Aaron Burr. Sir George was member of a banking

house in Amsterdam.—Ed.
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3. He declines signing this letter, because it orders Mr.

Grand to deliver to us all letters directed to Mr. Deane,

which may come into his hands; and, it being understood

that Dr. Bancroft is intrusted and empowered by Mr. Deane

to receive his letters, and there may be some concerning

his private affairs, with which we have no concern, and

which it may be improper for us to examine, Mr. Franklin

thinks, that the supposition of a possibility, that they may
relate to the public, is not sufficient excuse for such gratifi-

cation of private curiosity.*

* About this time Mr. Adams, whose mind was more or less poisoned by
Mr. Lee not only against Franklin but also against all his friends, became

uneasy under the weight of obligation he supposed the United States was

incurring to M. Le Ray de Chaumont for the use of the residence occupied

by Dr. Franklin and hi.mself. The following correspondence was the

result :

TO M. LE RAY DE CHAUMONT.

"
Passy, September 16, 1778.

Sir,

As our finances are at present in a situation seriously critical, and as I

hold myself accountable to Congress for every part of my conduct, even to

the smallest article of my expenses, I must beg the favor of you to consider

what rent we ought to pay you for this house and furniture, both for the

time past and to come.

Every part of your conduct towards me and towards our Americans in

general, and in all our affairs, has been polite and obliging, as far as I have

had an opportunity of observing, and I have no doubt it will continue so
;

yet it is not reasonable that the United States should be under so great

obligation to a private gentleman as that two of their representatives should

occupy for so long a time so elegant a seat, with so much furniture and such

fine accommodations, without any compensation; and in order to avoid the

danger of the disapprobation of our constituents on the one hand, for living

here at too great or at too uncertain an expense, and, on the other, the censure

of the world for not making sufficient compensation to a gentleman who
has done so much for our convenience, it seems to me necessary that we
should come to an understanding upon this head.

As you have an account against the Commissioners, or against the United

States, for several other matters, I should be obliged to you if you would
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To D. Hart- I thank you for your kind caution, but having
^^'

nearly finished a long life, I set but little value

on what remains of it. Like a draper, when one chaffers

send it in as soon as possible, as every day makes it more and more neces-

S ry for us to loolc into our affairs witli the utmost precision.

I am, sir, with much esteem and respect, &c., &c..

Signed: JOHN Adams.

ANSWER OF M. DE CHAUMONT.

Passy, September 18, 1778.

Sir,

I have received the letter v^hich you did me the honor to write to me on

the i5tli inst., making inquiry as to the rent of my house, in which you live

for the past and the future. When I consecrated my house to Dr. Franklin

and his associates who might live with him, I made it fully understood that

I should expect no compensation, because I perceived that you had need

of all your means to send to the succour of your country, or to relieve

the distresses of your countrymen escaping from the chains of their ene-

mies. I pray you, sir, to permit this arrangement to remain, which I made

when the fate of your country was doubtful. When she shall enjoy all her

splendour, such sacrifices on my part will be superfluous or unworthy of

her
;
but at present they may be useful, and I am happy in offering them

to you.

There is no occasion for strangers to be informed of my proceedings in

this respect. It is so miich the worse for those who would not do the same

if they had the opportimity, and so much the better for me, to have immor-

talized my house by receiving into it Dr. Franklin and his associates.

I have the honor to be, sir.

Though declining to make any charge for rent, M. de Chaumont gave

Dr. Franklin to understand that if Congress did not wish to remain under

any obligation to him, they might discharge it by making him a present of

such a tract of public land as they might consider an equivalent.

Franklin had by this time become one of the most celebrated and talked-

of men in Paris. All that was eminent in rank and fashion sought his

acquaintance and cultivated his correspondence. No better idea of his re-

nown could be given than is conveyed in a scene of which John Adams was

both the witness and the painter.

In his Diary, under date of April 29, 1778, he describes a State dinner

with the Marshal de Maillebois, and then goes on :
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with him for a remnant, I am ready to say, "As it is only

the fag end, I will not differ with you about it ; take it for

what you please." Perhaps the best use such an old fellow

can be put to, is to make a martyr of him.*

To Count de Mr. Hartley, a member of Parliament, an

vergennes,
j^ acquaintance of mine, arrived here from

dated Passy, t-

24 April, 1778. London on Sunday last. He is generally in

the opposition, especially on American questions, but has

"After dinner we went to the Academy of Sciences and heard M.

D'Alembert, as perpetual Secretary, pronounce eulogies on several of their

members lately deceased. Voltaire and Franklin were both present, and

there presendy arose a general cry that M. Voltaire and M. Franklin should

be introduced to each other. This was done, and they bowed and spoke

to each other. This was no satisfaction ;
there must be something more.

Neither of our philosophers seemed to divine what was wished or expected ;

they however took each other by the hand. But this was not enough. The

clamor continued until the exclamation came out,
'

II faut s'embrasser k la

Fran9aise.' The two aged actors upon this great theatre of philosophy and

frivolity then embraced each other, by hugging one another in their arms

and kissing each other's cheeks, and then the tumult subsided. And the

cry immediately spread throughout the kingdom, and I suppose over all

Europe,
'

Qu'il etait charmant de voir embrasser Solon et Sophocle !'

"

Condorcet, who tells substantially the same story, though in a more sym-

pathetic spirit, is also our authority for another well-worn incident in the

acquaintance of Franklin and Voltaire. He says :

" The American philosopher presented his grandson for his benediction.

' God and Liberty,' said Voltaire,— ' the only benediction suitable for a

grandson of Franklin.'
"—Ed.

* This is in reply to the following note from Mr. Hartley, who was then

in Paris trying to negotiate a secret treaty of peace with Franklin :

. . . "God bless you, niy dear friend. No e.xertion or endeavour on my

part shall be wanting, that we may some time or other meet again in peace.

Your powers are infinitely more influential than mine. To those powers I

trust my last hopes. I will conclude,
' Blessed are the peace-makers.' Your

affectionate friend, D. Hartley.

"
P.S. If tempestuous times should come, take care of your own safety;

events are uncertain, and men may be capricious."
—Ed.
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some respect for Lord North. In conversation, he expressed

the strongest anxiety for peace with America, and appeared

extremely desirous to know my sentiments of the terms,

which might probably be acceptable if offered
;
whether

America would not, to obtain peace, grant some superior

advantages in trade to Britain, and enter into an alliance,

offensive and defensive
; whether, if war should be declared

against France, we had obliged ourselves by treaty to join

with her against England.

My answers have been, that the United States were not

fond of war, and with the advice of their friends would

probably be easily prevailed with to make peace on equita-

ble terms; but we had no terms committed to us to propose,

and I did not choose to mention any ; that Britain, having

injured us heavily by making this unjust war upon us, might

think herself well off, if on reparatio7t of those injuries we

admitted her to equal advantages with other nations in

commerce
;

but certainly she had no reason to expect

superior ; that her known fondness for war, and the many
instances of her readiness to engage in wars on frivolous

occasions, were probably sufficient to cause an immediate

rejection of every proposition for an offensive alliance with

her; and that, if she made war against France on our

account, a peace with us, at the same time, was impossible ;

for that, having met with friendship from that generous

nation, when we were cruelly oppressed by England, we

were under ties stronger than treaties' could form, to make

common cause ; which we should certainly do to the utmost

of our power.

Here has also been with me a Mr. Chapman, who says he

is a. member of the Parliament of Ireland, on his way home

from Nice, where he had been for the recovery of his health.
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He pretended to call on me only from motives of respect

for my character, &c. But, after a few compliments, he

entered on a similar discourse, urging much to know what

terms would satisfy America, and whether, on having J>eace

and independence granted to us, we should not be willing to

submit to the Navigation Act, or give equivalent privileges

in trade to Britain. The purport of my answer to him was,

in short, that peace was of equal value to England as to us,

and independence we were already in possession of; that,

therefore, England's offer to grant them to us could not be

considered as proposing any favor, or as giving her a right

to expect peculiar advantages in commerce. By his impor-

tunity, I found his visit was not so occasional as he repre-

sented it
; and, from some expressions, I conjectured he

might be sent by Lqrd Shelburne to sound me, and collect

some information. On the whole, I gather from these

conversations, that the opposition, as well as the ministry,

are perplexed with the present situation of affairs, and

know not which way to turn themselves, or whether it is

best to go backward or forward, or what steps to take to

extricate that nation from its present dangerous situation.

I thought it right to give your Excellency an account of

these interviews, and to acquaint you with my intention

of avoiding such hereafter; as I see but little prospect of

utility in them, and think they are very liable to hurtful

misrepresentations.

By advices from London we learn, that a fleet for Quebec,
with goods valued at five hundred thousand pounds sterling,

is to sail about the end of this month, under convoy only
of a single frigate of thirty guns, in which is to go Governor

Haldimand.

Enclosed I send a paper I have just received from Lon-
VOL. 11.-37 T
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don. It is not subscribed by any name, but I know the

hand. It is from an old friend, of general and great

acquaintance, and marks strongly the present distress and

despair of considerate people in England.*

* To this note the Count de Vergennes was instructed in answer to convey
to Dr. Franklin the King's satisfaction. He added :

"The grand principle of the English policy has always been to excite

divisions
;
and it is by such means she expects to sustain her empire ;

but it

is not upon you, nor upon your colleagues, that she can practise such arts

with success.
" I doubt whether this member of Parliament has any mission for us

;
but

he desires to see me, and I expect him in the course of the morning. I

should not be at all surprised, if his purpose be to sow distrust between us,

by proposing a double negotiation. That I can obviate ;
but whatever

passes between us, however trifling it may be, you shall be made acquainted

with."—Ed.



CHAPTER XV.

New Attempts to corrupt the Commissioners—Pickpocket Commerce—^Too

many Cooks—Indiscretion of British Commissioners—The Wreckers—
Cruelty to American Prisoners—American Extravagance—Named Minis-

ter Plenipotentiary.

1778-1779.

To Charles de I HAVE received your letter, dated Brussels,

dated Passy,
^^""^ ^^^^ P^*^* "^Y canity might possibly be

July 1, 1778. flattered by your expressions of compliment to

my understanding, if your proposals did not more clearly

manifest a mean opinion of it.

* In a letter to Elbridge Gerry, dated Passy, July 9, 1778, John Adams

says:

..." A long letter containing a project for an agreement with America was

thrown into one of our grates. There are reasons to believe it came with

the privity of the King (George III.). You may possibly see it some time.

Full of flattery, and proposing that America should be governed by a Con-

gress of American peers, to be created and appointed by the King, &c. . . .

" Dr. Franklin, to whom this letter was sent, as the writer is supposed to

be a friend of his, sent an answer, in which they have received a dose that

will make them sick."

Adams continues in his Diary (" Life and Works of John Adams," vol.

iii. p. 179) :

" Franklin consulted with me, and we agreed,^rj/, to do nothing without

previously informing the French court ; secondly, as the letter was supposed
to come from a friend of Franklin's at the desire, or by orders, of the King,

435
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You conjure me, in the name of the omniscient and

just God, before whom I must appear, and by my hopes
of future fame, to consider if some expedient cannot be

found to put a stop to the desolation of America, and pre-

vent the miseries of a general war. As I am conscious of

having taken every step in my power to prevent the breach,

and no one to widen it, I can appear cheerfully before that

that Franklin should write the answer. He produced his draught to me,
and it was very explicit, decided, and severe, aiid in direct terms asserted,

that by certain terms in the letter, Franklin knew that it came from the

King. We sent a copy of the answer to the Comte de Vergennes, as well

as the original letter and project, and asked his Excellency's advice, whether

we should send it or not. In a letter, the writer proposed that we should

meet him at twelve o'clock precisely, in a certain part of the church of

Notre Dame, on a certain day, in order to have a personal conference upon
the subject. I know not that the papers were ever returned from Versailles.

We received no advice to send the answer. The day after the one appointed
to meet the messenger at Notre Dame, the Comte de Vergennes sent us the

report of the police of Paris, stating that, at the day, hour, and place ap-

pointed, a gentleman appeared, and, finding nobody, wandered about the

church, gazing at the statues and pictures, and other curiosities of that

magnificent cathedral, never losing sight, however, of the spot appointed,

and often returning to it, looking earnestly about, at times, as if he expected

somebody. His person, stature, figure, air, complexion, dress, and every

thing about him, were accurately and minutely described. He remained

two hours in the church, and then went out, was followed through every

street, and all his motions watched to the hotel where he lodged. We were

told the day he arrived there, the name he assumed, which was Colonel

Fitz-something,—an Irish name that I have forgotten,
—the place he came

from, and the time he set off to return.
" In my letter to Mr. Gerry it is inaccurately said that Dr. Franklin sent

an answer. It was written, and I supposed it would be sent; it was not.

Whether the design was to seduce us Commissioners, or whether it was

thought that we should send the project to Congress, and that they might
be tempted by it, or that disputes might be excited among the people, I

know not. In either case it was very weak and absurd, and betrayed a

gross ignorance of the genius of the American people."

The letter of De Weissentein here referred to, and given at length in

tbe text, was found by Mr. Sp>arks in the French archives.—Ed,
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God, fearing nothing from his justice in this particular^

though I have much occasion for his mercy in many others.

As to my future fame, I am content to rest it on my past

and present conduct, without seeking an addition to it in

the crooked, dark paths, you propose to me, where I should

most certainly lose it. This your solemn address would

therefore have been more properly made to your sovereign

and his venal Parliament. He and they, who wickedly

began, and madly continue, a war for the desolation of

America, are alone accountable for the consequences.

You endeavour to impress me with a bad opinion of

French faith; but the instances of their friendly endeavours

to serve a race of weak princes, who, by their own im-

prudence, defeated every attempt to promote their interest,

weigh but little with -me, when I consider the steady friend-

ship of France to the Thirteen United States of Switzerland,

which has now continued inviolate two hundred years. You
tell me, that she will certainly cheat us, and that she

despises us already. I do not believe that she will cheat us,

and I am not certain that she despises us
;
but I see clearly

that you are endeavouring to cheat us by your conciliatory

bills ; that you actually despised our understandings, when

5'ou flattered yourselves those artifices would succeed
; and

that not only France, but all Europe, yourselves included,

most certainly and for ever would despise us, if we were

weak enough to accept your insidious propositions.

Our expectations of the future grandeur of America are

not so magnificent, and therefore not so vain or visionary,

as you represent them to be. The body of our people are

not merchants, but humble husbandmen, who delight in the

cultivation of their lands, which, from their fertility and

the variety of our climates, are capable of furnishing all (he

37*
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necessaries and conveniences of life without external com-

merce ; and we have too much land to have the least temp-

tation to extend our territory by conquest from peaceable

neighbours, as well as too much justice to think of it. Our

militia, you find by experience, are sufficient to defend our

lands from invasion ;
and the commerce with us will be

defended by all the nations who find an advantage in it.

We, therefore, have not the occasion you imagine, of fleets

or standing armies, but may leave those expensive machines

to be maintained for the pomp of princes, and the wealth

of ancient states. We propose, if possible, to live in peace

with all mankind
;
and after you have been convinced, to

your cost, that there is nothing to be got by attacking us,

we have reason to hope, that no other power will judge it

prudent to quarrel with us, lest they divert us from our own

quiet industry, and turn us into corsairs preying upon theirs.

The weight therefore of an independent empire, which you

seem certain of our inability to bear, will not be so great

as you imagine. The expense of our civil government we

have always borne, and can easily bear, because it is small.

A virtuous and laborious people may be cheaply governed.

Determining, as we do, to have no offices of profit, nor any

sinecures or useless appointments, so common in ancient or

corrupted states, we can govern ourselves a year, for the

sum you pay in a single department, or for what one jobbing

contractor, by the favor of a minister, can cheat you out

of in a single article.

You think we flatter ourselves, and are deceived into an

opinion that England must acknowledge our independency.

We, on the other hand, think you flatter yourselves in

imagining such an acknowledgment a vast boon, which we

strongly desire, and which you may gain some great advan-
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tage by granting or withholding. We have never asked it

of you ; we only tell you, that you can have no treaty with

us but as an independent state
\
and you may please your-

selves and your children with the rattle of your right to

govern us, as long as you have done with that of your

King's being King of France, without giving us the least

concern, if you do not attempt to exercise it. That this

pretended right is indisputable, as you say, we utterly deny.

Your Parliament never had a right to govern us, and your

King has forfeited it by his bloody tyranny. But I thank

you for letting me know a little of your mind, that, even

if the Parliament should acknowledge our independency,

the act would not be binding to posterity, and that your

nation would resume and prosecute the claim as soon as they

found it convenient- from the influence of your passions,

and your present malice against us. We suspected before,

that you would not be actually bound by your conciliatory

acts, longer than till they had served their purpose of in-

ducing us to disband our forces ; but we were not certain,

that you were knaves by principle, and that we ought not

to have the least confidence in your offers, promises, or

treaties, though confirmed by Parliament.

I now indeed recollect my being informed, long since,

when in England, that a certain very great personage, then

young, studied much a certain book, called "Arcana Im-

perii." I had the curiosity to procure the book and read

it. There are sensible and good things in it, but some bad

ones
; for, if I remember rightly, a particular King is ap-

plauded for his politically exciting a rebellion among his

subjects, at a time when they had not strength to support

it, that he might, in subduing them, take away their privi-

leges, which were troublesome to him ; and a question is
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formally stated and discussed, Whether a prince, who, to

appease a revolt, makespromises of indemnity to the revolters,

is obliged to fulfil those pro?nises. Honest and good men
would say, Ay ; but this politician says, as you say, No.

And he gives this pretty reason, that, though it was right

to make the promises, because otherwise the revolt would

not be suppressed, yet it would be wrong to keep them,

because revolters ought to be punished to deter from future

revolts.

If these are the principles of your nation, no confidence

can be placed in you ; it is in vain to treat with you ;
and

the wars can only end in being reduced to an utter inability

of continuing them.

One main drift of your letter seems to be, to impress me
with an idea of your own impartiality, by just censures of

your ministers and measures, and to draw from me proposi-

tions of peace, or approbations of those you have enclosed

to me, which you intimate may by your means be conveyed
to the King directly, without the intervention of those

ministers. You would have me give them to, or drop
them for, a stranger, whom I may find next Monday in the

church of Notre Dame, to be known by a rose in his hat.

You yourself. Sir, are quite unknown to me ; you have not

trusted me with your true name. Our taking the least step

towards a treaty with England through you, might, if you
are an enemy, be made use of to ruin us with our new and

good friends. I may be indiscreet enough in many things;

but certainly, if I were disposed to make propositions

(which I cannot do, having none committed to me to make),
I should never think of delivering them to the Lord knows

who, to be carried to the Lord knows where, to serve no

one knows what purposes. Being at this time one of the
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most remarkable figures in Paris, even my appearance in

the church of Notre Dame, where I cannot have any con-

ceivable business, and especially being seen to leave or drop

any letter to any person there, would be a matter of some

speculation, and might, from the suspicions it must naturally

give, have very mischievous consequences to our credit

here.

The very proposing of a correspondence so to be managed,

in a manner not necessary where fair dealing is intended,

gives just reason to suppose you intend the contrary. Be-

sides, as your court has sent Commissioners to treat with the

Congress, with all the powers that could be given them by

the crown under the act of Parliament, what good purpose

can be served by privately obtaining propositions from us?

Before those Commissioners went, we might have treated

in virtue of our general powers, (with the knowledge,

advice, and approbation of our friends), upon any proposi-

tions made to us. But, under the present circumstances,

for us to make propositions, while a treaty is supposed to

be actually on foot with the Congress, would be extremely

improper, highly presumptuous with regard to our con-

stituents, and answer no good end whatever.

I write this letter to you, notwithstanding; (which I think

I can convey in a less mysterious manner, and guess it may

come to your hands;) I write it because I would let you

know our sense of your procedure, which appears as in-

sidious as that of your conciliatory bills. Your true way

to obtain peace, if your ministers desire it, is, to propose

openly to the Congress fair and equal terms, and you may

possibly come sooner to such a resolution, when you find,

that personal flatteries, general cajolings, and panegyrics on

our virtue and wisdom are not likely to have the effect you
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seem to expect; the persuading us to act basely and fool-

ishly, in betraying our country and posterity into the hands

of our most bitter enemies, giving up or selling our arms and

warlike stores, dismissing our ships of war and troops, and

putting those enemies in possession of our forts and ports.

This proposition of delivering ourselves, bound and

gagged, ready for hanging, without even a right to com-

plain, and without a friend to be found afterwards among
all mankind, you would have us embrace upon the faith of

an act of Parliament ! Good God ! an act of your Parlia-

ment ! This demonstrates that you do not yet know us,

and that you fancy we do not know you; but it is not

merely this flimsy faith, that we are to act upon ; you offer

us hope, the hope of places, pensions, and peerages.

These, judging from yourselves, you think are motives irre-

sistible. This offer to corrupt us. Sir, is with me your

credential, and convinces me that you are not a private

volunteer in your application. It bears the stamp of British

court character. It is even the signature of your King.

But think for a moment in what light it must be viewed in

America. By places, you mean places among us, for you

take care by a special article to secure your own to your-

selves. We must then pay the salaries in order to enrich

ourselves with these places. But you will give us pensions,

probably to be paid too out of your expected American

revenue, and which none of us can accept without de-

serving, and perhaps obtaining, a sus-pension. Peerages !

alas ! Sir, our long observation of the vast servile majority

cf your peers, voting constantly for every measure proposed

by a minister, however weak or wicked, leaves us small

respect for that title. We consider it as a sort of tar-and-

/caiher honor, or a mixture of foulness and folly, which
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every man among us, who should accept it from your King,

would be obliged to renounce, or exchange for that con-

ferred by the mobs of their own country, or wear it with

everlasting infamy. I am, Sir, your humble servant.

To James Commerce among nations, as between pri-

PaHs 22 July
^^'^ persons, should be fair and equitable, by

^778. equivalent exchanges and mutual supplies.

The taking unfair advantages of a neighbour's necessities,

though attended with temporary success, always breeds bad

blood. To lay duties on a commodity exported, which our

neighl)ours want, is a knavish attempt to get something for

nothing. The statesman who first invented it had the

genius of a pickpocket, and Avould have been a pickpocket

if fortune had suitably placed him. The nations, who have

practised it, have suffered fourfold, as pickpockets ought to

suffer. Savoy, by a duty on exported wines, lost the trade

of Switzerland, which thenceforth raised its own wine
;
and

(to wave other instances) Britain, by her duty on exported

tea, has lost the trade of her colonies. But, as we produce

no commodity that is peculiar to our country, and which

may not be obtained elsewhere, the discouraging the con-

sumption of ours by duties on exportation, and thereby

encouraging a rivalship from other nations in the ports we

trade to, is absolute folly, which indeed is mixed more or

less with all knavery. For my own part, if my protest were

of any consequence, I should protest against our ever doing

it, even by way of reprisal. It is a meanness with which I

would not dirty the conscience or character of my country.

The objections, stated against the last of the two articles,

had all been made and considered here
;
and were sent, I

imagine, from hence, by one who is offended, that they
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were not thought of weight sufficient to stop the signing of

the treaty, till the King should, in another council, recon-

sider those articles, and, after agreeing to omit them, order

new copies to be drawn, though all was then ready engrossed

on parchment as before settled. I did not think the articles

of much consequence; but I thought it of consequence,

that no delay should be given to the signing of the treaty

after it was ready. But, if I had known that those objec-

tions would have been sent to the Committee, I should

have sent the answers they received, which had been satis-

factory to all the Commissioners, when the treaty was

settled, and until the mind of one* of them was altered by
the opinion of two other persons, f It is now too late to

send those answers. But I wish, for the future, if such a

case should again happen, that Congress would acquaint

their Commissioners with such partial objections, and hear

their reasons before they determine that they have done

wrong. In the mean time this only to you in private ; it

will be of no use to communicate it, as the resolutions of

Congress will probably be received and executed before this

letter comes to hand.

Speaking of Commissioners in the plural, puts me in

mind of inquiring, if it can be the intention of Congress to

keep three Commissioners at this court
;
we have indeed

four with the gentleman intended for Tuscany, who con-

tinues here, and is very angry that he was not consulted in

making the treaty, which he could have mended in sever.il

particulars; and perhaps he is angry with some reason, if

the instructions to him do, as he says they do, require us to

consult him. We shall soon have the fifth ; for the envoy

* Arthur Lee, f Ralph Izard and William Lee.
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to Vienna, not being received there, is, I hear, returning

hither. The necessary expense of maintaining us all is, I

assure you, enormously great. I wish that the utility may

equal it. I imagine every one of us spends nearly as much

as Lord Stormont did. It is true, he left behind him the

character of a niggard; and, when the advertisement ap-

peared for the sale of his household .goods, all Paris laughed

at an article of it, perhaps very innocently expressed,
" Uiie

grande qiiantite du linge de table, qui n' a jamais servi."

" Cela est tres-vraisemblable,'' say they,
'' car il n' a jamais

donne a manger^
But, as to our number, whatever advantage there might

be in the joint counsels of three for framing and adjusting

the articles of the treaty, there can be none in managing

the common business, of a resident here. On the contrary,

all the advantages in negotiation that result from secrecy

of sentiment, and uniformity in expressing it, and in com-

mon business from despatch, are lost. In a court, too,

where every word is watched and weighed, if a number of

Commissioners do not every one hold the same language,

in giving their opinion on any public transaction, this

lessens their weight ;
and when it may be prudent to put

on, or avoid certain appearances of concern, for example,

or indifference, satisfaction, or dislike, where the utmost

sincerity and candor should be used, and would gain credit,

if no semblance of art showed itself in the inadvertent dis-

course, perhaps of only one of them, the hazard is in pro-

portion to the number, And where every one must be

consulted on every particular of common business, in an-

swering every letter, &c., and one of them is offended if

the smallest thing is done without his consent, the difficulty

of being often and long enough together, the different

Vol. II.—38
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opinions, and the time consumed in debating them, the

interruptions by new applicants in the time of meeting, &c.,

&c., occasion so much postponing and delay, that corre-

spondence languishes, occasions are lost, and the business

is always behindhand.

I have mentioned the difficulty of being often and long

enough together. This. is considerable, where they cannot

all be accommodated in the same house
;
but to find three

people whose tempers are so good, and who like so well one

another's company, and manner of living and conversing,

as to agree well themselves, though being in one house,

and whose servants will not by their indiscretion quarrel

with one another, and by artful misrepresentations draw

their masters in to take their parts, to the disturbance of

necessary harmony, these are difficulties still greater and

almost insurmountable. And, in consideration of the whole,

1 wish Congress would separate us.

The English and French fleets, of nearly equal force, are

now both at sea. It is not doubted, but that if they meet,

there will be a battle ; for, though England through fear

affects to understand it to be still peace, and would excuse

the depredations she has made on the commerce of France,

by pretences of illicit trade, &c., yet France considers the

war begun, from the time of the King's message to Parlia-

ment, complaining of the insult France had given by treat-

ing with us, and demanding aids to resist it, and the answer

of both Houses, offering their lives and fortunes. These,

and the taking several frigates, are deemed indisputable

hostilities.

M. de Beaumarchais has been out of town ever since the

arrival of your power to settle with him. I hope he will be

able to furnish the supplies mentioned in the invoice and
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contract. The settlement may be much better made with

the assistance of Mr. Deane, we being not privy to the

transactions. We have agreed to give M. Dumas two hun-

dred louis a year, thinking that he well deserves it.

To John I very much approve your plan with regard

Passy^'sa^u^r-
'^^ ^""^^ future accouuts, and wish it to be fol-

day, 26 Sept., lowed.

The accounts that have been shown you are

only those of the person we had intrusted with the receiving

and paying our money, and intended merely to show how

he was discharged of it. We are to separate from that

account the articles for which Congress should be charged,

and those for which we should give credit.

It has always been my intention to pay for the education

of my children, their clothes, &c., as well as for books and

other things for my private use ; and whatever I spend in

this way I shall give Congress credit for, to be deducted

out of the allowance they have promised us. But as the

article of clothes for ourselves here is necessarily much

higher than if we were not in public service, I submit it to

your consideration, whether that article ought not to be

reckoned among expenses for the public. I know I had

clothes enough at home to have lasted me my lifetime in a

country where I was under small necessity of following new

fashions.

I shall be out of town till Monday. When I return, we

will, if you please, talk further of these matters, and put the

accounts in the order they are hereafter to be kept.*

• This letter is in reply to the following from Mr. Adams :

"
Passy, 22 September, 1778.

"Sir,

''Upon looking over the account of the expenditure of the money for which
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To David You ask my sentiments on a truce for five or

ted'^Pas'sy 26
^even years, in which no mention should be

Oct., 1778. made of that stumblingblock to England, the

independence of America.

we have jointly drawn upon the banker, since my arrival at Passy, I find

some articles charged for, similar to those which I have paid in my separate

capacity. I do not mean to be difficult about these things, but that we may
liave a plan for the future, I beg leave to propose, that the wages and ex-

penses of the 7naitre d'hotel ^.r\A cook, and of all the servants, their clothes,

and every other expense for them, the wages, clothes, and other expenses

of the coachman, the hire ofthe horses and carriage, the expenses of postage

of letters, of expresses to Paris and Versailles and elsewhere, of stationery

ware, and all the expenses of the family, should be paid out of the money
to be drawn from the banker by our joint order. If to these Dr. Franklin

chooses to add the washerwoman's accounts for our servants, &c., as well

as ourselves, I have no objection ; receipts to be taken for payments of

money, and each party furnished with a copy of the account and a sight of

the receipts once a month, if he desires it. The expenses of a clerk for each

may be added, if Dr. Franklin pleases, or this may be a separate expense,

as he chooses. Expenses for clothes, books, and other things, and transient

pocket expenses, to be separate. Or, if any other plan is more agreeable to

Dr. Franklin, Mr. Adams begs him to propose it. The accounts for our

sons at school may be added, if Dr. Franklin chooses it, to the general

account, or otherwise. For my own part, when I left America, I expected,

and had no other thought, but to be at the expense of my son's subsistence

and education here in my private capacity, and I shall still be very contented

to do this, if Congress should desire it. But while other gentlemen are

maintaining and educating large families here, and enjoying the exquisite

felicity of their company at the same time, perhaps Congress may think it

proper to allow this article to us as well as to them
;
and I am sure I do

not desire it, nor would I choose to accept it, if it was not allowed to others,

although, perhaps, the duties, labors, and anxieties of our station may be

greater than those of others.

"
I am, sir, your inmate and most obedient servant,

"
John Adams."

Each of the other Commissioners made the same request about the same

time, and each, no doubt, in doing so, indulged hopes that were destined to

be disappointed. Almost immediately upon the receipt of Franklin's letter,

he was named Envoy ^Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, and

Adams went home.
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I must tell you fairly and frankly, that there can be no

treaty of peace with us, in which France is not included.

But I think a treaty might be made between the three

powers, in which England expressly renouncing the de-

pendence of America seems no more necessary, than her

renouncing the title of King of France, which has always

been claimed for her kings. Yet, perhaps, it would be

better for England to act nobly and generously on the

occasion, by granting more than she could, at present, be

compelled to grant ;
make America easy on the score of

old claims
;
cede all that remains in North America

;
and

thus conciliate and strengthen a young power, which she

wishes to have a future and serviceable friend. I do not

think England would be a loser by such a cession. She

may hold her remaini-ng possessions there, but not without

a vast expense ;
and they would be the occasion of constant

jealousies, frequent quarrels, and renewed wars. The United

States, continually growing stronger, will have them at last;

and, by the generous conduct above hinted at, all the inter-

mediate loss of blood and treasure might be spared, and

solid, lasting peace promoted. This seems to me good

counsel, but I know it cannot be followed.

The friend you mention must always be welcome to me,

with or without the cheeses ;
but I do not see how his

coming hither could be of any use at present, unless in the

quality of a plenipotentiary, to treat of a sincere peace be-

tween all parties.

Your Commissioners are acting very indiscreetly in Amer-

The expenses of the three Commissioners alluded to in Franklin's letter

are given by Arthur Lee, who took them from the banker's books, as follows :

From December, 1776, to March, 1778, fifteen months, Deane received on

his private account, ^20,926 ; Lee, ;gi2,749 '> Franklin, ^12,214.
—Ed.

38*
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ica. They first spoke very disrespectfully of our good ally.

They have since called in question the power of Congress
to treat with them ; and have endeavoured to begin a dis-

pute about the detention of Burgoyne's troops, an affair

which I conceive not to be within their commission. They
are vainly trying, by publications, to excite the people

against the Congress. Governor Johnstone has been at-

tempting to bribe the members; and, without the least

regard to truth, has asserted three propositions, which, he

says, he will undertake to prove. The two first of them I

know to be false, and I believe the third to be so.* The

Congress have refused to treat with the Commissioners,

while he continues one of them, and he has therefore

resigned.

These gentlemen do not appear well qualified for their

business. I think they will never heal the breach, but they

may widen it.

To Mrs. Mar- Since my coming here, I have been told,

fon^* *^dated
^'^^'^ ^'^' Hcnlcy, the linen-draper, had said,

Passy, 25 on my going to America, that I had gone away
in his debt. I can hardly believe it. Let me

know if you have heard such a thing, and what is the mean-

ing of it. I thought he had been fully paid, and still think

so, and shall, till I am assured of the contrary. Let me

know, at the same time, how my account stands with you.

You wish to know how I live. It is in a fine house,

situated in a neat village, on high ground, half a milef from

Paris, with a large garden to walk in. I have abundance

* Events proved that Franklin was right in all three.—Ed.

f Passy is now included within the limits of Paris.—Ed.
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of acquaintance, dine abroad six days in seven. Sundays

I reserve to dine at home, with such Americans as pass this

way; and I then have my grandson Ben, with some other

American children from the school.

If being treated with all the politeness of France, and

the apparent respect and esteem of all ranks, from the

highest to the lowest, can make a man happy, I ought to be

so. Indeed, I have nothing to complain of, but a little loo

much business, and the want of that order and economy in

my family, which reigned in it when under your prudent

direction.

To David I have just rcccived your favor of the 23d

ted*^ Passy ^3 P^^*^' ''^ which you mention,
" that the alliance

Feb., 1779. between. France and America is the great

stumblingblock in the way of making peace;" and you go

on to observe, that "whatever engagements America may
have entered into, they may, at least by consent of parties,

be relinquished, for the purpose of removing so material

an obstacle to any general treaty of free and unengaged

parties;" adding, that, "if the parties could meet for the

sake of peace upon free and open ground, you should think

that a very fair proposition to be offered to the people of

England, and an equitable proposition in itself"

The long, steady, and kind regard you have shown for

the welfare of America, by the whole tenor of your con-

duct in Parliament, satisfies me, that this proposition never

took its rise with you, but has been suggested from some

other quarter ;
and that your excess of humanity, your love

of peace, and your fear for us, that the destruction we are

threatened with will certainly be effected, have thrown a

mist before your eyes, which hindered you from seeing the
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malignity and mischief of it. We know that your King
l^ates Whigs and Presbyterians; that he thirsts for our blood,

of which he has already drunk large draughts; that weak and

unprincipled ministers are ready to execute the wickedest of

his orders, and his venal Parliament equally ready to vote

them just. Not the smallest appearance of a reason can be

imagined, capable of inducing us to think of relinquishing

a solid alliance with one of the most amiable, as well as

most powerful princes of Europe, for the expectation of

unknown terms of peace, to be afterwards offered to us by
such a government ; a government, that has already shame-

fully broken all the compacts it ever made with us. This

is worse than advising us to drop the substance for the

shadow. The dog, after he found his mistake, might possi-

bly have recovered his mutton
;
but we could never hope

to be trusted again by France, or indeed by any other

nation under heaven. Nor does there appear any more

necessity for dissolving an alliance with France, before you
can treat with us, than there would of dissolving your alli-

ance with Holland, or your union with Scotland, before we

could treat with you. Ours is, therefore, no material obsta-

cle to a treaty, as you suppose it to be. Had Lord North

been the author of such a proposition, all the world would

have said it was insidious, and meant only to deceive and

divide us from our friends, and then to ruin us
; supposing

our fears might be so strong as to procure an acceptance of

it. But, thanks to God, that is not the case. We have

long since settled all the account in our own minds. We
know the worst you can do to us, if you have your wish, is,

to confiscate our estates and take our lives, to rob and

murder us
;
and this you have seen we are ready to hazard,

rather than come again under your detested government.
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You must observe, my dear friend, that I am a little

warm. Excuse me. It is over. Only let me counsel you

not to think of being sent hither on so fruitless an errand,

as that of making such a proposition.

It puts me in mind of the comic farce entitled, God-send,

or The Wreckers. You may have forgotten it ;
but I will

endeavour to amuse you by recollecting a little of it.

Scene. Mounf s Bay.

{A ship riding at anchor in a great storm. A lee shorefull

of rocks, and lined with people, furnished with axes and

carriages to cut up wrecks, knock the sailors on the head, and

carry off the plunder ; according to custom.']

1st Wrecker. This ship rides it out longer than I ex-

pected ; she must have good ground tackle.

2d Wrecker. We had better send off a boat to her, and

persuade her to take a pilot, who can afterward run. her

ashore, where we can best come at her.

id Wrecker. I doubt whether the boat can live in this

sea; but if there are any brave fellows willing to hazard

themselves for the good of the public, and a double share,

let them say ay.

Several Wreckers. I, I, I, I.

\_The boat goes off, and comes under the ship's stern.']

Spokesman. So ho, the ship, ahoa !

Captain. Hulloa.

Sp. Would you have a pilot ?

I
Capt. No, no !

Sp. It blows hard, and you are in danger.

Capt. I know it.

Sp. Will you buy a better cable ? We have one in the

boat here.
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Copt. What do you ask for it ?

Sp. Cut that you have, and then we'll talk about the

price of this.

Capt. I shall do no such foolish thing. I have lived in

your parish formerly, and know the heads of ye too well to

trust ye ; keep off from my cable there ;
I see you have a

mind to cut it yourselves. If you go any nearer to it, I'll

fire into you and sink you.

Sp. It is a damned rotten French cable, and will part

of itself in half an hour. Where will you be then, Cap-
tain ? You had better take our offer.

Capt. You offer nothing, you rogues, but treachery and

mischief. My cable is good and strong, and will hold long

enough to baulk all your projects.

Sp. You talk unkindly, Captain, to people who came

here only for your good.

Capt. I know you came for all owx goods, but, by God's

help, you shall have none of them
; you shall not serve us

as you did the Indiamen.

Sp. Come, my lads, let's be gone. This fellow is not

so great a fool as we took him to be.

To David I received your proposition for removing

ted'^Passy, m ^'"'^ stumblingblock. Your constant desire of

Feb., 1779. peace ought to endear you to both sides; but

this proposition seems to be naturally impracticable. We
can never think of quitting a solid alliance, made and rati-

fied, in order to be in a state for receiving unknown pro-

posals of peace, which may vanish in the discussion. The

truth is, we have no kind of faith in your government,

which appears to us as insidious and deceitful as it is unjust

and cruel : its character is that of the Spider in Thomson,
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"
Cunning and fierce,

Mixture abhorred !"

Besides, we cannot see the necessity of our relinquishing

our alliance with France in order to a treaty, any more than

of your relinquishing yours with Holland.

To David I am sorry you have had so much trouble in

tea'plssy'^ai
^'^^ ^^^^'" o^ ^^^ prisoners. You have been

March, 1779. deceived as well as I. No cartel ship has yet

appeared ; and it is now evident that the delays have been

of design, to give more opportunity of seducing the men

by promises and hardships to seek their liberty in engaging

against their country; for we learn from those who have

escaped, that there are persons continually employed in

cajoling and menacing them; representing to them that we

neglect them ; that your government is willing to exchange

them
;
and that it is our fault it is not done ; that all the

news from America is bad on their side ; we shall be con-

quered and they will be hanged, if they do not accept the

gracious offer of being pardoned, on condition of serving

the King, &c. A great part of your prisoners have been

kept these six months on board a ship in Brest road, ready

to be delivered ;
where I am afraid they were not so com-

fortably accommodated, as they might have been in French

prisons. They are now ordered on shore.

Knowing how earnestly and constantly you wish for

peace, I cannot end a letter to you without dropping a

word on that subject, to mark that my wishes are still in

unison with yours. After the barbarities your nation has

exercised against us, I am almost ashamed to own, that I

feel sometimes for her misfortunes and her insanities. Your

veins are open, and your best blood continually running.
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You have now got a little army into Georgia, and are tri-

umphing in that success. Do you expect ever to see that

army again ? I know not what General Lincoln or General

Thompson may be able to effect against them ; but, if they

stay through the summer in that climate, there is a certain

'' General Fever, that I apprehend will give a good account

of most of them. Perhaps you comfort yourselves, that our

loss of blood is as great as yours. But, as physicians say,

there is a great difference in the facility of repairing that loss

between an old body and a young one. America adds to

her numbers annually one hundred and fifty thousand souls.

She, therefore, grows faster than you can diminish her, and

will outgrow all the mischief you can do her. Have you

the same prospects ? But it is unnecessary for me to repre-

sent to you, or you to me, the mischiefs that each nation is

subjected to by the war ; we all see clear enough the non-

sense of continuing it ; the difficulty is, where to find sense

enough to put an end to it.

To josiah It is with great sincerity I join you in ac-

Passy^'

^

22 knowledging and admiring the dispensations

April, 1779. of Providence in our favor. America has

only to be thankful, and to persevere. God will finisli his

work, and establish their freedom ;
and the lovers of liberty

will flock from all parts of Europe with their fortunes to

participate with us of that freedom, as soon as peace is

restored.

I am exceedingly pleased with your account of the French

politeness and civility, as it appeared among the officers and

people of their fleet. They have certainly advanced in

those respects many degrees beyond the English. I find

them here a most amiable nation to live with. The Span-
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iards are by common opinion supposed to be cruel, the

English proud, the Scotch insolent, the Dutch avaricious,

&c., but I think the French have no national vice ascribed

to them. They have some frivolities, but the}'' are harm-

less. To dress their heads so that a hat cannot be put on

them, and then wear their hats under their arms, and to

fill their noses with tobacco, may be called follies, perhaps,

but they are not vices. They are only the effects of the

tyranny of custom. In short, there is nothing wanting in

the character of a Frenchman, that belongs to that of an

agreeable and worthy man. There are only some trifles

surplus, or which might be spared.

Will you permit me, while I do them this justice, to hint

a little censure on our own country people, which I do in

good will, wishing the cause removed. You know the

necessity we are under of supplies from Europe, and the

difficulty we have at present in making returns. The interest

bills would do a good deal towards purchasing arms, ammu-

nition, clothing, sail-cloth, and other necessaries for de-

fence. Upon inquiry of those who present these bills to me
for acceptance, what the money is to be laid out in, I find

that most of it is for superfluities, and more than half of it

for tea. How unhappily in this instance the folly of our

people, and the avidity of our merchants, concur to weaken

and impoverish our country. I formerly computed, that

we consumed before the war, in that single article, the

value of five hundred thousand pounds sterling annually.

Much of this was saved by stopping the use of it. I hon-

ored the virtuous resolution of our women in foregoing that

little gratification, and I lament that such virtue should be

of so short duration. Five hundred thousand pounds ster-

ling, annually laid out in defending ourselves, or annoying
Vol. II.—39 u
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our enemies, would have great effect. With what face can

we ask aids and subsidies from our friends, while we are

wasting our own wealth in such prodigality?

To Samuel The depreciation of our money must, as you

Paggy"^'

^

^jJ observc, greatly affect salary men, widows,

April, 1779. and orphans. Methinks this evil deserves

the attention of the several legislatures, and ought, if pos-

sible, to be remedied by some equitable law, particularly

adapted to their circumstances. I took all the pains I could

in Congress to prevent the depreciation, by proposing first,

that the bills should bear interest
;

this was rejected, and

they were struck as you see them. Secondly, after the first

emission, I proposed that we should stop, strike no more,

but. borrow on interest those we had issued. This was not

then approved of, and more bills were issued. When, from

the too great quantity, they began to depreciate, we agreed

to borrow on interest ; and I proposed, that, in order to

fix the value of the principal, the interest should be prom-
ised in hard dollars. This was objected to as impracticable ;

but I still continue of opinion, that, by sending out cargoes

to purchase it, we might have brought in money sufficient

for that purpose, as we brought in powder, &c. &c. ; and

that, though the attempt must have been attended with a

disadvantage, the loss would have been a less mischief than

any measure attending the discredit of the bills, which

threatens to take out of our hands the great instrument of

our defence.

The Congress did at last come into the proposal of paying
the interest in real money. But when the whole mass of

the currency was under way in depreciation, the momentum
of its descent was too great to be stopped by a power, that
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might at first have been sufficient to prevent the beginning

of the motion. The 07ily remedy now seems to be a dimi-

nution of the quantity by a vigorous taxation, of great

nomiiial sums, which the people are more able to pay, in

proportion to the quantity and diminished value
;
and the

only consolatio7i under the evil is, that the public debt is

proi)ortionably diminished with the depreciation ;
and this

by a kind of imperceptible tax, every one having paid a

part of it in the fall of value that took place between the

receiving and paying such sums as passed through his hands.

For it should always be remembered, that the original inten-

tion was to sink the bills by taxes, which would as effectually

extinguish the debt as an actual redemption.

This effect of paper currency is not understood on this

side the water. And indeed the whole is a mystery even

to the politicians, how we have been able to continue a war

four years without money, and how we could pay with

paper, that had no previously fixed fund appropriated

specifically to redeem it. This currency, as we manage it,

is a wonderful machine. It performs its office when we

issue it ; it pa)'s and clothes troops, and provides victuals

and ammunition ; and when we are obliged to issue a

quantity excessive, it pays itself off by depreciation.

Our affairs in general stand in a fair light throughout

Europe. Our cause is universally approved. Our consti-

tutions of government have been translated and printed in

most languages, and are so much admired for the spirit of

liberty that reigns in them, that it is generally agreed we

shall have a vast accession of national property after the

war, from every part of this continent, and particularly

from the British Islands. We have only to persevere and

to be happy.
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To Mrs. Pa- I received your favor of the 14th of March
tience

Wri ht* da- P^^^' ^"^' ^^ y°^ should Continue in your
ted Passy, 4 resolution of returning to America, through

ay, 1779-

France, I shall certainly render you any of

the little services in my power; but there are so many
difficulties at present in getting passages hence, particularly

safe ones for women, that methinks I should advise your

stay till more settled times, and till a more frequent inter-

course is established.

As to the exercise of your art here, I am in doubt whether

it would answer your expectations. Here are two or three

who profess it, and make a show of their works on the

Boulevards; but it is not the taste for persons of fashion

to sit to these artists for their portraits; and both house

rent and living at Paris are very expensive.

I thought that friendship required I should acquaint you

with these circumstances; after which you will use your

discretion.

* Niece of the celebrated John Wesley, but born at Philadelphia. Mrs.

Wright was a skilful modeller in wax ; an art which she turned to a remark-

able account in the American war, by coming to England and exhibiting

her performances.
" This enabled her," William Temple Franklin informs

us,
"

to procure much intelligence of importance, which she communicated

to Dr. Franklin and others, with whom she corresponded during the whole

war. As soon as a general was appointed, or a squadron begun to be fitted

out, the old lady found means of access to some family where she could

gain information, and thus, without being at all suspected, she contrived to

transmit an account of the number of the troops, and the place of their

destination, to her political friends abroad. She at one time had frequent

access to Buckingham House ;
and used, it was said, to speak her sentiments

very freely to their Majesties, who were amused with her originality. The

great Lord Chatham honored her with his visits, and she took his likeness,

which appears in Westminster Abbey. Mrs. Wright died, very old, in Feb-

ruary, 1786."
—Ed.
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P.S. My grandson, whom you may remember when a

little saucy boy at school, being my amanuensis in writing

the within letter, has been diverting me with his remarks.

He conceives, that your figures cannot be packed up with-

out damage from any thing you could fill the boxes with to

keep them steady. He supposes, therefore, that you must

put them into postchaises, two and two, which will make a

long train upon the road, and be a very expensive convey-

ance; but, as they will eat nothing at the inns, you may the

better afford it. When they come to Dover, he is sure they

are so like life and nature, that the master of the packet

will not receive them on board without passes ; which you

will do well therefore to take out from the Secretary's office,

before you leave London
;
where they will cost you only

the modest price of two guineas and sixpence each, which

you will pay without grumbling, because you are sure the

money will never be employed against your country. It

will require, he says, five or six of the long wicker French

stagecoaches to carry them as passengers from Calais to

Paris, and a ship with good accommodations to convey

them to America ;
where all the world will wonder at your

clemency to Lord N ; that, having it in your power to

hang, or send him to the lighters, you had generously

reprieved him for transportation.

To the Com- The Marquis de Lafayette, who arrived here

Tn^^Affairs' ^^^ \\\^^ of February, brought me yours of

dated Passy, October 28th, and the new commission, creden-

tials, and instructions, which the Congress have

honored me with.* I have not since had an opportunity of

* The Commissioners had each written to their several friends that the

interest of the service would be consulted by the appointment of a single

39«
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writing, that I could trust ; for I see, by several instances, the

orders given to private captains to throw their despatches into

the sea, when likely to be taken, are sometimes neglected,

and sometimes so badly executed, that the letters are recov-

ered by the enemy, and much inconvenience has attended

their interception. You mention, that you should speedily

have opportunities of forwarding duplicates and triplicates

of the papers ; none of them has ever come to hand, nor

have I received any other line from you of later date.

I immediately acquainted the minister of foreign aifairs

with my appointment, and communicated to him, as usual,

a copy of my credential letter, on which a day was named

for my reception. A fit of the gout prevented my attend-

ance at that time, and for some weeks after
; but, as soon

as I was able to go through the ceremony, I went to Ver-

sailles, and was presented to the King, and received in all

the forms. I delivered the letter of Congress into his

Majesty's own hands, who, in the most gracious manner,

expressed his satisfaction. And I have since constantly

attended the levee every Tuesday, with the other foreign

ministers, and have taken every proper occasion of repeat-

ing the assurances I am instructed to give, of the grateful

sentiments of Congress, and their determined resolution to

fulfil religiously their engagements. Much pains is con-

stantly taken by the enemy to weaken the confidence of

this court in their new allies, by representing our people as

envoy to the court of France, and putting an end to the commission by
which the United States were then represented there. When writing, each,

no doubt, had a secret hope that he would be the choice of Congress. If

so, all were mistaken but Franklin. Lee retained his old position as envoy
to Spain, but no provision was made for Adams, who thought he should best

consult his own self-respect by returning to the United States, and returned

accordingly in the spring following.
—Ed.
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weary of the war, and of the government of Congress ;

which body, too, they represent as distracted by dissensions,

&c. j
but all this has very little effect, and, when on some

occasions it has seemed to make a little impression, and

create some apprehensions, I have not found it difficult to

remove them And it is my firm opinion, that, notwith-

standing the great losses suffered by the commerce of this

kingdom, since the commencement of the war, the disposi-

tion of the court to continue it (till its purpose of establish-

ing our independence is completed) is not the least changed,

nor their regard for us diminished.

The end of that part of the instructions, which relates to

American seamen taken by the French in English ships,

had already been obtained, Captain Jones having had for

some time an order from court, directed to the keepers of

the prisoners, requiring them to deliver to him such Ameri-

cans as should be found in their hands, that they might be

at liberty to serve under his command. Most of them have

accordingly been delivered to him, if not all. The minister

of the marine, having entertained a high opinion of him,

from his conduct and bravery in taking the Dt-ake, was

desirous of employing him in the command of a particular

enterprise, and to that end requested us to spare him,

which we did, and sent the Ranger home, under the com-

mand of his lieutenant. Various accidents have hitherto

postponed his equipment, but he now has the command of

a fifty-gun ship with some frigates, all under American

commissions and colors, fitted out at the King's expense,

and will sail, it is said, about the ist of June.

The Marquis de Lafayette was, with some land troops, to

have gone with him; but I now understand the Marquis is

not to go, the plan being a little changed.
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The Alliance being weakly manned at first, and the

cai^tain judging it necessary to be freed from thirty-eight

of his men, who had been concerned in a conspiracy, and

unwilling to take French seamen, I thought it best to send

him directly home, as his ship might be of some protection

to the vessels then about sailing to America, and Mr.

Adams, who was desirous of returning soon, might be

accommodated with a passage in a swift-sailing vessel. I

accordingly offered her as a convoy to the trade at Nantes;

but the gentlemen concerned did not think fit to wait foi

getting ready, as a French convoy offered, for at least part

of the voyage ; and, the minister requesting she might be

added to Captain Jones's little squadron, and offering to

give a passage to Mr. Adams in the frigate with the new

ambassador, and to complete the Alliance's complement of

men, I thought it best to continue her a little longer in

Europe, hoping she may, in the projected cruise, by her

extraordinary swiftness, be a means of taking prisoners

enough to redeem the rest of our countrymen, now in the

English gaols. With this view, as well as to oblige the

minister, I ordered her to join Captain Jones at L' Orient,

and obey his orders, where she is now accordingly.

There have been great misunderstandings between the

officers of that ship and their captain, and great discontents

among the men for want of clothes and money. I have

been obliged to make great advances to appease those dis-

contents, and I now hope the authority and prudence of

Captain Jones will be able to remove, or at least to prevent,

the ill effects of those misunderstandings. The conspirators

are detained in prison, and will remain there, subject to

such directions as Congress may think fit to give concern-

ing them. The courts here would not, because they properly
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could not, undertake to try them
;
and we had not captains

enough to make a court-martial for the purpose. The

sending them to America, with evidence to convict them,

will be a great trouble and expense; and perhaps their

offence cannot be so clearly made out, as to justify a pun-

ishment sufficient to deter by its exemplary severity. Possi-

bly, the best use, that can be made of them, is to give them

in exchange for as many Americans in the cartel now

operating here. The perfidious conduct of the English
and Scotch sailors in our service, a good deal discourages

the idea of taking them out of those prisons in order to

employ them.

This cartel is at length brought about by the indefatigable

endeavours of an old friend of mine, and a long declared

one to America, Mr. Hartley, member of Parliament for

Hull. The ship employed has already brought us one

cargo from the prison at Plymouth. The number was

intended for a hundred, but proved ninety-seven, and she

is returned with as many in exchange, to bring us a second

number from the prison at Portsmouth. This is to continue

till all are exchanged. The Americans are chiefly engaged
with Captain Jones and Landais. This exchange is the

more remarkable, as our people were all committed as for

high treason.

Agreeably to the seventh instruction, I have earnestly

recommended the reduction of Halifax and Quebec. The

Marquis de Lafayette joined me warmly in the application

for this purpose, and I hope we shall in due time see some

good effects from it. I have also, in various ways, and

through different channels, laid before the ministry the

distressed state of our finances in America. There seems

a great willingness in all of them to help us, except in the
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controller, M. Necker, who is said not to be well disposed

towards us, and is supposed to embarrass every measure

proposed to relieve us by grants of money. It is certain,

that under the resolution, perhaps too hastily declared, of

the King's imposing no new taxes on his subjects for this

year, the court has great difficulties in defraying present

expense, the vast exertions to put the navy in a condition

to equal that of England having cost immense sums.

There is also a prevailing opinion, that the most effectual

service to us is to be expected from rendering their marine

superior to that of England. The King has, however, to

encourage our loan in Holland, been so good as to engage,

under his hand, to be security for our payment of the

interest of three millions of livres; but that loan has not

yet amounted to more than about eighty thousand florins.

Dr. Price, whose assistance was requested by Congress, has

declined that service, as you will see by the copy of his

letter enclosed.* To me it seems, that the measure recom-

mended by the wisdom of Congress, for diminishing the

quantity of paper by taxes of large nominal sums, must

have very salutary effects.

As to your finances here, it is fit that you should know

the state of them. When the Commissioners of Congress

made the proposition of paying the interest at Paris of the

money borrowed in America, they understood the loan to

be of five millions of dollars. They obtained from govern-

ment sums more than sufficient for the interest of such a

* Franklin, Lee, and Adams liad been directed by Congress to inform

Dr. Price of its desire to have him become a citizen of the United States,

and assist in regulating the finances of the new government, for which a

generous requital should be paid. The Doctor declined, upon the grounds

tliat he was not sufficiently qualified, was too old, and was bound to England

by too many ties.—Ed.
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sum. That sum has been increased; and, if they could

otherwise have provided for it, they have been from time

to time drained by a number of unforeseen expenses, of

which the Congress had no knowledge, and of others, occa-

sioned by their orders and drafts ; and the cargoes s^nt to

the Commissioners by the Committee have some of them

been treacherously run away with by the seamen, or taken

by the enemy, or, when arrived, have been hitherto applied

toward the payment of debts, the tobaccos to the farmers-

general according to contract, and the rice and indigo to

Messrs. Hortalez & Co.,* from whom, by the way, we have

not yet been able to procure any account.

I have lately employed an accountant, the son of our

banker, to form complete books of our accounts, to be sent

to Congress. They are not yet ready. When they are, I

shall send them by the first safe opportunity. In the mean

time, I may just mention some particulars of our disburse-

ments. . Great quantities of clothing, arms, ammunition,

and naval stores, sent from time to time
; payment of bills

from Mr. Bingham, one hundred thousand livres
; Congress

bills in favor of Haywood & Co., above two hundred thou-

sand
',

advanced to Mr. Ross, about twenty thousand pounds

sterling; paid Congress drafts in favor of returned officers,

ninety-three thousand and eighty livres
; to our prisoners

in England, and after their escape to help them home, and

to other Americans here in distress, a great sum, I cannot

at present say how much ; supplies to Mr. Hodge for fitting

out Captain Conyngham, very considerable
;

for the freight

of ships to carry over the supplies, great sums; to Mr.

* The firm-name under which the French government, through Beau-

marchais, extended financial aid to the United States.—Ed.
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William Lee and Mr. Izard, five thousand five hundred

pounds sterling; and for fitting the frigates ^a/<f4'''^, Alfred,

Boston, Providence, Alliance, Ranger, &c., I imagine not

less than sixty or seventy thousand livres each, taken one

with another; and for the maintenance of the English

prisoners, I believe, when I get in all the accounts, I shall

find one hundred thousand livres not sufficient, having

already paid above sixty-five thousand on that article. And

now, the drafts of the treasurer of the loans coming very

fast upon me, the anxiety I have suffered, and the distress

of mind lest I should not be able to pay them, have for a

long time been very great indeed.

To apply again to this court for money for a particular

purpose, which they had already over and over again pro-

vided for and furnished us, was extremely awkward. I

therefore repeated the general applications, which we had

made when together, for aids of money ;
and received the

general answers, that the expense of government for the

navy was so great, that at present it was exceedingly diffi-

cult to furnish the necessary supplies; that France, by

sending a fleet to America, obliged the enemy to divide

their forces, and left them so weak on the continent, as to

aid us by lessening our expense, if it could not by giving

us money, &c. &c.; and I was asked if we did not receive

money from Spain. I know, indeed, of some money re-

ceived from thence, and I have heard of more, but know

not how much, Mr. Arthur Lee, as minister for Spain,

having taken to himself all the management of that affair,

and will account to Congress. I only understand, that

there is none of it left to assist in paying Congress bills.

I at length obtained, as above mentioned, the King's bon

for payment of the interest of three millions, if I could
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borrow it in Holland, or elsewhere; but, though two

eminent houses in Amsterdam have undertaken it, and

had hopes of success, they have both lately written to me,

that the great demands of money for Germany and for

England had raised interest above our limits, and that the

successes of the English in Georgia and St. Lucia, and in

destroying the French trade, with the supposed divisions in

Congress, all much magnified by the British minister, and

the pressing application to borrow by several of our States

separately, had made the moneyed people doubtful of our

stability, as well as our ability to repay what might be lent

us, and that it was necessary to wait a more favorable

moment for proceeding with our loan.

In this situation, I have been applied to by Mr. William

Lee, and lately, through our banker, by Mr. Izard, for more

money for their expenses ;
and I am told, there is much

anger against me for declining to furnish them, and that I

am charged with disobeying an order of Congress, and with

cruelly attempting to distress gentlemen, who are in the

service of their country. They have, indeed, produced to

me a resolve of Congress, empowering them to draw on the

Commissioners in France for their expenses at foreign

courts; and doubtless Congress, when that resolve was

made, intended to enable us to pay those drafts; but, as

that has not been done, and the gentlemen (except Mr. Lee

for a few weeks) have not incurred any expense at foreign

courts, and, if they had, the five thousand five hundred

guineas, received by them in about nine months, seemed an

ample provision for it, and as both of them might command

money from England, I do not conceive that I disobeyed an

crder of Congress, and that, if I did, the circumstances will

excuse it; and I could have no intention to distress them,

Vol. II.—40
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because I must know it is out of my power, as their private

fortunes and credit will enable them at all times to pay

their own expenses.

In short, the dreadful consequences of ruin to our public

credit, both in America and Europe, that must attend pro-

testing a single Congress draft for interest, after our funds

were out, would have weighed with me against the payment
of more money to those gentlemen, if the demand had

otherwise been well founded. I am, however, in the judg-

ment of Congress ; and, if I have done amiss, must submit

dutifully to their censure. Thanks to God, I have this last

week got over the difficulty, so far as relates to the bills,

which will all be punctually paid ;
but if the Navy Board

sends more ships here to be fitted, or the Congress continue

to draw for the payment of other debts, the ships will be

disappointed, and I shall probably be made a bankrupt,

unless funds are at the same time sent over to discharge

such demands.

With regard to the fitting out of ships, receiving and dis-

posing of cargoes, and purchasing of supplies, I beg leave

to mention, that, besides my being wholly unacquainted

with such business, the distance I am from the ports renders

my having any thing to do with it extremely inconvenient.

Commercial agents have indeed been appointed by Mr.

William Lee
;

but they and the captains are continually

writing for my opinion or orders, or leave to do this or that,

by which much time is lost to them, and much of mine

taken up to little purpose, from my ignorance. I see clearly,

however, that many of the captains are exorbitant in their

demands, and in some cases I tliink those demands are too

easily complied with by the agents, perhaps because the

commissions are in proportion to the expense. I wish,
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therefore, the Congress would appoint the consuls they have

a right to appoint by the treaty, and put into their hands

all that sort of employment. I have in my desk, I suppose,

not less than fifty applications from different ports, praying

the appointment, and offering to serve gratis for the honor

of it, and the advantage it gives in trade
;
but I imagine,

that, if consuls are appointed, they will be of our own

people from America, who, if they should make fortunes

abroad, might return with them to their country.

The commissions demanded by the agents seem to me in

some cases very high. For instance, Mr. Schweighauser,

in a late account, charges five per cent on the simple

delivery of the tobaccos to the officer of the farmers-general

in the port, and by that means makes the commission on

the delivery of the two' last cargoes amount to about six

hundred and thirty pounds sterling. As there was no sale

in the case, he has, in order to calculate the commission,

valued the tobacco at ninety livres the hundred weight;

whereas, it was, by our contract with the farmers, to be

delivered at about forty livres. I got a friend, who was

going upon change, to inquire among the merchants what

was the custom in such cases of delivery. I send enclosed

the result he has given me of his inquiries. In consequence,

I have refused to pay the commission of five per cent on

this article
;
and I know not why it was, as is said, agreed

with him at the time of his appointment, that he should

have five per cent on his transactions, if the custom is only
two per cent, as by my information.

I have mentioned above the applications of separate

States to borrow money in Europe, on which I beg leave to

remark, that, when the General Congress are endeavouring

to obtain a loan, these separate attempts interfere, and are
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extremely inconvenient, especially where some of the agents

are empowered to offer a higher interest, and some have

powers in that respect unlimited. We have likewise lately

had applications from three several States to this court, to

be furnished with great quantities of arms, ammunition, and

clothing, or with money upon credit to buy them ;
and

from one State to be supplied with naval stores and ships

of war. These agents, finding that they had not interest to

obtain such grants, have severally applied to me, and seem

to think it my duty, as minister for the United States, to

support and enforce their particular demands. I have

endeavoured to do so
;
but I find the ministers do not like

these separate applications, and seem to think, that they

should properly come only through Congress, to whom the

several States in such cases ought first to make known their

wants, and then the Congress could instruct their minister

accordingly. This would save the King's ministers a good

deal of trouble, and the several States the expense of these

particular agents ; concerning whom I would add a little

remark, that we have in America, too readily, in various

instances, given faith to the pretensions of strangers from

Europe, who offer their services as persons who have

powerful friends and great interest in their own country,

and by that means obtain contracts, orders, or commissions,

to procure what we want, and who, when they come here,

are totally unknown, and have no other credit but what

such commissions give them, or, if known, the commissions

do not add so much to their credit as they diminish that

of their employers.

I have received two letters from a Frenchman, settled in

one of the ports of Barbary, offering himself to act as our

minister with the Emperor, with whom he pretended to be
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intimate, and acquainting me, that his Imperial Majesty-

wondered we had never sent to thank him for being the

first power on this side of the Atlantic that had acknowl-

edged our independence, and opened his ports to us ;

advising that we should send the Emperor a present. On

inquiry at the office in whose department Africa is included,

I learned the character of this man to be such, that it was

not safe to have any correspondence with him, and there-

fore I did not answer his letters. I suppose Congress has

received the memorial we presented to this court respecting

the Barbary States, and requesting the King's good offices

with them, agreeably to the treaty; and also the answer,

expressing the King's readiness to perform those good

offices "whenever the Congress should send us instructions,

and make provision for the necessary presents;" or, if those

papers have not yet got to hand, they will be found among
the copies carried over by Mr. Adams, and therefore I only

mention them by way of remembrance. Whenever a treaty

with the Emperor is intended, I suppose some of our naval

stores will be an acceptable present, and the expectation

of continued supplies of such stores, a powerful motive for

entering into and continuing a friendship.

I should send you copies of several other memorials and

public papers ; but, as Mr. Adams goes in the same ship,

and has the whole of our transactions during his time, it is

not so necessary by this vessel. The disposition of this

nation in general continues friendly towards us and our

cause; and I do not see the least diminution of it, except

among the West India merchants and planters, whose losses

have rendered them a little discontented. Spain has been

long acting as a mediator, but arming all the time most

vigorously. Her naval force is now very great indqpd, and,
40*
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as her last proposition of a long truce, in which America

should be included and treated as independent in fact,

though not expressly acknowledged as such, has been lately

rejected by England, it is now thought, that her open junc-

tion with France in the war is not far distant.

The Commissioners here have a power in general terms

to treat of peace, friendship, and commerce with European

States, but I apprehend this is scarce explicit enough to

authorize me to treat of such a truce, if the proposition

should again come upon the tapis. I therefore wish the

Congress to consider of it, and give such powers as may be

necessary to whom they may think proper, that, if a favor-

able opjDortunity of ntiaking an advantageous treaty should

offer, it may not be missed.

I have just received a letter from Mr. Bingham, acquaint-

ing me, that the ship Deane, and the General Gates, are

just arrived at Martinique, and apply to him to be careened,

refitted, and procure a fresh supply of provisions; and that,

though he has no orders, he must draw upon me for the

expense. I think it right to acquaint you thus early, that

I shall be obliged to protest his bills.

I have just obtained from his Majesty orders to the

government of Guadaloupe, to make reasonable reparation

to Captain Giddens of Newbury for the loss of his vessel,

sunk in mistake by a battery of that island. Great prepa-

rations are making here, with much activity in all the sea-

ports, taking up transports, and building small vessels,

proper for the landing of troops, &c.
;

so that many think

an invasion of England or Ireland is intended. The inten-

tion, whatever it is, may change ; but the opinion of such

an intention, which seems to prevail in England, may tend

to keep^their troops and ships at home.
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General and Lord Howe, Generals Cornwallis and Grey,

Colonel Montresor, and Captain Hammond, and others,

have formally given it as their opinion, in Parliament, that

the conquest of America is impracticable. This week, as

we hear, John Maxwell, Joseph Galloway, Andrew Allen,

John Patterson, Theophilus Morris, Enoch Story, and Jabez

Fisher, are to be examined to prove the contrary. One

would think the fi "st set were likely to be the best judges.
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To Sir Ed- I RECEIVED somc time sincc a letter from a

Lm'^^dltrd PeJ'son at Belfast, informing me that a great

Passy, 27 number of people in those parts were desirous

May, 1779.
^^ going to settle in America,* if passports

could be obtained for them and their effects, and referring

» The following lines in Goldsmith's " Traveller" had been printed just

fifteen years before :

" Have we not seen at pleasure's lordly call

The smiling, long-frequented village fall ?

Beheld the duteous son, the sire decayed.

The modest matron, and the blushing maid.

Forced from their homes, a melancholy train,

To traverse climes beyond the western main
;

Where wild Oswego spreads her swamps around,

And Niagara stuns with thundering sound."

These lines have reference mainly to involuntary emigration; but we

believe we have in this letter of Franklin's the first intimation of that vast

emigration which, in its magnitude as well as in its political and social con-

sequences, is thus far without any precedent or parallel in history.—Ed.
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me to you for future information. I shall always be ready

to afford every assistance and security in ray power to such

undertakings, when they are really meant, and are not merely

schemes of trade with views of introducing English manu-

factures into America, under pretence of their being the

substance of persons going there to settle,

I admire the spirit with which I see the Irish are at length

determined to claim some share of that freedom of com-

merce, which is the right of all mankind, but which they

have been so long deprived of by the abominable selfishness

of their fellow subjects. To enjoy all the advantages of the

climate, soil, and situation in which God and nature have

placed us, is as clear a right as that of breathing ;
and can

never be justly taken from men but as a punishment for

some atrocious crime. .

The English have long seemed to think it a right, which

none could have but themselves. Their injustice has already

cost them dear, and, if persisted in, will be their ruin.

To Horatio The pride of England was never so humbled

Paslyfa June'! ^Y ^"^ ^^^"S ^^ ^J" ^^"^ capitulation of Sara-

1779- toga. They have not yet got over it, though a

little elevated this spring by their success against the French

commerce. But the growing apprehension of having Spain

too upon their hands has lately brought them down to an

humble seriousness, that begins to appear even in ministerial

discourses, and the papers of ministerial writers. All the

happy effects of that transaction for America are not gen-

erally known. I may some time or other acquaint the

world with some of them. When shall we meet again in

* Then Major-General in the army of the United States.—Ed.
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cheerful converse, talk over our adventures, and finish with

a quiet game of chess ?

The little dissensions between particular States in America

are much magnified in England, and they once had great

hopes from them. I consider them, with you, as the effects

of apparent security ; which do not aftect the grand points

of independence, and adherence to treaties ;
and which will

vanish at a renewed appearance of danger. This court con-

tinues heartily our friend, and the whole nation are warm

in our favor
; excepting only a few West Indians, and mer-

chants in that trade, whose losses make them a little uneasy.

To Richard I am very easy about the efforts Messrs.
Bache, dated -r j • i ii ^
_, , L and are using, as you tell me, to
Passy,2June, °' •' '

1779- injure me on that side of the water. I trust

in the justice of the Congress, that they will listen to no

accusations against me, that I have not first been acquainted

with, and had an opportunity of answering. I know those

gentlemen have plenty of ill will to me, though I have never

done to either of them the smallest injury, or given the least

just cause of offence. But my too great reputation, and the

general good will this people have for me, and tha respect

they show me, and even the compliments they make me,

all grieve those unhappy gentlemen ; unhappy indeed in

their tempers, and in the dark, uncomfortable passions of

jealousy, anger, suspicion, envy, and malice. It is enough

for good minds to be affected at other people's misfortunes;

but they, that are vexed at everybody's good luck, can

never be happy. I take no other revenge of such enemies,

than to let them remain in the miserable situation in which

their malignant natures have placed them, by endeavouring

to support an estimable character
;
and thus, by continuing
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the reputation the world has hitherto indulged me with, I

shall continue them in their present state of damnation ;

and I am not disposed to reverse my conduct for the allevia*

tion of their torments.

I am surprised to hear, that my grandson. Temple

Franklin, being with me, should be an objection against

me, and that there is a cabal for removing him. Methinks

it is rather some merit, that I have rescued a valuable young

man from the danger of being a Tory, and fixed him in

honest republican Whig principles ; as I think, from the

integrity of his disposition, his industry, his early sagacity,

and uncommon abilities for business, he may in time become

of great service to his country. It is enough that I have

lost xay son; would they add my grandson ? An old man

cf seventy, I undertook a winter voyage at the command

of the Congress, and for the public service, with no other

attendant to take care of me. I am continued here in a

foreign country, where, if I am sick, his filial attention

comforts me, and, if I die, I have a child to close my eyes

and take care of my remains. His dutiful behaviour towards

me, and his diligence and fidelity in business, are both

pleasing and useful to me. His conduct, as my private

secretary, has been unexceptionable, and I am confident the

Congress will never think of separating us.

I have had a great deal of pleasure in Ben too.* He is

a good, honest lad, and will make, I think, a valuable man.

He had made as much proficiency in his learning, as the

boarding school he was at, could well afford him
; and,

after some consideration where to find a better for him, I

at length fixed on sending him to Geneva. I had a good

* Mr. Bache's eldest son.—Ed.
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opportunity by a gentleman of that city, who had a place

for him in his chaise, and has a son about the same age at

the same school. He promised to take care of him, and

enclosed I send you the letters I have since received relating

to him and from him. He went very cheerfully, and I

understand is very happy. I miss his company on Sundays

at dinner. But, if I live, and I can find a little leisure, I

shall make the journey next spring to see him, and to see

at the same time the old thirteen United States of Switzerland.

Thanks be to God, I continue well and hearty. Un-

doubtedly I grow older, but I think the last ten years have

made no great difference. I have sometimes the gout, but

they say that is not so much a disease as a remedy. God

bless you.

To Mrs. Sa- The clay medallion of me you say you gave
rah Bache,

y^^ Hopkinson was the first of the kind
dated Passy, f^

3 June, 1779. made in France. A variety of others have

been made since of different sizes ;
some to be set in the

lids of snuffboxes, and some so small as to be worn in rings ;

and the numbers sold are incredible. These, with the

pictures, busts, and prints, (of which copies upon copies are

spread everywhere,) have made your father's face as well

known as that of the moon, so that he durst not do any

thing that would oblige him to run away, as his phiz would

discover him wherever he should venture to show it. It is

said by learned etymologists, that the name doll, for the

images children play with, is derived from the word Idol.

From the number of dolls now made of him, he may be

truly said, in that sense, to be i-doll-ized in this country.

I think you did right to stay out of town till the summer

was over, for the sake of your child's health. I hope you
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will get out again this summer, during the hot months; for

I begin to love the dear little creature from your description

of her.

I was charmed with the account you gave me of your

industry, the tablecloths of your own spinning, &c.; but

the latter part of the paragraph, that you had sent for linen

from France because weaving and flax were grown dear,

alas, that dissolved the charm ;
and your sending for long

black pins, and lace, and feathers ! disgusted me as much

as if you had put salt into my strawberries. The spinning,

I see, is laid aside, and you are to be dressed for the ball !

You seem not to know, my dear daughter, that, of all the

dear things in this world, idleness is the dearest, except

mischief.

The project you mention, of removing Temple from me,

was an unkind one. To deprive an old man, sent to serve

his country in a foreign one, of the comfort of a child to

attend him, to assist him in health and take care of him in

sickness, would be cruel, if it was practicable. In this case

it could not be done
; for, as the pretended suspicions of

him are groundless, and his behaviour in every respect

unexceptionable, I should not part with the child, but with

the employment. But I am confident, that, whatever may
be proposed by weak or malicious people, the Congress is

too wise and too good to think of treating me in that

manner.

Ben, if I should live long enough to want it, is like to be

another comfort to me. As I intend him for a Presbyterian

as well as a republican, I have sent him to finish his educa-

tion at Geneva. He is much grown, in very good health,

draws a little, as you will see by the enclosed, learns Latin,

writing, arithmetic, and dancing, and speaks French better

Vol, it.—41 v
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than English. He made a translation of your last letter to

him, so that some of your works may now appear in a

foreign language. He has not been long from me. I send

the accounts I have of him, and I shall put him in mind of

writing to you. I cannot propose to you to part with your

own dear Will. I must one of these days go back to see

him
; happy to be once more all together ! but futurities

are uncertain. Teach him, however, in the mean time, to

direct his worship more properly, for the deity of Hercules

is now quite out of fashion.

The present you mention as sent by me was rather that

of a merchant at Bordeaux ; for he would never give me

any account of it, and neither Temple nor I know any thing

of the particulars.

When I began to read your account of the high prices

of goods, "a pair of gloves seven dollars, a yard of com-

mon gauze twenty-four dollars, and that it now required a

fortune to maintain a family in a very plain way," I ex-

pected you would conclude with telling me, that everybody

as well as yourself was grown frugal and industrious; and I

could scarce believe my eyes in reading forward, that "there

never was so much pleasure and dressing going on ;" and

that you yourself wanted black pins and feathers from

France to appear, I suppose, in the mode ! This leads me

to imagine, that perhaps it is not so much that the goods

are grown dear, as that the money is grown cheap, as every

thing else will do when excessively plenty; and that people

are still as easy nearly in their circumstances, as when a

pair of gloves might be had for half a crown. The war

indeed may in some degree raise the prices of goods, and

the high taxes which are necessary to support the war may
make our frugality necessary ; and, as I am always preach-
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ing that doctrine, I cannot in conscience or in decency

encourage the contrary, by my example, in furnishing my
children with foolish modes and luxuries. I therefore send

all the articles you desire, that are useful and necessary, and

omit the rest; for, as you say you should "have great pride

in wearing any thing I send, and showing it as your father's

taste," I must avoid giving you an opportunity of doing

that with either lace or feathers. If you wear your cambric

ruffles as I do, and take care not to mend the holes, they

will come in time to be lace ; and feathers, my dear girl,

may be had in America from every cock's tail.

If you happen again to see General Washington, assure

him of my very great and sincere respect, and tell him,

that all the old Generals here amuse themselves in studying

the accounts of his operations, and approve highly of his

conduct.

Present my affectionate regards to all friends that inquire

after me, particularly Mr. Duffield and family, and wri<-e

oftener, ray dear child, to your loving father.

To the Mar- You ask my opinion, what conduct the

yette,

^

da^ed' English will probably hold on this occasion,*

Passy, 19 Au- and whether they will not rather propose a

negotiation for a peace. I have but one rule

to go by in judging of those people, which is, that whatever

is prudent for them to do they will omit
;
and what is most

imprudent to be done, they will do it. This, like othei

general rules, may sometimes have its exceptions ; but I

think it will hold good for the most part, at least while the

* He refers to hostile preparations against England, making in France.—
Ed.
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present ministry continues, or, rather, while the present

madman has the choice of ministers.

You desire to know whether I am satisfied with the min-

isters here ? It is impossible for anybody to be more so. I

see they exert themselves greatly in the common cause, and

do every thing for us they can. We can wish for nothing

more, unless our great want of money should make us wish

for a subsidy, to enable us to act more vigorously in ex-

pelling the enemy from their remaining posts, and reducing

Canada, But their own expenses are so great, that I cannot

press such an addition to it. I hope, however, that we

shall get some supplies of arms and ammunition, and per-

haps, when they can be spared, some ships to aid in reducing

New York and Rhode Island.

To the Mar- The Congress, sensible of your merit towards

yette

^

dated ^^^ United States, but unable adequately to

Passy, 24AU- reward it, determined to present you with a

sword, as a small mark of their grateful ac-

knowledgment. They directed it to be ornaroented with

suitable devices. Some of the principal actions of the war,

in which you distinguished yourself by your bravery and

conduct, are therefore represented upon it. These, with a

few emblematic figures, all admirably well executed, make

.its principal value. By the help of the exquisite artists

France affords, I find it easy to express every thing but the

sense we have of your worth and our obligations to you.

For this, figures and even words are found insufficient. I

therefore only add, that with the most perfect esteem and

respect, I have the honor to be, &c.

P.S. My grandson goes to Havre with the sword, and

will have the honor of presenting it to you.
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To John Jay, I received the letter your Excellency did me
President of . , . .' ,

. ^

Congress, da- ^"^ honor to Write to me of the of June
ted Passy, 4 last, enclosing acts of Congress respecting bills
October, 1779.

of exchange for two millions four hundred

thousand livres tournois, drawn on me in favor of M. de

Beaumarchais. The bills have not yet appeared, but I shall

accept them when they do, relying on the care of Congress
to enable me to pay them. As to the accounts of that

gentleman, neither the Commissioners, when we were all

together, nor myself since, have ever been able to obtain a

sight of them, though repeatedly promised ;
and I begin

to give over all expectation of them. Indeed, if I had

them, I should not be able to do much with them, or to

controvert any thing I might doubt in them, being unac-

quainted with the transactions and agreements on which

they must be founded, and having small skill in accounts.

Mr. Ross and Mr. Williams, pressing me to examine and

settle theirs, I have been obliged to request indifferent

persons, expert in such business, to do it for me, subject

to the revision of Congress ;
and I could wish that my

time and attention were not taken up by any concerns in

mercantile affairs, and thereby diverted from others more

important.

*-^ oLf >1# xL* •>!' ^l* «!• •,!.'
•T* 'T' •7* ^ 'I* 'T* 'f* "T^

The extravagant luxury of our country, in the midst of

all its distresses, is to me amazing. When the difficulties

are so great to find remittances to pay for the arms and

ammunition necessary for our defence, I am astonished and

vexed to find upon inquiry, that much the greatest part of

the Congress interest bills come to pay for tea, and a great

part of the remainder is ordered to be laid out in gewgaws
and superfluities. It makes me grudge the trouble of ex-

41*
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amining, and entering, and accepting them, which indeed

takes a great deal of time.*********
On this occasion give me leave to remark, that, of all the

vast quantities of goods we have sent you by many different

vessels since my being in France, we never were happy

enough to receive the least scrip of acknowledgment that

they had ever come to hand, except from Mr. Langdon, of

a cargo arrived at Portsmouth, and I think of one more.

This is doubtless owing to the interruption our correspond-

ence has met with, and not altogether to neglect. But, as

such advices of receipt may be made in short letters, it

would be well to send more copies. The following is a

matter of less importance. It is two years, I believe, since

I sent the monument of General Montgomery. I have

heard that the vessel arrived in North Carolina, but nothing
more. I should be glad to know of its coming to hand,

and whether it is approved. Here it was admired for the

goodness and beauty of the marble, and the elegant sim-

plicity of the design. The sculptor has had an engraving
made of it, of which I enclose a copy. It was contrived

to be affixed to the wall within some church, or in the great

room where the Congress met. Directions for putting it

up went with it. All the parts were well packed in strong

cases.

To a Friend The account you have had of the vogue I
in America, .

, , , ,1 • •
-i-, 1 r-

dated Passy,
^'^'^ ""^ "^'"^ ^^"^ some truth m It. Perhaps few

25 October, strangers in France have had the good fortune
1779.

to be so universally popular; but the story you
allude to, mentioning "mechanic rust," is totally without

foundation. But one is not to expect being always in
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fashion. I hope, however, to preserve, while I stay, the

regard you mention of the French ladies ; for their society

and conversation, when I have time to enjoy them, are

extremely agreeable.

The enemy have been very near you indeed. When only

at the distance of a mile, you must have been much alarmed.

We have given them a little taste of this disturbance upon

their own coasts this summer
; and, though we have burnt

none of their towns, we have occasioned a good deal of

terror and bustle in many of them, as they imagined our

Commodore Jones had four thousand troops with him for

descents.

I am glad to learn that my dear sister continued in good

health, and good spirits, and that she had learnt not to be

afraid of her friend, fresh air. With the tenderest affection,

&c-

To Samuel It is a long time since I have had the pleasure

Pasr*^' ^^^% ^^ hearing from you. The intelligence you

October, 1779. were used to favor me with was often useful to

our affairs. I hope I have not lost your friendship, together

with your correspondence. Our excellent Mr. Winthrop, I

see, is gone. He was one of those old friends, for the sake

of whose society I wished to return and spend the small

remnant of my days in New England. A few more such

deaths will make me a stranger in my own country. The

loss of friends is the tax a man pays for living long himself.

I find it a heavy one.

You will see by the newspapers that we have given some

disturbance to the British coasts this year. One little

privateer out of Dunkirk, the Black Prince, with a Congress

commission, and a few Americans mixed with the Irish and
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English smugglers, went round their Islands and took thirty-

seven prizes in less than three months. The little squadron

of Commodore Jones, under the same commission and

colors, has alarmed those coasts exceedingly, occasioned a

good deal of internal expense, done great damage to their

trade, and taken two frigates, with four hundred prisoners.

He is now with his principal prizes in Holland, where he is

pretty well received, but must quit that neutral country as

soon as his damages are repaired. The English watch with

a superior force his coming out, but we hope he will manage

so as to escape their vigilance. Few actions at sea have

demonstrated such steady, cool, determined bravery, as that

of Jones in taking the Serapis.

There has been much rumor this summer throughout

Europe, of an approaching peace, through the mediation

of Russia and Holland ;
but it is understood to arise from

the invention of stockjobbers and others interested in propa-

gating such opinions. England seems not to be yet suffi-

ciently humbled, to acknowledge the independence of the

American States, or to treat with them on that footing ;
and

our friends will not make a peace on any other. So we

shall probably see another campaign.

By the invoices I have seen and heard of, sent hither with

Congress interest bills of exchange to purchase the goods,

it should seem that there is not so great a want of necessaries

as of superfluities among our people. It is difficult to con-

ceive that your distresses can be great, when one sees that

much the greatest part of that money is lavished in modes,

and gewgaws, and tea ! It is impossible for us to become

wiser, when by simple economy, and avoiding unnecessary

expenses, we might more than defray the charge of the war.

We export solid provision of all kinds, which is necessary
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for the sustenance of man, and we import fashions, luxuries,

and trifles. Such trade may enrich the traders, but never

the country.

The good will of all Europe to our cause as being the

cause of liberty, which is the cause of mankind, still con-

tinues, as does the universal wish to see the English pride

humiliated, and their power curtailed. Those circum-

stances are encouraging, and give hopes of a happy issue.

Which may God grant, and that you, my friend, may live

long a blessing to your country.

To Benjamin I thank you much for the great care and

ted" PaTs'y ^9 paius you have taken in regulating and cor-

Nov.,1779. recting the edition of those papers.* Your

friendship for me appears in almost every page ;
and if the

preservation of any of them should prove of use to the

* Referring to an edition of Franklin's writings which Mr. Vaughan had

prepared, and which was published in London in one volume by J. Johnson
in 1799. In the closing paragraph of his preface he says :

" The times appear not ripe enough for the editor to give expression to

the affection, gratitude, and veneration he bears to a writer he has so inti-

mately studied ;
nor is it wanting to the author

;
as history lies in wait for

him, and the judgment of mankind balances already in his favor. The editor

wishes only that other readers may reap that improvement from his produc-

tions, which he conceives they may have rendered to himself. Yet, perhaps,

he may be excused for stating one opinion : He conceives that no man ever

made larger or bolder guesses than Dr. Franklin from like materials in

politics and philosophy, which, after the scrutiny of events and of fact, have

been more completely verified. Can Englishmen read these things and not

sigh at recollecting that the country which could produce their author was

once without controversy their own I Yet he who praises Dr. Franklin for

mere ability, praises him for that quality of his mind which stands lowest in

his own esteem. Reader, whoever you are and how much soever you think

you hate him, know that this great man loves you enough to wish to do you

good :

" His country's friend, but more of human kind."—Ed.

v«
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public, it is to you that the public will owe the obligation.

In looking them over, I have noted some faults of im-

pression that hurt the sense, and some other little matters,

which you will find all in a sheet under the title oi Errata.

You can best judge whether it may be worth while to add

any of them to the errata already printed, or whether it may
not be as well to reserve the whole for correction in another

edition, if such should ever be. Enclosed I send a more

perfect copy of the Chapter.'^

If I should ever recover the pieces that were in the hands

of my son, and those I left among my papers in America,

I think there may be enough to make three more such

volumes, of which a great part would be more interesting.

As to the time of publishing, of which you ask my opinion,

I am not furnished with any reasons, or ideas of reasons,

on which to form any opinion. Naturally I should suppose

the bookseller to be from experience the best judge, and I

should be for leaving it to him.

I did not write the pamphlet you mention. I know

nothing of it. I suppose it is the same, concerning which

Dr. Priestley formerly asked me the same question. That

for which he took it was entitled,
" A Dissertation on

Liberty and Necessity, Pleasure and Pain," with these lines

in the titlepage.f

" Whatever is, is right. But purblind man
Sees but a part o' the chain, the nearest links;

His eyes not carrying to that equal beam,
That poises all above." DrVDEN,

London. Printed MDCCXXV.

Entitled " Parable on Persecution," first defectively printed by Lord

Karnes. See vol. i. p. 405, note.—Ed.

t See vol. i. p. 156, note.
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I return the manuscripts you were so obliging as to send

me 3 I am concerned at your having no other copies; I hope
these will get safe to your hands. I do not remember the

Duke de Chaulnes showing me the letter you mention. I

have received Dr. Crawford's book, but not your abstract,

which I wait for ns you desire.

I send you also M. Dupont's "Table Economique,"
which I think an excellent thing, as it contains in a clear

method all the principles of that new sect, called here lei

Ecotwmistes.

Poor Henly's dying in that manner is inconceivable to

me. Is any reason given to account for it, besides insanity ?

THE WHISTLE.

To Madame I received my dear friend's two letters, one

Passy"'io*No-
^^^ Wednesday and one for Saturday. This

vember, 1779. j^ again Wednesday. I do not deserve one

for to-day, because I have not answered the former. But,

indolent as I am, and averse to writing, the fear of having

no more of your pleasing epistles, if I do not contribute to

the correspondence, obliges me to take up my pen ; and as

Mr. B. has kindly sent me word, that he sets out to-morrow

to see you, instead of spending this Wednesday evening as

I have done its namesakes, in your delightful company, I

sit down to spend it in thinking of you, in writing to you,

and in reading over and over again your letters.

I am charmed with your description of Paradise, and with

your plan of living there
;
and I approve much of your con-

clusion, that, in the mean time, we should draw all the

good we can from this world. In my opinion, we might

all draw more good from it than we do, and suffer less evil,
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if we would take care not to give too much for whistles.

For to me it seems, that most of the unhappy people we

meet with, are become so by neglect of that caution.

You ask what I mean ? You love stories, and will excuse

my telling one of myself.

When I was a child of seven years old, my friends, on a

holiday, filled my pockets with coppers. I went directly

to a shop where they sold toys for children ; and, being

charmed with the sound of a whistle, that I met by the way

in the hands of another boy, I voluntarily offered and gave

all my money for one. I then came home, and went

whistling all over the house, much pleased with my whistle,

but disturbing all the family. My brothers, and sisters, and

cousins, understanding the bargain I had made, told me I

had given four times as much for it as it was worth ; put me

in mind what good things I might have bought with the

rest of the money ;
and laughed at me so much for my folly,

that I cried with vexation ;
and the reflection gave me more

chagrin than the whistle gave me pleasure.

This however was afterwards of use to me, the impression

continuing on my mind ; so that often, when I was tempted

to buy some unnecessary thing, I said to myself, Don' t give

too tnuchfor the whistle ; and I saved my money.

As I grew up, came into the world, and observed the

actions of men, I thought I met with many, very many,

who gave too muchfor the whistle.

When I saw one too ambitious of court favor, sacrificing

his time in attendance on levees, his repose, his liberty, his

virtue, and perhaps his friends, to attain it, I have said to

myself, This man gives too muchfor his whistle.

When I saw another fond of popularity, constantly em-

ploying himself in political bustles, neglecting his own
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affairs, and ruining them by that neglect, He pays, indeed,

said I, too muchfor his whistle.

If I knew a miser, who gave up every kind of comfortable

living, all the pleasure of doing good to others, all the

esteem of his fellow-citizens, and the joys of benevolent

friendship, for the sake of accumulating wealth, Poor man,

said I, you pay too muchforyour whistle.

When I met with a man of pleasure, sacrificing every

laudable improvement of the mind, or of his fortune, to

mere corporeal sensations, and ruining his health in their

pursuit, Mistaken man, said \, you are providing pain for

yourself, instead of pleasure ; you give too much for your

whistle.

If I see one fond of appearance, or fine clothes, fine

houses, fine furniture, fine equipages, all above his fortune,

for which he contracts debts, and ends his career in a prison,

Alas / say I, he has paid dear, very dear, for his whistle.

When I see a beautiful, sweet-tempered girl married to

an ill-natured brute of a husband. What a pity, say I, that

she shouldpay so muchfor a whistle /

In short, I conceive that great part of the miseries of

mankind are brought upon them by the false estimates they

have made of the value of things, and by their giving too

muchfor their whistles.

Yet I ought to have charity for these unhappy people,

when I consider, that, with all this wisdom of which I am

boasting, there are certain things in the world so tempting,

for example, the apples of King John, which happily are

not to be bought ; for if they were put to sale by auction, I

might very easily be led to ruin myself in the purchase, and

find that I had once more given too much for the whistle.

Vol. II.—42
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A PETITION OF THE LEFT HAND.

TO THOSE WHO HAVE THE SUPERINTENDENCY OF EDUCATION.

I address myself to all the friends of youth, and conjure

them to direct their compassionate regards to my unhappy

fate, in order to remove the prejudices of which I am the

victim. There are twin sisters of us
;
and the two eyes

of man do not more resemble, nor are capable of being

upon better terms with each other, than my sister and my-

self, were it not for the partiality of our parents, who make

the most injurious distinctions between us. From my
infancy, I have been led to consider my sister as a being of

a more elevated rank. I was suffered to grow up without

the least instruction, while nothing was spared in her educa-

tion. She had masters to teach her writing, drawing, music,

and other accomplishments; but if by chance I touched a

pencil, a pen, or a needle, I was bitterly rebuked
;

and

more than once I have been beaten for being awkward, and

wanting a graceful manner. It is true, my sister associated

me with her upon some occasions
;
but she always made a

point of taking the lead, calling upon me only from neces-

sity, or to figure by her side.

But conceive not, Sirs, that my complaints are instigated

merely by vanity. No ; my uneasiness is occasioned by an

object much more serious. It is the practice in our family,

that the whole business of providing for its subsistence falls

upon my sister and myself. If any indisposition should

attack my sister,
—and I mention it in confidence upon this

occasion, that she is subject to the gout, the rheumatism,

and cramp, without making mention of other accidents,—
what would be the fate of our poor family ? Must not th?
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regret of our parents be excessive, at having placed so great

a difference between sisters who are so perfectly equal ?

Alas ! we must perish from distress ;
for it would not be in

my power even to scrawl a suppliant petition for relief,

having been obliged to employ the hand of another in

transcribing the request which I have now the honor to

prefer to you.

Condescend, Sirs, to make my parents sensible of the

injustice of an exclusive tenderness, and of the necessity of

distributing their care and affection among all their children

equally. I am, with a profound respect, Sirs, your obedient

servant, The Left Hand.

To John Bap- Having, some time since heard of your ill-

dlted^pTss^' "^^^ ^^^^ g''^^* concern, it gave me infinite

19 Nov., 1779. pleasure to learn this day from M. Chantel,

who did me the honor of a visit, that you were so far recov-

ered as to be able to make little excursions on horseback.

I pray God that your convalescence may be quick and per-

fect, and your health be again firmly established. Science

would lose too much in losing one so zealous and active in

its cause, and so capable of accelerating its progress and

augmenting its dominions.

I find myself here immersed in affairs, which absorb my

attention, and prevent my pursuing those studies in which

I always found the highest satisfaction ;
and I am now

grown so old, as hardly to hope for a return of that leisure

and tranquillity so necessary for philosophical disquisitions.

I have, however, not long since thrown a few thoughts

on paper relative to the Aurora Borealis, which I would

send you, but that I suppose you may have seen them

in the Journal of the Abb6 Rozier. If not, I will make
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out a copy, and send it to you; perhaps with some cor-

rections.

Everything of your writing is always very welcome to me ;

if, therefore, you have lately published any new experiments

or observations in physics, I shall be happy to see them,

when you have an opportunity of sending them to me.
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To David I HAVE long postponcd answering your letter

t'^rSsy'l^a
of the 29th of June. A principal point in it,

Feb., 1780. on which you seemed to desire my opinion,

was, the conduct you thought America ought to hold, in

case her allies should, from motives of ambition or resent-

ment of former injuries, desire her to continue the war,

beyond what should be reasonable and consistent with her

particular interests. As often as I took up your letter in

order to answer it, this suggestion displeased me, and I laid

it down again. I saw no occasion for discussing such a

question at present, nor any good end it could serve to dis-

cuss it before the case should happen ;
and I saw incon-

veniences in discussing it. I wish, therefore, you had not

mentioned it. For the rest, I am as much for peace as ever

42* ^97
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I was, and as heartily desirous of seeing the war ended, as

I was to prevent its beginning ;
of which your ministers

know I gave a strong proof before I left England, when, in

order to an accommodation, I offered at my own risk,

without orders for so doing, and without knowing whether

I should be owned in doing it, to pay the whole damage
of destroying the tea at Boston, provided the acts made

against that province were repealed. This offer was refused.

I still think it would have been wise to have accepted it.

If the Congress have therefore intrusted to others, rather

than to me, the negotiations for peace, when such shall be

set on foot, as has been reported, it is perhaps because

they may have heard of a very singular opinion of mine,

that there hardly ever existed such a thing as a bad peace,

or a good war, and that I might therefore easily be induced

to make improper concessions. But at the same time they

and you may be assured, that I should think the destruc-

tion of our whole country, and the extirpation of our

whole people, preferable to the infamy of abandoning our

allies.

As neither you nor I are at present authorized to treat

of peace, it seems to little purpose to make or consider

propositions relating to it. I have had so many such put

into my hands, that I am tired of them. I will, however,

give your proposal of a ten years' truce this answer, that,

though I think a solid peace made at once a much better

thing, yet, if the truce is practicable and the peace not, I

should be for agreeing to it. At least I see at present no

sufficient reasons for refusing it, provided our allies approve

of it. But this is merely a private opinion of mine, which

perhaps may be changed by reasons, that at present do not

offer themselves. This, however, I am clear in, that with-
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drawing your troops will be best for you, if you wish a

cordial reconciliation, and that the truce should produce a

peace.*********
You may have heard, that accounts upon oath have been

taken in America, by order of Congress, of the British

barbarities committed there. It is expected of me to make

a schoolbook of them, and to have thirty -five prints

designed here by good artists, and engraved, each express-

ing one or more of the different horrid facts, to be inserted

in the book, in order to impress the minds of children and

posterity with a deep sense of your bloody and insatiable

malice and wickedness. Every kindness I hear of, done

by an Englishman to an American prisoner, makes me

resolve not to proceed in the work, hoping a reconciliation

may yet take place. But every fresh instance of your

devilism weakens that resolution, and makes me abominate

the thought of a reunion with such a people. You, my
friend, have often persuaded me, and I believed it, that

the war was not theirs, nor approved by them. But their

suffering it so long to continue, and the wretched rulers to

remain who carry it on, makes me think you have too good

an opinion of them.

To Richard It gave me great pleasure to understand that

Pas"' 6 Feb- V^^ Continue well. Your writings, after all the

ruary, 1780. abuse you and they have met with, begin to

make serious impressions on those who at first rejected the

counsels you gave ;
and they will acquire new weight every

day, and be in high esteem when the cavils against them

are dead and forgotten.

Please to present my affectionate respects to that honest,
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sensible, and intelligent Society,* who did me so long the

honor of admitting me to share in their instructive conver-

sations. I never think of the hours I so happily spent in

that company, without regretting that they are never to be

repeated ;
for I see no prospect of an end to this unhappy

war in my time. Dr. Priestley, you tell me, continues his

experiments with success. We make daily great improve-

ments in natural, there is one I wish to see in w^ra/ philoso-

phy; the discovery of a plan, that would induce and oblige

nations to settle their disputes without first cutting one

another's throats. When will human reason be sufficiently

improved to see the advantage of this? When will men

be convinced, that even successful wars at length become

misfortunes to those, who unjustly commenced them, and

who triumphed blindly in their success, not seeing all its

consequences? Your great comfort and mine in this war is,

that we honestly and faithfully did every thing in our power

to prevent it.

To Joseph Your kind letter of September 27th came to

feT pLTsy'^^8
^""^"^ ^"^ '^'^'"y l^tely» the bearer having stayed

Feb., 1780. long in Holland. I always rejoice to hear of

your being still employed in experimental researches into

nature, and of the success you meet with. The rapid pro-

gress true science now makes, occasions my regretting

sometimes that I was born so soon. It is impossible to

imagine the height to which may be carried, in a thousand

years, the power of man over matter. We may perhaps

learn to deprive large masses of their gravity, and give them

absolute levity, for the sake of easy transport. Agriculture

* Supposed to allude to a Club at the London Coffee-house.—-S,
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may diminish its labor and double its produce; all diseases

may by sure means be prevented or cured, not excepting

even that of old age, and our lives lengthened at pleasure

even beyond the antediluvian standard. O that moral

science were in as fair a way of improvement, that men

would cease to be wolves to one another, and that human

beings would at length learn what they now improperly call

humanity !

I have considered the situation of that person* very

attentively. I think that, with a little help from the Moral

Algebra, he might form a better judgment than any other

person can form for him. But, since my opinion seems to

be desired, I give it for continuing to the end of the term,

under all the present disagreeable circumstances. The

connexion will then die a natural death. No reason will

be expected to be given for the separation, and of course

no offence taken at reasons given ; the friendship may still

subsist, and in some other way be useful. The time dimin-

ishes daily, and is usefully employed. All human situations

have their inconveniences ; v^efeel those that we find in the

present, and we neither feel nor see those that exist in

another. Hence we make frequent and troublesome changes

without amendment, and often for the worse.

In my youth, I was passenger in a little sloop, descending

the river Delaware. There being no wind, we were obliged,

when the ebb was spent, to cast anchor, and wait for the

next. The heat of the sun on the vessel was excessive, the

company strangers to me, and not very agreeable. Neai

* Dr. Priestley himself, who had accepted the situation of librarian to

Lord Shelburne on a salary of ^^300 a year, for a number of years, but,

before the expiration of the term, had found it irksome, and had sought

Franklin's advice about quitting it.—Ed.
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the river side I saw what I took to be a pleasant green

meadow, in the middle of which was a large shady tree,

where it struck my fancy I could sit and read, (having a

book in my pocket,) and pass the time agreeably till the

tide turned. I therefore prevailed with the captain to put

me ashore. Being landed, I found the greatest part of

my meadow was really a marsh, in crossing which, to

come at my tree, I was up to my knees in mire ; and I

had not placed myself under its shade five minutes, be-

fore the mosquitoes in swarms found me out, attacked

my legs, hands, and face, and made my reading and my
rest impossible; so that I returned to the beach, and

called for the boat to come and take me on board again,

where I was obliged to bear the heat I had strove to quit,

and also the laugh of the company. Similar cases in the

affairs of life have since frequently fallen under my obser-

vation.

I have had thoughts of a college for him in America. I

know no one who might be more useful to the public in the

instruction of youth. But there are possible unpleasant-

nesses in that situation; it cannot be obtained but by a too

hazardous voyage at this time for a family ;
and the time

for experiments would be all otherwise engaged.

To George I have received but lately the letter your

dat^ed 'pas°y' Excellency did me the honor of writing to me
5 March, 1780. in recommendation of the Marquis de Lafay-

ette. His modesty detained it long in his own hands. We
became acquainted, however, from the time of his arrival at

Paris
;
and his zeal for the honor of our country, his activity

in our affairs here, and his firm attachment to our cause and

to you, impressed me with the same regard and esteem for
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him that your Excellency's letter would have done, had it

been immediately delivered to me.

Should peace arrive after another campaign or two, and

afford us a little leisure, I should be happy to see your Ex-

cellency in Europe, and to accompany you, if my age and

strength would permit, in visiting some of its ancient and

most famous kingdoms. You would, on this side of the

sea, enjoy the great reputation you have acquired, pure and

free from those little shades that the jealousy and envy of a

man's countrymen and contemporaries are ever endeavour-

ing to cast over living merit. Here you would know, and

enjoy, what posterity will say of Washington. For a thou-

sand leagues have nearly the same effect with a thousand

years. The feeble voice of those grovelling passions cannot

extend so* far either in time or distance. At present I enjoy

that pleasure for you ;
as I frequently hear the old generals

of this martial country, who study the maps of America,

and mark upon them all your operations, speak with sincere

approbation and great applause of your conduct ;
and join

in giving you the character of one of the greatest captains

of the age.

I must soon quit this scene, but you may live to see our

country flourish, as it will amazingly and rapidly after the

war is over; like a field of young Indian corn, which long

fair weather and sunshine had enfeebled and discolored,

and which in that weak state, by a thunder gust of violent

wind, hail, and rain, seemed to be threatened with absolute

destruction ; yet the storm being past, it recovers fresh ver-

dure, shoots up with double vigor, and delights the eye,

not of its owner only, but of every observing traveller.

The best wishes that can be formed for your health,

honor, and happiness, ever attend you from yours, &c.
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To Samuel ***!{ gives me infinite satisfaction to

ti°d°'plssy ^^^e ^"^' ^^^'^' ^^^^^ y°"' ^^^ wisest and best among
March, 1780. our people are so hearty in endeavouring to

strengthen the alliance. We certainly owe much to this

nation ;
and we shall obtain much more, if the same pru-

dent conduct towards them continues, for they really and

strongly wish our prosperity, and will promote it by every

means in their power. But we should at the same time do

as much as possible for ourselves, and not ride (as we say)

a free horse to death. There are some Americans returning

hence, with whom our people should be upon their guard,

as carrying with them a spirit of enmity to this country.

Not being liked here themselves, they dislike the people ;

for the same reason, indeed, they ought to dislike all that

know them.

To Joseph I have just received the pamphlet you did

Reed, dated
^^ ^j^^ \ioxvQ,x to Send me by M. Gerard, and

Passy, 19
•'

March, 1780. have read it with pleasure. Not only as the

clear state of facts it does you honor, but as it proves the

falsehood of a man,* who also showed no regard to truth in

what he said of me,
" that I approved of the propositions he

carried over.
' ' The truth is this. His brother, Mr. Pulteney,

came here with those propositions; and after stipulating,

that, if I did not approve of them, I should not speak of

them to any person, he communicated them to me. I told

him frankly, on his desiring to know my sentiments, that I

DID NOT approve of them, and that I was sure they would

NOT be accepted in America. "But," I said, "there are

two other Commissioners here ;
I will, if you please, show

* Governor Johnstone, one of the British Commissioners for treating with

Congress.
—Ed.
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your propositions to them, and you will hear their opinions.

I will also show them to the ministry here, without whose

knowledge and concurrence we can take no step in such

affairs," **
No," said he,

" as you do not approve of them,

it can answer no purpose to show them to anybody else
.;

the reasons that weigh with you will also weigh with them
;

therefore I now pray, that no mention may be made of my
having been here, or my business." To this I agreed, and

therefore nothing could be more astonishing to me, than to

see, in an American newspaper, that direct lie, in a letter

from Mr. Johnstone, joined with two other falsehoods re-

lating to the time of the treaty, and to the opinion of Spain !

In proof of the above, I enclose a certificate of a friend

of Mr. Pulteney's,* the •only person present at our interview
;

and I do it the rather at this time, because I am informed,

« " Dear Sir,
"

I send you adjoined the certificate you desire, and am perfectly con-

vinced, from conversations I have since had with Mr. PuUeney, that nobody
was authorized to hold the language, which has been imputed to him on

that subject; and, as I have a high opinion of his candor and worth, I know
it must be painful to him to be brought into question in matters of fact with

persons he esteems. I could wish that this matter may receive no further

publicity, than what is necessary for your justification. I am, &c.
" W. Alexander."

"Paris, 19 March, 1780.
"

I do hereby certify whom it may concern, that I was with Mr. Pulteney
and Dr. Franklin at Paris, when in a conversation between them, on the

subject of certain propositions for a reconciliation with America, offered by
Mr. Pulteney, Dr. Franklin said, he did not approve of them, nor did he

think they would be approved in America, but that he would communicate

them to his colleagues and the French ministry. This Mr. Pulteney op-

posed, saying, that it would answer no good end, as he was persuaded, that

what weighed with Dr. Franklin would weigh also with them ; and therefore

desired, that no mention might be made of his having offered such proposi-

tions, or even of his having been here on such business ;
but that the whole

might be buried in oblivion, agreeably to what had been stipulated by Mr.

Vol. II.—43 w
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that another calumniator (the same who formerly in his

private letters to particular members accused you, with

Messrs. Jay, Duane, Langdon, and Harrison, of betraying

the secrets of Congress in a correspondence with the min-

istry) has made this transaction with Mr. Pulteney an

article of accusation against me, as having approved the

same propositions.* He proposes, I understand, to settle in

your government. I caution you to beware of him
; for, in

sowing suspicions and jealousies, in creating misunder-

standings and quarrels among friends, in malice, subtilty,

^nd indefatigable industry, he has I think no equal.

I am glad to see that you continue to preside in our new

State, as it shows that your public conduct is approved by

the people. You have had a difficult time, which required

abundance of prudence, and you have been equal to the

occasion. The disputes about the Constitution seem to

have subsided. It is much admired here, and all over

Europe, and will draw over many families of fortune to

settle under it, as soon as there is a peace. The defects,

that may on seven years' trial be found in it, can be

amended, when the time comes for considering them.

To an agent In my last, of the 27th instant, I omitted
for American

^^^ ^^. j ^^^ intended, viz. to dcsire you
cruisers, da- ° •'

ted Passy, 30 would givc absolutc Orders to your cruisers not
ay, 17 o.

^^ bring in any more Dutch vessels, though

charged with enemy's goods, unless contraband. All the

neutral States of Europe seem at present disposed to change

Pulteney, and agreed to by Dr. Franklin, before the propositions were pro

duced ;
which Dr. Franklin accordingly promised.

"W. Alexander."
«- The calumniator here referred to is Arthur Lee.
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what had before been deemed the law of nations, to wit,

that an enemy's property may be taken wherever found;

and to establish a rule, that free ships shall make free goods.

This rule is itself so reasonable, and of a nature to be so

beneficial to mankind, that I cannot but wish it may become

general. And I make no doubt but that the Congress will

agree to it, in as full an extent as France and Spain. In

the mean time, and until I have received their orders on

the subject, it is my intention to condemn no more English

goods found in Dutch vessels, unless contraband ; of which

I thought it right to give you this previous notice, that you

may avoid the trouble and expense likely to arise from such

captures, and from the detention of them for a decision.

To the Presi- * * *
'Pl-jg Ania7ice in her last cruise,

gress," datTd ™^'^ ^^'^'"^ ^^^ s^"t to America a Dutch ship,

Passy, 31 supposed to have on board an English cargo.
May, 1780. . , .

& &

A ship of that nation has been brought in

here by the Black Prince, having an English cargo. I

consulted with Messrs. Adams and Dana, who informed me,
that it was an established rule with us in such cases to con-

fiscate the cargo, but to release the ship, paying her freight,

&c. This I have accordingly ordered in the case of this

ship, and hope it may be satisfactory. But it is a critical

time with respect to such cases
; for, whatever may formerly

have been the law of nations, all the neutral powers at the

instance of Russia seem at present disposed to change it,

and to enforce the rule thatyr^i? ships shall makefree goods,

except in the case of contraband. Denmark, Sweden, and

Holland have already acceded to the proposition, and

Portugal is expected to follow. France and Spain, in their

answers, have also expressed their approbation of it. I have,
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therefore, instructed our privateers to bring in no more

neutral ships, as such prizes occasion much litigation, and

create ill blood.

To Robert Every thing here in Europe continues to

Morris, dated j j- -n • o j ta i

Passy ajune
Wear a good face. Russia, Sweden, Denmark,

1780. and Holland are raising a strong naval force

to establish the free navigation for neutral ships, and of all

their cargoes, though belonging to enemies, except con-

traband, that is, military stores. France and Spain have

approved of it, and it is likely to become henceforth the

law of nations, that free ships make free goods. England
does not like this confederacy. I wish they would extend

it still farther, and ordain, that unarmed trading ships, as

well as fishermen and farmers, should be respected, as

working for the common benefit of mankind, and never be

interrupted in their operations, even by national enemies ;

but let those only fight with one another, whose trade it is.

and who are armed and paid for the purpose.

To Charles I approve much of the principles of the

dated confederacy of the neutral powers, and am not

Passy, 5 June, only for respecting the ships as the house of a

friend, though containing the goods of an

enemy, but I even wish, for the sake of humanity, that the

law of nations may be further improved, by determining,

that, even in time of war, all those kinds of people, who

are employed in procuring subsistence for the species, or in

exchanging the necessaries or conveniences of life, which

are for the common benefit of mankind, such as husband-

men on their lands, fishermen in their barques, and traders

in unarmed vessels, shall be permitted to prosecute their
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several innocent and useful employments without interrup-

tion or molestation, and nothing taken from them, even

when wanted by an enemy, but on paying a fair price for

the same.

To John Jay, Mrs. Jay does me much honor in desiring

13 June 1780
*-° have one of the prints, that have been made

here of her countryman. I send what is said

to be the best of five or six engraved by different hands,

from different paintings. The verses at the bottom are

truly extravagant. But you must know, that the desire of

pleasing, by a perpetual rise of compliments in this polite

nation, has so used up all the common expressions of appro-

bation, that they are become flat and insipid, and to use

them almost implies censure. Hence music, that formerly

might be sufficiently praised when it was called bonne, to go
a little farther they call it excellente, then siiperbe, magnifiqiie,

exquise, celeste, all which being in their turns worn out,

there only remains divine; and, when that is grown as

insignificant as its predecessors, I think they must return to

common speech and common sense
; as,*from vying with

one another in fine and costly paintings on their coaches,

since I first knew the country, not being able to go farther

in that way, they have returned lately to plain carriages,

painted without arms or figures, in one uniform color.

To William The Marquis de Lafayette arrived safely ai

dated Vass'y
Boston on the 28th of April, and, it is said,

17 June, 1780. gave expectations of the coming of a squadron

* Secretary to the American Legation at Madrid, while Mr. Jay was

minister there
;
and afterwards for many years Charge d'Affaires of the

United States at the court of Spain.
—Ed.

43*
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and troops. The vessel that brings this left New London

the 2d of May; her captain reports, that the siege of

Charleston was raised, the troops attacked in their retreat,

and Clinton killed
;
but this wants confirmation. London

has been in the utmost confusion for seven or eight days.

The beginning of this month, a mob of fanatics, joined

by a mob of rogues, burnt and destroyed property to the

amount, it is said, of a million sterling. Chapels of foreign

ambassadors, houses of members of Parliament that had

promoted the act for favoring Catholics, and the houses of

many private persons of that religion, were pillaged and

consumed, or pulled down, to the number of fifty; among
the rest, Lord Mansfield's is burnt, with all his furniture,

pictures, books, and papers. Thus he, who approved the

burning of American houses, has had fire brought home

to him. He himself was horribly scared, and Governor

Hutchinson, it is said, died outright of the fright. The

mob, tired with roaring and rioting seven days and nights,

were at length suppressed, and quiet restored on the 9th,

in the evening. Next day Lord George Gordon was com-

mitted to the toWer.

Enclosed I send you the little piece you desire.* To
understand it rightly you should be acquainted with some

few circumstances. The person to whom it was addressed

is Madame Brillon, a lady of most respectable character

and pleasing conversation ; mistress of an amiable family

in this neighborhood, with which I spend an evening twice

in every week. She has, among other elegant accomplisli-

ments, that of an excellent musician; and, with her daugh-

ter, who sings prettily, and some friends who play, she

* The Ephemera. See p. 513.-
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kindly entertains me and my grandson with little concerts,

a cup of tea, and a game of chess. I call this my Opera,

for I rarely go to the Opera at Paris.

The Moulin Joli is a little island in the Seine about two

leagues hence, part of the country-seat of another friend,*

where we visit every summer, and spend a day in the

pleasing society of the ingenious, learned, and very polite

persons who inhabit it. At the time when the letter was

written, all conversations at Paris were filled with disputes

about the music of Gluck and Picini, a German and Italian

musician, who divided the town into violent parties. A
friend of this lady having obtained a copy of it, under a

promise not to give another, did not observe that promise ;

so that many have been taken, and it is become as public

as such a thing can well be, that is not printed; but I could

not dream of its being heard of at Madrid ! The thought

was partly taken from a little piece of some unknown writer,

which I met with fifty years since in a newspaper, and

which the sight of the Ephemera brought to my recoller-

tion.

To John Fo- I rcjoiccd most sincerely to hear of your

t^rpass '^r recovery from the dangerous illness by which

June, 1780. I lost my very valuable friend Peter Collinson.

As I am sometimes apprehensive of the same disorder, I

wish to know the means that were used and succeeded in

your case; and shall be exceedingly obliged to you for

communicating them when you can do it conveniently.

Be pleased to remember me respectfully to your good

sister, and to our worthy friend, David Barclay, who I make

* Monsieur Watelet.—Ed.
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no doubt laments with you and me, that the true pains we

took together to prevent all this horrible mischief proved

ineffectual.

THE EPHEMERA;

AN EMBLEM OF HUMAN LIFE.

To Madame You may remember, my dear friend, that

Palsy"' writ-
'^^''^^ "^^ lately Spent that happy day in the

ten in 1778. delightful garden and sweet society of the

Moulin Joly, I stopped a little in one of our walks, and

stayed some time behind the company. We had been

shown numberless skeletons of a kind of little fly, called

an ephemera, whose successive generations, we were told,

were bred and expired within the day. I happened to see

a living company of them on a leaf, who appeared to be

engaged in conversation. You know I understand all the

inferior animal tongues. My too great application to the

study of them is the best excuse I can give for the little

progress I have made in your charming language. I listened

through curiosity to the discourse of these little creatures ;

but as they, in their natural vivacity, spoke three or four

together, I could make but little of their conversation. I

found, however, by some broken expressions that I heard

now and then, they were disputing warmly on the merit of

two foreign musicians, one a cousin, the other a moscheto ;

in which dispute they spent their time, seemingly as regard-

less of the shortness of life as if they had been sure of

living a month. Happy people ! thought I ; you are cer-

tainly under a wise, just, and mild government, since you

nave no public grievances to complain of, nor any subject

of contention but the perfections and imperfections of

foreign music. I turned my head from them to an old
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grey-headed one, who was single on another leaf, and talk-

ing to himself. Being amused with his soliloquy, I put it

down in writing, in hopes it will likewise amuse her to

whom I am so much indebted for the most pleasing of all

amusements, her delicious company and heavenly harmony.

"It was," said he, "the opinion of learned philosophers

of our race, who lived and flourished long before my time,

that this vast world, the Moulin Joly, could not itself sub-

sist more than eighteen hours
; and I think there was some

foundation for that opinion, since, by the apparent motion

of the great luminary that gives life to all nature, and which

in my time has evidently declined considerably towards the

ocean at the end of our earth, it must then finish its course,

be extinguished in the waters that surround us, and leave

the world in cold and darkness, necessarily producing

universal death and destruction. I have lived seven of

those hours, a great age, being no less than four hundred

and twenty minutes of time. How very few of us continue

so long ! I have seen generations born, flourish, and ex-

pire. My present friends are the children and grandchildren

of the friends of my youth, who are now, alas, no more!

And I must soon follow them
; for, by the course of nature,

though still in health, I cannot expect to live above seven

or eight minutes longer. What now avails all my toil and

labor, in amassing honey-dew on this leaf, which I cannot

live to enjoy ! What the political struggles I have been

engaged in, for the good of my compatriot inhabitants of

this bush, or my philosophical studies for the benefit of our

race in general ! for, in politics, what can laws do without

morals? Our present race of ephemerae will in a course of

minutes become corrupt, like those of other and older

bushes, and consequently as wretched. And in philosophy
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how small our progress ! Alas ! art is long and life is short !

My friends would comfort me with the idea of a name, they

say I shall leave behind me; and they tell me I have lived

long enough to nature and to glory. But what will fame be

to an ephemera who no longer exists? and what will become

of all history in the eighteenth hour, when the world itself,

even the whole Moulin Joly, shall come to its end, and be

buried in universal ruin ?" To me after all my eager pur-

suits, no solid pleasures now remain, but the reflection of a

long life spent in meaning well, the sensible conversation

of a few good lady ephemerae, and now and then a kind

smile and a tune from the ever amiable Brillante.

To Alexander You scc, my dear Sir, that I was not afraid

Passy 22 ^^y masters would take it amiss, if I ran to see

July, 1780. an old friend, though in the service of their

enemy. They are reasonable enough to allow, that differ-

ing politics should not prevent the intercommunication of

philosophers, who study and converse for the benefit of

mankind. But you have doubts about coming to dine with

me. I suppose you will not venture it
; your refusal will

not indeed do so much honor to the generosity and good

nature of your government, as to your sagacity. You know

your people, and I do not expect you. I think, too, that

in friendship I ought not to make you more visits, as I

intended
;
but I send my grandson to pay his duty to his

physician.

You inquired about my gout, and I forgot to acquaint

you, that I had treated it a little cavalierly in its two last

* A surgeon of eminence in the British army, then passing through Paris ;

brother to Colonel Small, who particularly distinguished himself by his

humanity at the battle of Bunker's Hill, near Boston.—W. T. F.
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accesses. Finding one night that my foot gave me more

pain after it was covered warm in bed, I put it out of bed

naked
; and, perceiving it easier, I let it remain longer than

I at first designed, and at length fell asleep, leaving it there

till morning. The pain did not return, and I grew well.

Next winter, having a second attack, I repeated the experi-

ment
;
not with such immediate success in dismissing the

gout, but constantly with the effect of rendering it less

painful, so that it permitted me to sleep every night. I

should mention, that it was my son who gave me the first

intimation of this practice. He being in the old opinion,

that the gout was to be drawn out by transpiration ; and,

having heard me say, that perspiration was carried on more

copiously when the body was naked, than when clothed, he

put his foot out of bed to increase that discharge, and found

ease by it, which he thought a confirmation of the doctrine.

But this method requires to be confirmed by more experi-

ments, before one can conscientiously recommend it. I

give it you, however, in exchange for your receipt of tartar

emetic ;
because the commerce of philosophy as well as

other commerce, is best promoted by taking care to make

returns.

•

DIALOGUE BETWEEN FRANKLIN AND THE GOUT.

Midnight, 22 October, 1780.

Franklin. Eh ! Oh ! Eh ! What have I done to merit

these cruel sufferings?

Gout. Many things ; you have ate and drank too freely,

and too much indulged those legs of yours in their indo-

lence.

Franklin. Who is it that accuses me?

Gout. It is I, even I, the Gout.
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Franklin. What ! my enemy in person ?

Gout. No, not your enemy.

Franklin. I repeat it
; my enemy ;

for you would not

only torment my body to death, but ruin my good name ;

you reproach me as a glutton and a tippler; now all the

world, that knows me, will allow that I am neither the one

nor the other.

Gout. The world may think as it pleases ; it is always

very complaisant to itself, and sometimes to its friends ;

but I very well know that the quantity of meat and drink

proper for a man, who takes a reasonable degree of exercise,

would be too much for another, who never takes any.

Franklin. I take—Eh ! Oh !
—as much exercise—Eh !

—
as I can. Madam Gout. You know my sedentary state, and

on that account, it would seem, Madam Gout, as if you might

spare me a little, seeing it is not altogether my own fault.

Gout. Not a jot ; your rhetoric and your politeness

are thrown away; your apology avails nothing. If your

situation in life is a sedentary one, your amusements, your

recreations, at least, should be active. You ought to walk

or ride ; or, if the weather prevents that, play at billiards.

But let us examine your course of life. While the mornings

are long, and you have leisure to go abroad, what do you

do? Why, instead of gaining an appetite for breakfast, by

salutary exercise, you amuse yourself with books, pamphlets,

or newspapers, which commonly are not worth the reading.

Yet you eat an inordinate breakfast, four dishes of tea, with

cream, and one or two buttered toasts, with slices of hung

beef, which I fancy are not things the most easily digested.

Immediately afterward you sit down to write at your desk,

or converse with persons who apply to you on business.

Thus the time passes till one, without any kind of bodily
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exercise. But all this I could pardon, in regard, as you

say, to your sedentary condition. But what is your prac-

tice after dinner ? Walking in the beautiful gardens of those

friends, with whom you have dined, would be the choice

of men of sense ; yours is to be fixed down to chess, where

you are found engaged for two or three hours ! This is

your perpetual recreation, which is the least eligible of any
for a sedentary man, because, instead of accelerating the

motion of the fluids, the rigid attention it requires helps

to retard the circulation and obstruct internal secretions.

Wrapt in the speculations of this wretched game, you

destroy your constitution. - What can be expected from

such a course of living, but a body replete with stagnant

humors, ready to fall a prey to all kinds of dangerous mala-

dies, if I, the Gout, did not occasionally bring you relief

by agitating those humors, and so purifying or dissipating

them? If it was in some nook or alley in Paris, deprived

of walks, that you played awhile at chess after dinner, this

might be excusable
;
but the same taste prevails with you

in Passy, Auteuil, Montmartre, or Sanoy, places where there

are the finest gardens and walks, a pure air, beautiful women,
and most agreeable and instructive conversation ; all which

you might enjoy by frequenting the walks. But these are

rejected for this abominable game of chess. Fie, then, Mr.

Franklin ! But amidst ray instructions, I had almost forgot

to administer my wholesome corrections
;

so take that

twinge,
—and that.

Franklin. Oh ! Eh ! Oh ! Ohhh ! As much instruc-

tion as you please. Madam Gout, and as many reproaches;

but pray. Madam, a truce with your corrections !

Gout. No, Sir, no,—I will not abate a particle of what

is so much for your good,
—therefore—

Vol. II.—44
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Franklin. Oh ! Ehhh !
—It is not fair to say I take no

exercise, when I do very often, going out to dine and

returning in my carriage.

Gout. That, of all imaginable exercises, is the most

slight and insignificant, if you allude to the motion of a

carriage suspended on springs. By observing the degree

of heat obtained by different kinds of motion, we may form

an estimate of the quantity of exercise given by each. Thus,

for example, if you turn out to walk in winter with cold

feet, in an hour's time you will be in a glow all over ; ride

on horseback, the same effect will scarcely be perceived by

four hours' round trotting ;
but if you loll in a carriage,

such as you have mentioned, you may travel all day, and

gladly enter the last inn to warm your feet by a fire. Flatter

yourself then no longer, that half an hour's airing in your

carriage deserves the name of exercise. Providence has

appointed few to roll in carriages, while he has given to

all a pair of legs, which are machines infinitely more com-

modious and serviceable. Be grateful, then, and make a

proper use of yours. Would you know how they forward

the circulation of your fluids, in the very action of trans-

porting you from place to place ; observe when you walk,

that all your weight is alternately thrown from one leg to

the other ;
this occasions a great pressure on the vessels of

the foot, and repels their contents ;
when relieved, by the

weight being thrown on the other foot, the vessels of the

first are allowed to replenish, and, by a return of this weight,

this repulsion again succeeds ;
thus accelerating the circu-

lation of the blood. The heat produced in any given time,

depends on the degree of this acceleration; the fluids are

shaken, the humors attenuated, the secretions facilitated,

and all goes well ;
the cheeks are ruddy, and health is
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established. Behold your fair friend at Auteuil ;* a lady

who received from bounteous nature more really useful

science, than half a dozen such pretenders to philosophy
as you have been able to extract from all your books.

When she honors you vi'ith a visit, it is on foot. She

walks all hours of the day, and leaves indolence, and

its concomitant maladies, to be endured by her horses.

In this see at once the preservative of her health and

personal charms. But when you go to Auteuil, you must

have your carriage, though it is no further from Passy to

Auteuil than from Auteuil to Passy.

Franklin. Your reasonings grow very tiresome. •

Gout. I stand corrected. I will be silent and continue

my office
; take that, and that.

Franklin. Oh ! Ohh ! Talk on, I pray you !

Gout. No, no
;

I have a good number of twinges for

you to-night, and you maybe sure of some more to-morrow.

Franklin. What, with such a fever! I shall go dis-

tracted. Oh ! Eh ! Can no one bear it for me?
Gout. Ask that of your horses ; they have served you

faithfully.

Franklin. How can you so cruelly sport with my tor-

ments ?

Gout. Sport ! I am very serious. I have here a list

of offences against your own health distinctly written, and
can justify every stroke inflicted on you.

Franklin. Read it then.

Gout. It is too long a detail
; but I will briefly mention

some particulars.

Franklin. Proceed. I am all attention.

••" Madame Helvetius.—Ed.
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Gout. Do you remember how often you have promised

yourself, the following morning, a walk in the grove of

Boulogne, in the garden de la Muette, or in your own

garden, and have violated your promise, alleging, at one

time, it was too cold, at another too warm, too windy, too

moist, or what else you pleased ;
when in truth it was too

nothing, but your insuperable love of ease ?

Franklin. That I confess may have happened occa-

sionally, probably ten times in a year.

Gout. Your confession is very far short of the truth ;

the gross amount is one hundred and ninety-nine times.

Franklin. Is it possible?

Gout. So possible, that it is fact
; you may rely on the

accuracy of my statement. You know Mr. Brillon's gar-

dens, and what fine walks they contain
; you know the

handsome flight of an hundred steps, which lead from the

terrace above to the lawn below. You have been in the

practice of visiting this amiable family twice a week, after

dinner, and it is a maxim of your own, that "a man may
take as much exercise in walking a mile, up and down

stairs, as in ten on level ground." What an opportunity

was here for you to have had exercise in both these ways !

Did you embrace it, and how often ?

Franklin. I cannot immediately answer that question.

Gout. I will do it for you; not once.

Franklin. Not once ?

Gout. Even so. During the summer you went there at

six o'clock. You found the charming lady, with her lovely

children and friends, eager to walk with you, and entertain

you with their agreeable conversation
;
and what has been

your choice? Why to sit on the terrace, satisfying your-

self with the fine prospect, and passing your eye over the
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beauties of the garden below, without taking one step to

descend and walk about in them. On the contrary, you

call for tea and the chess-board ;
and lo ! you are occupied

in your seat till nine o'clock, and that besides two hours'

play after dinner; and then, instead of walking home,

which would have bestirred you a little, you step into your

carriage. How absurd to suppose that all this careless-

ness can be reconcilable with health, without my interpo-

sition!

Franklin. I am convinced now of the justness of Poor

Richard's remark, that " Our debt's and our sins are always

greater than we think for."

Gout. So it is. You philosophers are sages in. your

maxims, and fools in your conduct.

Franklin. But do you charge among my crimes, that I

return in a carriage from Mr. Brillon's?

Gout. Certainly; for, having been seated all the while,

you cannot object the fatigue of the day, and cannot want

therefore the relief of a carriage.

Franklin. What then would you have me do with my
carriage ?

Gout. Burn it if you choose ; you would at least get

heat out of it once in this way; or, if you dislike that pro-

posal, here's another for you ; observe the poor peasants,

who work in the vineyards and grounds about the villages

of Passy, Auteuil, Chaillot, &c. ; you may find every day,

among these deserving creatures, four or five old men and

women, bent and perhaps crippled by weight of years, and

too long and too great labor. After a most fatiguing day,

these people have to trudge a mile or two to their smoky
huts. Order your coachman to set them down. This is an

act that will be good for your soul ; and, at the same time,

44*
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after your visit to the Brillons, if you return on foot, that

will be good for your body.

Franklin. Ah ! how tiresome you are !

Gout. Well, then, to my office ; it should not be for-

gotten that I am your physician. There.

Franklin. Ohhh ! what a devil of a physician !

Gout. How ungrateful you are to say so ! Is it not I

who, in the character of your physician, have saved you

from the palsy, dropsy, and apoplexy? one or other of which

would have done for you long ago, but for me.

Franklin. I submit, and thank you for the past, but

entreat the discontinuance of your visits for the future; for,

in my mind, one had better die than be cured so dolefully.

Permit me just to hint, that I have also not been unfriendly

to you. I never feed physician or quack of any kind, to

enter the list against you ;
if then you do not leave me to

my repose, it may be said you are ungrateful too.

Gout. I can scarcely acknowledge that as any objection.

As to quacks, I despise them; they may kill you indeed,

but cannot injure me. And, as to regular physicians, they

are at last convinced, that the gout, in such a subject as

you are, is no disease, but a remedy ;
and wherefore cure a

remedy ?—but to our business,—there.

Franklin. Oh! Oh!—for Heaven's sake leave me;
and I promise faithfully never more to play at chess, but to

take exercise daily, and live temperately.

Gout. I know you too well. You promise fair
; but,

after a few months of good health, you will return to your

old habits ; your fine promises will be forgotten like the

forms of the last year's clouds. Let us then finish the

account, and I will go. But I leave you with an assurance

of visiting you again at a proper time and place; for my
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object is your good, and you are sensible now that I am

your realfriend.

To Madame And now I mention your friends,

Auteuii.
'

^^^ ™^ ^^1^ y°"' that I have in my way been

trying to form some hypothesis to account for

your having so many, and of such various kinds. I see

that statesmen, philosophers, historians, poets, and men of

learning of all sorts, are drawn around you, and seem as

willing to attach themselves to you as straws about a fine

piece of amber. It is not that you make pretensions to any
of their sciences ; and, if you did, similarity of studies

does not always make people love one another. It is not

that you take pains to engage them
; artless simplicity is a

striking part of your character. I would not attempt to

explain it by the story of the ancient, who, being asked

why philosophers sought the acquaintance of kings, and

kings not that of philosophers, replied, that philosophers

knew what they wanted, which was not always the case with

kings. Yet thus far the comparison may go, that we find

in your sweet society, that charming benevolence, that

amiable attention to oblige, that disposition to please and

be pleased, which we do not always find in the society of

one another. It springs from you ; it has its influence on

us all
;
and in your company we are not only pleased with

you, but better pleased with one another, and with our-

selves.

To Madame Mortified at the barbarous resolution pro-
Helvetius. 1 , . . . ,nounced by you so positively yesterday even-

ing, that you would remain single the rest of your life, as

\ compliment due to the memory of your husband, I retired
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to my chamber. Throwing myself upon my bed, I dreamt

that I was dead, and was transported to the Elysian Fields.

I was asked whether I wished to see any persons in par-

ticular; to which I replied, that I wished to see the phi-

losophers. "There are two who live here at hand in this

garden ; they are good neighbours, and very friendly to-

wards one another." "Who are they?" "Socrates and

Helvetius." "I esteem them both highly; but let me see

Helvetius first, because I understand a little French, but

not a word of Greek." I was conducted to him; he re-

ceived me with much courtesy, having known me, he said,

by character, some time past. He asked me a thousand

questions relative to the war, the present state of religion,

of liberty, of the government in France. "You do not

inquire, then," said I, "after your dear friend, Madame
Helvetius

; yet she loves you exceedingly ;
I was in her

company not more than an hour ago." "Ah," said he,

"you make me recur to my past happiness, which ought to

be forgotten in order to be happy here. For many years I

could think of nothing but her, though at length I am con-

soled. I have taken another wife, the most like her that I

could find
;
she is not indeed altogether so handsome, but

she has a great fund of wit and good sense ; and her whole

study is to please me. She is at this moment gone to fetch

the best nectar and ambrosia to regale me; stay here awhile

and you will see her." "I perceive," said I, "that your

former friend is more faithful to you than you are to her ;

she has had several good offers, but refused them all. I

will confess to you that I loved her extremely; but she was

cruel to me, and rejected me peremptorily for your sake."

"I pity you sincerely," said he, "for she is an excellent

woman, handsome and amiable. But do not the Abb6 de
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la Roche and the Abb6 Morellet visit her?" "Certainly

they do ; not one of your friends has dropped her acquaint-

ance." "If you had gained the Abbe Morellet with a

bribe of good coffee and cream, perhaps you would have

succeeded
;

for he is as deep a reasoner as Duns Scotus or

St, Thomas; he arranges and methodizes his arguments in

such a manner that they are almost irresistible. Or, if by

a fine edition of some old classic, you had gained the Abbe

de la Roche to speak agamsf you, that would have been

still better
;

as I always observed, that when he recom-

mended any thing to her, she had a great inclination to do

directly the contrary." As he finished these words the new

Madame Helvetius entered with the nectar, and I recognized

her immediately as my former American friend, Mrs.

Franklin! I reclaimed her, but she answered me coldly;

"I was a good wife to you for forty-nine years and four

months, nearly half a century; let that content you. I

have formed a new connexion here, which will last to

eternity."

Indignant at this refusal of my Eurydice, I immediately

resolved to quit those ungrateful shades, and return to this

good world again, to behold the sun and you ! Here I am:

let us avenge ourselves !

A L'Abbe de " M. Franklin n'oublie jamais aucune Partie
La Roche.

^^ Mmc. Helvetius doit etre. II croit meme

que s'il etait engage d'aller a Paradis ce matin, il ferai sup-

plication d'estre permisde rester sur terre jusqu'a une heure

et demi, pour recevoir I'Embrassade qu'elle a bienvoulu lui

promettre en le rencontrant chez M. Turgot."*

* "One may judge of Franklin's gallantry," says M. Laboulaye, "by a

note which is preserved in the Imperial library, and which has never been
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To the Abbe I havc lun ovcr, Hiy dear friend, the little

at Auteu°n.
^' ^^^^ °f poetry, by M. Helvetius, with which

you presented me. The poem on "Happiness"

pleased me much, and brought to my recollection a little

drinking song, which I wrote forty years ago upon the same

Eubject, and which is nearly on the same plan, with many
of the same thoughts, but very concisely expressed. It is

as follows.

Singer.

Fair Venus calls ; her voice obey,
In beauty's arms spend night and day.
The joys of love all joys excel,

And loving's certainly doing well.

Chorus.
Oh! nol

Not so !

For honest souls know,
Friends and a bottle still bear the bell.

Singer.

Then let us get money, like bees lay up honey;
We'll build us new hives, and store each cell.

The sight of our treasure shall yield us great pleasure ;

We'll count it, and chink it, and jingle it weU.

Chorus.
Oh! no!

Not so !

For honest souls know.
Friends and a bottle still bear the bell.

published. I am indebted for a copy of it to my amiable and learned col-

league M. Paulin, of Paris. I respect the orthography of Franklin."

The note here referred to is given in the text, and the following is a trans-

lation of it :

Mr. Franklin never forgets any party at which Madame Helvetius is ex-

pected. He even believes that if he were engaged to go to Paradise this

morning, he would pray for permission to remain on the earth until half-past

one, to receive the embrace promised him at the Turgots'.
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Singer.

If this does not fit ye, let 's govern the city,

In power is pleasure no tongue can tell
;

By crowds though you're teased, your pride shall be pleased.
And this can make Lucifer happy in hell !•

Chorus.
Ohl no!

Not so 1

For honest souls know,

Friends and a bottle still bear the bell.

Singer.

Then toss off your glasses, and scorn the dull asses,

Who, missing the kernel, still gnaw- the shell
;

"What's love, rule, or riches? Wise Solomon teaches,

They're vanity, vanity, vanity still.

Chonts.
That's true

;

He knew
;

He'd tried them all through ;

Friends and a bottle still bore the bell.

'Tis a singer, my dear Abbe, who exhorts his compan-
ions to seek happiness in love, in riches, and in power.

They reply, singing together, that happiness is not to be

found in any of these things ; that it is only to be found in

friends and wine. To this proposition the singer at length

assents. The phrase
" bear the bell,'" answers to the French

expression ,

' ' obtain the prize.
' '

I have often remarked, in reading the works of M. Hel-

vetius, that, although we were born and educated in two

countries so remote from each other, we have often been

inspired with the same thoughts ; and it is a reflection very

flattering to me, that we have not only loved the same

studies, but, as far as we have mutually known them, the

same friends, and the same woman.
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AN ECONOMICAL PROJECT FOR DIMINISHING THE COST
OF LIGHT.

TO THE AUTHORS OF THE JOURNAL OF PARIS.

Messieurs,

You often entertain us with accounts of new discoveries.

Permit me to communicate to the public, through your

paper, one that has lately been made by myself, and which

I conceive may be of great utility.

I was the other evening in a grand company, where the

new lamp of Messrs. Quinquet and Lange was introduced;

and much admired for its splendor ;
but a general inquiry

was made, whether the oil it consumed was not in propor-

tion to the light it afforded, in which case there would be

no saving in the use of it. No one present could satisfy us

in that point, which all agreed ought to be known, it being

a very desirable thing to lessen, if possible, the expense of

lighting our apartments, when every other article of family

expense was so much augmented.

I was pleased to see this general concern for economy,

for I love economy exceedingly.

I went home, and to bed, three or four hours after mid-

night, with my head full of the subject. An accidental

sudden noise waked me about six in the morning, when I

was surprised to find my room filled with light ;
and I

imagined at first, that a number of those lamps had been

brought into it
; but, rubbing my eyes, I perceived the

light came in at the windows. I got up and looked out to

see what might be the occasion of it, when I saw the sun

just rising above the horizon, from whence he poured his

rays plentifully into my chamber, my domestic having

negligently omitted, the preceding evening, to close the

shutters.
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I looked at my watch, which goes very well, and found

that it was but six o'clock; and still thinking it something

extraordinary that the sun should rise so early, I looked

into the almanac, where I found it to be the hour given for

his rising on that day. I looked forward, too, and found

he was to rise still earlier every day till towards the end of

June ; and that at no time in the year he retarded his rising

so long as till eight o'clock. Your readers, who with me

have never seen any signs of sunshine before noon, and

seldom regard the astronomical part of the almanac, will be

as much astonished as I was, when they hear of his rising so

early ;
and especially when I assure them, that he gives light

as soon as he rises. I am convinced of this. I am certain

of my fact. One cannot be more certain of any fact. I

saw it with my own eyes. And, having repeated this ob-

servation the three following mornings, I found always pre-

cisely the same result.

Yet it so happens, that when I speak of this discovery to

others, I can easily perceive by their countenances, though

they forbear expressing it in words, that they do not quite

believe me. One, indeed, who is a learned natural philos-

opher, has assured me that I must certainly be mistaken as

to the circumstance of the light coming into my room ;
for

it being well known, as he says, that there could be no

light abroad at that hour, it follows that none could enter

from without ;
and that of consequence, my windows being

accidentally left open, instead of letting in the light, had

only served to let out the darkness ;
and he used many in-

genious arguments to show me how I might, by that means,

have been deceived. I owned that he puzzled me a little,

but he did not satisfy me ;
and the subsequent observations I

made, as above mentioned, confirmed me in my first opinion.

Vol. II.—45 x
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This event has given rise in my mind to several serious

and important reflections. I considered that, if I had not

been awakened so early in the morning, I should have slept

six hours longer by the light of the sun, and in exchange

have lived six hours the following night by candle-light ;

and, the latter being a much more expensive light than the

former, my love of economy induced me to muster up what

little arithmetic I was master of, and to make some calcu-

lations, which I shall give you, after observing that utility

is, in my opinion, the test of value in matters of invention,

and that a discovery which can be applied to no use, or is

not good for something, is good for nothing.

I took for the basis of my calculation the supposition that

there are one hundred thousand families in Paris, and that

these families consume in the night half a pound of bougies,

or candles, per hour. I think this is a moderate allowance,

taking one family with another ; for though I believe some

consume less, I know that many consume a great deal more.

Then estimating seven hours per day as the medium quantity

between the time of the sun's rising and ours, he rising

during the six following months from six to eight hours

before noon, and there being seven hours of course per night

in which we burn candles, the account will stand thus ;
—

In the six months between the 20th of March and the

20th of September, there are

Nights 183

Hours of each night in which we burn can-

O IcS ••••••••• /

Multiplication gives for the total number

of hours ........ 1,281

These 1,281 hours multiplied by 100,000,

the number of inhabitants, give . . . 128,100,000
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One hundred twenty-eight millions and one

hundred thousand hours, spent at Paris by

candle-light, which, at half a pound of wax

and tallow per hour, gives the weight of . 64,050,000

Sixty-four millions and fifty thousand of

pounds, which, estimating the whole at the

medium price of thirty sols the pound,
makes the sum of ninety-six millions and

seventy-five thousand livres tournois . 96,075,000

An immense sum ! that the city of Paris might save every

year, by the economy of using sunshine instead of candles.

If it should be said, that people are apt to be obstinately

attached to old customs, and that it will be difficult to in-

duce them to rise before noon, consequently my discovery

can be of little use ; I answer. Nil desperandutn. I believe

all who have common sense, as soon as they have learnt

from this paper that it is daylight when the sun rises, will

contrive to rise with him
; and, to compel the rest, I would

propose the following regulations ;

First. Let a tax be laid of a louis per window, on every

window that is provided with shutters to keep out the light

of the sun.

Second. Let the same salutary operation of police be

made use of, to prevent our burning candles, that inclined

us last winter to be more economical in burning wood ;

that is, let guards be placed in the shops of the wax and

tallow chandlers, and no family be permitted to be supplied

with more than one pound of candles per week.

Third. Let guards also be posted to stop all the coaches,

&c. that would pass the streets after sun -set, except those

of physicians, surgeons, and midwives.
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Fourth. Every morning as soon as the sun rises, let all

the bells in every church be set ringing ;
and if that is not

sufficient, let cannon be fired in every street, to wake the

sluggards effectually, and make them open their eyes to see

their true interest.

All the difficulty will be in the first two or three days ;

after which the reformation will be as natural and easy as

the present irregularity ; for, ce n' est que le premierpas qui

coute. Oblige a man to rise at four in the morning, and it

is more than probable he will go willingly to bed at eight

in the evening ; and, having had eight hours sleep, he will

rise more willingly at four in the morning following. But

this sum of ninety-six millions and seventy-five thousand

livres is not the whole of what may be saved by my economi-

cal project. You may observe, that I have calculated upon

only one half of the year, and much may be saved in the

other, though the days are shorter. Besides, the immense

stock of wax and tallow left unconsumed during the sum-

mer, will probably make candles much cheaper for the

ensuing winter, and continue them cheaper as long as the

proposed reformation shall be supported.

For the great benefit of this discovery, thus freely com-

municated and bestowed by me on the public, I demand

neither place, pension, exclusive privilege, nor any other

reward whatever. I expect only to have the honor of it.

And yet I know there are little, envious minds, who will, as

usual, deny me this, and say, that my invention was known

to the ancients, and perhaps they may bring passages out

of the old books in proof of it. I will not dispute with

these people, that the ancients knew not the sun would rise

at certain hours; they possibly had, as we have, almanacs

that predicted it
;
but it does not follow thence, that they
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knew he gave light as soon as he rose. This is what I claim

as my discovery. If the ancients knew it, it might have

been long since forgotten ; for it certainly was unknown to

the moderns, at least to the Parisians, which to prove, I

need use but one plain simple argument. They are as well

instructed, judicious, and prudent a people as exist any-

where in the world, all professing, like myself, to be lovers

of economy ; and, from the many heavy taxes required

from them by the necessities of the state, have surely an

abundant reason to be economical. I say it is impossible

that so sensible a people, under such circumstances, should

have lived so long by the smoky, unwholesome, and enor-

mously expensive light of candles, if they had really known,

that they might have had as much pure light of the sun

for nothing. I am, &c. A Subscriber.

To the Presi- * * * Mr. Adams has given offence to the

eress° dated ^ourt here, by some sentiments and expressions

Passy, 9 Au- contained in several of his letters written to

the Count de Vergennes. I mention this with

reluctance, though perhaps it would have been my duty to

acquaint you with such a circumstance, even were it not

required of me by the minister himself. He has sent me

copies of the correspondence, desiring I would communicate

them to Congress; and I send them herewith.* Mr. Adams

* As Franklin's correspondence throws no light upon the origin of this

rupture between the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Mr. Adams, then a

special envoy from the United States, an incident which might have involved

the greatest peril to the American cause, I have grouped the facts in which

it took its rise as briefly as possible in a note.

Mr. Adams found himself one day, to his great chagrin, relieved from his

duties as Commissioner by the vote of Congress of the 14th of September,

1778, which constituted Franklin Minister Plenipotentiary at Paris. After

45*
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did not show me his letters before he sent them, I have,

in a former letter to Mr. Lovell, mentioned some of the

waiting five or six months in the vain hope of hearing further from Con-

gress, he returned to the United States. On the 20th of October following

(1779), he received a commission as Minister Plenipotentiary from Congress
" to negotiate treaties of peace and commerce with Great Britain." He
sailed for France, was presented again at court by Dr. Franklin, and was

received very cordially. He soon opened an active correspondence with

the Minister of Foreign Affairs about matters already in very competent

hands, and where they had been wisely reposed by Congress.

The zeal of the new minister was not tempered with discretion. Being a

Minister Plenipotentiary, he had the natural desire to be doing a minister's

work
;
but he was a minister to negotiate a peace with England, and he

knew very well that England would neither offer nor entertain any proposals

for peace that could be accepted. Still, what was the good of being a min-

ister in Europe, if he was accredited to no government that would receive

him, and had no one to minister unto? At first he was vexed that his pre-

sentation to the French court was not announced in the official Gazette,

Instead of asking Franklin to make that right, he writes himself to the

Count de Vergennes, who replies, March 30th :

"
I am convinced that the presentations, whether of ambassadors or min-

isters plenipotentiary, have never been announced in our Gazette, so that it

would savor of affectation to announce yours. As a substitute, I will have

it mentioned, if you wish, in the Mercure de France, and you can, without any
hazard, take measures to have the notice repeated in the foreign gazettes."

This was satisfactory.
"

I approve very much," responds Mr. Adams,
the same day,

"
your Excellency's proposition of inserting my presentation

in the Mercury of France, and I shall take measures to have it repeated in

the foreign gazettes."

Soon after his arrival he had asked Count de Vergennes' opinion about

communicating to the court of London a copy of his powers from Congress
to negotiate a treaty of commerce with Great Britain. The Count told him

it would be most prudent to take every precaution against their existence

coming prematurely to the knowledge of the British ministry. He added,
" You will surely, of yourself, feel the motives which induce me to advise

you to take this precaution, and it would be needless to explain them."

Mr. Adams may have felt the reasonableness of the Count's advice when

given, but, getting weary of doing nothing for his country at a time when
there was so much to be done, the desire to do something got the better

of his discretion, and he returned to the subject, assigning eleven different

reasons for thinking he had better let the British cabinet know what he

came to Europe for.
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inconveniences, that attend the having more than one min-

ister at the same court
; one of which inconveniences is,

This seems to have tested the trained official affability of the French

minister to its utmost. His reply ran as follows:

COUNT DE VERGENNES TO JOHN ADAMS,

Versailles, 25 July, 1780.

Sir,
—I have received the letter which you have done me the honor to

write to me on the 17th of this month. I have read it with the most serious

attention, and, in order to give you an answer with great exactness, I have

placed it on the margin of each paragraph which seemed to require observa-

tions on my part. You will there see, sir, that I persist in thinking the time

to communicate your full powers to Lord Germaine is not yet come, and

you will there find the reasons on which I ground my opinion. I have no

doubt you will feel the force of them, and that they will determine you to

think with me. But if that should not be the case, I pray you, and even

require you, in the name of the King, to communicate your letter and my
answer to the United States, and to suspend, until you shall receive order:

from them, all steps relating to the English ministry. I shall, on my part,

transmit my observations to America, in order that M. de la Luzerne may
make the members of Congress possessed of them

; and I dare to believe

that that assembly will consider the opinion of the ministry of France

worthy of some attention, and that they will not be afraid of going astray,

or of betraying the interests of the United States, by adopting it as a rule

of their conduct. I have the honor to be, &c.

De VERGENNES.

Accompanying this letter was a specific reply to each of Mr. Adams's

reasons. I will give only his reply to the first.

"
I. To be busy about a treaty of commerce before peace is declared is

like being busy about the ornament of a house before the foundation is laid.

"2. In the situation in which America stands at present, with regard to

England, to announce to that power that her system of tyranny, her cruel-

ties, and her perfidy are forgotten, is discovering much weakness, or at least

much simpleness; it is inviting her to believe that the Americans have an

irresistible predilection for her ; it is fortifying her in the opinion she enter-

tains that the American patriots will submit through weariness or through

fear of the preponderating influence of the Tories.
"

3. To propose a treaty of commerce, which must be founded on confi-

dence and on a connection equivalent to an alliance, at a time when the

war is raging in all its fury, when the court of London is wishing to ruin ot
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that they do not always hold the same language, and that

the impressions made by one, and intended for the service

subjugate America, what is it but to give credit to the opinion which all

Europe has ever entertained, conformable to the assertions of the English

ministers, that the United States incline towards a defection, and that they

will be faithful to their engagements with France, only so long as Great

Britain shall furnish no pretext for breaking them ?"

The rest of this paper is in the same spirit, and would have discouraged

any one less preoccupied with himself than Mr. Adams from volunteering

any further correspondence in that quarter without instructions. It seemed

to have precisely the contrary effect. As if not satisfied with the situation

in which he had been placed, he tried to better it by another letter to the

Count, and, with his usual infelicity, not only made matters worse, but gave
the Count an opportunity, of which he was no doubt happy to avail himself,

of declining any further correspondence with him. It happened in this

wise:

On the 13th of July Mr. Adams wrote to the Count de Vergennes a long
letter setting forth numerous reasons why France should send a large naval

force to the United States. As if determined to overlook the irregularity

of Mr. Adams's proceedings, in view of their common zeal for a common

cause, the Count de Vergennes very politely thanked Mr. Adams for the

confidence he had shown in communicating his views, and informed him

that his advice had been anticipated.
" The Chevalier de Ternay and the

Count de Rochambeau," he said,
" have been sent with the express design

which makes the subject of your letter. They will concert their operations

with Congress and Mr. Washington." In a closing paragraph he adds:
" You may judge, sir, by this detail, that the King is very far from abandon-

ing the cause of America, and that his majesty, without having been solicited

by Congress, has, on the contraiy, taken effectual measures to support it."

No doubt pleased by the courteous tone of this letter, and the important

revelation it had extracted, Mr. Adams the next day acknowledged its

receipt, and said :

"
I assure your Excellency that scarcely any news I ever heard gave me

more satisfaction ;
and nothing, in my opinion, can afford a more effectual

assistance to America, or make a deeper or more grateful impression on the

mind of her inhabitants."

It was only four days after writing this acknowledgment—that is, the 25th

of July
—that he received Count de Vergennes" prohibition to communicate

his treaty-making powers to the British government. To that communica-

tion he could make no reply. The reasons were overwhelming. So Mr.

Adams seizes upon the paragraph last cited in the note of the Count de
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of his constituents, may be effaced by the discourse of the

other. It is true, that Mr. Adams's proper business is

Vergennes, which said that " the King, without having been solicited by the

Congress, had taken measures the most efficacious to sustain the American

cause," and in most ungracious tone proceeds to array all the evidence he

could muster, to show that the King had been repeatedly solicited to send

naval aid to the United States, and that he had yielded rather to importunity

than to any disinterested impulse.

This was a Parthian arrow. He left the next day for Holland,
"
to try,"

as he told Franklin,
" whether something might not be done to render us

less dependent on France.''

When the Count de Vergennes received this gratuitous provocation, his

forbearance gave way. He closed the correspondence by the following

note, which produced the situation referred to by Franklin in the text:

"
Versailles, 29th July, 1780.

"
Sir,
— I have received the letter which you did me the honor to write me on

the 27th of this month. When I took upon myself to give you a mark of

my confidence, by informing you of the destination of MM. de Ternay and

Rochambeau, I did not expect the animadversion you thought it your duty
to make on a passage of my letter of the 29th of this month. To avoid

any more of the kind, I think it my duty to inform you that, Mr. Franklin

being the sole person who has letters of credence to the King from the

United States, it is with him only that I ought and can treat of matters

which concern them, and particularly of that which is the subject of your
observations.

" For the rest, sir, I ought to observe to you, that the passage in my letter

to which you have, thought it your duty to extend your reflections, related

only to sending the fleet commanded by the Chevalier de Ternay, and had

nothing further in view than to convince you that the King did not stand in

need of your solicitation to direct his attention to the interests of the United

States. I have the honor to be, &c.
" De Vergennes."

Before communicating this correspondence to the government at home.
Dr. Franklin informed Mr. Adams of the unpleasant impression he had left

at the ministry of foreign affairs, adding:
"

I was sorry myself to see those

passages. If they were the effect of inadvertence, and you do not, on

reflection, approve of them, perhaps you may think it proper to write some-

thing to efface the impressions made by them. I do not presume to advise

you, but mention it only for your consideration."

Mr. Adams, in the course of a long letter on affairs in Holland, merely

says, in reply to this friendly suggestion :
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elsewhere ; but, the time not being come for that business,

and having nothing else here wherewith to employ himself,

he seems to have endeavoured to supply what he may sup-

pose my negotiations defective in. He thinks, as he tells

me himself, that America has been too free in expressions

of gratitude to France
;

for that she is more obliged to us

than we to her; and that we should show spirit in oui

applications. I apprehend, that he mistakes his ground,

and that this court is to be treated with decency and deli-

cacy. The King, a young and virtuous prince, has, I am

persuaded, a pleasure in reflecting on the generous benevo-

lence of the action in assisting an oppressed people, and

proposes it as a part of the glory of his reign. I think it

right to increase this pleasure by our thankful acknowledg-

ments, and that such an expression of gratitude is not only

our duty, but our interest. A different conduct seems to

me what is not only improper and unbecoming, but what

may be hurtful to us. Mr. Adams, on the other hand, who,

at the same time, means our welfare and interest as much as

I, or any man, can do, seems to think a little apparent stout-

ness, and a greater air of independence and boldness in our

demands, will procure us more ample assistance. It is for

Congress to judge and regulate their affairs accordingly.

M. de Vergennes, who appears much offended, told me,

yesterday, that he would enter into no further discussions

with Mr. Adams, nor answer any more of his letters. He

is gone to Holland to try, as he told me, whether something

might not be done to render us less dependent on France.

" The correspondence you mention between his Excellency the Count de

Vergennes and me, I transmitted regularly to Congress in the season of it

from Paris, and other copies since my arrival in Amsterdam, both without

any comments." Se^ Appendix A.
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He says, the ideas of this court and those of the people in

America are so totally different, that it is impossible for any
minister to please both. He ought to know America better

than I do, having been there lately, and he may choose to

do what he thinks will best please the people of America.

But, when I consider the expressions of Congress in many
of their public acts, and particularly in their letter to the

Chevalier de la Luzerne, of the 24th of May last, I cannot

but imagine, that he mistakes the sentiments of a few for a

general opinion. It is my intention, while I stay here, to

procure what advantages I can for our country, by en-

deavouring to please this court
;
and I wish I could prevent

any thing being said by any of our countrymen here, that

may have a contrary effect, and increase an opinion lately

showing itself in Paris, that we seek a difference, and with a

view of reconciling ourselves to England. Some of them

have of late been very indiscreet in their conversations.

The great public event in Europe of this year is the

proposal, by Russia, of an armed neutrality for protecting

the liberty of commerce. The proposition is accepted now

by most of the maritime powers. As it is likely to become

the law of nations, that free ships should make free goods, I

wish the Congress to consider, whether it may not be proper

to give orders to their cruisers not to molest foreign ships,

but conform to the spirit of that treaty of neutrality.

ToMissGeor- It is long, vcry long, my dear friend, since

fey"^ dated ^ ^^^^ ^'^^ great pleasure of hearing from you,
Passy, 8 Oct., and receiving any of your very pleasing letters.
1780.

But It is my fault. I have long omitted my
part of the correspondence. Those who love to receive

letters should write letters. I wish I could safely promise
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an amendment of that fault. But, besides the indolence

attending age, and growing upon us with it, my time is

engrossed by too much business ; and I have too many in-

ducements to postpone doing, what I feel I ought to do for

my own sake, and what I can never resolve to omit entirely.

Your translations from Horace, as far as I can judge of

poetry and translations, are very good. That of the Qitd,

quo scelesti ruitis ? is so suitable to the times, that the

conclusion, (in your version,) seems to threaten like a

prophecy ; and methinks there is at least some appearance

of danger that it may be fulfilled. I am unhappily an

enemy, yet I think there has been enough of blood spilt,

and I wish what is left in the veins of that once loved

people, may be spared by a peace solid and everlasting.

It is a great while since I have heard any thing of the

good bishop. Strange, that so simple a character should

sufficiently distinguish one of that sacred body ! Donnez-

vioi de ses nouvelles. I have been some time flattered with

the expectation of seeing the countenance of that most

lionored and ever beloved friend, delineated by your pencil.

The portrait is said to have been long on the way, but is

not yet arrived
;
nor can I hear where it is.

Indolent as I have confessed myself to be, I could not,

you see, miss this good and safe opportunity of sending you

a few lines, with my best wishes for your happiness, and

that of the whole dear and amiable family in whose sweet

society I have spent so many happy hours. Mr. Jones*

tells me, he shall have a pleasure in being the bearer of my
letter, of which I make no doubt. I learn from him, that

to your drawing, and music, and painting, and poetry, and

Latin, you have added a proficiency in chess; so that you

*• Afterwards Sir William Jones. See supra, page 124, note.
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are, as the French say, reviplie de talens. May they and

you fall to the lot of one, that shall duly value them, and

love you as much as I do.

To Richard Bcsides the pleasure of their company, I had

Pas"' Oct
'•^^^ great satisfaction of hearing by your two

»78o. valuable friends, and learning from your letter,

that you enjoy a good state of health. May God continue

it, as well for the good of mankind as for your comfort. I

thank you much for the second edition of your excellent

pamphlet. I forwarded that you sent to Mr. Dana, he

being in Holland. I wish also to see the piece you have

written (as Mr. Jones tells me) on Toleration. I do not

expect that your new Parliament will be either wiser or

honester than the last. All projects to procure an honest

one, by place bills, &c., appear to me vain and impracti-

cable. The true cure, I imagine, is to be found only in

rendering all places unprofitable, and the King too poor to

give bribes and pensions. Till this is done, which can

only be by a revolution (and I think you have not virtue

enough left to procure one), your nation will always be

plundered, and obliged to pay by taxes the plunderers for

plundering and ruining. Liberty and virtue therefore join

in the call, "Come out of her, my people" !

I am fully of your opinion respecting religious tests
; but,

though the people of Massachusetts have not in their new

constitution kept quite clear of them, yet, if we consider

what that people were one hundred years ago, we must

allow they have gone great lengths in liberality of sentiment

on religious subjects; and we may hope for greater degrees

of perfection, when their constitution, some years hence,

shall be revised. If Christian preachers had continued to

Voi,. II.—46
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teach as Christ and his Apostles did, without salaries, and

as the Quakers now do, I imagine tests would never have

existed
;

for I think they were invented, not so much to

secure religion itself, as the emoluments of it. When a

religion is good, I conceive that it will support itself; and,

when it cannot support itself, and God does not take care

to support it, so that its professors are obliged to call for

the help of the civil power, it is a sign, I apprehend, of its

being a bad one. But I shall be out of my depth, if I wade

any deeper in theology, and I will not trouble you with

politics, nor with news which are almost as uncertain
j
but

conclude with a heartfelt wish to embrace you once more,

and enjoy your sweet society in peace, among our honest,

worthy, ingenious friends at the Lotidon.

To Count de I have just received from Congress their

dated"pas's letter for the King, which I have the honor of

13 Feb., 1781. putting herewith into the hands of your Excel-

lency. I am charged, at the same time, to "
represent, in

the strongest terms, the unalterable resolution of the United

States to maintain their liberties and independence; and

inviolably to adhere to the alliance at every hazard, and in

every event; and that the misfortunes of the last campaign,

instead of repressing, have redoubled their ardor ; that

Congress are resolved to employ every resource in their

power to expel the enemy from every part of the United

States, by the most vigorous and decisive cooperation with

marine and other forces of their illustrious ally ;
that they

have accordingly called on the several States for a powerful

army and ample supplies of provisions ;
and that the States

are disposed effectually to comply with their requisitions.

That if, in aid of their own exertions, the court of France
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can be prevailed on to assume a naval superiority in the

American seas, to furnish the arms, ammunition, and cloth-

ing, specified in the estimate heretofore transmitted, and to

assist with the loan mentioned in the letter, they flatter

themselves, that, under the divine blessing, the war must

speedily be terminated, with glory and advantage to both

nations."

By several letters to me from intelligent persons it

appears, that the great and expensive exertions of the last

year, by which a force was assembled capable of facing the

enemy, and which accordingly drew towards New York,

and lay long near that city, was rendered ineffectual by the

superiority of the enemy at sea
;
and that their successes in

Carolina had been chiefly owing to that superiority, and to

the want of the necessary means for furnishing, marching,

and paying the expense of troops sufficient to defend that

province. The Marquis de Lafayette writes to me, that it

is impossible to conceive, without seeing it, the distress

which the troops have suffered for want of clothing ;
and

the following is a paragraph of a letter from General Wash-

ington, which I ought not to keep back from your Excel-

lency, viz.
"

I doubt not that you are so fully informed by

Congress of our political and military state, that it would

be superfluous to trouble you with any thing relative to

either. If I were to speak on topics of the kind, it would

be to show that our present situation makes one of two

things essential to us
;
a peace, or the most vigorous aid of

our allies, particularly in the article of money. Of their

disposition to serve us, we cannot doubt ;
their generosity

will do every thing which their means will permit." They

had in America great expectations, I know not on what

foundation, that a considerable supply of money would be
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obtained from Spain ; but that expectation has failed, and

the force of that nation in those seas has been employed to

reduce small forts in Florida, without rendering any direct

assistance to the United States; and indeed the long delay

of that court, in acceding to the treaty of commerce, begins

to have the appearance of its not inclining to have any con-

nexion with us
; so that, for effectual friendship, and for the

aid so necessary in the present conjuncture, we can rely on

France alone, and in the continuance of the King's good-

ness towards us.

I am grown old. I feel myself much enfeebled by my
late long illness, and it is probable I shall not long have

any more concern in these affairs. I therefore take this

occasion to express my opinion to your Excellency, that

the present conjuncture is critical
;

that there is some danger

lest the Congress should lose its influence over the people,

if it is found unable to procure the aids that are wanted ;

and that the whole system of the new government in

America may thereby be shaken
; that, if the English are

suffered once to recover that country, such an opportunity

of effectual separation as the present may not occur again

in the course of ages ;
and that the possession of those

fertile and extensive regions, and that vast seacoast, will

afford them so broad a basis for future greatness, by the

rapid growth of their commerce, and breed of seamen and

soldiers, as will enable them to become the terror of Europe,

and to exercise with impunity that insolence, which is so

natural to their nation, and which will increase enormously

Vv'ith the increase of their power.*

* It is a curious illustration of the weird way in which the lights and

shadows are mingled together in the life of a public servant, that while

Franklin was tormented with the anxieties which are only partially revealed
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in this letter, he was obliged to accept the flattering, but at such a moment

scarcely welcome, homage of a Fete Champetre from the Countess d'Hou-

detot, at Sanoy, in the valley of Montmorency, some twelve miles from

Paris, and which is thus briefly described by Mr. Sparks:
" The company consisted only of the different branches of the family of the

Count and Countess d'Houdetot. To understand one of the stanzas, it is

necessary to know that the Countess's name was Sophie. When the ap-

proach of Dr. Franklin's carriage was announced, they all set off on foot

from the Chateau, and met him at the distance of about half a mile. He
was handed from his carriage by the Countess, who, upon his alighting, pro-

nounced the following verses of her own composition.

" ' Ame du heros, et du sage.

Oh liberie ! premier bienfait des dieux 1

H^las 1 c'est de trop loin que nous t'offrons des vcEUx ;

Ce n'est qu'en soupirant que nous rendons hommage
Au mortel qui forma des citoyens heureux.'

"
They walked slowly to the Chateau, where they sat down to a splendid

dinner. At the first glass of wine, the following stanza was sung, which

became the chorus of the day, accompanied by instrumental music.

" ' De Benjamin celebrons la memoire,
Cliantons le bien qu'il a faitaux mortels;

En Amerique it aura des autels,

Et dans Sanoy nous buvons i sa gloire.'

" At the second glass, the Countess sang the following quatrain.

" '
II rend ses droits k I'humaine nature.

Pour raffranchir il voulut I'eclairer,

Et la vertu, pour se faire adorer,

De Benjamin emprunta la figure.'

"At the third glass, the Viscount d'Houdetot sang;

" 'Guillaume Tell fut brave, mais sauvage;

J'estime plus notre cher Benjamin ;

De I'Amerique en fixant le destin,

A table il rit, et c'est 14 le vrai sage.'

"At the fourth, the Viscountess sang;

'"
Je dis aussi, vive Philadelphie!

L'independance a de quoi me tenter;

Dans ce pays je voudrais habiter,

Quoiqa'il n'y ait ni bal ni comddic*

46*
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"At the fifth, Madame de Peman;

" ' Tous nos enfants apprendront de leurs meres

A vous aimer, vous croire et vous b^nir ;

Vous enseignez ce qui peut rdunir

Tous les humains dans les bras d'un seul pere.'

" At the sixth, Count de Tressan ;

" ' Vive Sanoy 1 C'est ma Philadelphie

Lorsque j'y vois son cher Icgislateur;

J'y rajeunis dans le sein du bonheur,

J'y ris, j'y bois, et j'^coute Sophie.'

" At the seventh, the Count d'Apche ;

" ' Pour soutenir cette charte sacree

Qu'Edouard accorda aux Anglais,

Je sens qu'il n'est de chevalier Fran^ais

Qui ue ddsire employer son dpee.'

" Dinner being ended, Dr. Franklin was led by the Countess, accompanied

by the whole family, into the gardens of Sanoy, where, under a rural arbor,

he was presented by the gardener with a Virginia locust tree, which, at the

request of the company, he planted with his own hands. The Countess at

the same time repeated the following verses, which have been engraven on.

a marble pillar in the neighbourhood of that tree.

" ' Arbre sacre, durable monument
Du sejour qu'en ces lieux a daigne faire un sage,

De ces jardins devenu Tornement,

Recevez-y le juste horamage
De nos voeux et de notre encens ;

Et pulssiez-vous dans tous les ages,

A jamais respectd du temps,

Vivre autant que son nom, ses lois et ses ouvrages.*

" On their return, they were met by a band of music, which accompanied
the whole family in the following song.

" '

Que cet arbre, plants par sa main bienfaisante,

Elevant sa tige naissante

Au-dessus du sterile ormeau.
Par sa fleur odoriferante

Parfume I'air de cet heureux hameau.

La foudre ne pourra I'atteindre,

EUe respectera son faite et ses rameaux ;

Franklin nous enseigna par ses heureux travaux

A la diriger ou ^ I'eteindre,

Tandis qu'il d^truisail des maux
Pour la terre encore plus k plaindre.'
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" After which they all proceeded to the Chateau. Towards evening Dr.

Franklin was reconducted by the whole company to his carriage, and, before

the door was shut, the Countess pronounced the following complimentary
verses composed by herself.

" '
L^gislateur d'un monde, et bienfaiteur des deux,
L'homme dans tous les temps te devra ses hommages;
Et je m'acquitte dans ces lieux

T)e la dette de tous les ages.'
"—£o.



APPENDIX.

A.

The following letter, now in the possession of the His-

torical Society of Pennsylvania, will serve to show, if the

proof be needed, that Mr. Adams in his judgment of his

contemporaries was not in the least conventional. It was

addressed to a particular friend, who had written to Mr.

Adams in July, 1806, paying him very high compliments,

and, as may be inferred from an endorsement on one of

the letters, referring to a letter from Gen. Washington to

Adams, dated in the critical season of 1798, in which

Washington writes thus :

" Mount Vernon, July 13, 1798,
" Believe me, sir, no one can more cordially approve of

the wise and prudent measures of your administration—
they ought to inspire universal confidence."

The following is the reply of John Adams :

"QuiNCY, Aug. 23, 1S06.

" Dear Sir: In your letter of the 7th of July you flatter

me with very high eulogies, and complete the climax of

tliem with the opinion of Washington. For the future, I

jSray you to spare yourself the trouble of quoting that great

authority in my favor. Although no man has a more set-

tled opinion of his integrity and virtues than myself, I

nevertheless desire that my life, actions, and adminis-

tration may be condemned to everlasting oblivion, and I

64S
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will add infamy, if they cannot be defended by their own

intrinsic merit, and without the aid of Mr. Washington's

judgment. The Federalists, as they are called by them-

selves and by their enemies, have done themselves and

their country incalculable injury by making Washington
their military, political, religious, and even moral pope,

and ascribing everything to him. Hancock, Samuel

Adams, John Jay, and several others, have been much

more essential characters to America than Washington.
Another character, almost forgotten, of more importance

than any of them all, was James Otis. It is to offend

against eternal justice to give to one, as this people do, the

merits of so many. It is an effectual extinguisher of all

patriotism and public virtue, and throwing the nation

wholly into the hands of intrigue. You lament the growth
of corruption very justly, but there is none more poisonous

than the eternal puffing and trumpeting of Washington and

Franklin, and the incessant abuse of the real fathers of

their country."
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